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ABSTRACT

Towards an Effective Design of Management Control Systems:
A Contingency Approach

In an attempt to provide a better understanding of MCS design, this study has utilised the
contingency theory approach to investigate the contingent relationships between perceived
environmental uncertainty (PEU), business strategy, organisational structure and various
attributes of MCS simultaneously. This study has also investigated the mediating effect of two
structural dimensions (centralisation and formalisation) on the relationship between PEU,
businessstrategy and MCS design. In addition, this study has investigated the implications of fit,
internal consistency or coalignment between the contextual variables and MCS attributes on
organisational effectiveness, thus adopting a systems approach to fit recommended in the
contingency literature. This study also builds on the works of Simons (1987) and Chenhall and
Morris (1986) in terms of developing a wider and comprehensive view of MCS design. Seven
MCS attributes have been investigated in this study including budgetary control system practices,
budgetary control system usage, cost control systems, broad scope information, managerial
evaluation and rewards system, aggregationand timeliness of information.
A cross-sectional survey employing a questionnaire method of data collection was adopted. A
total of 274 usable responseswere received representinga responserate of 28%. For purposesof
analysis, the research utilised structural equation modeling (SEM) multivariate statistical
techniqueenabledby EQS 5.7 version software (Bentler, 1995).Thus, this study is one of the first
studies in MC contingency literature to utilise SEM for validating the research constructs,
controlling measurementerror and for testing the structural relationships between the constructs
simultaneously.
The results of this study confirmed the multi-dimensional nature of PEU, business strategy and
organisational structure and the differential effects each dimension has on MCS design. Also the
results indicated that the different approaches to fit (i. e., bivariate and systems approaches)
utilized in this research resulted in insightful findings relating the contingent relationships
between the contextual variables and MCS attributes. In addition, the structural dimension of
formalisation was found to have significant positive relationships with many of the MCS
attributes and also mediated the relationship betweendifferentiation strategy and MCS attributes
of budgetaryimportance, cost control systemsand non-financial performance measures.
The results of this study also raise several implications for future MC contingency researchers
and fill some gaps in the existing MC contingency literature. This study also contributes to the
body of knowledge by providing guidance for future MC contingency researchersto implement
the SEM method. SEM has a greater potential for testing theories, controlling measurementerror,
validating research constructs and testing structural relationships among multiple contextual
variablesand multiple MCS attributes simultaneously.
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CHAPTERI

Introduction
This chapter consists of five sections. The first section discussesthe research area of interest
and the motivation for undertaking this study. Section 1.2 provides an overview of the
managementcontrol contingency approach and the limitations of earlier studies, while section
1.3 outlines the research aims and objectives. Section 1.4 highlights the contribution of the
current research to the extant literature of MC contingency approach, and the concluding
section describesthe structure of the thesis.

1.1 Research area of interest
Since the early days of managementstudy, the importance of control as a key element in the
process of management has been emphasised. All

organisations are concerned with

channelling and integrating human efforts towards the attainment of organisational objectives.
Control is the process of getting members of the organisation to work towards achieving the
detrimental
Without
firm
the
managers
may
make
proper
control,
organisation.
goals of
decisions that would negatively affect organisational effectiveness. Thus, management
control (MC) is considered as a key activity for every business organisation and
in
by
be
the
manner
which control is
success
affected
survival
can
greatly
and
organisational
carried out (Camillus, 1986; Fisher, 1998).

Management accounting has a major role to play towards achieving competitive advantage
be
The
can
enhanced by
accounting
success.
role
of
management
and organisational
management accountants or controllers designing effective management control systems
(MCS) that provide relevant and timely information to assist managers in co-ordinating and
controlling their business activities and meeting the challenges of their business environment.
Also MCS assistsin control by helping align the interest of members of the organisation with
the goals of the organisation and by encouraging managers to make decisions that will
Zimmerman,
2000;
1998;
Morse
(Drury,
Fisher,
the
objectives
and
organisational
accomplish
1997; Camillus, 1986). In addition, Drury (2000) argues that proper design of MCS is
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expected to minimise harmful and negative side effects of control such as job-related
tensions,conflicts and deterioration in relationships with managers.

Despite the importance of MCS to the successof organisations, this topical area has been
relatively less developed, understood or researchedin management literature in general and
managementaccounting literature in particular. The lack of development and researchin this
topical areahas been criticised in Johnson and Kaplan's (1987, p.205) publication "Relevance
Lost". They maintain that today's management control systems are not suited to business
operations,which are seeking to compete successfully. They stated that:
Given the radical changes in the competitive environment... it is unlikely that cost accounting
and management control systems devised for the 1925 environment can still be useful sixty
years later.

Many recent papers in leading managementaccountingjournals have emphasisedthe need for
undertaking theoretically informed studies on both the use and design of managementcontrol
systems(Dent, 1990; Fisher, 1995 and 1998; Langfield-Smith, 1997; Chapman, 1997; Otley,
1999; Ittner and Larcker, 2001; Kald et al., 2000; Smith and Langrield-Smith, 2002;
Chenhall, 2003). More specifically, these papers called for utilising the contingency approach
for its potential to advance knowledge and understanding of effective MCS design under
various organisational. settings. For instance, Fisher (1995 and 1998) argued that the
contingency approach enables researchersto develop generalisations about MCS relative to
businessand organisational settings, thus, offering the potential for advancing our knowledge
of control in complex organisations. Moreover, Chastain (1979) argued that the contingency
approachenablesmanagementaccountantsto expand their role in managementcontrol and to
maintain their expertise as controllers.

The lack of developmentand knowledge on MCS design and the need for systematic
empiricalresearchon this topical areahaveprovideda major motivation for undertakingthe
current study. Thus in an effort to provide better understandingof MCS design,this study
for
the
contingency
approach
studyingMCS design.
utilises
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1.2 MC contingency research: General overview and lindtations

Differentapproacheshavebeenfollowed by management
accountingand control researchers
towardsstudyingMCS design(a detailedreview of theseapproachesand thejustification for
adoptingthe contingencyapproachin this study is provided in Chapter2). However, the
contingencyapproach,adoptedin this study,hasbecomethe dominantapproachfor studying
MCS design(Dent, 1990;Chapman,1997;Fisher, 1998).Prior to the emergenceof the MC
contingencyapproach,a universalistic approachwas more or less assumedbasedon the
assumptionthat an optimal MCS designis applicableto somedegreein all organisations.In
contrast,the contingencyapproachassumesthat the appropriateness
of different management
control systemsdependson the settingsor contextof the organisation,and failure to match
MCS with the contextof the organisationis likely to leadto organisationaldeclinein the long
run. Simply stated,the contingencyapproachmaintainsthat organisationalperformanceor
effectivenessdependson the level of fit or alignmentbetweenMCS and contextualfactors.
Thus, 'organisationaleffectiveness'and 'fit' are two key notions or conceptsthat needto be
emphasisedand consideredby researchersadoptingthe contingencyapproachin order to
produceconcreteresearchfindings (a detailedreview of the rationale and developmentof
contingencytheoryis providedin Chapter3).
Unfortunately, the results of earlier MC researchadopting a contingency approach (a detailed
review of MC contingency studies is given in Chapter 4) do not provide concrete conclusions
about the appropriate design of MCS under various contextual factors. Several academicsand
researchershave argued that MC contingency studies have not been conducted in a systematic
fashion (e.g., Otley, 1989 and 1999; Dent, 1990; Chapman, 1997; Langfield-Smith, 1997;
Ittner and Larcker, 2001; Chenhall, 2003). Consequently, the contradictory and weak results
of MC contingency studies may be attributable to several limitations in their researchdesign
and models rather than to the contingency approachit self (a detailed review of the limitations
of earlier MC contingency research is given in Chapter 5). The above researchersconcluded
that addressing the limitations of earlier MC contingency research in future research would
provide more concrete and clear conclusions about the appropriatenessof MCS under various
organisational settings and, thus, advance the current knowledge of this topical area.This has
provided a further motivation for the researcherto undertake the current study.
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One of the major limitations of earlier MC contingency studies relates to the insufficient
attention given by these studies to the concept of organisational effectiveness which is
consideredas one of the key notions of the contingency approach (Otley, 1980; Miller, 1981;
Drazin and Van de Ven, 1985; Pennings, 1992; Dent, 1990; Fisher, 1998). Unfortunately,
many of MC contingency studies have either not explicitly considered organisational
effectiveness in their models (e.g., Bruns and Waterhouse, 1975; Gordon and Narayanan,
1984; Chenhall and Morris, 1986; Sim and Teoh, 1997) or have measured effectiveness in a
questionableway. For instance, some studies (Gul, 1991; Gul and Chia, 1994) have preferred
to use the notion of managerial effectiveness rather than organisational effectiveness. It has
been argued that such a partial construct does not provide a satisfactory criterion for the
appropriatenessof MCS design or reflect the effectiveness of the organisation as a whole
(Lowe and Chua, 1983). Other studies (e.g., Simons, 1987) have used only financial measures
(e.g., profits) to measureeffectiveness. However, relying only on financial measureshas been
widely criticised as a proxy measure of effectiveness becausethey tend to be short-term and
adopt a narrow focus (Miller,

1981; Langfield-Smith, 1997). Various researchers have

emphasisedthe importance of using a multiplicity of dimensions (financial and non-financial
measures)rather than any single dimension to measure organisational effectiveness (e.g.,
Govindarajan, 1984; Govindarajan and Fisher, 1990; Langfield-Smith, 1997).

Another key limitation of MC contingency researchrelates to the tendency of researchersto
use simple bivariate models to study the relationship between a single contingent variable and
a single control attribute (e.g., Govindarajan and Gupta, 1985; Simons, 1987; Gul, 1991).
These under-specified models and the 'piecemeal way' in which MC contingency research
has been undertaken has been criticised by several writers as one of the major weaknesses
that has caused such unrewarding results (e.g., Otley, 1980; Dent, 1990; Govindarajan and
Fisher, 1990; Langfield-Smith, 1997; Fisher, 1998; Chenhall, 2003). Fisher (1995 and 1998),
in
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Moreover, several writers have criticised previous MC contingency studies for their focus on
narrow definitions of MCS (Dent, 1990; Otley, 1999; Fisher, 1998; Langfield-Smith, 1997).
These writers argue that the recognition of a wider definition of MCS would usefully address
the issuesof choice between alternative control subsystemsand assist in the interpretation of
some earlier findings. Unfortunately, the wide and different control attributes that have been
investigated individually

in MC contingency research has resulted in difficulties

in

comparing, contrasting and integrating the findings of these studies. For instance, several MC
contingency studies have examined accounting control systems in isolation and without
consideration for the existence of other organisational aspects contributing to the overall
organisational control such as organisational structure and culture (e.g., Simons, 1987; Sim
and Teoh, 1997). Other studies have focused on only a single aspector attribute of accounting
control systems.For example, Gordon and Narayanan (1984) studied the dimension of scope
of information (i. e., non-financial, external and future information). Others have investigated
incentive bonus schemes(e.g., Govindarajan and Gupta, 1985), budget evaluation style (e.g.,
Govindarajan, 1984 and 1988), output vs. behavioural controls (e.g., Govindarajan and
Fisher, 1990) and financial controls (e.g., Simons, 1987). Such variations in the attributes that
have been researched and measured have resulted in difficulties in developing a coherent
body of knowledge that provides a comprehensive view of MCS design (Merchant and
Simons, 1986; Fisher, 1995; Langfield-Smith,

1997; Otley, 1999; Chenhall, 2003).

Unfortunately, the literature lacks a coherent and consistent classification for MCS, and few
attempts have been made towards achieving this task (Merchant and Simons, 1986; Fisher,
1995; Langfield-Smith, 1997; Otley, 1999; Chenhall, 2003). Otley (1999) argues that studies
addressing aspects of MCS have been part of this literature for many years. However, the
integration of these studies to provide a description of the overall management control
systemsis relatively novel.

Finally, a furtherkey limitation of earlierMC contingencystudiesthat hascontributedto such
definedand measuredthe variablesusedin
unrewardingresultsrelatesto the way researchers
their studies.Many of the variablesusedin MC contingencystudiesareabstractor theoretical
direct
that
not
capable
are
of
measurement
constructs
suchasMCS, environmentuncertainty,
competitive strategy, organisationalstructure and organisationaleffectivenessconstructs
(Ittner andLarcker,2001;Sharma,2001).Chenhall(2003,p.4) for instancearguesthat:
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It is unfortunatethat it is not part of MCS researchtradition to spendmoretime on developing
robustmeasuresof the elementsof MCS, particularlywhenthereis ambiguityin the meaning
of constructs.

In addition, these theoretical constructs are subject to measurementerror and this has negative
implications on the significance and validity of results found (further details on this point are
provided in Chapter 7 which deals with the validity and reliability of the constructs used in
this research).

Unfortunately, none of the earlier MC contingency studies reviewed has controlled for
in
In
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their
addition,
many
studies
conducting
analysis.
error
prior
measurement
in
in
have
MC
not systematically
general
particular
accounting
and
management
demonstrated the validity of the constructs used in their studies (Ittner and Urcker 2001;
Sharma, 2002; Smith and Langfield-Smith, 2002; Chenhall, 2003). Many of these studies
simply conduct a reliability analysis without verifying statistically the validity of these
Sharma
(2002)
for
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into
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single
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a
aggregating
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be
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PEU)
important
these
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that
may
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more
constructs
aspects
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argues
under different economic and industrial conditions. Tbus, researchersare required to develop
and refine constructs used in their studies in order to unravel some of the contradictory results
found in MC contingency research (a detailed discussion on the validity and reliability of the
current researchconstructs is provided in Chapter 7).
Several recent papers in leading management accounting journals have called for greater
methodological rigour in instrument validation and model testing in managementaccounting
research in general and MC contingency research in particular (e.g., Hartmann and Moers,
1999; Sharma, 2002; Smith and Langfield-Smith, 2002; Ittner and Larcker, 2001; Chenhall
2003). More specifically, these papers have called for making greater use of structural
in
in
for
(SEM)
to
order
control
management
accounting
research
modeling
method
equation
measurementerror and to provide simultaneous tests of measurementvalidity, reliability and
SEM
8).
details
in
Chapters
6,7
(further
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relations
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Given the above limitations of earlier MC contingency research, it is imperative to reiterate
that addressing these limitations in future research has the potential to advance the current
knowledge and understanding of MCS design by providing clearer and more concrete
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conclusions(Dent, 1990; Chapman,1997; Langfield-Smith, 1997; Otley, 1999; Ittner and
L.arcker,2001;Smith andLangfield-Smith,2002;Chenhall,2003).
1.3 Research Aim and Objectives

Based on the above discussion, the general aim of this research is to advance the current
knowledge of the influence of various contextual variables on the design of effective MCS.
This is achieved by extending earlier MC contingency research and addressing its major
limitations by:

1. Incorporating organisational effectiveness as a variable within the research model
(presented in Chapter 5) and measuring effectiveness using multidimensional (financial

andnon-financial)measures;
2. Adopting a multivariate approachof fit by examiningthe relationshipbetweenmultiple
contingent variables and multiple control variables simultaneously;
3. Developing and adopting a wider and comprehensivedefinition of MCS; and
4. Providing greater methodological rigour in constructs validation and model testing
through utilising structural equation modeling (SEM).

More specifically, the current researchaims to achieve the following researchobjectives:

1. To examine the direct relationships between the three contextual/contingent variables ofa) environmental uncertainty, b) business strategy, and c) organisational structure and
various attributes of MCS simultaneously;
2. To examine the indirect relationship between the two contextual variables of. a) business

strategy,and b) environmentaluncertainty,acting through organisationalstructure,on
variousattributesof MCS; and
3. To examinewhether a fit or coallignmentbetweenthe contextualvariablesand MCS
attributes is associatedwith greater organisational effectiveness.
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1.4 Research significance and contribution

The significance and contribution of this study to MC contingency researchis implicit in the
earlier discussions. However, the following is a more explicit discussion of the major
contributions of this research to the extant MC contingency literature. The significance and
major contributions of the current study are fourfold.

First, this study responds to many calls from recent papers in leading managementaccounting
journals to investigate the impact of business strategy, environmental uncertainty and
organisational structure simultaneously on MCS design (Dent, 1990; Langfield-Smith, 1997;
Chapman, 1997; Fisher, 1998; Otley, 1999; Kald et al., 2000; Smith and Langfield-Smith,
2002; Chenhall, 2003). Surprisingly, none of the earlier MC contingency studies has
examined the impact of environment, strategy and structure at the same time on MCS design
(Smith and Langfield-Smith 2002; Chenhall 2003). The benefit of examining the impact of
these contextual variables together, rather than individually, as has been the case in most
Consequently,
be
is
tend
to
that
these
related.
contextual
variables
when
research,
previous
looked at individually, the relations between particular contextual variables and MCS design
between
interpret.
These
difficult
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connection
a particular
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could
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relations
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be
MCS
they
could
spurious and merely
and
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or
alternatively,
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insights
Thus,
additional
and greater
with
other
contextual
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relations
reflect mutual
confidence can be gained by considering these contextual variables together.

In addition, the contingency literature of MCS (reviewed in Chapter 4) indicates that the
limited empirical research conducted to date has not yielded any concrete results about the
nature of the most appropriate connections between strategy and controls (Otley, 1999;
Chenhall, 2003). Also the limited empirical studies that have considered the effect of business
Chong
design
(e.
Chong,
1997;
Sim
MCS
together
g.,
strategy
on
and
and
and
environment
Teoh, 1997) are subject to the limitations discussed earlier such as not incorporating
in
their models and/or focusing on only limited aspectsof MCS.
effectiveness
organisational
Previous research has also mostly studied accounting controls in isolation of organisational
structure and therefore there is only a limited understanding of the possible relationships
between MCS and organisational structure. Thus, there is a need for research that examines
the relationship between organisational structure and MCS and to determine whether
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organisational structure has a mediating effect on the relationship between the contextual
variables of environmental uncertainty and business strategy and MCS design (Waterhouse
and Tiessen, 1978; Otley, 1980; Solieri, 2000; Chenhall, 2003).

Second, this study contributes to extant MC contingency research by providing greater
methodological rigour in validating the research constructs, controlling measurement error
and testing the structural relationships simultaneously through utilising structural equation
modeling (SEM). In contrast to previous work that used multiple regression and other
multivariate statistical techneques,SEM is most appropriate for testing complex models that
include unobservable latent constructs such as business strategy, environmental uncertainty,
organisational structure, MCS and organisational effectiveness. In addition, SEM method has
a unique ability to control for spurious relations between variables and, thus, confidence in
any significant relations found between specific contextual variable and MCS attributes is
increased. Despite the recent calls for utilising SEM in management accounting research
(Ittner and Larcker, 2001; Smith and Langfield-Smith, 2002, Chenhall, 2003), very few
studies in MC contingency literature have utilised SEM (e.g., Chong and Chong, 1997). Thus,
more confidence may apply to the findings of this study.

Third, this study answers the recent calls from several academics to develop and adopt a
wider and comprehensive definition of MCS (Dent, 1990; Fisher, 1995; Otley, 1999; Ittner
and Larcker, 2001; Chenhall, 2003) rather than the narrow and partial definitions considered
in earlier MC contingency studies. The recognition of a wider definition of MCS adopted in
this study (a detailed discussion on MCS dimensions and the logic for considering them is
provided in Chapter 5, Section 5.6) is expected to provide a description of the overall MCS
and assist in the interpretation of some of the earlier findings. In addition, as discussedearlier
in section 1.2, MC contingency literature lacks a coherent and consistent classification of
MCS. Thus, this study contributes to this literature by developing a more comprehensive
classification of MCS.

Finally, the fourth contribution of this study relates to the fact that most of the MC
from
the literature reviewed in Chapter 4, have been
as
evidenced
studies,
contingency
little
in
North
America,
while
research has been undertaken in the UK. Taking
undertaken
into consideration that differences in researchfindings acrosscountries may exist (Dent, 1990
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and2002),it is of interestto ascertainwhetherthe findings of previousstudiesalso apply to
theUK.
1.5 Structure of the thesis

In addition to this first chapter, the thesis comprises eight further chapters. Chapter 2
introduces the subject of MCS and demonstrates its conceptual complexity by listing the
various definitions used throughout the managementand accounting literature and the notions
and boundaries of the term as it is used in this thesis. An overview of the various approaches
followed by researcherstowards studying MCS is provided together with a justification for
adopting the contingency approach in this thesis.

The MC contingencyresearchhas followed the contingencytheory of organisationstructure
researchand much of the confusion in MC contingencyfindings was related to the way
researchers
understoodandimplementedthe contingencyapproach(Otley et al., 1995).Thus,
the major aim of Chapter 3 is to provide better understandingof the main themesand
argumentsof the contingencytheory and to set the foundation for undertakinga critical
evaluationof the managementcontrol contingencystudies.Thus, Chapter 3 reviews the
development,themesand criticisms of the contingencytheory of organisationalstructure.It
startsby reviewingthe pioneeringstudiesthat contributedto the developmentof contingency
theory,andthenpresentsthe main themesandtenetsof the contingencyapproach.
Chapter 4 is mainly concerned with reviewing the relevant managementcontrol contingency
empirical studies. The chapter starts with an overview of managementaccounting and control
contingency theory and reviews the pioneering early MC contingency studies that contributed
to its development. It then introduces the contingent variables used in MC contingency
studies and provides a detailed review of the relevant MC contingency empirical research.

Chapter5 developsthe researchmodeland formulatesthe hypothesesand questionsthat will
be testedin the study. It starts by discussingthe limitations and gaps of MC contingency
in
Chapter
4.
It then presentsa conceptualframework for developinga
reviewed
studies
view of MCS and the attributesto be consideredin this research.Finally, the
comprehensive
investigated
hypotheses
be
in this studyaredeveloped.
that
and
questions
will
research
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Chapter 6 describes the research methodology and the data collection method employed to
achieve the research objectives. It starts with an overview of the research paradigm and
methodology, followed by detailed discussion of the research population and sampling
procedure.It then provides a detailed description of the stagesof the data collection including
questionnaire construction and pre-testing, features of the covering letter, the respondents,
survey administration and responseprofile. Finally the chapter ends with a description of the
non-responsebias tests and a justification for the statistical methods used for data analysis.

Chapter 7 is concerned with the first stage of data analysis, which describes the
operationalisation of the research constructs and their validity and reliability assessments.
More specifically, this chapter provides a detailed discussion of the results of the
measurement model analysis in structural equation modeling (SEM). It also presents the
procedures undertaken to establish construct validity and reliability and to control for
measurementerror.

Chapter 8 presentsthe second stage of analysis, which describesthe structural model analysis
proceduresin SEM and reports and interprets the results of this analysis pertaining to research
questions and hypotheses.The final chapter (Chapter 9) provides a summary and discussion
of the major findings of the study, its limitations and directions for future research.
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CHAPTER 2

Management Control Systems

2.1 Introduction

Although control is one of the key functions of management,the term has no consistent or
commonly accepteddefinition. A review of the literature indicates that the many definitions
of control have led different scholars to adopt different interpretations and follow different
approachesin their studies, thus causing difficulties in comparing, integrating and classifying
these studies (Merchant and Simons, 1986; Fisher, 1998). The purpose of this chapter is to
demonstratethe conceptual complexity of managementcontrol system (MCS) by discussing
the various definitions used throughout the management and accounting literature and the
boundaries of the term used in this thesis. Another purpose for this chapter is to demonstrate
the density of management control literature by providing an overview of the different
approachesfollowed by researcherstoward studying MCS and the justification for adopting
the contingency approach in this thesis.

This

Chapter

is structured

management control

as follows:

Section

2.2 discusses various

definitions

of

and section 2.3 discusses the types of management controls used

throughout the management and accounting literature. The notions and boundaries of MCS as
used in this thesis are presented in Section 2.4. The final section (Section 2.5) discusses the
development

of management

control

research and the different

approaches used by

in
for
MCS
studying
complex organisations and presents the approach which will
researchers
be used in this research.

2.2 Management control: Definitions and themes

The definition of control ranges from specific and narrow notions to broad and vague ideas.
From a narrow perspective, control is viewed as correcting something that has gone wrong. It
is consideredas a behavioural processthat involves measurementand evaluation of the actual
performance of organisational units, the identification of deviations from the required
performance and taking proper corrective actions to bring the activity into line (Camillus,
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1986). This control process is cybernetic'. Cybernetic control implies that (1) a standard has
been set (2) the standard is monitored and (3) a corrective action is taken if the deviation
from the standard is deemed significant (Jawarski, 1988). The existence of standards*implies
that the manager has an implicit or explicit model of how the organisation functions when
transforming inputs into outputs. If outputs are within standards,the system is considered in
control. If not, the manager should take corrective actions (Tricker and Boland, 1982). The
monitoring process involves measurement and evaluation of the actual performance.
However, the cybernetic definition does not explicitly indicate the mechanisms and
performance measures that comprise a control system, but rather defines the fon-nal control
process(Fisher, 1998).

The monitoring process involves the use of performance measuresthat may include financial
measures such as net income, revenues and expense targets, as well as non-financial
measuressuch as head count, cycle time, on time delivery and scrap. Rewards (including
incentive compensation schemes) and punishments (e.g. demotion) are often linked to
feedback
key
the
of
attainment
as
a
part
processof
measures
and
are
considered
performance
the control system (Fisher, 1998).

On the other hand, and from a broader perspective, control is seen as a process intended to
increase the probability of achieving the organisation's planned objectives. Tannenbaum
(1962) defined control as:
Any process in which a person or group of persons or organisation of persons determines i. e.
intentionally affects, what another person or group or organisation will do (cited in Das, 1989,
p. 460).

Under this broad definition, control would include everything that helps ensure that the
people in the organisation are acting towards achieving the goals of the organisation.

Accordingto Parker(1986,p. 277):
The conceptualapproachto control in both management
and accountingliteratureshasmoved
well beyondmeredefinition... the conceptualcomplexityof control is poorly servedby simple
definitional statements.Rather control has come to be representedas a muIti-model
framework.

Cybernetic is defined as a system in which standards of performance are determined, measuring systems
gauge performance, comparisons are made between the standards and actual performance and feed back
provides information on the variances (Otley et al, 1995).
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Different control mechanismsare availablefor organisationsto cope with the problem of
organisationalcontrol, including personalsupervision,job descriptions,standardoperating
procedures,budgetsand performancemeasurements.Broadly conceived,thesemechanisms
and processescomprise the tangible componentsof an organisationalcontrol system
(Flamholtz,1983).
2.3 Types of management controls 2

Given the breadth of scope, and the many definitions of managementcontrol, a vast number
of managementcontrol measuresexist. Three different types or categories of controls have
been identified in the literature, action or behavioural controls, personnel or cultural controls,
and results or output controls. Different authors have also used different terms even though
these terms imply the same meaning. For example, the terms output control (Ouchi, 1979),
results control (Merchant, 1985) and core systems(Flamholtz, 1983) are widely used terms in
the literature to refer to management accounting control systems. Behavioural. controls
(Ouchi, 1979), action controls (Merchant, 1998) and administration controls (Child, 1977)
have been used mainly to refer to controls exerted over employees' actions through
organisational structure such as establishing work roles and procedures and determining
authority and responsibility.
2.3.1 Action, behavioural or administration controls
These types of controls are related to organisational structure and apply to those situations
focus
individuals
behaviour
their
the
they
the
work
are
about
of
go
of
as
actions and
where
control. Fisher (1995) argues that organisation structure contributes to organisational control
through establishing roles and responsibilities that guide people's actions. Structuring of
3 and concentration of authoritY4 are two related dimensions of organisational
activities
important
behavioural
literature
in
identified
theory
controls within
as
organisation
structure
Waterhouse,
Mintzberg,
1975;
1979).
(Child,
1972;
Bruns
and
organisations
2 Drucker (1964) distinguishesbetweencontrol and controls.Control is seenas a managementfunction that
makessure that the work is done to achieveorganisationsobjectives,while controls encompassall the
direct
that
employeestowardachievingtheseobjectives(Drury, 2000).
procedures
and
methods
Structuringof activities concernsthe degreeof formal regulationof the intendedactivitiesof the employees.
Subsumedin this conceptare formalisation,the extent to which proceduresare committedto writing, and
invariably
(Child, 1972).
to
the
rules
apply
extent
which
standardisation,
4 Concentrationof authority concernsthe extent to which authority for making decisionslies at higher levels
within or outsidethe organisation.Subsumedin this conceptare ccntralisationand lack of autonomy(Child,
1972).
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Administration controls can also be classified as a form of behavioural control. Child (1977)
statesthat strategiesof administrative control are expected to reduce the amount of discretion
in roles and in consequencethe amount of innovative and non-conforming behaviour. Child
identified two strategies of administrative control, that managers appear to have a choice
between, the bureaucratic strategy of control and the centralising strategy of control. Child
(1972) further argues that managers may attempt to control the behaviour of employees
indirectly by relying upon procedures or methods for limiting discretion and for monitoring
activities within limits imposed by such indirect controls. Alternatively, managers may
attempt to maintain control directly over employees' behaviour by confining decisions to
fairly senior levels in the hierarchy. Action or behavioural controls are most appropriate when
managersknow what actions are desirable, and are able to ensure that the desired actions are
taken (Drury, 2000).

2.3.2 Personnel or cultural controls
According to Maslow's hierarchy of needs, any decision made by an individual within an
organisation will be influenced by the personal desiresof that individual. Since managersand
employees have personal goals, the control problem is to motivate them to act so that when
they seek their personal goals, they are also achieving organisational goals (Anthony, 1988).
This category of control is basedon strengthening the senseof commitment toward achieving
organisational goals, so that people can become immersed in the interests of the organisation.
Ouchi (1979) termed this type of control as 'clan control'. Ouchi (1979) states that in
organisations where task performance is ambiguous and teamwork is common, precise
be
individual
is
impossible.
In
can
cases
control
achieved by
contribution
such
evaluation of
a period of socialisation during which employees are subjected to skill training and value
training, or indoctrination. Clan control can be viewed as corporate culture or social control
such as the selection of people who have been socialised into adopting norms and patterns of
behaviour that confonn to organisational objectives. Clan control is viewed as the highest
degreeof employee discipline attained through dedication of each individual to the interest of
the whole.

2.3.3 Results,output or core controls
The traditional management control system (MCS) is output oriented (Jowarski, 1988). It
views output controls as a simple cybernetic system, and involves collecting and reporting
information about the outcomes of the work efforts. Under this type of control, management
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sets desired output level, monitors the extent of attainment and take corrective actions when

deviationsfrom the desiredlevel havebeenidentified.
Management accounting control systems (MACS) are considered as a form of output
controls. They are mostly defined in monetary terms based on inputs (costs) outputs
(revenues) and/ or inputs to outputs ratio (profits and ROI). MACS often incorporate nonmonetary measures, besides monetary measures. However, as Tricker and Boland (1982)
argue, non-monetary measures (e.g. number of defective units) are never totally adequate
since cost measuresand cash flow measuresof performance are always neededto managethe
flow of funds in all responsibility centres,5 irrespective of their level of autonomy or their
overall objectives.

2.4 Notions and boundaries of management control systems

The earlier literature tended to adopt a narrow view of control. For example, Anthony (1965)
Anthony
framework
for
forward
activities.
control
suggested
analysis
of
planning
and
a
put
that control involved three categories: strategic planning, management control and
deciding
is
Strategic
the
on the goals of the
of
process
planning
operational control.
involves
for
It
these
setting and modifying the
strategies
attaining
goals.
organisation and
organisation's objectives, determining the resourcesthat will be committed to accomplishing
these objectives, and defining organisation's policies regarding using these resources.
Managementcontrol (MC) is the processby which organisational objectives are achieved and
6
is
the use of resources made efficient and effective. Finally, operational or task control is the
processof ensuring that specific tasks are done efficiently and effectively.
Anthony's framework views MC as mediating between task control and strategic planning in

the sensethat task control takes place accordingto decisionsarrived at in management
determined
by
to
the
and
strategies
goals
control
exists
achieve
control, while management

A responsibilitycentreis an organisationunit headedby a managerwho is responsiblefor its activities.It can
be classifiedasan expensecentreif only their costsare measured,asa profit centreif both costsandrevenues
aremeasuredandasan investmentcentreif bothprofits andinvestmentusedto generatetheseprofits are
measured(Anthony, 1988).
6 Anthony (1988, p.34) redefined managementcontrol as "the processby which managersinfluence other
" This definition hasthe sameidea,but
membersof the organisationto implementthe organisationstrategies.
with an emphasison the implementationof strategiesas the direct purposefor MC ratherthanthe attainment
of resources,which is, as Anthony argues,moreindirectpurposeof MC.
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the strategic planning process. Thus, MC is viewed as being essentially a cybernetic process
operating mainly through management accounting systems (Anthony, 1965). Anthony's
framework was considered as a novel view towards understanding the complexity of MC in
the 1960s. However, it has been extensively criticised for being limited and narrowing the
scope of MC (Emmanuel, Otley and Merchant, 1990; Tricker and Boland, 1982; Machin,
1983).

For instance, Otley et al. (1995) reviewed the development of research on management
control and argued that one of the unintended consequencesof Anthony's 1965 work is that
managementcontrol has primarily been developed within an accounting based framework.
They view MC as a general managementfunction, with a broad set of control mechanisms,
concernedwith achieving organisational objectives. In contrast, accounting controls comprise
just one aspect (i. e. output controls) within the wider practice of managementcontrol.

Similarly, Tricker and Boland (1982) criticised Anthony's view on MC on the bases that it
focuses'on only one subset of control activities, the managementaccounting systems,and that
it excludes many of the important ideas inherent in MC. They argue that the notion of MC
cannot be separated from ideas about values, authority, responsibility and power, and the
study of MC must transcend these areas. Furthermore, Mintzberg (1979, p. 148) has
questionedthe separation of planning and control by Anthony on the basis that:
Planningand controlgo togetherlike the proverbialhorseand carriage:therecan be no
controlwithoutpriorplanning,andplanslosetheirinfluencewithoutfollow-upcontrols.
Mintzberg further argues that the purpose of planning is to specify a desired output, a
standard, at some future time. And the purpose of control is to assesswhether or not that
standard has been achieved. Mintzberg further distinguishes between two types of planning
focuses
that
one
on the regulation of overall performance, and is
systems,
control
and
concerned with 'after-the-fact' monitoring of results; this is called as performance control.
The other seeks to regulate specific actions and is oriented to specifying activities that will
take place; this is called action planning. In other words, the organisation can regulate outputs
in two ways. It can use performance control to measureresults of a whole series of actions,
decisions.
information
Alternatively it can use action planning to
to
this
make
and use
determine in advance what specific decisions or actions are required. According to Mintzberg
(1979) performance control is a pure means of standardisation of outputs while action
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planning, because it specifies particular actions, resembles in some ways the design

parametersof formalisationof behaviouror structuringof activities.
Machin (1983) criticised Anthony for focusing only on formal control systems, neglecting
the informal systems. Machin (1983, p.22) describes MCS as "formal and informal systems
which help an individual to control what he does with himself and other resources". Lorange
and Morton (1974) point out that control in organisations, practically, is synonymous with
financial control or MACS. However, they argue that increased pressure from outside the
if
the
control
systems
of
modification
of
such
narrow
view
organisation requires
organisations are to continue to run effectively. Similarly, Birnberg (1998) stated that the
integrated
business
leads
to
the
a
more
view of
environment,
characterises
uncertainty, which
organisational control subsystems,and explains the shift in emphasis from managerial control
to organisational control.
In the accounting area, the role of managementaccounting systems in organisational control
traditionally has been studied in isolation from other non-accounting control systems
(Flamholtz, 1983). This narrow view has resulted in limiting our understanding of how the
MAS functions within the overall organisational control system. Drury (2000) suggeststhat a
wider view of MCS's is required so that the role of MACS within the overall control process
can be better understood. It is also believed that a broad perspective on control would clarify
some of the limitations of accounting control tools (i. e., variance analyses, standard costing,
MCS
highlighting
by
the
controls
of
various
within
substitutability
measures)
performance
(Merchant, 1988). Tiessen and Waterhouse (1983) have also stressedthe importance of not
7
information
systems from other controls, as they act as a
separating the effect of accounting
packageand must be assessedjointly.

From the abovediscussion,it can be concludedthat a broaderview of MCS would provide
business
better
knowledge
control
within
organisations,and
understanding
about
and
a
more
Thus
this
the recognitionof a wider
the
of
complexities
crucial
concept.
of
some
would solve
7 Accounting information systemsrelated to the organisationare used by different parties and for different
information
Management
system is to provide internal managerswith accounting
accounting
purposes.
information (Le. measuresinput ind outputs) to assist in planning and control. Financial accounting
information systemsprovide information for creditors and investors for making investmentand credit
decisions.Tax informationsystemsis usedfor tax purposesto report to governmenttaxing authorities.In this
MAIS
in
that
with
assist
concerned
planning and control of the organisation(Morse and
are
we
work,
Zimmerman,1997).
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definition of MCS is required (Langfield-Smith, 1997; Dent, 1990). However, there are
practical limitations to the number of controls that can be included in the research(Camillus,
1986; Merchant, 1988; Langfield-Smith, 1997; Fisher, 1998). For instance, Fisher (1998)
points out the limitations of data collection methods and researchtime for empirical studies.
He argues that if the definition is too broad, the study may become unmanageableand
intractable. At the sametime, if the definition is too narrow, possible relationships and tradeoffs with other control mechanismsmay be ignored. Thus, according to Camillus (1986), we
needdefinitions of MCS that are relevant in the context of managementof organisations,that
are comprehensivein scope, yet limited enough to permit focused managerial effort and that
offer guidance to the designers of MCS's.

Similarly, Merchant (1988) points out that

researchersmust limit their scope of study by directing attention to some aspects of the
control problem.
8
formal
first
focus
Anthony (1988) suggests that researchersshould
on
controls
attention
becauseby definition, managersdo not design informal systems;they develop without being
designed, but he acknowledges that managerscan nurture and influence them. Following
Anthony's line of argument, Merchant (1988) suggeststhat the presenceof informal controls
design
their control
be
like
managers
when
should considered
other environmental variables
instruments
designing
to measure
(1997)
Moreover,
Langfield-Smith
that
argues
systems.
difficult.
is
incidence
informal
and
problematic
the
and clan controls
accurately
or use of
Based on the above arguments, this study views MCS as those formalised proceduresand
in
behaviour
human
a manner consistent with
to
that
systems
serve or attempt
regulate
focus
Therefore,
the
on output controls
will
research
attainment of organisational objectives.
(MACS) and behavioural controls (organisational structure), rather than informal system,
such as social and cultural controls (further discussionon the conceptualisationof MCS will
be given in Chapter5).
2.5 Developments in the management control literature
Control-related literature is voluminous but disparate and MC researchershave followed
different approachesfor studying control in organisations(Merchant and Simons, 1986).

Anthony (1988, p.23) defines formal systemsas "those whose structure is visible and whose operation has
explicit authorisation".
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Each approach provides different insights towards understanding control in complex
organisations.Furthermore, the argumentsin favour of one or the other of these approaches
are validated in the organisational and control literature (Strati, 2000). However, the
divergent approachestoward studying the subject of control have yielded an image of the
complexity and density of MC literature, and have resulted in difficulties in comparing,
contrastingand integrating thesestudies(Merchant and Simons, 1986; Fisher, 1998).
Merchant and Simons (1986) suggestdifferent reasonsfor these difficulties: first, the choice
of problem scope can vary significantly among studies; for example, some researchersmay
considerplanning as a componentof control while others do not. Second,control is discussed
at different levels of analysis, including control of individuals, departmentsor organisations.
Third, control systemsare discussedat different levels of aggregation;some researchershave
focused on specific control techniques (e.g., variance analysis) or control system
characteristics(e.g. degreeof scope),while others have focusedon control system archetypes
(e.g. administrative controls, output controls).
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the depth and breadth of the subject of
managementcontrol (MC), by providing an overview of the various approachesfollowed by
builds
The
in
towards
review
on earlier
organisations.
researchers
understanding control
reviews of managementcontrol literature (e.g. Giglioni and Bedeian, 1974; Parker, 1986;
Merchant and Simons, 1986; Otley et al., 1995), as well as organisational theory literature
reviews (e.g. Strati, 2000; Scott, 1992).
The developments in MC literature have followed and lagged behind developments in
managementand organisational literature by approximately 20 years or more (Parker 1986;
Otley et al., 1995). Thus, MC literature, similar to organisational literature, resembles a
fragmented 'adhocracy' where paradigm shifts and breaks have occurred in this literature
(Strati, 2000). According to Reed (1992) this literature represent a configuration which
mergesscholarsand experts into 'ad hoc' groups operating within an areaof study marked by
a low degreeof co-ordination of researchstrategies.
Different scholars have attempted to review the development of research in MC, and
attempted to organise the types of work under various categories. For instance, Watson
(1975) suggesteda framework shown in figure 2.1 to organise managementaccounting
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research.Watson argues that nearly all technical accounting studies fall within LI 1, where
emphasis is on efficiency of accounting systems, so that organisations perform better
technically.

Consequent System
Accounting

Organisation

Antecedent

System

Where L indicates sonic potentially bwful connection, the subscript I refers to the accounting system and the subscript 2 refers to the organisation.

Figure 2.1 Watson's view of accounting research
(Source:Watson, 1975, p.65).

Alternatively, if the researchis behaviourally oriented it will generally fall into L12 where
researchersuse accounting systems as an independent variable and observe the effects on
some behavioural (dependent) variable. Management accounting contingency researchfalls
from
flow
interdependencies
L21
the organisation to the
the
transactional
under
where
accounting system, while L22 refers to the area of interdependenciesthat belong within the
organisationitself.
Flamholtz, Das and Tsui (1985) suggestedanother way to organise the control literature
along three main perspectives, which have dominated the study of organisations:
sociological, administrative and psychological perspectives.Hamholtz et al. argue that the
three traditions or perspectives differ from each other in terms of control mechanisms
employed and the level of analysis. The sociological perspectivetends to focus on the entire
organisation and view control as accomplished through structural mechanisms of rules,
policies and hierarchy of authority. The administrative perspective tends to focus on the
individuals or departments within organisations,with little or no concern for comparative
studies across organisations. The control mechanisms that are frequently employed by
administrative theoristsare plans, measurement,supervision,evaluation and feedback.Lastly,
the psychological approachestend to rely on mechanisms of goal and standard setting,
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extrinsic or intrinsic rewards, feedback or interpersonal influence. The focus is primarily on

theindividual.
Strad (2000) provided an excellent review of the various ways to reconstruct and reorder the
organisationalliterature, which can be also applied to MC literature. One of the main ways is
to divide it into schools of thought (e.g. scientific managementschool, administrative school,
bureaucratic school, human relations school, etc.). Another way is to organise the literature
around the criterion of perspective (rational, natural and open systems). This criterion has
been employed by Scott (1992) to distinguish three distinct routes followed by the study of
organisationsduring the 20thcentury and was also adopted by Otley et al. (1995) to review
the development of MC literature. The three perspectives,as Scott (1992, p. 27) suggests,
serve as an 'umbrella under which we may gather the related views' and approaches'which
bear a strong family resemblance' but which are also partially in conflict, partially
overlapping and partially complementingone another.
In order to understand and organise the development of MC-related literature, it is
appropriate first to provide a brief overview on the development of organisational literature
followed
developments
have
in
MC
developments
to
the
seen
since, as mentioned earlier,
are
in management and organisation theory. Tbus tracing MCS literature in terms of its
organisational theory roots allows us to understandthe evolution of research in MC. The
framework
Scott
(1992)
forward
by
be
based
to
the
as
a
will
classification put
review
on
sunimarise the development of the organisational theory. This will be followed by an
examinationof the MC literature to ascertainhow MC literature falls into this classification.
Scott (1992) provides a summary of the major developmentsin organisation theory using two
dimensions as shown in figure 2.2. First he distinguished between rational and natural
systemsmodels.The rational systemsmodel views organisationsas purposefully designedfor
achieving specific objectives whereas the natural systems perspective emphasises the
importance of informal systems.Second,he noted the transition from closed to open system
models. Prior to 1960s, organisations were viewed as closed systems, which could be
understood apart from their environments. Important processes were internal to the
organisation.However, as the complexity and uncertainty of the businessenvironment have
increased,incorporating the organisational context in research models became crucial for
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understanding complex organisations and this has led to the development of open systems
perspective.

Closed system models
1900-1930

Rational
modeIs

Open system models
1960-1970?

Scientific and Adminstrative Machines

Systems and Cybernetic Concept

1930-1960

1970-

Natural
Human Relations Forum

Ambiguous and Complex phenomena

models

Figure 2.2 A historical imagery of organisation theory
(Source: adaptedfrom Scott, 1992).

2.5.1 The cIosed-rational systems perspective
This first perspective is based on the classical organisation theory and comprises Taylor's
scientific management,Fayol's administrative theory, Weber's theory of bureaucracy and
Simons' theory

of administrative

behaviour

(Strati,

2000). This

work

assumes that

organisations are deliberately designed to achieve specific goals and emphasises the formal
aspects of the organisation, with little or no concern given to informal, social relationships
and psychological aspects of work. Classical research in MC has examined control as a
formal system governed by standardised rules and procedures and view optimal control
system design to sustain, to some degree, in all settings and firms (Sisaye, 1998). The
classical

organisation

control

systems theory

has adopted

the functional

view

of

organisations, which focuses on the roles of formal organisational systems. The objective of
control systems is to maximise firm profitability

through facilitating the flow of information

in the organisation and guide employees' behaviour to be consistent with management goals.

According to Birnberg (1998), several critical assumptionsare incorporated in the classical
view of organisationcontrol systems:the external environment is stable; tasks are routinised
at managerialand operational levels; and the object of MCS is to control individuals and coordinate activities. Birnberg concludes that classical MC researchis usually traced back to
Anthony (1965) work, which, as argued by Otley et al. (1995), has resulted in the
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development of MC researchin an accounting-based framework. However, given that MC
research under this perspective is weak in terms of reliability of support for conclusions
(Merchant and Simons, 1986), and the empirical evidence of contingency relationships, most
academicsand researchershave beenreluctant to employ this perspective(Fisher, 1998).
2.5.2 The closed-natural systems perspective
This second perspective comprises the human relation's school, Barnard's (1938) cooperative system, and Parsons' (1951) social system (Strati, 2000). This perspective has
developed in reaction to the rational system perspective, and stressedon the importance of
informal culture, which developed spontaneously from the natural interaction of people
working together. It assumedthat patterns of behaviour depend on values and the natural
interactions of people, not on formal rules or policies. Thus this perspective was partly a
rejection of prior theories of organisation and management (Hrebiniak, 1978). Chester
Barnard's co-operative system is crucial to this perspective. For Barnard, as Strad (2000,
p.41) states:
Organisations depend on peoples willingness to co-operate, and their efforts should be
directed toward a common purpose by the persuasive encouragement of the leading
management.

The basic principle of this perspectiveis the belief that participation has great potential for
solving many of our organisational problems. Participating individuals appreciate the
responsibility entrusted to them; morale is high and motivation is increased (Macintosh,
1991).

This perspective gave birth to the field of behavioural accounting research, in which
managementcontrol is consideredas the main area of research9.Caplan (1978, p.39) argues
that:
Many management accounting techniques intended to control costs such as budgeting fail
because they create feelings of frustration, suspicion and hostility. The techniques cannot
motivate effectively becausethe accountantsfail to consider the broad spectrum of needsand
drives of the participants.

Behavioural accounting research has applied the classical-functional approach to explain
managers'use of formal control systemsfor incentives and performance evaluation, and to
influence the behaviour of subordinatesconsistentwith managementgoals (Sisaye, 1998). In
9 Macintosh (199 1, Ch. 2) provides an excellent
review for research in this area.
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general, the behavioural research on accounting has mainly focused on the effects of
budgeting on managerial attitudes and behaviour. "It had moved away from the formal,
authority-based approach to control characteristic of the classical control model, to take
account of individual and group-based control as well as dysfunctional aspects of formal
control" (Parker 1986, p.270).
Research in this area has followed the pioneering study by Argyris (1952) entitled 'The
impact of budgets on people" (Waterhouseand Tiessen, 1978; Macintosh, 1991; Otley et al.,
1995). Argyris' study showed that budgets were viewed differently by accountants,
supervisors and workers, and that imposed budgets created management pressure and led to
dysfunctional consequences,including increased tension, frustration and mistrust. The study
important
impact
have
budget
that
the
an
would
on
process
participation
within
concluded

organisationalsuccess.
Hofstede(1968) conductedanothermilestonestudy of the associationof human relations
Simons,
Merchant
1986;
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Tiessen,
budgetslo
(Waterhouse
and
and
variables and
Macintosh, 1991). Hofstede investigated the budget-related behaviour in six large
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discover
that
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the
to
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precise
and attempted
manufacturing
in
findings
budgets.
that
The
this
are
participation
study
to
of
main
and positive attitudes
budget setting by itself is not enoughto motivate managers.The key ingredient was the
&game
spirit' which managersrelied on to 'play the budgetgame'.Different managersplayed
the budget game in different ways. Some ignored the budget; others used budgets
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in
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study also concludedthat a good
way.
a
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others
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excessively;
demands
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the
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(Macintosh,1991).
The early studies in behavioural effects of budgets indicate that managersengage in
dysfunctionalbehaviour as a responseto the way superiorsuse budgetsto evaluatetheir
in
1970s,
behavioural
Thus,
the
a
perspectiveon the themeof managerial
early
performance.
Hopwood
(Otley
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to
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conducteda
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10Hofstede(1968) study was classifiedby Ofley et al. (1995) underthe rational-closedperceptivefor adapting
an implicit universalisticorientation'.
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leading study in this area. The study rested on the assumption that the impact of budgets on
job-related behaviour depends more on the style" in which it is used rather than on the
technical design. According to Macintosh (1991), Hopwood's study placed the issue of
participation in a wider setting than previous approaches,including the evaluation manner of
superiors, leadership styles and situational needs.
In a related study, Otley (1978) attempted to replicate Hopwood's study and found results
which differed markedly. Otley found that different evaluation styles did not seem to affect
job-related behaviour, or explain differences in performance. According to Macintosh (1991),
Otley related the contrary results between his and Hopwood's study to differences in research
sites, and assumed that the managers, in his sample, might have matched their evaluation
style to the 'prevailing circumstances'. However, as Macintosh (1994, p.216) contends:
Thesestudiesdid not produceany grandhumanrelations'theoriesof management
accounting
andcontrol. Insteadthey seemedmerelyto confirm the contradictoryfindings which appeared
earlierin the organisationalbehaviourliterature.

Subsequently,these conflicting results have initiated a stream of research,which was
reviewedby Briers and Hirst (1990).Scholarsexpandedthe field of behaviouralaccounting
and included the social-psychologicalaspectsof accountingand MC systems(Macintosh
1991, Chapter 3, provides a good review for this literature). They "dug deep into the
literatureon cognitive psychologyandpersonaltraits to constructmodelsof how individuals
processaccountinginformation" (Macintosh,1994,p. ix). This line of researchaccordingto
Macintosh(1991,p.39):
Proved helpful in reconciling this discrepancy.We learned, for example, that personal
attributes,suchas emotionalstability and locusof control, had a lot to say aboutreactionsto.
anduseof, thesesystems.
Macintosh (1991, p. 39) further contends that this research enabled us to realise that:
Many of the generally acceptedmanagementaccountingprinciples, such as the idea that
budgetsshould include only items that are within the budgetedmanager'scontrol, do not
squarewith the realitiesof organisationallife nor with researchfindings.

Hopwooddefinedthreedistinct stylesof evaluation:the budgetconstrainedstyle, wherethe evaluationof a
manageris basedon meetingthe budgeton short-termbasis;the profit consciousstyle, wherethe manager's
performanceis evaluatedon his ability to increasegeneraleffectivenessof his unit in relation to long-termto
organisationalgoals; the non-accountingstyle where budgets play an unimportant role in evaluating
199
1).
(Macintosh,
performance
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However a major weakness of the psychological research in control, according to Merchant

andSimons(1986,p.190),is relatedto thefact that:
Much of this research is framed around improving individual decision accuracy or improving
feelings of worker satisfaction, while there is little evidence to date that these conditions
necessarily improve organisational performance.

Thus, this perspective suffers from difficulties in linking behavioural conditions with
organisational objectives.

2.5.3 The open-rational systems perspective
The emergence of an open systems approach was accompanied by a return to more rational
1995).
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perspective
Khandwalla, 1977; Mintzberg, 1979), and the contingency theory is viewed as a derivation of
the systemsdesign approach, which has been influential in organisation theory (Strati, 2000).
The emergence of the open systems approach in general, and the contingency theory in
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The movement away from universalistic approachestoward a contingency approach in MC
literature occurred in the late 1970s, partly to explain the contradictory findings of prior
research and partly in response to the prior development of the contingency theory of
organisations (Otley, 1980). In the view of contingency theorists, the design of accounting
information and control systems is based upon specific characteristics of an organisation and
its environment. Different organisations behave in different ways for all sorts of reasons,thus
their accounting and control systems are expected to be different. According to Otley et al.
(1995, p.37) the early contingent work in accounting based control systems has a 'clear
closed systems flavour',

similar to developments in organisation theory which had
concentrated on internal factors such as technology and did not adopt an open systems
approach until late 1970s.

In late 1970s, there was a shift in MC literature, particularly from a theoretical perspective,
towards open systems perspectives (e.g. Gordon and Miller,

1976; Amigoni,

1978;

Waterhouse and Tiessen, 1978). Theoretical formulations that have developed from a
contingency perspective have attempted to relate the design of accounting information
systems (AIS) to several contextual variables. Gordon and Miller (1976) argue that AIS
should be designed contingent upon organisational environment, structure and managerial
decision making style. Waterhouse and Tiessen (1978) also contend that the nature of control
is dependent on the type of organisational structure, which in turn is contingent on
technology and environment. Moreover, empirically, the development of the contingency
theory of management accounting control systems (summarised by Otley, 1980) was a
significant development in MC literature and has enabled researchers to develop
generalisations about control systems relative to business and organisational settings (Fisher,
1998). A stream of empirical research in MCS design adopted the contingency approach and
attempted to uncover direct relationships between different contextual variables (e.g.
technology, the environment faced by the organisation, structure) and accounting information
and control systems design. However, as Otley et al. (1995, p.37) argue, it is the 'impact of
the external environment in general and of external uncertainty in particular' on MCS design,
'that most clearly indicated the adoption of an open systemsperspective. They conclude that
'it is this feature that marks the divergence of the study of management accounting systems'
and the study of the wider area of managementcontrol systems'. Since the mid-1980s there
has been increasing interest in including business strategy as a contingent variable for MCS
design (e.g. Govindarajan and Gupta, 1985; Simons, 1987), though this research is still
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considered small and needs to be expanded (Dent, 1990; Chenhall, 2003). Merchant and
Simons (1986) used the classification of 'Large data base sociological research' to refer to
MC literature under this perspective. They argue that contingency research appearsto offer
the potential for an increase of our knowledge of control in complex organisations.
2.5.4 The open-natural systems perspective
By the end of 1970s, organisation contingency theory was subject to critique 12mainly on the
basis that it yields an overly rational image of the way that organisations function (Strati,
2000). Thus a return to more natural approaches in organisation literature favouring the
cultural and political issues characterise this final fourth perspective. The new approachesor
'emergent strands'13arose as a result of the breakdown of contingency theory's dominance in
organisation studies that have influenced MC literature. These approaches,according to Strati
(2000), have mainly emphasised: the 'loosely coupling relations' and the notion of 'enacted
environment'; the creation and managementof cultures and symbols in organisations; and the
institutional context (such as public institutions and professional associations) within which
the organisation determines its coursesof action.

The MC literature under this perspectiveis well illustrated by the collection of readings
publishedin Chua et al. (1989) monograph'critical perspectivesin managementcontrol'
(Otley et al., 1995). Most contributorsin this monographargue for conductinga broader
basedresearchin MCS to inform policy makersin the managementaccountingfield. They
assumethat accountingand MC shouldnot be viewed merely as technicalaspects,and that
for
is
important
developmentof
the
societal,
cultural
and
political
context
understanding
accountingand control systems.Furthermore,they argue for the importanceof using the
groundedtheory approachin MC researchin order to, as Otley (1989) argues,strengthenthe
links betweentheory verification and theory construction.Laughlin and Lowe (1990, p.34)
contendthat proponentsof this perspectiveclaim that:
Currentknowledgeabout accountingsystemsdesignhas failed to appreciateor uncoverthis
important social dynamic which both moulds and is moulded by more visible technical
practicesof accounting.

12The critique of the contingency approach is stated in Strati (2000, p.47).
13The term 'emergent strands' used in organisational literature to refer to the lines of
analysis that arose
simultaneously with the critique of comparative-structural and contingency approaches(Strati, 2000).
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Laughlin and Lowe further contend that there are a wide variety of societal, organisational
and personal factors, which influence the design of MCSs, and listed different empirical
in
research accounting following this line of argument. For example, as Laughlin and Lowe
indicate, Laughlin (1984) traces the reasons for highly simple accounting systems in the
Church of England to dominant social beliefs in this institution. Furthermore, Neimark and
Tinker (1986) traced the origins of the management control system in 'General Motors' to
important social mechanismsto do with inter-organisational and social conflict.
According to Otley et al. (1995), other work in this field has taken a more anthropological
approach by studying the role of culture in MC (e.g., Ansari and Bell, 1991; Dent, 1991;
Bimberg, 1998). Moreover, proponents of this perspective believe that each Organisationis
unique in its context and processes. Therefore researchers must study each firm and its
control system individually (Fisher, 1995; Hrebiniak, 1978). They prefer to adopt the
anthropological stance on the basis that control system design depends on understanding the
unique factors affecting each firm. According to Merchant and Simons (1986) case study
researcherstend to believe that the determinants of control systems are produced by many
significant interaction factors, and case research would provide a rich description of all
factors affecting MCS design. Thus, this research, as Merchant and Simons argue, scores
high on their criteria 'specification of organisational variables', but generalisation of findings
to other firms is not applicable. The rationale for this perspective, as Fisher (1995, p.29)
argues is similar to contingency approach, but "the number of possible combinations of
contingent factors is SOlarge that attempting to find broad classes of contingent variables is
seenas futile".

However, proponents of the contingency approach reject this rationale and consider it as
inappropriate, on the basis that there are common contexts which result in similarities across
for
business
be
thus
can
classes
of
settings. Furthermore,
generalisations
made
organisations,
Merchant and Simons (1986) contend that research under this perspective suffers from two
serious problems. First, the level of confidence in research findings is low due to the
limitation in the number of sites studied. Second, the findings are subject to bias and
misinterpretation since they are highly dependenton the researcher.
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2.6 Summary

Table 2.1 surnmarises the representative studies, focus, research methods and major
assumptions of the four perspectives in MC literature. As can be noted, these perspectives
have addresseddifferent sorts of problems in fundamentally different ways and thus provide
different insights and add richness to MC literature. Furthermore, the diversity and
development of new approachesin MC literature, as Otley et al. (1995) suggest,have not led
to the abandonment of work in earlier strands of the literature. Furthermore, Kelly and Pratt
(1992) contend that any attempt to favour one approach over another is problematical, and

canbe groundedonly in valuejudgements.
Table 2.1 Summary of researchareasin MC
Perspective Representative
studies

Focus

Costaccounting;formal
control system;
cybernetic& feedback
control.
Argyris, 1952;
Behavioural
Natural.
Hofsted,1968;
Closed
consequences
of formal
Perspective Hopwood,1972; control systems;usesof
budgetfor managerial
Otley, 1978.
evaluation.
Gordon&
Relationship between
RationalMiller, 1976;
Open
organisation settings,
MCS and performance.
Perspective Otley, 1980.
RationalClosed
Perspective

Anthony, 1965;
Flamholtzet al.,
1985.

Methods

Assumptions

An optimal control
Personal
experience systemholdsin all
observation settingsandfirms.
Casestudy

Budgetshavean impact
on job-related
behaviour.

Questionn- Organisationscanbe
aire survey customdesignedto
facilitate performancein
a variety of settings.

Control processes in Casestudy, Systemscan be best
Chuaet aL,
Natural1989;Ansari and unique organisational observation understoodwith detailed
Open
knowledgeof
Perspective Bell, 1991;
and
settings.
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that
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means
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are
organisations
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disturbed internally by any external shifts in the environment. However, as the rate of change
in business environment is rapid, as Otley et al. (1995) suggest, adaptation on the part of
for
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is
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that
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organisations
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in
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the
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environment
order to survive.
change
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The process of adaptation requires the efforts of a wide range of organisation participants
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rather than merely left to senior management, and the idea of control in an open system
facing an uncertain environment is central for the design of effective MCS that will assist
organisations to survive. Thus, in a changing environment, the universalistic approach, which
views control system design to hold in all settings and firms, appearsto be unsound. On the
other hand, treating the organisation as unique in its context and processes,and that control
system design depends on the unique factors affecting each firm also seems to be
inappropriate (Fisher, 1995; Hrebiniak, 1978).

This study seesthe contingency approach to be most appropriate for studying control systems
design in a changing environment, since, as Fisher (1995) argues, this approach is situated
between these two extremes (the universalistic and situation-specific approaches). Moreover,
proponents of the contingency view argue that the contingency approach is a "mid-range"
theory that provides a synthesis to the two extreme views of organisations (Hrebiniak, 1978).
However, It should be noted that contingency theory has been severely criticised for such
problems as a lack of theoretical clarity and a failure to specify the form of interaction
between the variables (Schoonhoven, 1981). Nevertheless, when the hidden assumptions of
contingency theories are made explicit, they can be made amenable to statistical testing (Van
de Ven and Drazin, 1985). In fact, the empirical research provides evidence in favour of the
contingency view (Fisher, 1998).

Moreover, Otley (1989, p.30) related the contradictory findings of much of MC contingency
research to the researchers themselves rather than the contingency theory approach. He
contends that:
Unfortunately, there was a tendency for researchersto take what were often tentative theories
and incorporate them uncritically into the accounting arena with little appreciation of their
defects and weaknesses, even though organisational theorists themselves were becoming
increasingly critical of their validity.

Thus, this research attempts to pay attention to previous criticisms and learn from past
experience to specify a more easily testable contingency approach to MCS design. The
organisation contingency theory, its main themes and criticisms are the focus of the next
chapter. The aim is to provide an understanding of the tenets, strength and weaknessesof the
contingency theory.
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CHAPTER3

Structural Contingency Theory: Themes, Developments and Criticisms

3.1 Introduction

Chapter 2 has demonstrated the complexity and diversity of approaches towards studying
managementcontrol systems (MCS), and concluded that the contingency theory approach is
appropriate for providing a framework for studying MCS design. It was also mentioned in
Chapter 2 that MC contingency research has followed contingency research on organisation
structure, and that the contradictory findings of much of MC contingency research were
related to the way researchers employed the contingency approach rather than the
contingency theory approach itself (Otley, 1989). Thus understanding and adopting the main
themes and tenets of the contingency theory approach is essential for uncovering much of the
confusion in MC contingency research.

The importanceof organisationstructureto the designof managementaccountingsystems
haslong beenrecognisedby manyscholars.Accordingto Horngren(1972,p.157):
Ideally, the organization itself and its processesmust be thoroughly appraised, understood and
altered, if necessary, before a (management accounting) system is constructed (cited in
Waterhouse and Tiessen, 1978, p. 100).

Anthony (1965) views structure as given, thus MCS need to be designed to meet the needsof
(198
1,
88)
Similarly,
Chenhall,
Harrison
Watson
argue that:
structure.
and
p.
organisation
is oneof themostimportantaspects
Formalstructure
the
of theinternalcontextthatinfluences
designof management
accounting
systems.

On the other hand, other theoristshave advocatedthe position that organisationstructureis
1980;
1985).
(Otley,
Flamholtz
However,
another
mechanism
as
control
et
al.,
considered
Flamholtzet al. (1985) recognisethat structureper se is not a control mechanismand that
different structural dimensionsarise as a responseto situational variables and may not
directly contributeto the function of control or the achievementof organisationalobjectives.
The literature (e.g., Child, 1972; Waterhouseand Ticssen, 1978; Flamholtz et al., 1985)
dimensions
two
that
of organisationalstructurearedirectly relatedto the functionof
suggests
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control and serve as additional control mechanisms. These are bureaucratisation or
structuring of activities (i. e., setting operating roles and procedures) and centralisation of
decision making (i. e., direct surveillance by managers).Moreover, according to Otley (1980)
organisation structure and accounting controls may be used as substitutes for each other. For
example, firms may rely on operating procedures and direct supervision to avoid the expense
of running complex accounting systems. Thus, organisation structure is considered as an
important control device. Hence, the question of how best to design organisations, which
contingency research on organisational structure deals with, is a major issue for MCS design
(Sathe, 1975; Chenhall et al., 1981; Emmanuel and Otley, 1985).

The aim of this chapter is to review the contingency research relating to organisation
structure. The first section of this chapter will provide definitions for organisational design
and structure in order to facilitate the discussions in the forthcoming sections. The second
section will review early contingency researchon organisation structure. The last section will
concentrate on the themes and tenets of contingency theory approach. This will provide the
foundation and main themes and arguments for the next chapter that deals directly with MC
contingency theory.

3.2 Organisation structure: Definitions and concepts

Child (1972, p.2) defines organisational structure as "the formal allocation of work roles and
the administrative mechanisms to control and integrate work activities". Similarly, Mintzberg
(1979, p.2) defines structure as "the sum total of the ways in which (an organization) divides
its labour into distinct tasks and then achieves coordination among them". In other words,
organisational structure "involves the central issues of how the organisation should be
segmented and how the organisation should be integrated to accomplish organisational
definitions
from
67-68).
It
(Watson,
1975,
these
that organisational
appears
pp.
objectives"
structure is mainly

concerned with

two

opposing requirements: segmentation or

differentiation and the coordination or integration of these tasks to achieve the goals and
objectives of organisations.

According

to

Hodge

and Anthony

(1988), segmentation, departmentalisation or

differentiation seeks to divide the overall task to be accomplished into sub-tasks and assign
them to various units within the organisation and to individuals within each unit. This process
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of differentiation enables units and people to concentrate on a particular subset of the overall
task and become specialised and proficient at it. Similarly Kreitner (1998) argues that it is
through departmentalisation that related jobs, activities, or processesare grouped into major
organisational sub-units. However, Kreitner concludes that the term departmentalisation does
not always literally apply, and labels such as division, group, or units are generally used in
large organisations. Organisations usually differentiate their activities on the basis of
function, products or services, geographical location, market or customers and work now
processes. According to Chenhall et al. (1981, p.88) segmentation can also be considered "as
a means of enabling the organisation's environment to be sub-divided into parts that are
manageableby the organisation's decision maker". Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) developed
this view of segmentation through the concept of differentiation, which will be discussedlater
in this chapter.

Formal organisational structure involves also that the separate sub-unit activities are coordinated, so that they collectively aim to attain the overall goals of the firm (Chenhall et al.,
1981). Mintzberg (1979, p.3) defines coordination as "the glue that holds organisations
together," and argues that coordination is concerned with control and communication, and
that recent developments in MC literature suggeststhat coordination and control are the same
in principle. According to Emmanuel and Otley (1985) a broad definition of MC, as adopted
in this thesis, would include those formal mechanisms concerned with integration and
coordination of differentiated tasks and divisions. Integration or coordination can be achieved
through a number of formal mechanismsincluding authority and power, standardpolicies and
procedures, and accounting control systems, as well as informal mechanisms such as mutual
adjustment (e.g., informal communication and liaison devices). These mechanisms,according
to Hodge and Anthony (1988, p. 14), "are the internal adhesives that help hold the various
departmentsand divisions in the organisation together". They further argue that "the notion of
differentiation and integration must be considered from a situation-specific perspective,
which the contingency theory of organisation structure deals with".

3.3 The contingency theory and organisation structure
It was pointed out in Chapter 2 that the classical management theories (scientific
management theory, administrative theory, bureaucratic theory) viewed organisational
independent
variable and suggestedthat there is 'one best way to organise that
an
as
structure
is applicable to all organisations' (Watson, 1975). These theories implicitly
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treated

organisations as closed systems, operating in isolation from other organisations and ignored
the impact of external environment. They were concerned primarily with two issues: one
emphasising formal authority and close supervision, the other emphasising strict work roles
throughout the organisation. According to Mintzberg (1979, p. 10), the classical theorists
viewed organisation structure as "a set of official standardisedwork relationships built around
a tight system of formal authority". This view seems strongly related to the image of the
bureaucratic/mechanistic organisation.(to be discussedlater in this section under the work of
Bums and Stalker, 1961).

However, in the face of rapid change and increasing environmental uncertainty, the
traditional closed-systemsand rigid prescriptionsbecameinadequate,and the contingency
approach became a promising alternative (Kreitner, 1998). In contrast to classical
managementtheories,the contingencytheory arguesthat 'thereis a one best way, but it all
depends'. It attempts to take a step away from universally applicable principles of
The contingencyapproachis:
towardsituationalappropriateness.
management
An effort to determine through research which managerial practices and techniques are
appropriate in specific situations (Kreitner, 1998, p.55).

The contingencytheory of organisationstructure,which wasderivedfrom the empiricalwork
of Bums andStalker(1961),Woodward(1965)andLawrenceandLorsch(1967),emphasises
that the effectivenessof particular organisationalstructureis dependentupon a numberof
contextualvariables.Although thesecontextualvariablesthat effect structuralchoicesareleft
unspecified in the contingency theory (Pfeffer, 1982), contingency researchershave
developedcontingencytheoriesrelatedto effectiveorganisationalstructuredesign.A number
of researchershave indicated the importanceof technologyas a primary determinantof
found
1965;
Perrow,
1967).
Others
have
(Woodward,
the effect of organisational
structure
Stalker,
1961;
Lawrence
(Bums
determinant
structure
and
of
a
and
environmentas major
Lorsch, 1967), and still others have emphasisedthe relationship between organisational
design and size (Pugh et al., 1969). These three areasof researchwill be reviewed and
referred to as technology-structure,size-structure,and environment-structureperspectives.
However,no attemptwill be madehere to cover all the work that has beenundertakenin
theseareas.Instead,the chapterdiscussesthe major studiesof structuralcontingencytheory,
and synthesisesthe material presented,so that the main themes and problems with
become
better
clearer
and
understood.
research
contingency
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3.3.1 TechnoIogy-structure perspective
This perspective emphasisesorganisation's technology or technical system as an important
variable that influences the design of organisations in general, and the design of the operating
core' in particular. Woodward (1965), Perrow (1967), and Thompson (1967) are considered
as the three major studies falling within this perspective. These studies have recommended
that structure should be matched to production technology. This has become known in the
literature as the "technological imperative". However, the term technology has no single
acceptable definition in the literature, and the three major studies, as shown in Table 3.1,
have operationalised technology in three different ways.

Woodward (1965)
Woodward (1965) selected one region in England and investigated 70 manufacturing
companies located there, and studied the relationship between their structures and production
technical systems. To operationalise technology, Woodward categorised firms' production
systems into three groupings (essentially unit, mass and process) to represent a scale of
2.
technological complexity or sophistication Unit production is the least complex, while
process is the most complex. Woodward's specific research question was: Are organisations
that adopt the principles of classical management more successful than those that do not?
The findings of this work provided support to the contingency theory and raised doubts about
the possibility of prescribing general managementprinciples to all firms.
Table 3.1 Categoriesof technology
Woodward (1965)

Level of technologicalcomplexityor sophistication
(Unit andsmall batch;largebatchand mass;process).

Perrow (1967)

Number of exceptions and nature of search process
(Routine, non-routine, craft, and engineering).

Thompson (1967)

Level of interdependence
amongsubunits
(Pooled;sequential;andreciprocal).

I Operatingcore or technicalcore are two terms used in the literature to refer to the part that producesthe
thosemembers(the operators)who perform the basic work relateddirectly
essentialoutputs.It encompasses
to the productionof productsandservices(Mintzberg,1979).
2 Technicalcomplexityrepresentsthe extentof mechanisationof the manufacturingprocess.High complexity
meansmachinesperform most of the work. Low complexity meansworkersplay a larger role in production
1992).
(Daft,
process
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Unit production systems were found in organisations that manufactured non-standard or
individual products (tailored to specific customers' need), and were associatedwith the use of
the least sophisticated technology. Woodward found that unit production firms had the least
differentiated tasks becauseall functions from marketing to development to production need
to work closely with each other, thus high frequency of personal contacts and organic
structure is required.

On the other hand, mass production firms dealt with standard products where economies of
scale play an important factor in keeping costs low. Woodward considered production as the
prime function in these firms. Hence, they were willing to invest more in their technical
systemsthan those in unit production firms. Woodward also found that mass production firms
had very differentiated (segmented) structures, with formal communication systems between
different

functions. Work

flowed

from development to production to marketing.

Development took place in advance of production, and production and marketing were
'decoupled by buffer inventories'. Coordination in these firms was achieved through
bureaucratic structures that emphasisestandardisation of work process and formalisation of
behaviour.

Process production was the most sophisticated production system, and was found in firms
built for the continuous production of fluid substances, like oil refineries. The technical
systems in these firms were highly mechanisedrequiring a small but skilled labour force to
in
found
Woodward
highly
Thus
these firms to
the
structures
sophisticated machines.
operate
be organic in nature, with informal communication systems. For coordination they relied on
training and indoctrination, and tended to work in small groups (teams and task force). These
firms had high capital costs, and without assured markets they could fall into in difficult
situations. Thus, work flowed from development to marketing to production. First products
be
have
before
be
have
developed,
to
then
to
assured
markets
production
and
and processes
starts.

Perrow (1967)
Perrow's (1967) theoretical study also considers technology to be the major variable

determiningstructure. Technologyis definedin termsof problem solving or actionsthat an
individual performs to achieve a task. If a person is assignedto a task or receives an order or
he
"searches"
in
is
unfamiliar,
order to respond. Two important aspects of
signal, which
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technology are the "frequency of search", and the "nature of search" process. Perrow
considers "search" as an exceptional action, and "frequency of search" (the first aspect of
technology) to depend upon the level of unfamiliarity with the task or job. In other words,
when individuals encounter a large number of unexpectedsituations, with frequent problems,
many exceptional actions will occur. The other aspect, "nature of search" concerns how
individuals respond to unexpected situations and problems that arise in the course of their
work. If problems are well understood (i. e., cause-effect relationships are understood),
individuals will engage in "analysable search". They may use stored knowledge and
proceduressuch as instructions, manuals, standardsand programs or textbooks to respond to
these problems or situations. However, if problems or situations that arise are not well
understood (i. e., the cause-effect relationship is not clear), the search process becomes
"unanalysable".Thus, prescribed solutions are not available, and experience and intuition are
relied upon in order to make a responseor decision. Perrow identified four different types of
technology (routine, non-routine, craft, and engineering) depending on the two aspects of
technology; namely the analysability of decision search procedures (clarity of cause-effect
relationship), and the number of exceptions (unexpected situations) the organisation
Perrow's
An
in
the
of
model is
adaptation
product or service generation process.
encounters
shown in Figure 3.1.
Few Exceptions
Unanalyseable search

Analysable search

Many Exceptions

Craft

Non-Routine

Routine

Engineering

Figure 3.1 Perrow's Classification of technology
(Source:Adaptedfrom Perrow, 1967).
Pcrrow suggests that each type of technology requires a distinctive organisational structure
designed to suit the special needs of the task. Routine technology is found in organisations
for
be
handling
tasks
them as with
so
out
procedures
can
worked
routine
and
with repetitive
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assembly line manufacturing, which is characterised by few exceptions and analysable
3
firms,
bureaucratic
a classical
structure is required, and interdependenceand
search. In these
interaction between middle management and lower management concerned with the
supervision of production is limited. Centralised planning, and standardising the work
Woodward's
is
in
firms.
This
to
these
mass
similar
coordination
procedures achieve
production technology (Mintzberg, 1979). In contrast, non-routine technology tasks are not
In
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handling
this
them
available.
not
are
well structured, and standards and methods
is
devoted
deal
to analysis
of
effort
a
great
arise,
or
problems
situation, when contingencies
This
instinct
individuals
to
them.
type
to
their
respond
experience
and
rely on
or search, and
of technology is found in research organisations and non-standard product manufacturing
(e.g., one-off customised machine tool manufacturing). Non-routine technology involves high
levels of vaguenessand events are difficult to predict. Thus an organic structure is required to
facilitate high levels of personal contact and participation to respond to contingencies and
least
have
the
Moreover,
amount of
that
organisations
non-routine
may arise.
problems
differentiation,

informal
(i.
by
is
e.,
adjustments
mutual
achieved
and coordination

communication).

Craft technology is characterisedby a fairly predictable stream of activities, but the
is
Work
is
not standardisedand readysolutionsare
understood.
not
well
productionprocess
intuition
based
the
Thus
and experienceof
tasks
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and problem solving are
not available.
Craft
technology
individualsratherthan by standardisation
solutions.
made
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ready
work
of
is similar to Woodward's unit technology and is found, for instance, in organisations
fine
(e.
labours
glassware and artistic
talented
g.,
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producing products that require
In
decentralised
Thus
contrast, organisations
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structures.
organisations require
products).
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functional
(technical/professional)
a
technology
require
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structure.
Thompson (1967)
The third study within the technology-structure perspective is that of Thompson (1967).
Thompson's theoretical work also falls within environment-structure perspective. Thompson
He
best
deal
how
uncertainty.
argues that
with
organisations
with
was concerned

3 Perrow used the term bureaucratic structure to imply stable pattern of behaviour based upon a structure of
198
1).
(Macintosh,
tasks
roles and specialised
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from
basic
"technical
the environment
to
their
or
activities
core"
organisations attempt protect
by creating what he called "boundary spanning units" to deal with the environment and its
"technical
by
In
their
sealing
organisations
reduce
uncertainty
other words,
uncertainties.
let
interruptions,
it
from
that
the
other
and
can run smoothly without
environment so
core"
functions deal with the environment (e.g., by having a purchasing department to handle
suppliers and sales department to deal with customers). Moreover, there are various methods
that organisations can use to protect their "operating cores" such as standardisation of work
by
For
stockpiling
example,
outputs.
processes, planning, and stockpiling supplies and
supplies and outputs, work can continue as if there were a steady stream of supplies and
is
(1992)
Daft
demand
Another
to open the whole
by
contends,
approach,
customers.
steady
by
to
technical
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to
environment
the
external
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and
expose
environment
organisation
In
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this case, employees
suppliers.
customers
and
establishing good relationships with
throughout the organisation are serving in boundary-spanning roles.

Thompsonattemptedto link a firm's technologyto various organisationalarrangements,
focusingparticularlyon the different mechanismsof coordinationwhich wereappropriatefor
firm
is
key
technology
He
the
of
that
components
technologies.
one
of
argues
morecomplex
identified
firm's
Thompson
three categoriesof
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subunits.
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Figure
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Pooled
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representa scaleof
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interdependence
while reciprocalthe highest
differ from eachotherin
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level of interdependence.
the extent to which they are difficult to coordinatesuccessfully.Thompsonsuggestedthat
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In pooled interdependence,functional divisions share common resourcesbut otherwise
by
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operate
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In
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becomesthe input of the car assemblyplant. In this situationplanningis the most appropriate
form of coordination.The work of eachfunction is plannedto flow in sequencewith that of
the nextline so work flows smoothlywithout interruptionsfrom any line.
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In reciprocal interdependence,each subunit receives inputs from and provides outputs to the
others. This is exemplified by an airline company, which contains both operations and
services units. The output from maintenance or servicing unit in the form of a serviceable
aircraft ready for use by operations; and the output by operations is input for the maintenance
department in the form of an aircraft needing maintenance. Coordination is best achieved
under this situation by mutual adjustment.

Pooled Interdependence
ýResource7ý

Fro-duct

Reciprocal Interdependence

Sequential Interdependence

Oervicine

0- ýProductioA

Fv-erationý
1,

t

Figure 3.2 Thompson's types of interdependence
(Source: Dessler 1976, p. 138).

To conclude this perspective, Woodward's (1965) empirical study is considered as a
breakthrough study under this perspective. Based on the above discussion of technology as a
contingency factor, it seems that technology has its greatest influence on the structure of the
"operating core" or production units (Mintzberg, 1979). Thus it is most beneficial to study
this factor at the orgdnisational subunits level, for example departments or project teams. At
the lower level (inter-organisational level), Pennings (1992) suggests that the technology
imperative in general, and interdependence in particular, should be integrated into
contingency research.
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3.3.2 Environment-structure

perspective

The environment comprises all factors external to the organisation. It is defined as "all
elements that exist outside the boundary of the organisation and have the potential to affect
all or part of the organisation" (Daft 1992, p.71). These factors encompass the economic,
political, social and technological environments in which organisations must operate. It also
includes the organisations' nature of products, customers, suppliers and competitors, as well
as their geographical location (Mintzberg, 1979).

Contingency research under this

perspective has attempted to describe the impact of environment on structure and to
determine those environmental factors relevant to organisational design. Environmental
uncertainty has been the primary variable employed in the environment-structure research
(Wood, 1979). It involves the level of change in the environment that occurs unexpectedly,
such as unpredictable shifts in the economy; unexpected changes in customer demand or
competitor actions or supply; rapidly changing technology and so on (Mintzberg, 1979). This
variable has been also used in the literature under different labels (e.g., instability, dynamism,
variability, discontinuity, and unpredictability) though having a similar meaning. The
contingency literature has identified other dimensions of environmene that impinge on
organisational structure. For example environmental complexity, heterogeneity and diversity
imply almost the same meaning (Chenhall et al., 1981). They are concerned with the
diversity of elements facing the organisation. Organisations with a broad range of customers;
or of products or services; or geographical areas in which the outputs are marketed face a
complex environment. In other words, an environment is complex or heterogeneousto the
extent that it requires the organisation to have a great deal of sophisticated knowledge about
products, customers, or markets. Other dimensions of environment have also been referenced
in the literature such as hostility, or aggressivenessto refer to the level of competition in the
market, as well as the availability of resources. The most cited and influential empirical
studies referred to in the literature relating to the environment-structure perspective are Bums
and Stalker (1961), Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) and Khandwalla (1972; 1973).

Burns and Stalker (1961)
Bums and Stalker (1961) were the first to study the effect of environmental uncertainty on
organisational structure. They studied twenty British manufacturing firms operating in the

4A usefuldiscussionof theseenvironmentaldimensionsmay be found in Khandwalla(1977,Ch. 9).
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electronics industry. Environmental uncertainty was defined in terms of the level of market
and technological change. By change, Bums and Stalker (1961, p.96) mean:
The appearance of novelties: i. e., new scientific discoveries or technical inventions, and
requirements for products of a kind not previously available or demanded.

Bums and Stalker (1961, p.vii) found that:
When novelty and unfamiliarity in both market situation and technical information become the
accepted order of things, a fundamentally different kind of management system becomes
appropriate from that which applies to a relatively stable commercial and technical
environment.

Two types of organisation were found as being effective responses to low or high
uncertainty: mechanistic and organic organisations. Table 3.2 summarises the differences
between organic and mechanistic systems. The mechanistic type corresponds to Weber's
(1947) bureaucratic model. It is characterised by highly specialised jobs, reliance on
concentration of authority and vertical communication. This type is most appropriate for
firms facing stable environment where precise responsibilities and actions can be specified.
On the other hand, organic types (characterisedby being less bureaucratic and less centralised
structures) were found to be suitable for dynamic and uncertain environments. In other
words, when changes occur frequently, organisations need to be adaptable to these changes.
Communications and actions are dictated by the problem being tackled, not by charts and
documents specifying clear responsibilities and functions.
Table 3.2 Mechanistic and organic organisation forms
Organic

Mechanistic
Tasks are broken down into specialised
separateparts.

Employees contribute to the common task of the
department.

Tasks are rigidly defined.

Tasks are adjusted and redefined through teamwork.

Strict hierarchy of authority and rules.

Less hierarchy of authority and rules.

Knowledge and control of tasks are
centralised at top of organisation.

Knowledge and control of tasks are located any where
in organisation.

Communication is vertical.

Communication is horizontal.

Source:Adaptedfrom Daft (1992,p.83).
Lawrence and Lorsch (1967)
Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) presented a different and more sophisticated argument
between
the
structure and environment. They studied ten firms in
relationship
concerning
three different US industries - plastics (six firms), food (two firms), and containers (two
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firms). These industries were chosen because they faced different levels of environmental
uncertainty (both in terms of technology and product change). Plastic firms face the most
uncertain environment while container firms face the least. Lawrence and Lorsch found that
the greater the degree of uncertainty, the greater the need of firms to differentiate their
structures. By differentiation, they mean the "state of segmentation of the organisational
system into subsystems". This differentiation calls for 'integration' or co-ordination of efforts
among the various subsystems to attain the goals of the organisation. High levels of
differentiation would impose a more difficult

task of integrating or coordinating the

organisation.

Lawrence and Lorsch argued and found that the most successful companies were those which
matched the necessarylevel of differentiation with the different types of environments, and
also were able to integrate the diverse departments effectively. Moreover, high performing
organisations in the three industries used a different combination of devices for integrating
their tasks, depending on their level of differentiation. Table 3.3 provides a comparison of the
integrative devices used in the three highly performing firms.
Table 3.3 Comparison of integrative devicesin three high-performing firms
Plastic

Food

Container

Uncertainty

High

Moderate

Low

Differentiation

High

Moderate

Low

Integrative

Direct managerial contact,

Direct managerial contact,

Direct managerial contact

Device

managerial hierarchy and

managerial hierarchy and

managerial hierarchy and

paperwork;

paper work;

paperwork.

Permanent cross-functional

Temporary cross-functional

teams;

teams;

Integrativedepartment.

Individual Integrator.

Source:Adaptedfrom LawrenceandLorsch(1967,Chapter6).

As can be noted from Table 3.3, the most effective plastic firm, which faced the highest
levels of uncertainty,differentiatedits structurethe most and used the most detailed and
its
integrative
to
tasks. It relied not only on direct
mechanisms
co-ordinate
sophisticated
contactbetweenmanagers,but alsoestablisheda specialdepartmentfor integratingthe effort
functional
basic
In
it
the
units.
addition,
establishedpermanentteamscomposedof
among
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members from various functional departments and from the integrating department for the
purpose of co-ordination and problem solving. On the other hand, an effective firm in the
containers industry, that operated in a relatively stable environment, differentiated its
structure the least, and had the least complex integrative devices (i. e., the need for integration
was less becausethe degree of differentiation was smaller than those in plastics industry). It
relied primarily on managerial hierarchy, with some reliance on direct contact among
functional managersand on paper work to integrate and co-ordinate its activities.
Finally, Table 3.3 shows that the high-performing firm in the food industry had moderate
levels of uncertainty and thus a moderate level of differentiation. This firm falls between the
two extremes, plastics and container firms. It has more complex formal integrative devices
than the container firm, but compared to the plastics firm, it has less complex integrative
devices. In addition to managerial hierarchy, it relied on paper work and direct managerial
contact (which the other two firms also employed). It also relied to some extent on temporary
integrative teams when problems arise as well as assigning integrative roles for functional
managerswithin their departments.

Khandwalla (1972)
Although environmental uncertainty has been the primary variable investigated by
researcherswithin the environment-structure perspective, the extent of competition has also
been considered. Khandwalla (1972) investigated the relationship between competition and
the design and use of managementcontrol systems (considered as one of the most important
integrative devices in organisations). Khandwalla (1972) investigated the effect of the three
types of competition (price, marketing, and product) on accounting information and control
systems in 92 US manufacturing companies. His main findings were that intense price
competition may not require the firm to have sophisticated control systeM5, but intense
product competition requires sophisticated control systems. In an attempt to explain the
findings of his earlier study, Khandwalla (1973) investigated 96 US manufacturing firms, by
means of a cross-sectional analysis of questionnaire data. In this study, he broadened the
definition of MCS to include the use of sophisticatedaccounting controls, the decentralisation
in
the
the employment of each of these two control mechanisms
selectivity
and
of authority,

The sophistication of management control systems was obtained by adding up and averaging the ratings of 9
by
presidents' ratings on anchored 7-point scale.
assessed
controls
accounting
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(i. e., investigated the trade off between accounting controls and decentralisation of authority).

Building on Lawrenceand Lorsch (1967) findings, Khandwalla(1973, pp. 285-286)argues
that:
Competition represents turbulence, stress, risk and uncertainty. It imposes on the organisation
a seemingly conflicting set of demands... the need for differentiated, creative, flexible
responsesimplies a degree of organisational differentiation and decentralisation. The need to
respond rapidly and predictably to crises implies a high degree of organisational integration
and co-ordination.

In other words, the organisation must be creative in responding to competitive pressuresby
having more delegation of authority (decentralisation) while maintaining control to ensure

that the organisationrespondseffectively by employingsophisticatedmanagementcontrols.
Khandwalla found that product competition was positively related to both delegationsof
6.
authority and accounting controls An organisationfacing intense product competition,
Khandwalla suggests, is likely to have organic decentralised structures rather than
bureaucraticones,and to be performanceor output orientedratherthan rules and procedures
oriented. In contrast,therewasno significantrelationshipbetweenprice competitionandthe
delegationof authority or the useof sophisticatedaccountingcontrols.However,therewas a
in
degree
between
the useof
the
of
selectivity
and
price competition
significantrelationship
finding,
this
Khandwalla
did
of
explanation
plausible
not provideany
controls.
management
but he suggestedthat organisationsfacing price competition are more concernedabout
likely
have
Thus,
to
they
are
more
their
their
profitability.
costs and maintaining
reducing
development
less
activities as a way to reduce
and
and
research
systems
massproduction
their costs.They are alsomore likely to havelessdifferentiation(delegationof authority)and
to havebureaucraticstructures.Thus, they would rely on standardisationof work to control
andcoordinatetheir activities ratherthan on sophisticatedaccountingcontrolsthat requiresa
costly professional integrative department to employ them.

To concludediscussionon this perspective,Figure 3.3 summarisesthe main themesabout
facing
high
Effective
discussed
organisations
earlier.
environment-structurerelationships
levels of environmentaluncertainty are associatedwith those that have flexible organic
They
bureaucratic
than
the
mechanistic
structures.
rigid
or
are
rather
structuresand systems

6 Khandwalla(1973) arguesthat accountingcontrolsrepresentprimarily an integrativedevice,while delegation
is primarily a devicethat facilitatesorganisationaldifferentiation.He considersthe relationshipbetweenthese
two as complimentary;the more controls a companyuses,the more decentralisationit can afford, and vice
versa.
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expected to have high levels of differentiation and decentralisation to facilitate creativity and

adaptability,but at the sametime, they needhigh levels of integrationto maintain internal
coordinationandcontrol betweentheir variousactivitiesandtasks.

Figure 3.3 Relationships between environment and organisational structure

In addition, organisations facing high levels of product competition require similar structures
to those facing uncertain environments (Khandwalla, 1973). These organisations require a
high level of flexibility and creativity (through differentiation and delegation of authority),
(through
internal
the
high
use of sophisticated
co-ordination
and
control
of
order
and a
facing
Conversely,
price competition require similar
organisations
accounting controls).
facing
Effective
facing
those
organisations
environments.
stable
stable
as
structures
bureaucratic
be
less
found
those
to
mechanistic
and
structures
with
with
are
environments
differentiated and less decentralised structures. These organisations also require fewer
integrative devices than those facing uncertain environments. Thus in stable environment,
organisations are able to attain coordination and control through standardised rules and
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centralised decision-making. As the environment becomes more unpredictable, decentralised
decision making and the reliance on more sophisticated control mechanisms become more
important.

3.3.3 Size-structure perspective
Other studies have argued that in addition to the external environment and technology,
organisation design should be consistent with the internal characteristics of the organisation.
The work of the Aston group7, started in the 1960s and led by Derek Pugh, provided the
foundation for the size imperative. This work, attempted to relate various dimensions of
organisational structure to a wide range of contingent variables, which included, in addition
to size and technology, factors such as origins, history, ownership and control, location,
resources,and dependenceof sub-units on a parent body (Pugh et al., 1968; 1969). The work
continued into the 1970s with a number of studies intended to replicate the early findings, and
to refine the methodological techniques used. This work is summarised at length in Pugh et
al. (1976a; 1976b; 1977).

The Aston researchersput forward a view of the structure of organisations as composed of
two distinct elements, 'structuring of activities' and 'concentration of authority'8. These
behaviour,
the
control
of
and the
specialised and procedural
elements respectively emphasise
distribution of authority. The Aston group found a significant relationship between size and
their structuring of activities variable. They found that the larger the firm, the more likely its
following
in
functions,
to
standardised procedures and
are
work
very
specialised
employees
formalised documentation (it will have many of the characteristics of bureaucracy). However,
they found no significant relationship between organisational size and the extent to which
authority over decision-making was concentrated (i. e., centralised).

They also found

centralisation as negatively related to specialisation9(Pugh et al., 1976a). They reported that
an environmentally oriented variable was the strongest predictor of their concentration of
its
dependence
is
factor
(that
the
the
the
organisation
on
environment, the
greater
of
authority

7 The Aston group includedseveralresearchers
suchas JohnChild; David Hickson; Bob Hinings; Roy Payne
andDianaPhcysey(Pughand Hickson, 1996).
8 Theseconceptsreflect dominantviews aboutbureaucratisation
and how to manage.Structuringof activities
refers to the combined measuresof specialisation,standardisationand formalisation (i.e., levels of
bureaucratisation),while concentrationof authority refers to centralisationof decision making and the
autonomyof an organisation'sdecision-makingfrom any owing organisation(Pughet al., 1996).
Lawrenceand Lorschdifferentiationconceptis relatedto division of labour or speciaIisation.The greaterthe
division of labourOobspecialisation)the greaterthe differentiation(Mintzberg, 1979).
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greater the centralisation of authority). In other words, organisations which are dependenton
other organisations by virtue of ownership ties, or economic integration will centralise many
decisions concerned with finance and purchasing (Pugh et al., 1976b).
Moreover, the Aston researchers replicated Woodward's study and found that the
relationships between technology and structural dimensions in manufacturing organisations
were very small and that technology plays a secondary role relative to other contextual
features such as size and interdependence with other organisations (e.g., owning group,
customers, suppliers). They specifically rejected what they called Woodward's 'technological
imperative', arguing that the firms in Woodward's sample were mostly small, with the result
that all their activities were close to the operating core and therefore influenced by its
technical system. Thus, Pugh (1973, p.33) concluded "away from the shop floor, technology
appearsto have little influence on organisational structure."

The Aston work providessupportfor the importanceof size and environmentin explaining
several dimensions of organisational structures. Child (1975) found that successful
companies(in termsof growth of sales)operatingin variableor uncertainenvironmentsneed
to be adaptableto changesin the environment,thushavinglower structuringof activitiesthan
less successfulfirms. High and low performing firms operating in stable environments
found
hand
Child
large
On
in
differences
that
the
their
other
significant
structures.
showedno
successfulcompanieshave higher structuringof activities scoresthan less successfulones.
For smaller companiesthere were no significant differencesbetweensuccessfuland less
large
how
firms.
These
findings,
Child
organisation
of
question
argues,raiseda
successful
how
In
in
design
their
words
other
structures.
would
environment
operating uncertain
organisationsdeal with multiple contingencies,which have oppositeeffects when designing
their structures.Child investigatedthis matter and found that in stableenvironments,firms
Successful
firms
large
large
be
tend to
to
their
their
size.
with
structures
consistent
adapted
low
less
delegate
than
or
their
performers
successful
authority
and
more
activities
structure
firms. In contrastwith uncertainenvironments,therewereno significant differencesbetween
large
firms'
In
Mintzberg
(1979,
less
similar
a
successful
structures.
vein,
and
successful
previousresearchandsuggeststhat:
p.287) synthesised
Theenvironmental
those
canhaveaprofound
variables
effectonstructure,
oftenoverriding
of
Thus,whiletheotherfactorsmaybeparamount
in stable
system.
age,size,andtechnical
dynamic
environments
or uncertain
to anorganic
seemto drivethestructure
environments,
whatitsage,sizeortechnical
system.
statenomatter
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To conclude the main findings from the Aston work, size was found to be positively related
to structuring of activities (specialisation, formalisation and standardisation), and negatively
related to concentration of authority (centralisation).

Moreover, there was a strong

relationship between the conceptual dimension of dependence (i. e., on owning group,
customers, and suppliers, etc.) with the concentration of authority (that is the greater the
dependenceof the organisation on its environment, the greater the centralisation of decision
making, particularly for finance and purchasing decisions).
3.4 Themes and key concepts in the contingency theory
The results of early contingency work (Bums and Stalker, 1961; Woodward, 1965; and
Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967) have resulted in a wide acceptance of contingency theory.
However, later studies based on the contingency approach have produced divergent results
(Tosi and Slocum, 1984; Kraft, Puia and Hage, 1995). Several interrelated problems with
contingency theory that have caused much of the confusion in the empirical findings of
contingency research have been suggestedin the literature (Mintzberg, 1979; Schoonhoven,
1981; Tosi and Slocum, 1984; Drazin and Van de Ven, 1985; Gresov, 1989; Kraft et al.,
1995). Most problems of the contingency research,according to Tosi and Slocum (1984), can
be summarised and resolved by understanding the key issues and notions of contingency
approach. Simply stated, the contingency theory maintains that organisational performance or
factors.
between
Thus,
fit
level
depends
two
the
more
or
of
or alignment
on
effectiveness
'organisational effectiveness' and 'fit' are two key issues or concepts that need to be
in
by
the
contingency
approach
order to
and
understood
adopting
researchers
emphasised
1984).
findings
Slocum,
(Tosi
stronger
and
research
produce

3.4.1 Organisational effectiveness
Organisational effectiveness or performance has been presented as a necessary dependent
for
determining
it
in
the appropriate fit
the
means
as
provides
variable contingency research
between the organisational design and its context. According to Pennings (1992, pp.274-275)
"the theoretical and pragmatic relevance of the structural contingency theory is anchored in
its presumed ability to explain the question about organisational. effectiveness." Pennings
does
infonn
"research
that
effectiveness
without
not
us about variable levels of
concludes
Many
have
theory
contingency
researchers
neglected the key concept of
performance".
in
their research design, which has led to inconsistency of their
effectiveness
organisational
1992;
Kraft
(Pennings,
findings
1995).
These researchersview effectiveness
et
al.,
research
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broadly in terms of organisational adaptation and survival. In other words they consider
context-structure relationship only exists in surviving organisations (Tosi and Slocum, 1984;
Drazin and Van de Ven, 1985). However, Tosi and Slocum (1984, p. 11) argue that
"adaptation, as a construct, does not speak to the issue of the organisations' level of
effectiveness."
Other contingency studies, which have included effectiveness or performance in their
research design, have been criticised for measuring effectiveness narrowly. For example,
early contingency empirical research (e.g., Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967), examined the
relationship between structure and organisational effectiveness or performance, typically by
comparing the structures of high and low profit business firms (Mintzberg, 1979). However,
it has been argued that defining organisational effectiveness to mean only profitability is too
narrow because effectiveness is multidimensional, and other performance criteria (such as
market share, morale, growth, flexibility, efficiency, quality) exist which may be more
appropriate than profit (Merchant and Simons, 1986).

Tosi and Slocum (1984) contend that at least three dimensions to measureeffectiveness have
been used in contingency research: efficiency (i. e., profitability), preference of organisational
(being
These
dimension
job
(i.
a
good
citizen).
general
social
satisfaction), and
members e.,
dimensions of effectiveness may oppose one another and tradeoffs between them are likely to
involves
individual
judging
Thus,
the
ultimately
effectiveness
of
any
organisation
exist.
values. The multidimensional approach to the assessmentof effectiveness, as opposed to
taking only one dimension, of say profitability, could itself be criticised as being arbitrary.
Organisational effectiveness or perfon-nancehas proved to be problematic to operationalise,
is
it
definition
is
in
not available (Child, 1972;
perspective
placed,
an
adequate
and whatever
Merchant and Simon, 1986). There is no algorithm available that is able to identify one
better
Therefore,
being
inherently
for
than
the
another.
as
effectiveness
assessing
criterion
is
(1983)
Whetten
Cameron
to make explicit the viewpoints
suggest,
and
as
crucial point,
from which effectiveness is assessed,and in this way avoid confusion and ambiguity about
what is meant by effectiveness.

3.4.2 The concept of fit in the contingency theory
Drazin and Van de Ven (1985) consider the key concept in contingency theory is 'fit', and
fit
is
is
definition
that
the
of
that
adopted
crucial not only to the contingency theory, but
argue
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also to the collection of data and the statistical analysis of propositions. Thus understanding
the concept of fit should lead to more consistent research results and clarifies much of the
confusion in contingency research (Schoonhoven, 1981; Drazin and Van de Ven, 1985;
Venkatraman, 1989). Van de Ven and Drazin (1985) provide an excellent explanation of fit.
They argue that conceptions of fit fall into one of three approaches:selection, interaction and
systems. Each approach significantly alters the meaning of contingency theory and the
expected empirical results. Drazin and Van de Ven (1985, p.522) further argue that the three
approachesto fit (i. e. selection, interaction and systems) "are not mutually exclusive and can
provide both unique and complementary information on the fit in a researchersdata". They
conclude that examining multiple approachesto fit in contingency studies help in solving the
confusion in contingency theory literature and yield more insightful results. However,
Venkatraman (1989, pp.440-441) contends:
is fine, but beforeresearchers
Philosophically,this recommendation
usemultiple perspectives
of eachperspectiveand
within a single study, they shouldevaluateboth the appropriateness
the designfor collectingdata.

3.4.2.1 The selection approach

This approachmaintainsthat organisationsmust adaptto their contextin order to survive.it
fit,
be
because
to
to
assess
examined
that
need
only
context-structure
relationship
assumes
de
Ven
firms
(Van
in
is
to
and Drazin,
surviving
such a relationship presumed exist only
1985).Stateddifferently, fit is theoreticallydefinedasa matchbetweentwo relatedvariables
1989).
For
(Venkatraman,
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example
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without reference performance effectiveness
in
hypothesise
that
uncertainenvironmentsrequire
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simply
researchers
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the contingency
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common
most
structures.
approach
empirically
organic
literature for its simplicity. However, Pennings(1987 and 1992) assertsthat such simple
do
differentiate
between
between
variables
not
and
contextual
organisational
associations
different typesof effectiveness,the main premisein contingencytheory. Drazin and Van de
Ven (1985, p.517) assertthat "it is unclearwhetherto concludethat this researchdid not
addresscontingencytheory or to conclude that contingencytheory operatedas untested
" Drazin and Van de
assumptionsunderlying this organisationalcontext-structureresearch.
Ven further argue that a contingency proposition is more complex, and assumesthat
interaction exists between two sets of variables, which predicts effectiveness.This is
by
Lazarsfeld
(1968,
in
Pennings,1987)who equates'contingent'
cited
recognised
explicitly
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with 'interactive'. In a similar vein, Schoonhoven (1981) argues that researchersfollowing
this approach are implicitly stating that an interaction exists between two variables (e.g.,
environment and structure), but this interactive relationship is not acknowledged or tested.
Schoonhoven(1981, p.351) suggeststhat "explicit recognition should be given to the fact that
contingency arguments produce interactive propositions."
3.4.2.2 The interaction approach
This approach explicitly examines performance via the interaction effects of pairs of
variables. In other words it tests for the effect of fit between the contingent variable and the
organisational variable on performance. The focus here is not so much on understanding the
congruence between context and structure as in selection approach but rather on the
implications of fit on performance (Drazin and Van de Ven, 1985). Thus the fit between
context and organisational variables is explicitly hypothesised to affect Performance. For
example, it suggests that organisations operating with low environmental uncertainty will
In
formalised
highly
better
this case environment
structures.
perform
using mechanical or
uncertainty is the predictor, performance is the dependent variable, and structure is a
for
interpretations
different
theoretical
However,
moderating variable.
mixed results and
if
these propositions are not stated clearly
this
approach
propositions are expected under
(Schoonhoven, 1981).
Thus far, these two approachesto fit (selection and interaction) are appropriate for specifying
"bivariate fit". They tend to focus on how a single contextual factor affects a single structural
interact
how
to explain
these
variables
structure
context
and
of
pairs
characteristic, and
following
(systems)
is
Ven,
1985).
In
Van
de
(Drazin
the
approach
contrast,
and
performance
appropriate for multivariate fit. It simultaneously specifies and tests fit among a larger set of
variables.
3.4.2.3 The systems approach

The systemsapproach:
Emphasisesthe needto adoptmultivariateanalysisto examinepatternsof consistencyamong
dimensionsof organisationalcontext, structure,and performance"(Drazin and Van de Ven,
1985,p.520).
Proponents of this approach argue that the strength of this approach lies in its ability to
bivariate
that
go
unanswered
using
questions
approaches to fit (Miller,
address several
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1981;

Drazin and Van de Ven, 1985; Miller, 1987 and 1992; Galunic and Eisenhardt, 1994;

GresoveandDrazin, 1997).As Child (1975,p.175)remarked:
What happenswhen a configuration of different contingenciesare found, each having
distinctiveimplicationsfor organisationaldesign?

This approach maintains that two basic choices confront the organisational designer. One is
to select the organisational structure and processesthat match the set of contingencies facing
the firm. The other is to develop structures and processes that are internally consistent
(Drazin and Van de Ven, 1985). Drazin and Van de Ven (1985) adopted this approach by
studying the effect of single contextual variable on multiple structural variables and
processes, and emphasised the need to consider multiple contextual variables, multiple
future
in
contingency research.
multiple
performance
variables
structural variables and

In addition,the systemsapproachto fit takesinto considerationthe conceptof 'equifinality'.
Equifinality implies that strategic choice (Child, 1972) or flexibility is available to
issue
(Hrebiniak,
1978).
design
designers
to
management
or
problem
approacha
organisation
According to Govindarajan(1988, p.847) insteadof assuminga deterministicrelationship
betweencontextand structure,proponentsof equifinality approacharguethat multiple design
Govindarajan
For
suggests
to
to
example,
alternativesmay exist respond contextualvariable.
that "elementsof control systems,and elementsof structurecould be usedas substitutesfor
(1997,
Drazin,
403)
Gresov
implement
and
p.
to
strategy".
any given
one another effectively
also arguethat the conceptof equifinality has arisenas one way to explain the absenceof
contingencytheory findings, and can contribute to an expandedand enriched view of
"can
be
Equifinality
that
achieved
effectiveness
theory.
organisational
means
contingency
throughmultiple different organisationalstructuresevenif the contingenciesthe organisation
faces are the same".

3.5 Summary
This chapterhas reviewedthe pioneeringearly studieson structuralcontingencytheory that
laid the foundationsto the contingencyapproach(i.e., Bums and Stalker, 1961;Woodward,
1965; Lawrenceand Lorsch, 1967). Thesepioneeringstudieshave led to the widespread
by
the
approach
scholars and researchers from various research
contingency
adoption of
streams including organisational theory, strategic managementand management accounting.
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The strength of the contingency approach was found to lie in themes of 'effectiveness' and
'fit', and much of the confusion in the findings of subsequentcontingency researchin general
was attributed to the tendency of researchersto neglect these two concepts when designing
their research models. Thus, paying a closer attention towards understanding these two
concepts by researchersadopting the contingency approach would provide stronger research
findings and would explain much of the confusion of earlier contingency research.
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CHAPTER4

The Contingency Theory of Management Accounting and Control Systems

4.1 Introduction

This chapter aims to review the literature on managementaccounting and control contingency
theory, and seeksto evaluatethis literature basedon the main themesand tenetsof the contingency
theory discussedin the previous chapter.To recall, the previous chapterconcluded that in order to
resolvemuch of the confusion in the findings of many contingencystudies,contingencyresearchers
must understandand addresstwo important themesor conceptsin their researchdesign.Theseare
the conceptsof fit (bivariate and multivariate) and organisationaleffectiveness.
Ibis chapteris structuredas follows: Section4.2 provides an overview of managementaccounting
and control contingency theory, and reviews the main pioneering studies that contributed to its
development. This is followed by Section 4.3, which introduces the general categories of the
contingentvariablesusedin MC contingencystudiesand identifies thecontingentvariablesthat will
be usedfor this research.Sections4.4 and4.5 review MC empirical contingencyresearchconcerned
with investigating the relationships between the contextual variables and MCS design. Finally,
Section4.6 provides a summary and someconcluding remarks.
4.2 An overview of the contingency theory of management accounting
As discussedin Chapter 3, the rationale of organisational contingency theory is that universal
prescriptions are inadequate because different organisations face different situations and

is
it
Thus,
will havedifferentorganisational
expectedthat differentorganisations
circumstances.
Similarly,thecontingency
designandprocesses.
theoryof management
accounting,
whichis mainly
concerned
with controlsystemsdesign,impliesthatthereis no universallybestMCSthatappliesto
all situations (Merchant,1998).It attemptsto fit accountingand control systemto a particular
identify
to
the circumstancesunder which specific MCS features(e.g.,
seeks
and
situation,
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orientation,) and mechanisms(e.g., budgeting systems) are appropriate (Chastain, 1979; Otley,
1980).Figure 4.1 representsa generalMC contingencyframework wherebysituationalor contingent
factors influence the choice and design of MCS "package" and the correct match betweenthese
factors and managementcontrol "package" will enhancethe possibility that the desiredoutcomes
and performancewill be achieved(Fisher, 1995).

Situational
factors

10

MCSpackage
Characteristics 0
Mechanisms

Organisational
effectiveness

Figure 4.1 A General MC Contingency Framework

4.2.1 Early management accounting and control contingency studies
It wasnot until the middle and late 1970sthat accountingresearchersbeganto apply thecontingency
approachto the subjectof managementaccountingand control systems(Parker, 1986).Drawing off
the understandingsof the contingency theories of organisational structure, several streams of
contingencystudieshave beenconductedin the areaof managementaccountingandcontrol systems.
Chapman(1997) commentson thesestreamsof contingencystudiesandcontendsthat on the basisof
Hopwood (1972) and Otley (1978) findings, discussedearlier in Chapter 2, one streamof studies
(e.g., Hirst, 1981 and 1983; Brownell, 1985; Govindarajan, 1984) was concerned with the
relationship between the specific notion of accounting as a tool for organisational control and its
relationship with uncertainty. These studies were mainly concerned with the use of MCS and
specifically the impact of superiors'relianceon accountingperformancemeasures.Another stream
of theoreticaland empirical contingency studies,which this researchwill follow, soughtto address
the contingentnatureof accountingsystemsand how thesesystemsmight be affectedby a variety of
contingentvariables(Hopwood, 1989;Chapman,1997).This streamof contingency studiessought
to addressthe contingent nature of accounting within a broader context, and included, amongst
Gordon
(1975),
Bruns
Waterhouse
the
and Miller (1976) and Waterhouseand
of
and
others,
work
Tiessen(1978).

Although most early contingencystudiesin the areaof managementaccountingandcontrol systems
were of a theoreticalnature,they provided the foundationsandimpetusfor adoptingthecontingency
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approachin later empirical studies (Parker, 1986; Chapman, 1997). However, before proceeding
with reviewing theseearly MC contingencystudies,it should be emphasisedthat they havefocused
mainly on managementaccounting control systemsas the major control mechanismwithin the
overall MCS (Drury 2000). It should also be noted that different terms have been used in this
literature to representthe MCS. 'Me terms accounting information systems' (AIS), management
accountinginformation systems(MAIS), managementaccounting control systems(MACS) and
managementcontrol systems (MCS) are widely used in the literature. In order to conform to
approachesadopted in the literature, these terms will be used interchangeably throughout the
chapter.The following provide a brief review of the early pioneering studies of the contingency
theory of managementaccounting and control systems.
4.2.1.1 Bruns and Waterhouse (1975)
Bruns and Waterhouse (1975) empirically investigated the relationships between organisation
structureand budgetrelated behaviour.Data was collected via administering a questionnairesurvey
to divisional managersin 25 US manufacturingandserviceorganisations.Organisationstructurewas
viewed as a sourceof control, and defined in terms of the Aston measures:structuring of activities
and concentration of authority. According to Bruns and Waterhouse there are two alternative
strategiesof structural control. One is to control by decentralisationbut with structuringof activities,
which they labelled administrative control. The other alternative strategyof control is to centralise
authority at higher levels within organisation,in this casecontrol is interpersonal2.They contendthat
the choice between the two alternative strategiesof control is limited by the context in which the
organisationoperates.The contextual variables consideredare size and technology. They further
argue that these two alternative control strategiestend to elicit particular types of budget related
behaviour. However, no link was made between the contextual variables and budget related
behaviour.

Bruns andWaterhousearguedand found that administrativecontrol strategyis appropriatefor large
organisationswith routine and standardisedactivities. Work related behaviour is controlled by
AlSs servedifferentusers(internalmanagers,
externalusers,andtaxingauthorities),anddifferentpurposes
(planningandcontrol,investmentandcredit,andtax liability). This researchis mainly concernedwith AIS related
to planningandcontrolaspectsprovidedby management
accountingsystems.
2 Structuralcontrolstrategieswereemphasised
by Child (1972and 1977),andwerediscussedearlierin Chapter2.
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formalisedand standardisedoperatingprocedures.Managersparticipate in setting budgetarygoals
and spendmore time on budgetary activities, thus they tend to perceive themselvesand others as
having more control. Moreover, they found that structuring of activities is negativelycorrelatedwith
innovation and flexibility factors. On the other hand,Bruns and Waterhousearguethat interpersonal
control strategyis found in organisationswhich are small or dependenton other organisations.They
found that as the organisation becomescentralised and less autonomous,organisation'scontrol
systembecomesless complex. Managersare held accountablefor fewer financial variables, and
spendless time working with superiorson budget planning, thus, they view budgetsas less useful
and limiting their flexibility and innovation.
4.2.1.2 Waterhouse and Tiessen (1978)
Waterhouse and Tiessen (1978) provided a significant contribution to the development of
contingencytheory in accountingand control literature.They stressthat the essentialargumentin the
contingencytheory of managementaccountingis that the organisationstructureis largely dependent
upon its context, and the effectivenessof MAS design is contingent upon organisation structure.
Thus, they suggesteda model for contingencyresearchon MAS design,which is mainly concerned
with understandingpossiblerelationshipsbetweenorganisationalstructureand the effective design
of MAS. This model is illustrated in Figure 4.2. Waterhouse and Tiessen's (1978, p. 101)
acknowledgethat MASs are only one type of control mechanismavailable in organisations,andthat
structural dimensions of authority concentration and structuring of activities are related to
dimensions
They
two
these
that
structural
considering
strategy.
when
contend
organisationalcontrol
designingMAS would answermany questionsnot possibleto answerif they were neglected,such
as:
How important are MAS control systemsrelative to other meansof exercising managementcontrol?
What properties of the organisation or its environment increasethe reliance placed on formal MAS
control systems?

Waterhouseand Tiessen'stheoretical study has focusedon two contextual factors, technology and
environment. They argue that organisations operating in certain environments with routine
technologiesare expected to exercise effective control by means of procedure specification and
derive
likely
From
impact
this,
they
the
authority.
on MAS design. According to
centralised
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Waterhouseand Tiessen, plans statedeither in the form of budgets or specified proceduresare a
meansof co-ordinating activities within organisations.They hypothesise that planning through
specification will decreasereliance on planning through budgeting process. Faced with routine
technologiesand/or certainenvironment,organisationsrely on procedurespecificationasan efficient
planning mechanismbecauseprocedurespredetermineactivities and sub-goalsfor long time periods.

ýContingencyvariable
I
Organisational dýesi
I
[Fypeof accounti
I
Organisationa
Figure 4.2 Waterhouse and Tiessen's model for contingency research on MAS design.
(Source:adaptedfrom Otley, 1980,p.93).

Moreover they suggest that since procedure specification imply that the knowledge base for
operatingor managingdecisionsis known to centraliseddecision-makers,the planningprocesstends
to be non-participatory.
In contrast,in organisationsfacing uncertainenvironmentsand/or using non-routine technologies,
proceduresare difficult to specify and document. Thus, under such conditions direct control
measureswhich specify proceduresand then evaluateperformancein terms of adherenceto those
internal
Control
focus
large
degree
to
and
a
on
planning
are
not
possible.
will
resource
procedures
allocation, on monitoring outputs and on selectionand socialisation of employees.Moreover, they
budgeting
decision
decentralised
that
and
extensive
reliance
on
process as an
making
suggest
efficient planning mechanism becomes apparent. Furthermore, planning through budgeting is
broader
less
be
to
and
specified than planning through specifiedprocedures.
participatory,
expected
They further emphasisethe importance of organisational adaptivenessand response times in
faced
with unpredictable and changing environments. They suggest that as
organisations
uncertaintiesincrease,the organisationwill rely more on the budgeting processrather than on long
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term and fixed procedure specification, that would decreaseorganisationalresponsiveness.Thus,
according to Waterhouse and Teissen, budget flexibility and budget revision are consideredas
important organisationalresponsesto environmental uncertainty.
4.2.1.3 Gordon and Miller (1976)
Gordon and Miller's (1976) theoretical study is another contribution to the development of
managementaccountingcontingencytheory. They provideda contingencyframeworkfor designing
accountinginformation systemswhich takesinto accountthe environment,structureandmanagerial
decisionmaking style ascontingent variableswhich haveimplications upon AIS design.Similar to
Mintzberg's (1979) theoretical work discussedearlier in Chapter3, the environment was studiedin
terms of level of dynamism, heterogeneity, and hostility. They argued that as environmental
dynamism increases, historic and financial information alone become insufficient to inform
managersof important trends before they becomecrises. Thus, effective AIS should incorporate
more forecastand non-financial information, suchas information on competitor actionsor changes
in consumers'tastes.Moreover, they arguethat a dynamic environmentrequires an increasein the
frequency of feedback.They also argue that decentralisedor differentiated organisationsrequire
more decentralised(as opposed to centralised) accounting systems since various divisions and
businessunits may operatein different environmentsthat require different AIS to cope with these
environments.
Gordon andMiller further suggestedthat therearethreearchetypesof organisations,which represent
typical combinationsof environmental,organisational,anddecision style traits, that are expectedto
needdifferent AIS. The threearchetypesareadaptive,running blind, and stagnantbureaucracy.The
adaptivefirm facesdynamic and simple (homogeneous)environmentsthat require the flexibility of
organic structures to respond to changes in the environment, however authority can remain
centralised.Gordon and Miller argue that centralisedrather than decentralisedAIS seemsto be
is
low
information
differentiation
the
types
of
and
same
can be used in all
since
appropriate
divisions. Moreover, they hypothesisedthat asenvironmentaldynamismincreasesthe importanceof
non-financial information, as well as financial information in tracking the environment, also
increases.They further suggestedthat timely information with broad and low levels of details such
as thoseprovided by budgetsrather than proceduresand rules are required.
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The running blind firm operates in a dynamic and complex environment which requires
decentralisedand flexible organic structures.Differentiation is high and separate,and sometimes
conflicting, objectives seem to be pursued by the various organisational sub-units. Gordon and
Miller argue that the high degree of organisational differentiation and the absenceof effective
integrativemeasuresmake necessarythe employmentof coordinative mechanismsin theAIS. Thus
theyhypothesisedthat a well designedcost accountingand control systemshouldbe setto eliminate
the ill effects of pursuing divisional rather than organisational objectives, without providing an
apparentsolution.

Finally, the stagnant bureaucracy firm operates in a stable and homogeneousenvironment.
Organisationaldifferentiation is very low anddirect supervisionandrigid rules andprogramsarethe
main integrative mechanisms.Gordon and Miller expectedthat the information and intelligence
systemof thesefirms to be inadequatesince the external environment is rarely scannedfor recent
changesor opportunities.Thus, they arguedthat the main role of the AIS in thesefirms should be to
make the enterprise more responsiveto any changesin the environment that would disturb its
operations.Thus, the AIS should be directedtowardsgatheringinformation on externalfactorssuch
as new products and trends in the market share.
4.2.1.4 Amigoni (1978)
Amigoni (1978) developed another theoretical framework for designing managementcontrol
systems, which is related to organisational environment without explicitly considering the
organisationalstructure.Arnigoni's classification of organisationalenvironment is consistentwith
Duncan's (1972) classification, which distinguishes between the internal environment and the
externalenvironment.Amigoni arguesthat as environmentaldynamism and uncertaintyincreases,
MCS must provide more information on future events(forecastand non-financial information) with
a higher degree of quickness. This is consistent with Gordon and Miller's (1976) arguments.
However, An-dgoni further suggeststhat as the environment becomes more stable, the style of
control changesfrom tight to loose. In other words, Amigoni implicitly suggeststhat in uncertain
and highly changing environment, participation in setting budgetarytargetsis low. Managersmust
consider the imposed targets as firm commitments, and performance evaluation is oriented to
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accounting measures.In contrast with stable environments, targets are considered to be only
referencepoints and managersare evaluatedon the basisof multiple factors.
4.2.2 Synthesis of early MC contingency studies
It can be argued that theseearly theoretical contingency studies were mainly concernedwith the
implications of uncertainty deriving from the environmentand technologyfor organisationstructure
andhenceaccountingsystems.They suggestthat organisationsoperatingin uncertainandchanging
environmentswith non-routine technologiesrequire organic and decentralisedstructures(Gordon
andMiller, 1976;WaterhouseandTiessen,1978).In thesesituations,the lack of integrativedevices
imposedthrough organisation structure (by meansof centralisation or activity structuring) means
that there would be greater reliance on accountingcontrol systemsto achieve integration and coordination in theseorganisations.Thus, it is expectedthat a well designedand complex ACS will be
found in theseorganisations(Gordon and Miller, 1976;Amigoni, 1978; Waterhouseand Tiessen,
1978). Moreover, uncertainty requires organisationsto be adaptive and responsive to external
opportunitiesand threats.Thus, thesestudiessuggestthat effective MCS must provide more nonfinancial and more future oriented information on a timely and frequent bases,so that decision
makersare able to respond before it is too late. Conversely, in a certain and stable environment
organisationswith routine and standardisedactivities would rely more on direct supervision and
rigid rules and proceduresfor integration and co-ordination and less on ACS.
Otley (1980) reviewed the developmentand content of early contingency theoriesof management
insufficiently
inadequate
based
that
they
and
articulated
accounting and commented
were
on
frameworks. He concluded that this was mainly due to neglecting organisational effectiveness,
organisational structure or both. Otley also criticised these frameworks on the basis that the
contingentvariables are hypothesisedto effect the structureof an organisation not the AIS design.
According to Otley (1980, p. 102):
As the samecontingentvariablesarelikely to affectbothorganisationalstructureand accounting
systemdesign,it appearsunwiseto usestructureasthesoleinterveningvariablebetweencontingent
variablesandthe choiceof the accountinginformationsystem.
Otley further recognised the need to evaluate AIS in their wider managerial, organisational and
environmental context, and that an organisational control package can only be evaluated as a whole
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including AIS design, organisational design, and any other control mechanisms available in
organisations.
Thereis a debatein the literature regarding the relationship betweenorganisationalstructure and
MCS design (Machin, 1983). Many accounting scholars (e.g. Anthony, 1965; Horngren, 1972;
Waterhouseand Tiessen, 1978; Merchant, 1981) view structure as given and designedbefore the
AIS. Thus, they view AIS design as dependenton organisationstructure. Others (e.g. Gordon and
Miller, 1976; Otley, 1980) view organisational structure and AIS as complementary control
strategiesoften designedsimultaneouslyand sometimesindependentlyto cope with environmental
uncertainty.Thus, asMachin (1983,p.24) concludes,researchershave"a choicebetween:Structuredependentsystems; structure-linked systems; and systemsindependentof structure." However,
thoughMachin emphasisedthe importanceof thesechoices,he did not specifywhich choiceis more
suitablefor the future researchin managementcontrol systemsdesign.The threechoiceshavebeen
applied in managementaccountingcontingencyresearchto some extent or another.
4.3 General categories of the contingent variables suggestedin MC contingency literature
The significance of the early MC contingency studies lies in the fact that they provided the
foundations and impetus for researchersto employ the contingency approach in the area of
literature).
for
Otley,
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Hopwood,
1989
this
(see
of
review
comprehensive
a
and
accounting
Subsequently,several empirical contingency studies were conducted by accounting researchers,
implications
investigate
findings,
the
to
these
test
the
theoretical
to
of other
and
validity of
partly
Various
design.
contingent
systems
and
accounting
control
variables
on
management
contingent
variables,which are expectedto influence the designandchoiceof MCS, havebeensuggestedin the
literature of managementaccountingandcontrol contingencytheory.According to Merchant(1998,
is
literally
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thousandsof sometimes727)
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settings
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and mission variables. Each of thesecontingent variables is expectedto influence the design and
choicesof the MC "package"implementedby the organisation(Merchant, 1998). Table4.1 lists the
main contingentvariablessuggestedin MC contingencyresearch.However, it should be notedthat
the list is not exhaustivesince not all contingent variablescan be identified.
Table 4.1 The contingency variables classified by major categories

The External Environment Variables
" Environmental uncertainty
" Environmental complexity
" Intensity of competition
The Technology and Interdependence Variables
" Level of technological complexity ( unit, mass,and processproduction)
" Production routinenessand programmability variables
" Level of interdependence( pooled, sequential,reciprocal)
The Organisational and Industry Variables
9 Organisationsize
* Organisationstructure
e Organisationculture

Management
style
Industryvariables
The Strategy and Mission Variables
diversification)
(
(corporate)
Diversification
and
unrelated
strategy related
"
defender-prospector)
low
(competitive)
(
Business
cost-differentiation,
strategy
"
" Operational ( manufacturing ) strategy
" Strategicmission ( build, hold, harvest,and divest)
Source:Adapted from Merchant (1998, p.729) and Drury (2000, p.649).

The first categoryof contingent variableslisted in Table 4.1 relatesto the externalenvironment.The
contingency theory literature has regarded the external environment as the primary source of
design
in
(Child,
in
MCS
1972;
design
the
particular
and
general
organisational
upon
constraint
Otley, 1999).The contingent variableslisted under this categoryaremainly concernedwith the level
from
discussion
in
1995;
Drury,
2000).
To
(Fisher,
the
recall
section
uncertainty
environmental
of
3.2.2, uncertaintyinvolves the level of changein the environmentthat occurs unexpectedly,suchas
in
in
technology;
the
rapidly
changing
economy;
unexpected
changes
customer
shifts
unpredictable
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demandor competitoractionsor supply;andso on (Mintzberg,1979).Given thatenvironmental
uncertainty representsone of the major contingent factors addressedby this research,the major
studiesrelating to environmentaluncertaintyand MCS designwill be examinedin the next section.
The secondcategory of contingent variables shown in Table 4.1 relates to the internal or task
environment.This categoryconsistsof variables,concernedwith technology and interdependence.
Thesevariables were developedby Woodward (1965), Perrow (1967) and Thompson (1967) and
indicates
As
literature
discussed
in
Chapter
3
in
the
theory.
to
were
relation structural contingency
that technology contributes to the uncertainty with which the organisation must cope (Pennings,
1992),this researchwill consider technology under environmental uncertainty variable.
The third categoryof contingent variablesis concernedwith organisationaland industry variables,
Fisher
(1995)
MCSs
According
leadership
to
style.
suchasorganisationsize, structure,culture, and
differ dependingon firm's industry. For example,Drury (2000) arguesthat manufacturingfirms are
firms.
In
differently
design
than
their
manufacturing
to
non-manufacturing
control
systems
expected
industry, it is most probable that the knowledge of transformation processis clearer than in nonin
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thepreviouschapter,as
industry.
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manufacturing
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in
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MCS
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industry for reasonsof comparability with other studies.Moreover,given that mostof the contingent
factorsfalling within this category(organisationalculture andpersonality variables)are beyondthe
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The fourth category of contingent variables relates to strategy and mission variables. Strategy
variables include corporate strategy, business or competitive strategy, and manufacturing or

is
(1997),
Langfield-Smith
According
to
strategy
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corporate
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with
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(e.g., manufacturing strategies) is concerned with how various functions of the organisation
contributeto the implementation of competitive strategy.
Strategic mission variables include build, hold, harvest, and divest strategies.These variables
indicate the organisation's intended trade-off between market share growth and the maximising
short-termprofit (Langfield-Smith, 1997).The build strategyis concernedwith improving market
shareandcompetitive position more than maximising short-termprofit or cashflow. In contrast,the
harvestmission is concernedmore with maximising short-termprofit and cashflow. A hold mission
falls betweenthe two extremes(build vs harveststrategies).It seeksto protect the existing market
shareandat the sametime obtain a reasonablereturn on investment.The divest strategyoccurswhen
a businessdecidesto ceaseoperationandwithdraw from the market through a processof liquidation
or sale.As this researchis primarily concernedwith two contingent variables,competitive business
strategyand environmental uncertainty, only the contingencyliterature relating to the competitive
strategywithin the strategyand mission variablescategorywill be examined.
Thus, the major contingent variables which will be examined are environmental uncertainty and
businesscompetitive strategy.Organisationalstructureis consideredas anothercontrol subsystem
between
The
MCS
these contingent
control
system.
relationship
within
along with accounting
variables and MCS, as well as the relationship betweenorganisational structure and accounting
control systemswill be investigatedfurther in the remaining two sectionsof this chapter.Sections
4.4 and 4.5 provide a review of representativeempirical studies that investigated the impact of
by
different
design
business
MCS
researchers.
categorised
strategy
on
uncertainty
and
environmental
However, it should be indicated that only representativekey studies related to this study will be
in
included
In
their models(though
that
structure
organisation
empirical
studies
addition,
reviewed.
very few) will be reviewed under Sections4.4 and 4.5 rather than in separatesection due to the
scarcity of this literature.
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4.4 Environmental uncertainty and MCS contingency research
4.4.1 Gordon and Narayanan (1984)
GordonandNarayanan(1984) investigatedthe relationshipsamongan organisation'senvironment,
structureand MAS. They were mainly concernedwith providing empirical evidenceon the natureof
existingrelationshipsamongperceivedenvironmentaluncertainty(PEU), organicforms of structure
and threecharacteristicsof MAS: external,non-financial and future oriented information. Data on
thesevariableswas collected by interviews basedon structuredquestionnaireswith controllersin 34
medium-size, non-divisionalised US firms. Gordon and Narayanan argue that the relationship
between PEU and organic forms of structures, and the relationship between PEU and MAS
literature.
in
both
has
been
contingency
and
accounting
organisation
characteristics
established
However,they arguethat the relationshipbetweenorganisationstructureandMAS characteristicsis
determining
less
More
they
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were concerned
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between structure and MAS was real or simply an artefact of relationship each have with the
environment.The effects of PEU and organisationstructureon MAS characteristicswere examined
design
if
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Gordon
that
in
structure
organisation
and
singly and combination.
is logically prior to MAS, then a positive associationbetween MAS characteristicsand organic
forms of organisation,even after controlling for PEU is expected.However, if they were designed
insignificant.
be
independently,
the
then
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organisationalcontrol package.Moreover, their study stressedthe importance of considering the
environmentand other contingent factors particularly businessstrategy in designing MAS.
However,caution is required when interpreting thesefindings, since Gordon and Narayananmade
no attempt to relate their findings to any measureof organisationaleffectiveness.In addition, the
study looked at only a few MAS characteristicsand neglectedthe possibility that other featuresof
MAS might be determined by organisation structure. Thus, the lack of significant relationship
betweenorganic forms of structure and MAS does not meanthat there is no relationship between
structure and MCS. To recall from the earlier discussions in this chapter and in Chapter 3,
organisationtheory and MC contingencyliterature indicates that not all structural dimensionsare
relatedto the function of control and different structuraldimensionsariseasa responseto situational
variables.The literature identified formalisation andcentralisationastwo structuraldimensionsthat
aredirectly related to the function of control (Child, 1972;BrunsandWaterhouse,1975;Waterhouse
and Tiessen, 1978). Thus, it is no surprise that no significant relationship was found between
structureand the characteristicsof MAS in this study sinceeachstructural dimensionis expectedto
have different impact on MCS design.

4.4.2 Chenhall and Morris (1986)
Chenhall and Morris (1986) partially replicated Gordon and Narrayanan (1984) study, and
investigated the effect of one structural dimension (decentralisation), PEU and organisational
interdependenceon the perceivedusefulnessof four broaddimensionsof MAS. A summaryof these
dimensionsis provided in Table 4.2. Data was gatheredby structured interviews from sixty-eight
managersfrom thirty-six medium size Australian manufacturingcompanies.By adopting a similar
approachto Gordon and Narayanan(1984), Chenhalland Morris examinedthe direct effect of these
contextual variables as well as the indirect effect of PEU and interdependenceacting through
decentralisationon the perceived usefulnessof MAS. They argue that examining the direct and
indirect effects of contextual variableson MAS designenablesresearchersto unravel the complex
illustrates
design.
Figure
4.3
MAS
interacting
their researchmodel.
variables
on
contextual
effects of
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Table 4.2 Chenhall and Morris' MAS characteristics
Dimension
Scope

Timeliness
Aggregation

Description
External information (e.g. economic conditions)
Non-financial information (e.g. customerpreferences)
Future-oriented information (e.g. probabilistic; forecast)
Frequencyof reporting
Speedof reporting
Aggregated by time period ( e.g. monthly)
Aggregated by functional area(e.g., marketing)
Analytical or decision models (e.g., marginal analysis, DCF)

Integration

Precisetargets for activities and their relationship with sub-unit Reporting on
intra-sub-unit interactions
Source:Chenhall and Morris (1986, p. 19).

Chenhall and Morris found that PEU was directly associated with broad scope and timely
information and indirectly associatedwith aggregationacting through decentralisation.They found
no significant associationbetweendecentralisationandbroadscopeor timelinessinformation.These
finding lend supportfor Gordon andNarrayanan(1984) findings that managersrequire information
that improve their decision responsetime and aid in environmentalscanning.The study also found
that aggregated and integrated information was directly associated with decentralisation and
interdependence.

External
Environmental
Uncertainty

I

Organizational
structure:
Decentralization

PerceivedUsefulness
of MAS: 1. Scope
2. Timeliness
3. Aggregation
4. Integration

Organisational
Interdependence

Figure 4.3 A contingency model of perceived usefulness of MAS
(Source:Chenhall and Morris 1986, p. 17).
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ChenhallandMorris arguethat this supportsthe view that responsibility accountingsystemsshould
aggregateand integrateinfon-nationin ways that recognisethe complexities and interdependencies
found in many decentralisedoperations.
Unfortunately,although ChenhallandMorris consideredsomeof therecommendationssuggestedby
Gordonand Narayanan(1984) regardinginvestigatingbroaderdimensionsof MAS, and testing the
effectsof PEU along other contextualvariableson MAS design,they did not considerorganisational
effectivenessin their researchmodel. This omission resultedin a failure to considerwhich type of
MAS is appropriatein different situations.Moreover, theseresults are applicable only for cost and
revenuecentresof medium size manufacturingfirms.

4.4.3GuI (1991)
In an attemptto link MAS and PEU to performanceand effectiveness,Gul (1991) investigatedthe
interactingeffects of MAS and PEU on managerialperformancein small businessunits. Data were
collectedfrom forty-two managers/ownersof light engineeringmanufacturingfirms in Australia,via
Gul
In
this
was mainly concerned with
work,
empirical
administering a questionnaire survey.
whethera fit betweenMAS and PEU would lead to high performanceand effectiveness.The MAS
MAS
MAS
in
from
to
type
traditional
terms
the
of
sophisticated
of
a
continuum
wasconceptualised
using a modified version of Chenhall and Morris' four MAS dimensions discussedearlier. Gul
hypothesisedand found that sophisticatedMAS contributesto performancein high PEU situations,
but hampersperformancein low PEU situations.He arguesthat when PEU is high, managersrequire
sophisticatedMAS information to copewith uncertaintyandmakeappropriatedecisions.Thus broad
scope,timely, integratedand aggregatedinformation is required to evaluateand respondrapidly to
changesin the competitive environment and market demand.In contrast, Gul found that when the
less
be
is
traditional
to
sophisticated MAS
or
certain and predictable,
environment perceived
information would be enough and lead to high performance. In this situation, sophisticated
3
information
lead
information may
to
overload and low performance.Thus matching MAS design
3Informationoverloadis definedas"the amountof informationwhichis greaterthanthat which the organisationor
its decisionmakercanadequatelyhandle"(Gul andChia, 1994,p.416).
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with PEU would lead to high organisationalperfonnance, while a mismatch would lead to low
performance.
The findings of this study provide some support to earlier empirical studies (e.g., Gordon and
Narayanan 1984, Chenhall and Morris 1986) in that PEU requires broad scope and timely
information. However they contradict with Chenhall and Morris (1986) who found no direct
relationshipbetweenPEU and two dimensionsof MAS, i. e., aggregatedand integratedinformation.
This contradiction may possibly be attributed to the difference in organisational size or level of
analysis.Moreover, caution is requiredwhen interpretingGul's (1991)findings sincethe samplewas
takenfrom one industry and the possibility of non-responsebias exists.Moreover,theeffect of other
contingencyvariables such as structureand strategywere not consideredin this study.
4.4.4 Gul and Chia (1994)
Extending Chenhall and Morris (1986) and Gul (1991) studies, Gul and Chia (1994) adopted a
multivariate approachto fit rather than a bivariate analysis(approachesto fit were discussedearlier
in sub-section3.4.2) and investigatedthe interaction effects of PEU, decentralisationand MAS on
managerialperformance.They arguedthat this approachexploresthe complexrelationshipsbetween
PEU and the two control subsystemsof MAS and decentralisation, and their joint effect on
performance.Data was collected by questionnairesfrom forty-eight sub-unit managersin both
manufacturingand non-manufacturingcompaniesin Singapore.
Gul and Chia investigated the "availability", rather than the "perceived usefulness", of two
dimensions of MAS information, scope and aggregation. They argue that when PEU is high,
organisations require a decentralised structure to respond to unexpected events and require
information
MAS
(in termsof broad scopeand aggregation)to reduceuncertaintyand
sophisticated
improve decision-making. In contrast,when PEU is low interpreting the environment is relatively
easyand sophisticatedMAS would lead to information overload, which may adverselyaffect their
performance.Thus, centralisedstructureswith traditional MAS information would be adequateand

leadto highermanagerialperformance.
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The main findings of this study indicate that sophisticatedMAS (in terms of scopeand aggregation)
areassociatedwith superior managerialperformancein organisationsoperatingunderhigh PEU and
having more decentralised structures. In contrast, sophisticated MAS is associatedwith lower
managerialperformance in organisationsoperating under low PEU together with high levels of
decentralisation.Gul and Chia concluded that their findings suggest that considering only one
control subsystemin MC contingencystudiesis inadequate,and that "organisationaldesignersneed
to considerthe appropriateenvironment in the design and implementation of control subsystems"
(1994, p. 424).
4.4.5 Chia (1995)
In recognition of the importance of the internal consistencyof control sub-systemsto enhance
performance,Chia (1995) examinedthe effects of a combination of MC sub-systemson managerial
performance.Chia investigatedthe relationshipbetweenboth of thecontrol subsystemsof MAS and
organisationstructure(decentralisation)and theirjoint effects on managerialperformanceusingthe
responsesof 48 Singaporemanagersto questionnairesdesignedto measurethesevariables.MAS
information characteristics were defined in terms of broad scope, aggregation, integration, and
timeliness (Chenhall and Morris, 1986). Chia arguesthat when there is a fit between the control
subsystemsof organisational structure and MAS, it is likely that a higher level of managerial
performancewill result.
Chia hypothesisedand found that in a highly decentralisedorganisation,more sophisticatedMAS
information contribute to higher managerialperformancethan a lesssophisticatedMAS. In contrast,
in organisationswhere the degreeof decentralisationis low, sophisticatedMAS information hasa
negativeimpact on managerialperformance.Chia arguesthat thesefindings are consistentwith the
notions that decentralisationpromotesa high information processingcapability as more managers
information
MAS
in
decisions.
Thus,
involved
sophisticated
more
which
provide
will
making
are
enhancemanagerial decisions and hence contribute to higher performance. However, a major
limitation for this study is that it did not considerthe impact of other important variablessuchasthe
competitive environment and strategy, which may be significant to the design of MCS and
organisationalperformance.
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4.5 Businessstrategy and MCS contingency research
The importanceof including the businessstrategyasa contingent variable that affects the designof
structureandcontrol haslong beenrecognisedin the contingencyliterature (Miles and Snow, 1987;
Porter, 1980; Waterhouseand Tiessen, 1978; Gordon and Narrayanan, 1984; Simons, 1987 and
1990; Dent, 1990; Langfield-Smith, 1997). However, the empirical researchon this area is still
limited and has only been conductedrecently (From mid-1980s onwards). Two major streamsof
researchin this areahave evolved (Nilsson and Rapp, 1999; Kald, Nilsson and Rapp, 2000). One
comprisesstudiesconcernedwith how MCS contribute in the emergenceand developmentof new
strategies.Here a case-studyapproachis often used (e.g., Simons, 1990;Archer and Otley, 1991).
Another significant branch of researchfocuseson the relationship betweenstrategyand MCS, and
how MCS should be designedto implement a given strategic orientation. Here, the contingency
theoryprovides the theoreticalfoundation,andquestionnairesurveysare the most common method
of research(e.g., GovindarajanandGupta, 1985;Simons, 1987;Govindarajan, 1988;Govindarajan
andFisher, 1990).Thesestudiessuggestthat different typesof strategieswill causedifferent control
systemconfigurations, and that MCS should be tailored explicitly to support the strategy of the
businessto yield superior performance (Otely 1999; Langrield-Smith, 1997).

MC contingency researchershave studied business strategy under one of three classifications:
Strategic typologies (Miles and Snow, 1978), strategic positioning (Porter, 1980),and strategic
mission (Boston Consulting Group). However, the Miles and Snow (1978) and Porter (1980)
classificationsare the most widely usedand validated typologies in strategic managementand MC
contingencyresearch(Solieri, 2000).The probableexplanationis that thesestrategicclassifications
are well acceptedand internally consistent (Kald et al., 2000). Table 4.3 summarisesthe main
featuresof thesetwo major classifications of businessstrategy.
The contingent nature of the relationship between business strategy and MCS has long been
Porter,
(e.
Snow,
1980).
Porter
(1998,
Miles
1978;
by
theorists
organisation
g.,
and
p.40)
recognised
implementation
the
that
successful
of "generic strategiesrequires different organisational
argues
incentive
procedures
and
systems." Porter suggeststhat an overall cost
control
arrangements,
leadershipstrategyrequires intensesupervision of labour, tight cost control, frequent and detailed
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control reports and structured organisationand responsibility. In contrast, Porter suggeststhat a
differentiation strategy require strong co-ordination between various functions and subjective
performancemeasurementand incentivesinsteadof quantitativemeasures.HoweverPorter's(1980;
1985) work has focused mainly on the environment in which firms competed, providing little
guidanceaboutthe internal structureandprocessesthat should be establishedby the firm internally
to implement the chosenstrategy(Solieri, 2000).
Table 4.3 Schemesof business strategy classifications used in MC contingency studies
Study

Strategic variable

Archetypes

Features

Miles and Snow

Strategic pattern

Defender

Stable environment, limited product range,
competeson low cost or high quality,
internally focused, efficiency paramount, rigid
centralised structures.

Strategic pattern

Prospector

Uncertain environment, extensive product and
focused,
development,
externally
market
flexible and centralised structure.

Strategic pattern

Analyser

Hybrid, core of traditional products, enters
new markets after viability established,matrix
structure.

Strategylacking

Reactor

No articulatedstrategy,unsuccessful,misses
inappropriate
to
structure
opportunities,
purpose.

Strategic position

Cost leadership

Low cost relative to competitors, related and
standardised products, economies of scales.
internally focused, structured organisation and
responsibilities, with intense supervision of
labour.

Strategic position

Differentiation

Product uniqueness,emphasison marketing
and research,flexible structure.

Strategic position

Focus

Focus on a narrow strategic target (buyer
group, product line or geographic market)
through differentiation, low cost or both.

(1978)

Porter (1980)

Miles and Snow (1978) included the administrative system(structureand control systems)in their
is
to
the
the
clear
evidence
Thus,
studies
provide
on
earliest
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as
one
of
their
work
work.
design
1996).
MCS
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Moreover,
between
business
and
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Miles and Snow classification of businessstrategy"provides the richest portrayal of organisational
arrangementsassociatedwith particular strategies"(Dent, 1990, p. 10). Therefore reviewing their
studyalong with other representativeMC contingencystudiesconcernedwith the impact of strategy
on MCS design is warranted.
4.5.1 Miles and Snow (1978)
Miles and Snow developed Child's (1972) strategic-choice approach and proposed a complex
strategictypology of choice interrelating businessstrategy,structureand processvariables(Kald et
al., 2000; Solieri, 2000). They identified three fundamental issues or problems confronting
managementin responding to their environment. These are the entrepreneurial problem (e.g.,
identifying the product-market domain), the engineering problem (i. e., identifying production
resourcesrequired in the form of technologyand staff), and the administrative problem (i. e. how to
structure and control the business). Based on how organisations choose to solve these three
problems,Miles and Snow identified four organisationaltypes,which they nameddefender,reactor,
analyserand prospector.They argue that:
Each of thesetypes has its own strategyfor responding to the environment, and each hasa particular
configuration of technology, structure andprocessthat is consistentwith its strategy(Miles andSnow,
1978, p.29).

Defender type strateu
The defender organisation perceives a great deal of stability in its external environment and
concentrates on a narrow and limited mix of products and customers. It competes on product price,
innovation
development.
According
than
product
service
rather
and
and
market
customer
quality and
to Miles and Snow (1978), defenders focus mainly on reducing production and distribution costs
dedicated
largely
internally
focused
Thus,
to solving the
improving
they
and
are
quality.
while
investing
heavily
developing
(focusing
through
technological
efficiency
on
on
engineering problem
developing technology further without fear of major losses due to unpredictable demand). In support
inexpensive
defenders
toward
and
mechanisms
this
employ
uncomplicated
efficiency,
of
orientation
of co-ordination

and control such as standardisation and scheduling (intensive planning not

formalisation
higher
with
extensive)

through codification

of job description and operating

behaviours
Miles
Snow
of
organisation
members.
and
specify
appropriate
argue
which
procedures
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that any deviation from prescribed behaviours is not tolerated since proper corrective response
usually is known in advance. Performanceevaluation in defenders involves comparing present
indices of efficiency with those achievedby the organisation during previous years and this has
implications for reward system.Thus, it canbe concludedthat defendersrely on tight action control
systeMS4where specific desirable behavioursin the form of work rules and specific policies is
defined,combined with direct supervisionor detailed audits of action reports, and linking rewards
systemsto employees'compliance to theseprocedures.
Prospector type strategy
On the other hand, the prospector organisationperceiveshigh uncertainty in its environment and
continuously seeks new product and market opportunities. Thus, marketing and research and
developmentfunctions are the core functions rather than production and finance (as in the casein
defenders).Prospectorsrequire flexible and decentralisedorganisational structures to facilitate
innovation and rapid responseto environmentalchange.Thus, it is best to structure the prospector
organisationinto single, self-containedbusinessunits where all the resourcesrequired to research,
develop,produceand market a relatedgroup of productsareplacedin thesedivisions or sub-units.In
addition, Miles and Snow (1978, p.62) arguethat prospectorsrely lesson formalisation (contrary to
defenders)because"it would not be economically feasible to codifyjob description and operating
proceduresin organisationswhose taskschangefrequently." Thus, prospectorsemphasisebroader
planning processesand results-orientedcontrols (accountingcontrol systems)to foster behaviour,
which leadsto effectiveness.This effectivenessorientation, accordingto Miles and Snow, requires
decentralisedcontrol systemsbecausethe information required to assesscurrent performanceand
take corrective actions is locatedin the operatingdivisions not in the upper echelonof management.
Miles and Snow conclude that prospectors are effective as long as the level of change in the
environment is high, however if the environmentbecomesmore certainandpredictable,prospectors
cannot maximise profitability becauseof their inherent inefficiencies.

4 For more complete discussion on tight action control systemsseeMerchant (1998).
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Analyser type strategy
Analysers tend to operate in mixed product/market environments, where they maintain a baseof
traditional and stable products and markets, and simultaneously tend to exploit new product and
market opportunities, and adopt successfulproduct innovations of prospectorcompetitors in their
more turbulent environment. Thus, analyserscombine attributesof both defendersand prospectors.
The production and administrative systemsin analysersattempt to balancestability and flexibility,
reflecting an intermediate position betweendefendersand prospectors.They tend to have a dual
technological core that allows them to produce familiar products or services efficiently while
keepingpacewith innovations producedby prospectors.Analysers'administrative systemsarebuilt
around a matrix organisation, with no unified planning process(i. e., planning is both intensive and
broad). Control is both centralised and budget oriented to encouragecost efficient production of
traditional products, and simultaneously, decentralised and results oriented to enhance the
effectivenessof the new product and project groups.

Miles andSnowconcludethatthedualitynatureof analysersforcesthemto pursuea middlerange
is a
andthusforcesthemnot to be completelyeffectivenor efficient.This type of organisations
hybrid of prospector and defender types, and thus, it is not a pure concept as compared with
defendersand prospectors (Kald et al., 2000). Ibis is one of the reasonswhy most contingency
studies in the strategy-MC area have included only prospector and defender typologies in their
studies(Kald et al., 2000).
Reactor Ove strategy
Reactororganisationsare consideredas unsuccessfulorganisationsbecausethey have no clear real
strategyto operatein the market. Thus, theseorganisationshavebeenexcluded from most strategyMC contingencyresearchwhich hasfocusedmainly on successfulorganisations(Kald et al., 2000).
According to Miles and Snow (1978, p.81) "the reactor is an unstableorganisation type becauseit
lacks a setof consistentresponsemechanismsthat it can put into effect when faced with a changing
identified
different
Snow
"
Miles
reasonsfor organisationsto becomereactorssuch
and
environment.
as not having a clear business strategy, misfits between their business strategy, structure and
processes;or misfit between strategy-structurerelationshipsand their external environment.
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In summary,the main findings reachedby Miles and Snow (1978), and which can also be extended
to Porter's(1980) strategic position, sincethey appearto be similar (Simons, 1987),are as follows:
i.

Defensive,efficiency-seeking strategies(i. e., defender/lowcost strategies)generallyperceivea
greatdeal of stability in their environment.Theyrequireuncomplicatedandinexpensiveforms of
co-ordination and control suchasstandardisationandscheduling,more formal, bureaucratic,and
centralised structures and control. Their administrative systems emphasiseproblem solving
rather than opportunity identification.

ii.

Strategies that deal with

greater uncertainty and seek innovative direction (i. e.,

prospector/differentiation strategy) require looser organic and decentralised structures to
facilitate rapid responsesto environmentalchange.At the sametime, they require complex and
expensiveforms of co-ordination and control to integrateand monitor differentiatedtasks.Thus,
they emphasiseresults-orientedcontrols (accountingcontrol systems)ratherthanaction-oriented
control to foster behaviour that leadsto effectiveness.
4.5.2 Simons (1987)
Subsequentresearchhas sought to investigateMiles and Snow (1978) findings and explore further
the relationship betweenbusinessstrategyand administrativeproblem of organisationstructureand
control systemchoice. Most notableof thesestudiesis Simons(1987) which was amongthe first to
investigate the relationship between business strategy and control systems attributes from an
accountingperspective(Langf ield-Smith, 1997).Simons(1987) extendedMiles and Snow findings
in relation to the administrative problem in general,and accountingcontrol systemsin particular.
Employing a bivariate approach5,and using questionnaires,Simons investigated the nature and
extent of differences in the accounting control systems of firms that follow different business
6.
firms
in
Canadian
Ten accounting
(defenders
strategies
andprospectors) seventy-six
manufacturing
control attributes, derived from using factor analysison an original set of thirty-three anchored7point Likert type scales,were the focus of Simons'study. Theseattributes are summarisedin Table
4.4.
3 Focusing on the relationship between two classesof variables, control systemsattributes and businessstrategy.
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In addition, a single measureof organisationaleffectiveness(i. e. ROI) was included to determineif
successful implementation of business strategies require different accounting control system
attributes.However, Simons acknowledgesthat the examinationof this relationship was not tested
statistically due to the small sarnplesize.
Table 4.4 Simons' ten accounting control system attributes
Control system attribute

Description

Tight budget goals

Extent to which meeting tight budget targets is emphasised.

External scanning

Extent to which data on external eventsare included in control reports.

Resultsmonitoring

Extent to which managersmonitor inter-period budget and
performance results.

Cost control

Extent to which cost analysistechnequesand control are used.

Forecast data

The extent to which forecast data is included in control reports.

Goals related to output

Knowledge and importance of factors related to product output.

Reporting frequency

Frequencyof issuing control reports.

Formula basedbonus

Extent to which bonusremunerationis establishedby formula basedon
achieving budget targetsrather than discretionary.

Tailored control systems

Extent to which control systemsare tailored to departmental needsand
circumstances.Associatedwith high level of detail in control reports.

Changeability of control

Frequency of changein control systemsand importance of employing

systems

informal communication to transmit control information.

Source: Simons (1987).

The findings of this study support Miles and Snow's (1978) assertion that different business
The
(structure
different
study also
control
systems).
systems
and
administration
strategiesrequire
indicated that innovative strategies(prospectors)emphasisedaccountingcontrol systemmore than
efficiency-seeking strategies(defenders)which appearedto usetheir accountingcontrol systemsless
intensively. Simons found setting tight budget goals and the close monitoring of results were
in
in
negatively
associated
while
performance
prospectors,
with
organisational
positively associated
defenders,specifically large defenders(thosewith 600+ employees).Another difference concerned
6 85% of Simons'sample were firms with distinct legal entities and 15% were autonomousdivisions of diversified,
multidivisional companies.
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the frequencyof reporting and useof forecastdatain control reports. Simonsfound high performing
prospectors(in terms of ROI) attachedmore importance to forecast data in control systemsand
emphasisedmore frequent reporting. Moreover, defenders'bonusremuneration was basedon the
achievementof budget targetsand they tend to have little changein their control systemscompared
to prospectors.With regard to cost control, interestingly, large prospectors as well as defenders
exhibited a negative correlation with performance.This is not consistent with Miles and Snow's
assertionthat defenderswill place high importanceto cost control. However, Simons suggeststhat
large defendersmight rely on other control mechanismsto achieve the desired results.
Simons'results that prospectorsusetheir accountingcontrols more intensively, while defendersdeemphasiseaccounting and cost controls appearedquite surprising to many scholars, and were
initially thought to be in conflict with Miles and Snow study (Dent, 1990; Langfield-Siriith, 1997).
For example, Dent (1990, p. 12) arguesthat consideringthe innovative orientation of prospectors,
"one might expectprospectorsto rely lesson financial control than on qualitative and non-financial
controls, for exampleratesof new Productintroductionandproduct-marketdevelopment".However,
Dent comments, as Simons' study focused only on accounting control systems,neglecting other
control mechanismsavailable to prospectorand defender organisations,it does not tell us much
about the importance of accounting controls relative to other controls (Dent, 1990,p. 13).
Indeed,one must perseverewith this point a little longer, as it would explain Simons'findings and
their presumablecontradiction with Miles and Snow's (1978). Sim and Teoh (1997) related the
inconsistency in research findings between Miles and Snow and Simons to the different
conceptualisationof control systemsused.They arguethat while Miles and Snow, as organisational
theorists, take a broad view of organisational control focusing on the administrative systemsin
general. Simons on the other hand takesa narrower view of managementcontrol, focusing only on
accounting controls. To recall from earlier discussionsin Section4.2.1, accountingcontrolsareonly
one type of control mechanismsavailable in the organisation.Consideringstructural dimensionsof
authority concentration and structuring of activities when designing MAS would provide an
understanding of the importance of accounting controls relative to other means of exercising
managementcontrol (Waterhouse and Tiessen, 1978; Otley, 1980). Thus, adopting a broader
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definition of MCS that includes both accounting and structural controls is required to explain
Simons'findings and clarify some of the confusion in MC contingency studies.
Moreover, it was concluded in Sections4.1.1 and4.2.1 that organisationsoperatingin uncertainand
changing environments with non-routine technologies (as in prospectors) require organic and
decentralisedstructuresto foster innovative behaviour (Gordon and Miller, 1976; Waterhouseand
Tiessen, 1978). In these situations, the lack of integrative devices imposed through organisation
structure (by means of centralisation or activity structuring) means that there would be greater
reliance on accounting control systems to achieve integration and co-ordination in these
organisations.Thus, it is expectedthat a well-designedand complex ACS will be found in these
organisations (Gordon and Miller, 1976; Amigoni, 1978; Waterhouse and Tiessen, 1978). In
contrast,organisationsoperating in certain environments,with routine and standardisedactivities (as
in defenders)would rely more on direct supervisionand rigid rules and proceduresand lesson ACS
(Bruns and Waterhouse,1975; Arnigoni, 1978; Waterhouseand Teissen, 1978).
Simons'(1987) study goessomeway towards opening up the interface betweenbusinessstrategies
andcontrol systemsdesignfrom an accountingperspective(Dent, 1990).However,Langfield-Srriith,
(1997) statesthat caution is required when interpreting Simons' findings due to the inappropriate
measuresof effectiveness.Shecriticises;Simons'useof ROI to measureorganisationaleffectiveness
of all firms, especially prospectors,and arguesthat high (short-term) profits are not appropriatefor
firms focusing on product developmentand innovation. On the other hand, Simons (1987, p.363)
acknowledgesthat:
While ROI is an imperfect measureof firm performance,andconclusions must therefore be tentative,
between
firm
discussions
is
the
relationship
possible
to
concerning
this analysis used
motivate
performance and strategy.

Thus, Simons' study was mainly concernedwith determining the attributes of accounting control
(Greve
interaction
different
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effects
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strategiesrather
system under
Hagg, 2000).
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(Govindarajanand Gupta, 1985; Govindarajan,1988; Govindarajanand Fisher, 1990).They were
mainly concernedwith businessstrategyimplementationin strategic businessunits (SBUs) within
divisionalised companiesrather than designing MCS. Consequently,these studies were part of a
larger researchseries, and control was measuredas a single variable within a much larger set of
organisational,environmental and strategic variables, thus providing a limited view of designing
effective MCS. Nevertheless, these studies do offer clear evidence regarding the contingent
relationshipbetweenbusinessstrategyand specific dimensionsof MCS (e.g., incentive systemsand
performanceevaluation style) and their interaction effect on organisational effectiveness.
4.5.3 Govindarajan and Gupta (1985)
Ibis study examined the interaction effect betweenstrategy and incentive bonus systems(single
variable of the MCS) on effectivenessat the strategicbusinessunit (SBU) level within diversified
firms. Data was collected by questionnairesfrom 58 manufacturing SBUs within eight large US
corporations. Govindarajan and Gupta used the strategic mission classification (build, hold, and
harvest) to operationalise business strategy.The componentsof incentive compensationsystem
investigatedwere the relative importance given to long-run criteria (e.g., new product and market
development)vs. short-run criteria (e.g., ROI) when determiningmanagers'bonusandthedegreeof
relianceon quantitative formulas vs. subjectivejudgement in determining the amountof managerial
bonuses.Effectiveness of SBUs in this study was measuredusing a multidimensional approach
(financial and non-financial measures)rather than a single objective or subjective approach.The
reasonfor choosingthis, accordingto GovindarajanandGupta,is that objective (financial) measures
of effectiveness(e.g., ROI) are not suitablefor measuringmany performancedimensionscritical to
the successof build strategy (for instance, new product development, market development and
R&D).

Adopting a contingency approach,Govindarajanand Gupta argue that SBUs objectives are more
likely to be achieved if the incentive compensationsystem is tied to its strategy rather than to a
uniform setof performancecriteria acrossall SBUs. Thus, they hypothesisedand found that greater
in
determining
(non-formula)
long-run
managerial
and
subjective
method
a
reliance on
criteria
bonuseswill have a positive effect on the effectivenessof SBUs adopting build strategy,whereasa
negativeeffect applies relating to effectivenesswithin harvestorganisations.However, they found
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no supportfor their other proposition that short-runcriteria (specifically cost control, ROI) for bonus
determinationwould make a greatercontribution to effectivenessin the caseof harvestrather than
build SBUs. In other words, short-run financial andaccountingmeasuresof performancewerefound
to berelevant for all firms regardlessof their strategies,while long run (non- financial performance
measures)are critical for the successfulimplementation of build strategiesalong with short-run
financial measuresof performance.To explainthesefindings,Govindarajan.andGupta(1985,p.659)
suggestedthat:
Whereas an emphasis on short-run objectives may not always imply an emphasis also on long-run
objectives, an emphasis on long -run objectives may always imply an emphasis on short-run
objectives also. Conceivably, therefore. managersat the build end of the strategy spectrum face a
greater multiplicity of objectives than do managersat the harvestend of the strategy spectrum.

Another interpretation to these findings may also be related to differences in the level of
SBUs
build
facing
Ile
build
harvest
strategy
arenormally
environmentaluncertainty
and
strategies.
concernedwith increasing their market shareand entering new markets and products, thus facing
higher environmental uncertainty than those adopting harvest strategy. To recall from our
discussionsin Section4.4, SBUs facing uncertainenvironments(as in the casewith build strategies)
financial
include
both
broad
that
andnonscopeaccountingcontrols
require more sophisticatedand
financial performancemeasures,aswell asflexible andmore subjectivebonusschemes(asopposed
to the more rigid formula bonus schemes)to respondto environmental uncertainty.
The findings of this study provide some evidence regarding the contingent relationship between
businessstrategy and a single dimension of MCS (the design of managerialbonus systems).Thus,
they provide only a limited knowledge regardingthe relationshipbetweenstrategyandMCS design.
Govindarajanand Gupta acknowledgedtheir narrow view of MCS as the most significant limitation
of their study and argue that:
Matchingincentivebonussystemsto strategyis only one- albeit a significantone- of the control
implementation
SBU
level
by
to
of
the
ensure
effective
executives
corporate
mechanismsused
strategies(1985,p.665).

Moreover, they identified anotherweaknessin their study relating to the way they operationalised
businessstrategy.They arguethat Miles and Snow (1978) and Porter (1980) classificationsprovide
richer and more comprehensiveview of strategy than strategic mission classification.
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4.5.4 Govindarajan (1988)
Interestingly, Govindarajan (1988) was the first to use both bivariate and multivariate analysisto
explore the relationship between the implementation of SBU strategy and three administrative
mechanisms.The three administrative mechanismsare decentralisation(an organisationalstructure
variable), budget evaluative style (a control system variable) and managers'locus of control (a
managerialcharacteristicvariable). As with all of Govindarajan'sother work, this study focuseson
intra-corporatelevel of analysis, where the concernis on SBUs within divisionalised corporations
(Galunic and Eisenhardt, 1994). Data was collected by questionnairesfrom 121 manufacturing
SBUs at 24 large US corporations.
Govindarajan used Porter's competitive strategy (low-cost and differentiation strategies) to
operationalisebusinessstrategy.Budget evaluativestyle was measuredaccording to the amountof
emphasisplaced on meeting budgetarygoalswhen evaluatingthe generalmanager'sperformance.A
multiplicity of dimensions rather than any single dimension were used to measure SBU
effectiveness.Ten financial and non-financial performancedimensionswere usedfor this purpose,
including ROI, profit, cash flow, cost control, developmentof new products, salesvolume, market
share, market development, personnel development, and political-public affairs. Moreover,
decentralisationbetween a corporate office and SBU was consideredrather than decentralisation
within a SBU.
Building on the establishedlinkagesbetweencompetitive strategiesand environmentaluncertainty,
and betweenuncertainty and performanceevaluation,Govindarajanuseduncertaintyasthe unifying
concept between strategy and administrative mechanismsfit. He argues that firms pursuing a
differentiation strategy face greater uncertainty than firms pursuing a low cost strategy. High
uncertainty implies that it is difficult to predict future events,and arrive at a priori budgettargetsthat
can serve as satisfactory standardsfor performanceevaluation.Moreover, uncertainty implies that
cause-effectknowledge is incomplete for decision-makers.Thus, subjective approachestowards
evaluating managerialperformanceare expectedsince financial measures(e.g., budgets)alone are
not enoughto reflect managerialperformance.From thesearguments,Govindarajan hypothesised
that for SBUs employing a strategy of differentiation, de-emphasisingbudgetary goals during
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performanceevaluations,is likely to be associatedwith high performance.Conversely,emphasising
budgetary goals is likely to be associatedwith high performance in SBUs employing low cost
strategy.In addition, two other bivariate hypothesesrelatedto decentralisationand locus of control,
and one multivariate hypothesis related to the interaction effect of strategy and the three
administrative mechanismstogether on performance were tested after controlling for SBU and
corporate size. The results of this study suggested that the proper alignment of the three
administrative mechanisms with the competitive strategy resulted in superior performance.
Interestingly, this multivariate fit was significant among differentiation SBUs but not significant
among low-cost units. Unfortunately, Govindarajan provided no explanation for this difference
betweenthe two strategies.
Again, a significant limitation of this study is its narrow focus on a few design variables for
administrative and control systems.Govindarajanacknowledgesthis limitation and directs future
researchtowards developing and testing theoretical models with multiple contingency variables,
multiple designvariables and multiple outcomevariables.Moreover,heprovidesreflective thoughts
for future contingency researchto considerand emphasisthe importanceof adopting both bivariate
and multivariate approachesto fit sinceboth approachesprovide complementaryandusefulinsights.
4.5.5 Govindarajan and Fisher (1990)
In this study, Govindarajan and Fisher adopted a multivariate or systems approach to fit to
investigatethe relationshipsamongcontrol systems,resourcesharingandcompetitivestrategiesand
their interactive effects on SBU performance. Similar to Govindarajan (1988), they used
questionnaires to collect data from 121 SBUs in 24 corporations in the USA. Strategy and
effectivenesswere measuredasin Govindarajan(1988), and resourcesharingrefersto the sharingof
functional activities by two or more SBUs within a singlecorporation.Following Ouchi (1979),they
focused on the use of output control (focusing on the attainment of the desired targets) and
behavioural control (monitoring actions and decisions on an ongoing basis). These two control
mechanismsare seenasalternative control strategies.By incorporating insights from agencytheory
into Ouchi's (1979) model, they provided complex argumentsregardingthe varioussituationsunder
which behaviour control or output control might be appropriate.Thesesituationsarethe competitive
strategy pursuedand the level of resourcesharing.
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As hypothesised,the findings indicated that high performing cost leadersrely on output controlsand
high resourcesharing, whereashigh performing differentiators with high resourcesharingrelied on
behaviouralcontrols. However, thesefindings contradict with Miles and Snow (1978) assertionthat
defendersrely on standardoperatingprocedures(behaviourcontrol), and prospectorsrely on results
or output control. Moreover, the results and arguments of this study are not consistent with
organisationtheory and Ouchi's original model, which implies that output control is appropriatefor
firms facing high uncertainty, while behaviour control is appropriateunder a stable environment.
The findings and argumentspresentedby Govindarajan and Fisher were criticised by LangfieldSmith (1997) on the basis that thesefindings and argumentsare not convincing. Langfield-Smith
(1997, p.220) arguesthat:
Govindarajan and Fisher rely on agency theory to argue that output controls are effective in SBUs
following a low cost strategy, and behaviour controls in differentiators. However, their argumentsare
not convincing, given the specific information and operational needs of prospectors and
differentiators.

Again, Govindarajan and Fisher emphasisedthe need to adopt multivariate models and develop
complex theoriesby incorporating other contextual and organisationalvariablesthat arerelevant to
the implementation of businessstrategies,and relevant to the function of control. They suggested
that future researchneedsto include additional variables,most notably environmentuncertaintyand
other structural and control featuressuch as centralisationand fonnalisation.
4.5.6 Chong and Chong (1997)
The final study reviewed is that of Chong and Chong (1997) who soughtto investigatethe mediating
role of MAS on strategy-performanceand PEU-performancelinkages. They usedMiles and Snow
defender/prospectortypology to measureSBU strategy,while effectivenesswas measuredon 12
financial and non-financial measuressimilar to thoseusedin Govindarajanand Gupta (1985) study.
The study focused on a single accounting information attribute (broad scope of information)
developedby Chenhall and Morris (1986). Broad scoperelatesto the useof external, non-financial
and future oriented information, while narrow scope relates to the use of only traditional MAS
(internal, financial and historical accountinginformation). Data on thesevariableswerecollectedby
from
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managers
questionnaires
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Two bivariate hypotheseswere testedin this study.Onerelatesto the inter-actioneffect betweenPEU
andbroad scopeinformation on performance,while the secondrelates to the effect of strategyand
broad scopeinformation on performance. Chong and Chong argue that the relationship between
SBU strategyand performanceand the relationship betweenPEU and performanceare mediatedby
the extent to which managersusebroad or narrow scopeMAS information. They arguethat earlier
financial
induce
high
PEU
to
that
non
and
external,
use
more
empirical researchsuggested
managers
future oriented accounting information, while under stable and more predictable environment,
traditional financial information is adequate.Moreover, they arguethat SBUs pursuinga prospector
type strategyoperatein a wide and uncertainenvironmentaldomain, thus requiring greateramount
defender
SBUs
type strategy
information
In
a
to
the
adopting
of
uncertainty. contrast,
cope with
information
in
thus,
would be
scope
a narrow
operate narrow and more predictable environment,
for
hypotheses,
findings
their
The
in
higher
support
provided
adequateand result
performance.
design.
MAS
important
PEU
both
of
that
antecedents
and
are
suggesting
strategy
Again, as with earlier studies, the limitations of this study relate mainly to the use of only single
dimension of MAS, and their examination of only bivariate type hypotheses.Considering wider
dimensionsof MCS and using multivariate approachto fit that examine the joint effect of the two
design.
MCS
better
have
MAS
of
understanding
us
with
a
provided
would
contingencieson
Other studies under this stream of reseachattemptedto replicate some of the earlier studies or to
investigate other dimensions of MCS but failed to find significant findings that could enhance
from
These
design.
MCS
impact
business
studies
suffered
the
on
strategy
of
understanding of
Simons
(1987)
(1997)
Sim
Teoh
to
instance
For
study
limitations.
replicate
attempted
and
various
but failed to provide significant findings that would support or contradict Simons' findings. They
in
MCS
their
finding
study
lack
to
the
operationalised
was
way
results
their
significant
of
attributed
(1997)
Mendoza
Holtzmann
to
Collins,
attempted
also
and
their
study.
to
of
size
sample
and small
indicating
found
but
budgetary
that
business
impact
slim
evidence
usage
on
strategy
the
of
study
defenders
intensively
budgets
than
or analysers.
to
more
prospectorstend use
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4.6 Summary

This chapter has reviewed the extant literature that contributes to our knowledge regarding
managementaccounting and control contingencytheory, with particular emphasison the impact of
organisational environment, competitive strategy and organisational structure on MCS design.
Choosingthesecontextual variablesfrom the vast rangeof variablessuggestedin the literature was
mainly due to their critical importance to the designof MCS, and the needto consider them in MC
contingency research (Gordon and Miller, 1976; Waterhouseand Tiessen, 1987; Otley, 1980;
Gordon and Narayanan, 1984; Chenhall and Morris, 1986; Simons, 1987; Dent, 1990; LangfieldSmith, 1997; Sim and Toeh, 1997; Chong and Chong, 1997;Chenhall, 2003). This is not to imply
that other variablessuchas organisationalculture or technologyare of lessimportance,howeverit is
not possible to include all variables in one empirical study for reasonsof time constraints and
researchmanageability.
It has been also emphasisedin this chapter that early MC contingency studies were mainly of
theoretical nature and have provided the foundations and impetus for researchersto employ the
contingency approachin the areaof accounting.These studiesconcernedthemselvesmainly with
understandingthe effect of the external environment and organisational structure on accounting
control systems.Some of theseearly studieswere mainly concernedwith understandingpossible
relationshipsbetweenorganisationstructureand the effective design and use of accountingcontrol
systems(ACS) in generaland budgetsin particular (e.g., Bruns and Waterhouse,1975;Waterhouse
and Tiessen, 1978). Other studiesadopteda different approachand consideredthe direct effect of
external environment on ACS attributes,and/orconsideredthe designof organisationalstructureand
ACS independently or simultaneously within a wider organisationalcontrol system (e.g., Gordon
and Miller, 1976; An-jgoni, 1978; Otley, 1980). This Chapter has also reviewed the pioneering
works of Miles and Snow (1978) and Porter (1980). Thesetwo studiesprovide someof the earliest
evidenceon the contingent natureof the relationshipbetweenbusinessstrategyandMCS. Moreover,
thesetwo studieshave enabledcontingencyresearchersto study the impact of businessstrategyon
MCS design.
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Subsequently,several empirical contingency studieswere conducted partly to test the validity of
,
the theoretical argumentsof early pioneering studiesand/or to investigate the implications of other
contingentvariables on managementaccountingandcontrol systemsdesign.GordonandNarayanan
(1984) and Chenhall and Morris (1986) studies have generateda stream of MC researchmainly
concernedwith investigating the impact of PEU and organisationalstructure singly and togetheron
MCS characteristics (i. e., scope, timeliness; aggregationand integration), while, Simons' (1987)
study is consideredas one of the first empirical studies to investigate the contingent relationship
betweenbusinessstrategyand MCS designfrom accountingperspective.Otherstudiesin this areaof
researchhave studied single aspectsof MCS design and their relationships with businessstrategies
within a broaderresearchcontext. Table 4.5 providesthe readerwith a summaryof the contingency
studiesreviewed in this chapterand their main findings. However it should be noted that although
these studies provide support, albeit limited, to the contingent relationship between business
limitations
from
design,
MCS
and provide a
they
many
environment, strategy,structure and
suffer
highlighted
in
findings.
limitations
The
these
were
studies
of
contradictory and confusing web of
Chapter 1, and will be discussedfurther in detail next in Chapter5, which also aims to presentthe
researchmodel and hypotheses.
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CHAPTER 5
Research Model and Propositions

5.1 Introduction

The review of the literatureof organisationalcontingencytheory discussedin Chapter3, and
the literatureof MC contingencytheory presentedin Chapter4 provide somesupportto the
contingentrelationshipsbetweenbusinessenvironment,strategy,structureand MCS design.
However,theserelationshipsare still not cleardue,partly, to the limited researchin this area,
and/orto the limitations of previousresearch(Dent, 1990and 2002; Langfield-Smith,1997;
Chapman,1997;Otley, 1999;Kald et al., 2000;Chenhall,2003).The aims of this chapterare
to highlight gaps and limitations of earlier MC contingencyresearchand to presentthe
researchmodelandthe hypothesesthat will be investigatedin this thesis.
This chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.2 discussesthe limitations and gaps of MC
contingency research reviewed in Chapter 4. This is followed by Section 5.3, which reintroduces the research objectives that were discussed in Chapter 1. Section 5.4 provides an
overview of the research theoretical model, and Section 5.5 discusses the conceptual
definitions of the variables incorporated in the research model. The framework used to
conceptualise the MCS concept and the rationale behind selecting its dimensions are reserved
to Section 5.6. The anticipated relations between the variables depicted in the researchmodel
and the formulations of the research hypothesesand questions are given in Section 5.7. The
chapter concludes with a summary given in Section 5.8.

5.2 Limitations of MC contingencystudies
The limitations of previous MC contingency studies were highlighted in Chapter I and will
be reiterated in this section for ease of presentation and consistency of discussions. Several
writers have drawn attention to the fact that previous MCS contingency researchhas provided
in
design
due
limitations
fragmentary
the
to
gaps
research
several
and
results
and
weak and
Chapman,
Langfield-Smith,
1997;
1990;
1997;
Otley,
1999;
(Dent,
these
studies
of
models
Kald et al., 2000). These limitations can be summarisedas follows:
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1. Insufficientattentiongiven to organisationaleffectiveness;
2. Excessive focus on bivariate models;
3. Lack of consistency in identifying and measuring MCS attributes;
4. Lack of methodological rigour in instrument validation and model testing.
5.2.1 Insufficient attention given to organisational effectiveness
The literature on organisational contingency theory reviewed in Chapter 3 emphasised that
"the theoretical and pragmatic relevance of the structural contingency theory is anchored in
its presumed ability to explain the question about organisational effectiveness" (Pennings,
1992, pp.274-275). Moreover, the contingency theory literature has emphasisedthat research
models neglecting this key variable do not addressthe notions of the contingency approach.
Unfortunately, much of the reviewed MC contingency research,as apparent in Table 4.5, has
neglected organisational performance or effectiveness (e.g., Bruns and Waterhouse,1975;
Gordon and Narayanan, 1984; Chenhall and Morris, 1986; Sim and Teoh, 1997).

Furthermore,the conceptof organisationaleffectivenessis problematicto define or measure.
Many of the studiesthat have incorporatedeffectivenesshave measuredit in a questionable
way. For example,somestudies(e.g., Gul, 1991;Gul and Chia, 1994)havepreferredto use
the notion of managerialeffectivenessratherthan organisationaleffectiveness.Sucha partial
for
design
MCS
does
or reflect the effectiveness
a
satisfactory
criterion
provide
construct
not
of the organisationas a whole (Lowe and Chua, 1983).Other studies(e.g., Simons, 1987)
have used only financial performanceto measureeffectivenessfor all firms. It has been
argued that high (short-term) profits may not be consideredas a good measurementfor
focus
differentiation
following
in
firms
strategy,
which
on product
prospector
or
effectiveness
innovation (Miller, 1981; Langfield-Smith,1997).Thus, using a multiplicity of dimensions
(financial and non-financial measures)rather than any single dimension to measure
Gupta,
(Govindarajan
1985;
by
has
been
and
researchers
emphasised
many
effectiveness
Govindarajan,1988;GovindarajanandFisher,1990;Langfield-Smith,1997).
5.2.2Excessivefocus on bivariate models
Most MC contingency studies have employed 'bivariate' models to investigate the joint effect
of a single contingent variable and a single control variable on performance (e.g.
Govindarajan and Gupta, 1985; Gul, 1991; Simons, 1987; Chong and Chong, 1997). These
'underspecified' models and the 'piecemeal way' in which contingent control research has
5-3

beenundertakenis a major weaknesses
andmay accountfor the unrewardingresultsof prior
research(Miller, 1981;Dent, 1990;Langfield-Smith,1997;Fisher, 1998).Fisher(1998),for
instance, argues for the importance of adopting a multivariate approach to fit where
interactions between multiple contingent variables and multiple control variables are
considered as essential for determining the effectiveness of MCS design. Fisher (1998)
further contends that becauseof equifinality, the effects of some variables that are significant
in a bivariate analysis might fail to show significance in systematic or multivariate analysis.

The literature on structural contingency theory, discussedin Chapter 3, has also emphasised
that adopting multiple approachesto fit in contingency studies helps in solving the confusion
in contingency theory literature and yields more insightful results. It is suggested that both
bivariate and multivariate

approaches to fit provide complementary and significant

information that may not be uncovered using a single approach (Drazin and Van de Ven,
1985; Govindarajan and Fisher, 1990; Pennings, 1992).

5.2.3Lack of consistencyin identifying and measuringMCS attributes
Anotherpossiblereasonfor the unrewardingresultsfrom prior contingencyresearchon MCS
designrelatesto the difficulty in identifying and measuringthe attributesof MCS. Variations
in the attributes that have been researchedand measuredmake it difficult to develop a
design
MCS
(Merchant
body
knowledge
that
of
view
a
comprehensive
of
provides
coherent
is
from
2003).
It
Chenhall
1997;
Fisher
1998;
1986;
Langfield-Smith,
Simons,
apparent
and
Table 4.5 that a wide variety of control attributes have been investigated in MC contingency
research. For example, Gordon and Narrayanan (1984) studied scope of accounting
information characteristics (e.g., non-financial, external and future information) and Simons
(1987) studied ten financial controls. Other researchershave focused on only one control
dimension. Examples include incentive bonus schemes (Govindarajan and Gupta, 1985),
budget evaluation style (Govindarajan, 1988) and output vs. behaviour controls
(Govindarajan and Fisher, 1990). The variation in the number and type of controls that have
been researched makes it difficult to compare, contrast and integrate the findings of these
studies.
Despite the recognition of the need to develop a consistent and comprehensive classification
for MCS, little progress has been made towards achieving this task (Merchant and Simons,
1986; Macy and Arunachalam, 1995; Fisher, 1995; Langfield-Smith, 1997). Otley (1999)
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argues that studies addressing aspects of MCS have been part of this literature for many
years. However, the integration of these areas to provide a description of the overall
management control systems of an organisation is relatively novel. In addition Chenhall
(2003, p.4) argues that:
It is unfortunate
thatit is notpartof MCSresearch
traditionto spendmoretimeon developing
robustmeasures
of theelements
of MCS,particularlywhenthereis ambiguityin themeaning
of constructs.
A further problem relating to identifying and measuring the attributes of MCS is that some
studies have examined accounting control systems (ACS) in isolation and without
consideration for the interactions of other control sub-systems(e.g., Simons, 1987; Sim and
Teoh, 1997; Chong and Chong, 1997). Also some studies have focused on only a single
aspect or attribute of ACS (e.g., Govindarajan, 1988; Govindarajan and Fisher, 1990; Chong
and Chong, 1997). Such narrow and partial definitions of MCS have limited the ability to
explore possible relationships and trade-offs between control sub-sYstems.Moreover, it can
be noted from Table 4.5 that all of the reviewed studies that considered organisation structure
(with exception to Gordon and Narayanan, 1984) have focused on only one dimension of
dimensions
least
has
been
decentralisation).
It
(i.
two
that
are neededto
argued
at
structure e.
properly characterise organisation structure and to properly understand its relationship with
ACS within a broader definition of MCS. These dimensions are formalisation and
centralisation (Macy and Arunachalam, 1995).
5.2.4 Lack of methodological rigour in instrument validation and model testing
Finally, A further key limitation of earlier MC contingency studies that has contributed to
such unrewarding results relates to the way researchersdefined and measured the contextual
in
MC
Many
in
the
contingency studies are
their
of
used
variables
studies.
variables used
abstract or theoretical constructs that are not capable of direct measurement such as MCS,
environment uncertainty, competitive strategy, organisational structure and organisational
effectiveness constructs (Ittner and Larcker, 2001; Sharma, 2002). Chenhall (2003, p.4) for
instance argues that "it is unfortunate that it is not part of MCS research tradition to spend
MCS,
is
developing
there
the
when
of
particularly
time
measures
of
elements
robust
more
on
ambiguity in the meaning of constructs". In addition, these theoretical constructs are subject
to measurementerror and this has negative implications on the significance and validity of
is
in
Chapter
7
deals
details
(further
this
found
point
provided
which
with the
on
results
in
this research).
the
used
constructs
of
reliability
and
validity
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Unfortunately,none of the earlier MC contingencystudies reviewed in Chapter4 have
controlledfor measurementerror prior to conductingtheir analysis.In addition, manystudies
in managementaccounting in general and MC in particular have not systematically
demonstratedthe validity of the constructsused in their studies(Ittner and Larcker, 2001;
Sharma,2002; Smith and Langfield-Smith,2002; Chenhall,2003). Many of thesestudies
simply conduct a reliability analysis without verifying statistically the validity of these
constructsprior to aggregatingthe items into a single scale. Sharma(2002) for instance
arguesthat various aspectsof theseconstructs(e.g., PEU) may be more important under
different organisationalsettingsand contexts.Thus, researchersare requiredto developand
refine constructsused in their studiesin order to unravel someof the contradictoryresults
foundin MC contingencyresearch.
Severalrecent papersin leading managementaccountingjournals have called for greater
methodologicalrigour in instrumentvalidationand model testingin managementaccounting
researchin generaland MC contingencyresearchin particular(Hartmannand Moers, 1999;
Sharma,2002; Smith and Langfield-Smith,2002; Ittner and Larcker, 2001; Chenhall,2003).
More specifically, these papershave called for making greateruse of structural equation
modelling (SEM) method in managementaccounting researchin order to control for
validity, reliability and
measurement
error and to provide simultaneoustestsof measurement
6,7
SEM
is
in
details
Chapters
(further
and 8).
structuralrelations
on
provided
5.3 The researchaim and objectives
To recall from our earlier discussionsin Chapter1, the currentresearchaims to advancethe
is
design
MCS.
This
by
knowledge
the
achieved
of
effective
of
understanding
current
and
limitations
discussed
MC
the
major
addressing
contingency
research
and
extendingprevious
in the previoussectionby:
1. Incorporatingorganisationaleffectivenessas a variable within the researchmodel and
measuringeffectivenessusingmultidimensional(financialandnon-financial)measures;
2. Adopting multivariate or systemsapproachesof fit by examining the relationships
betweenmultiple contingentvariablesand multiple control variablessimultaneously,and
determine the impact of their coalignment or fit on organisational effectiveness;
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3. Developing and adopting a wider and comprehensive definition of MCS (discussed in
detail in Section 5.6); and
4. Providing greater methodological rigour in constructs validation and model testing
through utilising structural equation modelling (SEM).
More specifically, the current researchaims to achieve three main research objectives:

1. To examinethe direct relationshipsbetweenthe threecontextual/contingentvariablesof.
a) environmental uncertainty b) business strategy, and c) organisational structure and
various attributes of MCS simultaneouslY;
2. To examine the indirect relationship between the two contextual variables of. a) business
strategy, and b) environmental uncertainty, acting through organisational structure, on

variousattributesof MCS; and
3. To examine whether a fit or coallignment between the contextual variables and MCS
attributes is associatedwith greater organisational effectiveness.

5.4 An overview of the theoretical model developed to achieve research objectives

To achieve the above research objectives, a wider research model than previous MC
in
is
Figure
been
5.1. For
has
developed.
The
presented
research
model
contingency studies
the first research objective, the direct relationships between the contextual variables and
MCS attributes are represented in the model by a single directed line or arrow connecting
each contextual variable with MCS attributes. These direct relationships are shown in the
for
for
for
PEU,
P4i
P4i
business
PQ
by
the
and
strategy
model
pathways
31 organisational
21
I
structure links to MCS attributes.
For the second research objective, the indirect relationships between PEU and MCS, and
between business strategy and MCS attributes acting through organisational structure are
represented in the model by the pathways connecting the two contextual variables of
business
MCS
attributes via organisational
strategy
with
and
uncertainty
environmental
structure variable.
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External
Environment
PEU
X,

MCS Attributes
P211

Structure
Centralisation(iý-I)
Formalisation(i--2)
XN

(i=1-2)
P
/

PQ

N

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BudgetaryPractices
BudgetaryUsage
Costcontrol systemusage
Broad scopeof information
Managerialevaluationand
rewards
6. Aggregation
7. Timeliness
XQ

3i 21

I Organisational
E ffee tiv eness
X5

(W-7)

Business Strategy
Cost strategy (i--I)
Differentiation (i--2)
X2i

U-1-2)

Figure 5.1 The researchtheoretical model
Organisational structure is viewed in this case as an intervening or mediating variable
between the two contextual variables and MCS attributes. The indirect effects are
represented in the model by two direct effect arrows linking

the contextual variables to

organisational structure and linking organisational structure to MCS attributes. This is shown
in the model by the pathways P3j 1 and P41N for PEU, and the pathways P3j 21and PQ 31for
business strategy indirect effects on MCS attributes. The magnitude of these indirect effects

is the product of the paths P3i IX PQ N for PEU and the product of the paths PN 2i X PQN for
business strategy.

For the third researchobjective relating to the impact of fit or coalignmentbetweenPEU,
it
be
MCS
can
on
organisational
effectiveness,
noted from
attributes
strategy, structure and
the research model that there is no trace (P with two subscripts) on the arrow or pathway
between
is
because
MCS and
This
the
to
relationship
effectiveness.
organisational
going
is
is
there
problematic
and
no clear theory or empirical evidence
organisational effectiveness
to validate that unidirectional relationship between MCS and organisational effectiveness
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(Van der Stede,2000, p.614). Thus, it is not the intention of this researchto test direct
relationshipsbetweenMCS designand organisationaleffectivenessas implied by the arrow
going from MCS attributesto organisationaleffectiveness.However,to be consistentwith the
multivariateor systemsapproachof fit it is emphasisedthat it is the internal consistency,fit
or coallignment between the contextual variables and MCS design that contribute to
organisationaleffectivenessratherthanMCS or any othervariableactingby it self.
In addition to those paths of direct relevance to the research objectives, the model also
includes pathways required to account for expected relationship between PEU and business
strategy (pathway P211), between PEU and organisational structure (pathway P3i 1) and
between business strategy and organisation structure (P312i).It is apparent from the studies
been
link
has
in
Chapter
4
that
the
not
examined
environment-strategy-structure
reviewed
together at the same time. Empirical evidence concerning the directions or the significance of
the relationship between PEU, business strategy and organisational structure is still weak and
literature.
This
MC
in
empirical
and
contingency
not validated
strategic management
deficiency has also been identified by Smith and Langfield-Smith (2002) and Chenhall
(2003). Thus, additional insights can be gained by examining the relationships among these
MC
instance,
in
Figure
5.1.
For
in
contingency
the
prior
presented
variables
model
have
based
MCS
between
their
the
and
relationship
strategy
researchers who examined
theoretical arguments on the expected relationship between PEU and MCS and on the
is
Uncertainty
PEU
the main mechanism through
that
are
strategy
related.
and
assumption
Thus,
hypothesised
these studies
MCS
to
strategies.
across
competitive
vary
are
which
assume that different strategies imply different degrees of uncertainty and thus require
different management control systems without verifying if this assumption holds in their
Govindarajan,
1990;
Fisher
Fisher,
Govindarajan
1988;
Govindarajan,
(e.
and
and
studies g.,
1993).

5.5 The conceptual definitions of the variables included in the research model

The researchmodel depicted in Figure 5.1 consistsof five sets of researchconstructsor
business
These
the
strategy, organisational
are
external
environment,
variables
variables.
definitions
The
MCS
of these variables
conceptual
effectiveness.
and organisational
structure,

details
However,
following
the
in
briefly
specific
discussed
of the
the
sub-sections.
are
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operationaldefinitions and measurementscalesused to capture these variables and their
validity-reliability assessmentsare explained in Chapter 7 (Section 7.3).
5.5.1 External environment (representedin the researchmodel in box XI)
To recall from our discussion in Chapter 4 (Section 4.3), the contingency theory literature has
regardedthe external environment as the primary sourceof constraint upon the organisational
design in general and MCS design in particular (Child, 1972; Otley, 1999). The dimension of
perceived environmental uncertainty (PEU) is used in the research model to capture external
environment construct. PEU relates to the rate of change in the environment that occurs
unexpectedly. Examples include unpredictable shifts in the economy, rapidly changing
technology, and unexpected changes in customers' demand, competitors' actions or sources
of supply (Miles and Snow, 1978; Mintzberg, 1979; Govindarajan, 1984). Hence, when the
is
high,
is
high,
PEU
in
that
considered
the
occurs
unexpectedly
rate of change
environment
low.
is
is
low,
PEU
the
that
considered
and when
occurs unpredictably
rate of change

5.5.2 Business strategy or competitive strategy (X2j)
Business strategy refers to how a business unit competes in its market to achieve a
competitive advantagerelative to its competitors (Porter 1980). Two dimensions or strategies
leadership
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in
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cost
the
to
the
are
strategy construct.
are used
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leadership/defender
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This
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being
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range.
product
the
cost producer of a narrow
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It
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unique as a
that
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etc.
and
product
result of pursuing superior product

Snow, 1978;Porter,1980).
5.5.3Organisational structure

(X3i)

Following the argumentdevelopedearlier in Chapter2 Sub-section2.3.1, Chapter3 Section
3.2 andearlierin this chapterSub-section5.2.3,two structuraldimensionsareincorporatedin
These
are centralisationor
to
construct.
capture
organisational
structure
the researchmodel
These
formalisation
structural
of
activities.
structuring
or
concentrationof authority and
dimensionsare consideredas the most important and relevantstructural dimensionsto the
1979;
Child,
(Mintzberg,
1972;
in
control
organisation
and
process of co-ordination
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Waterhouseand Tiessen,1978;Flamholtzet al., 1985).Centralisation
refers to the extentto
which the right to make decisionsandevaluateactivitiesis concentratedat high levelsin the
organisation.While formalisationrefers to the extent that the rules governingbehaviouris
preciselyand explicitly formulated,and to the extentthat roles and proceduresare detailed.
Standardisation
is also relatedto formalisation,which is definedas the extentto which rules
and procedurescover all circumstancesand apply invariably.

5.5.4Managementcontrol systemattributes (X4j)
In Sub-section5.2.3, it was pointedout that the conceptualisation
of MCS is problematicand
the literaturelacks a coherentconceptualdefinition for this concept.However, sevenMCS
dimensionsor attributes are used in the researchmodel to capture MCS concept.These
attributesarebudgetarypractices,budgetaryusage,costcontrol system,scopeof information,
managerialevaluationand rewardssystem,aggregationand timelinessof information. The
conceptual definitions of these seven dimensions and the rationale behind selecting them to

captureMCS areexplainedin detail next in Section5.6.
5.5.5 Organisational effectiveness (X5)
It was emphasisedin Sub-section 3.4.1 that organisational effectiveness or performance is a
necessary dependent variable in contingency research as it provides the means for
determining the appropriate fit between MCS design and contextual variables. Also it was
indicated that organisational effectiveness is multidimensional and that there is no adequate
conceptual definition available in the literature to capture this construct (Child, 1972;
Merchant and Simon, 1986; Chenhall, 2003). However, based on the argument presented
earlier in Sub-section 5.2.1, a multiplicity

of dimensions (financial and non-financial

measures)is used capture organisational effectiveness construct. The specific details of these
dimensions are discussedlater in Chapter 7 Sub-section 7.3.7.

5.6 Conceptualisationof MCS
In Sub-section5.2.3,it waspointedout that the conccptualisation
of MCS is problematicand
that the literature lacks a coherentmeasurefor this concept.The aim of this sectionis to
conceptualisation
provide a comprehensive
of the attributesof MCS that areusedin the study
(see attributes listed in Figure 5.1). Studiesby Chenhall and Morris (1986) and Simons
(1987) provided two classificationsor models for studying MCS, which are somewhat
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different and not comprehensive.The classificationadoptedby Chenhalland Morris (1986)
representsthe most widely used classification of MCS. They focused on information
characteristicsof control systems such as level of scope, timeliness, aggregationand
integration.In termsof the relationshipbetweenMCS andstrategy,Simons'(1987)studyhas
attracteda great deal of interest. Simons' classification of MCS focused on financial controls
or techniques, such as cost control, budgets and incentive systems. It did not consider nonfinancial controls.

Given the importance of these two studies, this research adapts, integrates and updates
aspectsof these two classifications in order to provide a more coherent conceptual definition
for studying MCS. In particular, this researchseeksto provide a comprehensive view of MCS
design as well as aiming to enhancethe comparability with previous research that have been
based on either Simons' or Chenhall and Morris' models. However, a framework is initially
establishedto provide a basis for determining which attributes of MCS must be considered in
the research model. This framework is based on the "Statement of Principles for Financial
Reporting" (SPFR), published in the UK by the Accounting Standards Board (ASB) in 1999.
The SPFR indicates that an effective accounting information system is expected to have
certain qualitative characteristics to yield useful information for decision-making and control.
These characteristics can be categorisedunder the following three dimensions:

1. Selectionof relevantinformationandrelevantcontrol mechanisms;
2. Presentationof information; and
3. Timeliness of information.

Thus, it can be argued that effective and comprehensiveMCSs are those systems that seek to
incorporate the above aspects. They aim to use appropriate control mechanisms to provide
relevant and reliable information in a timely manner, or whenever they are mostly needed,
and present this information to decision makers in a comparable and understandableform. In
by
determining
for
dimensions
three
the
consider
above
each
other words, effective systems

of the control mechanismswhich informationto select,how andwhento presentthem.
Different organisationsareexpectedto dealwith the aboveaspectsin different waysbasedon
their circumstancesand needs.These circumstances(determinedin the presentresearch
business
strategyand structure)will affect the choice of
environment,
model as external
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control mechanisms, the frequency and the form of reporting. Thus, different control
techniques and practices are likely to be more relevant and important, depending on the
degreeof environmental uncertainty, strategiesemployed and structural design forms.
5.6.1 Selection of relevant information and appropriate control mechanism
The first dimension deals with which information and control mechanisms should be included
in the system, and it is similar to the content or tools dimension used in accounting control
systems (ACS) literature (e.g., Amigoni, 1978; Simons, 1987). The statement of principles
for financial reporting indicates that the selected information needs to be relevant and
reliable, so that it can influence control and decision-making. In other words, the selectivity
of relevant and reliable information means that key measuresor variables that significantly
influence the successof the business are clearly identified and managers are aware of them.
Hence, the system operates as a filter for that information not actually useful. This dimension
deals with:

1. Which control mechanismsor tools areappropriateandhow they may be used;
2. Which control informationor performancemeasuresareregardedasuseful;
3. Which incentive schemesare more suitableand which methodsare most appropriatefor
performanceevaluation.
Thus, under this dimension, a comprehensiveview of MCS will provide relevant information
budgetary
incorporates
the
control, cost
that
the
control
process
regarding
management
control, performance measurement and managerial evaluation and compensation subincorporated
in
MCS
following
dimension,
the
Within
the
are
this
of
attributes
systems.

researchmodel:
1. Budgetarycontrol practicesincluding the tightnessof budgetarypractices;
2. Budgetarycontrol systemusageincluding the extent that budgetsare usedfor different
purposes;
3. The extentof usageof cost control systems;
4. The scope of information including the extent that environmental scanning and
forecasting information and non-financial performancemeasuresare incorporatedin
MCS; and
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5. Managerial evaluation and incentives including the criteria for evaluating managers and
determining bonus amount.

5.6.2 Presentation of information
The seconddimension 'presentation of information' deals with how to present the information
in a manner that satisfies the concepts of comparability and understandability. SPFR indicates
that information is comparable and understandableif it enable users to evaluate similarities
in, and differences between, the actual performance with that over time and across different
reporting entities. This dimension is similar to the 'reporting form' dimension of ACS, and
relates to the level of data aggregation and detail in control reports (Chenhall and Morris,
1986; Simons, 1987). Including this dimension in MC contingency models has long been
emphasised in early MC contingency studies (Waterhouse and Tiessen, 1978; Amigoni,
1978) as well as recent MC literature (Moores and Yuen, 2001). For instance, Waterhouse
and Tiessen (1978, p. I 11) contend that:
Importantquestionsregardingthe effectivenessof alternativereportdesignsmay be addressed
included
be
framework.
Two
underthe
may
which
examplesof variables
within a contingency
headingof report designarethe frequencyof reportingandthe level of dataaggregation.

Thus, under this dimension, this study will consider the effectiveness of alternative report
designs in which control information is presentedto senior managementby investigating the
level of aggregation and detail of MCS. However the frequency of reporting will be
considered within the next dimension.
5.6.3 Timeliness of information
The third dimension deals with when to present the information and has been dealt with in
MC literature as speed and frequency of reporting (Chenhall and Morris, 1986; Simons,
1987).

5.7 FormuIation of research hypotheses and questions
This section discussesthe anticipated linkages or relationships between researchconstructs as
depicted in the research model presented in Figure 5.1 and formulates the research
hypotheses and questions. It consists of the following three sub-sections: Sub-section 5.7.1
first
direct
the
to
research objective
related
achieving
the
relationships
anticipated
presents
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depictedin the researchmodel by the pathwaysP4jI for PEU, PQ2ifor businessstrategyand
P4Ufor organisationalstructuredirect links to MCS attributes.
Sub-section 5.7.2 presents the anticipated relationships and hypothesis relevant to the second
research objective depicted in the research model by the pathways required to account for
expected relationship between PEU and organisational structure (pathway P3i 1), between
business strategy and organisation structure (pathway P312) and between PEU and business
P2i
(pathway

strategy

1).

Sub-section5.7.3 discussesthe hypothesesrelevantto the third researchobjectiverelating to
the implications of fit among all variables in the research model on organisational
effectiveness variable. Thus taking a holistic or systems approach of fit discussed earlier in

Chapter3.
5.7.1 Direct relationships between the contextual variables and MCS
This section contains seven sub-sections (sub-sections 5.7.1.1-5.7.1.7). In Sub-sections
5.7.1.1 to 5.7.1.6, the hypothesesrelating to the direct relationships between (1) PEU and (2)
strategy and the seven attributes of MCS identified in section 5.6 and listed in the research
model are formulated. Sub-section 5.7.1.7 discusses the anticipated direct relationships
between organisational structure and the MCS attributes. Research questions rather than
hypothesesare formulated and presentedin this sub-section.
5.7.1.1 PEU, strategy and budgetary practices/usage
MC literature indicates that budgets can be used for different purposes. For example, budgets
are used as plans to guide operations, as targets with which to evaluate performance and as
However,
budgetary
by
linking
device
target
compensation.
with
achievement
motivating
trying to use budgets to achieve different purposes can only create confusion since there are
inevitable conflicts between the different roles or purposes of budgets. For instance, Cowen
and Middaugh (1990) argue that using budgets for planning purposes require that they be
stated in realistic or most likely outcomes. Where budgets are used as a motivational device,
they should be based on attainable outcomes. For evaluation purposes, budgets should be
adjusted to exclude the impact of items beyond the control of the personnel evaluated, while
to use it for motivational purposesthe standardsmust be fixed.
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The literature also indicates that the practices and the usage of budgets depend to a large
extent upon the ability to plan with a high degree of certainty. Different strategies imply
different degrees of uncertainty and different degreesof uncertainty require different control
and budgeting systems (Bruggeman and Van der Stede, 1993). According to Waterhouse and
Tiessen (1978) budgets can be used for planning and control. Plans stated either in the form
of budgets or specified procedures are a means of co-ordinating activities within
organisations. In stable environments, organisations rely more on procedure specification as
an efficient planning mechanism and use budgets for control purposes. Conversely,
uncertainty implies that procedures and rules cannot be specified, thus budgets are used
instead as a short-term planning tool.

With this regard, Waterhouseand Tiessen(1978) further argue that organisationsfacing
certain and/or routine technology,rely on procedurespecificationas an efficient planning
mechanismbecauseprocedurespredetermineactivities and sub-goalsfor long time periods.
In contrast, in organisations facing uncertain and/or non-routine technology (as in
differentiationstrategycase),proceduresare difficult to specify and document.Thus, direct
control measures,which specify proceduresand standardsand then evaluateperformancein
terms of adherenceto these proceduresand standards,are not possible. In this situation,
extensiverelianceon budgetingprocessas an efficient planning mechanismbecomesmore
important. Waterhouseand Tiessenimply that budgetsin this situation serve as a tool for
increasingorganisationaladaptivenessand responsivenessto environmentaluncertainties.
Thus, budgetingis expectedto be participatory,flexible and subjectto frequentrevisionsso
that the budgetcanserveasimportantorganisationalresponseto environmentaluncertainty.
Similarly, Anthony and Govindarajan(2001) arguethat budgetsin uncertainenvironments
(also applies to prospector/differentiationstrategy which is expectedto operatein such
because
for
be
less
likely
to
performance
evaluation
control
and
appropriate
environment)are
they are subject to continuousrevisions and alteration during the year. More emphasisis
for
budgets
in
to
this
short-termplanningand co-ordinationratherthan
given
situation using
for control and performanceevaluationpurposes.It is difficult to determinetargetsthat can
in
for
highly
unpredictableand changing
performance
evaluation
standards
serve as valid
firm
difficult
budget
it
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as
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variances
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Conversely, narrow scope information (i. e. financial, historical and internal information) is
likely to be sufficient for control in organisations operating within a stable environment (as
with defender/low cost strategy). Thus, it is expected that these organisations will place
greater emphasis on traditional accounting control systems (such as budgetary performance
measuresand cost control) and also attach higher importance to the achievement of budget
targets by regarding them as firm commitments. Anthony and Govindarajan (2001) also
argue

that

in

a

highly

unpredictable

and

changing

environment,

as

with

prospector/differentiation strategy, it is difficult to determine targets that can serve as valid
standards for performance evaluation. Budgets are subject to continuous revisions and
alteration during the year and are therefore less appropriate for control and performance
evaluation. In such situations more emphasis is given to using budgets as a forecasting and
short-term planning tool rather than as a tool for evaluation and control.

However, contingency empirical studies concerned with budgetary practices and usage have
insights
into
findings,
have
the real relationship
clear
not
and
provided
reported contradictory
between budgetary control systems and the contextual variables of business strategy and
deal
found
for
instance,
(1987),
Simons
that
a
great
attach
prospectors
of
environment.
importance to tight budgetary control (defined as importance attached to meeting tight
budgetary targets), whereas a negative relationship between performance and tight budgetary
control were found in large defenders.
The opposite results were reported in Govindarajan's (1988) study. In organisations pursuing
budget
low
targets was associated with
differentiation
a
emphasis
on
meeting
strategy,
a
higher performance. Conversely, greater emphasis on budgetary control was associatedwith
higher performance in firms pursuing low cost leader strategies. Moreover, Bruggeman and
Van der Stede (1993) reported different findings suggesting that managerial commitment to
budget
from
degree
(defined
to
targets
budgetary
required
targets
adherence
as
of
achieving
businessunit managers)is desirable for all strategies.They also found that low cost strategies
deviation
(defined
toleration
budgetary
the
of
unfavourable
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of
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control
require
from budget targets) with no revisions of budget targets during the year. In contrast, they
found that differentiation strategiesrequire looser budgetary practices with frequent revisions
it
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Abernethyand Brownell (1999)arguethat budgetvariancescan serveas a meansof learning
and debating how to respond to changesin environmentaland operating condition in
prospectortype organisationsfacing a highly uncertainenvironment.Accordingly, budgets
are used interactively rather than diagnostically in

organisations pursuing a

prospector/differentiationstrategy. Thus, budgets are considered as tools to gather
informationand stimulatediscussionsaboutthe effectsof competitors'actionsand threatsin
the externalenvironment.Conversely,diagnosticuse of budgets(i.e. the use of budgetsfor
performance evaluation and controlling behaviour) is likely to be more effective in
organisationspursuing a defender/coststrategy since they operate in a more stable
environmentwherethere tend to be well understoodroutinesfor performing tasks(Simons,
1990and 1998).
The abovediscussionsuggestthat budgetsareusedin a loosermanner(i.e. frequentrevisions
and less emphasis on meeting budgetary targets) in business units operating in uncertain
environments and/or pursuing a prospector/differentiation strategy. In contrast, budgets are
used in a tighter manner (i. e. less frequent revisions and more emphasis on meeting budgetary
targets) in business units operating in more certain environments and/or pursuing
defender/low cost strategy. Regarding the different purposes for which budgets are used, the
above discussion also suggeststhat,businessunits operating in uncertain environments and/or
pursuing a prospector/differentiation strategy, will place greater emphasis on using budgets
for planning and coordination purposes rather than for motivation, controlling and
performance evaluation purposes. In contrast, the reverse situation would appear to apply to
business units operating in a more stable environment and/or pursuing a defender/low cost
strategy. Hence, the above discussion leads to the formulation of the following two sets of
hypotheses:

Ti2htness of budgetary practices:
III.: PEU has a negative effect on the tightness of budgetary practices (i. e. less frequent revisions and

moreemphasison meetingbudgetarytargets).
Hlb: Differentiation strategyhas a negativeeffect on the tightnessof budgetarypractices(i.e. less
frequentrevisionsandmoreemphasison meetingbudgetarytargets).
Hj,,: Low-cost strategyhas a positive effect on the tightnessof budgetarypractices(i.e. lessfrequent
budgetary
targets).
on
meeting
emphasis
and
more
revisions
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Budgetarv usage:
H": PEU has (i) a positive effect on budgetaryusagefor planning,coordinationand communication
purposes and (ii) a negative effect on budgetary usage for motivation, controlling and
performanceevaluation.
H2b: Differentiation strategy has (i) a positive effect on budgetary usage for planning, coordination
and communication purpose and (ii) a negative effect on budgetary usage for motivation,
controlling and performance evaluation.

H2,: Low-cost strategyhas (i) a negativeeffect on budgetaryusagefor planning, coordinationand
communicationpurposeand (ii) a positiveeffect on budgetaryusagefor motivation,controlling
andperformanceevaluation.
5.7.1.2 PEU, strategy and cost control system usage
Because the literature reviewed in Chapter 4 did not provide a strong theory relating
perceived environmental uncertainty (PEU) to cost control practices, no hypotheses are
formulated to PEU and cost control techniques. However, the literature reviewed in Chapter
4, suggestedthat efficiency and ongoing cost reduction and control were more important to
businessespursuing a defender/low cost type strategy compared with businessespursuing a
prospector/differentiation type strategy (Miles and Snow, 1978; Porter, 1980). Also more
intensive use of cost control systems has been suggestedto be more applicable when product
price is the key success factor. Indeed, given its emphasis on controlling costs, it is
understandablewhy this application is suggestedfor low cost leader strategy (Fry, Steele and
Saladin, 1995). However, the limited empirical findings are not consistent with these
arguments. For example, Simons (1987) found that defenders, compared with prospectors,
used control systems less intensively. Different interpretations have been suggested in the
literature (though not empirically tested) to explain the contradictory findings such as since
defenders operate in more stable environments, they may not use cost control intensively, and
1990).
(Dent
This
measures
non-financial
achieve
efficiency
using
may more effectively
relationship is explored further by testing the following hypotheses:
Cost control svstems:
H3.: Differentiationstrategyhasa positiveeffect on the useof costcontrol systems.
H30 Low-coststrategyhasa negativeeffect on the useof costcontrol systems.
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5.7.1.3 PEU, strategy and scope of information
Broad scope of infon-nation refers to the extent that external, non-financial and future
accounting information is incorporated in MCS reports. Effective MCS requires the
collection of intelligence information on emerging issues, opportunities and threats in the
firm's external environment (e.g. customers' preferences, compititors' actions, new
governmental regulaions, new technological changes)to guard against surprises and to enable
senior managementto take proper actions before opportunities are lost (Chenhall and Morris,
1986; Simons, 1990; Fiegener, 1994). Moreover, gathering relevant information on the firm's
external environment enables the firm to anticipate the need to change its strategies and
pickup weak signals or symptoms of future problems, thus enabling the firm to become more
adaptive and proactive to environmental changes. Simons (1990, pp.635-636) quotes
Feldman and March (198 1) assertion that:
Organisations,as well as individuals, gatherinformation that has no apparentimmediate
...
decision consequences.
As a result, the information seemssubstantiallyworthlesswithin a
decision-theoryperspective.The perspectiveis misleading.Insteadof seeingan organisation
as seeking information in order to choose among given alternatives in terms of prior
preferences,we can see an organisationas monitoring its environmentfor surprises(or for
reassurancesthat there are none). The surprisesmay be new alternatives,new possible
preferences,or new significantchangesin the world.

In addition, the successful implementation of a chosen business strategy requires that senior
management have access to relevant information when making decisions. Relevant
information means that financial information must be complemented with key non-financial
measuresin order that key activities important to the successof the business are emPhasised.
The results of previous empirical studies (see Sections 4.4 and 4.5) indicate that high
environmental uncertainty requires organisations to be more adaptive and responsive to
external opportunities and threats. It places increased information processing demands on
firms to manage uncertainty. Thus, scanning the environment and identifying potential
opportunities and threats enables these organisations to be alert to uncertainties and to adapt
to rapidly changing environments. Thus, there is a greater need for an effective MCS that
future
information
non-financial
and
on a timely and frequent
external,
provides relevant
basis in organisations facing higher uncertainty (Gordon and Narrayanan, 1984; Chenhall and
Morris, 1986). Moreover as greater environmental uncertainty is claimed to be associated
defender
information
type
than
amount
strategies,
of
rather
a
greater
with prospector
would
Snow,
Chong,
1978;
Chong
1997). Thus, broad scope
(Miles
be
therefore
and
and
required
\,
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information is expected to be associatedmore with prospector/differentiation strategy rather
than defender/low-cost strategy.
Scope of information:

HU: PEU hasa positive effect on broadscopeof information(i. e., external,non-financialand future
information).
HO: Differentiation strategyhas a positive effect on broadscopeof information (i.e., external,nonfinancial andfuture information).
H4,: Low-cost strategy has a negative effect on broad scope of information (i.e., external, nonfinancial andfuture infonnation).
5.7.1.4 PEU, strategy and managerial evaluation and rewards
Compensation design is a form of MC that can be used to reward employees for their
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on the business strategy and environmental uncertainty. To date, we have only limited
knowledge of the nature of performance evaluation and incentive
systems under different
strategiesand environments.
MC contingency literature (e.g., Fisher and Govindarajan, 1993; Anthony and Govindarajan,
2001) suggests that in determining a specific bonus amount for SBU managers, superiors
have three alternatives to choose from:
i.

The amount of incentive might be based on strict formula-based plan tied to

performanceon quantifiablecriteria.
Alternatively, incentive bonus amount might be based solely on superiors' subjective
judgement or discretion.
Finally incentive bonus amount might be based on a combination of formula and
subjective approach.

Another aspect is the accuracy and reliability of performance measuresand targets in which
managerial performance is evaluated and compared. The literature suggests (e.g., Anthony
and Govindarajan, 2001) that managerscan be evaluated by comparing their actual results to
three different standards:
i.

Internal standardssuch as profit budget or past performance.

ii.

External standardssuch as competitors' perforinance

iii.

Or a combinationof both Internalandexternalstandards.

Anthony and Govindarajan (2001) suggestthat defenders operating in stable environment are
expected to use internal standardswhereas business units adopting a prospector strategy and
facing high environmental uncertainty may rely on external standards for benchmarking
managerial performance. Anthony and Govindarajan further argue that relying on objective
(strict formula) criteria is effective if there is little uncertainty about performance standards.
However this may induce managersto pay less attention to the performance of their business
units along dimensions that are important but difficult to quantify such as research and
development and customer satisfaction. Subjective criteria in determining bonuses may be
more appropriate in business units where managers'personal control over units' performance
is low. In this situation, objective criteria are less valid measuresof managerial performance.
Moreover, when the strategy requires much greater attention to longer-term concern (as in the
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case of prospector strategy and rapidly changing environment) subjective measures are
required.
Prior empirical research indicates that strategy implementation under conditions of high
uncertainty as with a prospector type strategy, requires a more subjective approach towards
the determinationof incentive bonus (Govindarajanand Gupta, 1985; Simons, 1987). This is
due, accordingto Fisher and Govindarajan(1993), to several factors including the fact that it
is difficult to develop performance measuresthat accurately reflect managerial performance.
Also, to arrive at priori targets that can serve as valid standardsfor subsequentperformance
appraisal, the conditions that will exist during the coming year must be predictable.
Moreover, the critical success factors associated with prospectors such as new product
development, innovation and R&D are of a long-run nature and difficult to quantify
objectively. In contrast, in defender type organisationsthat operate in a stable environment,
the critical successfactors tend to be internally rather than externally focused. They also
emphasiseshort-term financial measuresfor evaluating performance and rely more on a
formula-basedapproach (requiring the establishment of quantitative targets) to determine
managerial bonus amount. Based on the above arguments the following hypotheses are
suggested:
Bonus determination

approach:

Hs.: PEU has a positive effect on the extent of reliance on subjective (non-formula) approach relative

to objective (formula based)approachfor determining managers'incentive award.
HSO Differentiation

strategy has a positive effect on the extent of reliance on subjective approach

relative to objective approachfor determining managers'incentive award.
H5,: Low-cost strategy has a negative effect on the extent of reliance on subjective approachrelative
to objective approachfor determining managers'incentiveaward.
Benchmark for managerial performance evaluation:
Hsd: PEU has a positive effect on the extent of use of external standards (e.g., competitors'
performance) relative to internal standards(e.g., budget targets, last year's performance) for
evaluating managerialperformance.
H, Differentiation strategy has a positive effect on the extent use of external standardsrelative to
.,:
internal standardsfor evaluating managerialperformance.
H5r- Low-cost strategy has a negative effect on the extent of use of external standardsrelative to
internal standardsfor evaluating managerialperformance.
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Mannerial performance evaluation criteria:
H5g:PEU hasa positive effect on the extentof relianceon long-termnon-financialcriteria compared
to short term financial criteria for evaluating managerial performance.
Hsh: Differentiation strategy has a positive effect on the extent of reliance on long-term non-financial
criteria compared to short term financial criteria for evaluating managerial performance.
Hsi: Low-cost strategy has a negative effect on the extent of reliance on long-term non-financial
criteria relative to short term financial criteria for evaluating managerial performance.

5.7.1.5 PEU, strategy and aggregation of information
In Section 5.6, it was pointed out that the dimension of MCS "presentation of information" is
similar to the information characteristic of aggregation developed by Chenhall and Morris
(1986). It deals with how to present the information to senior management in a comparable
and understandable manner. Information is comparable and understandable if it enables
senior managersto evaluate similarities in, and differences between, the actual performance
Different
different
time
that
organisations are
and
across
reporting
entities.
over
with
in
different
levels of
information
to
to
senior
management
present control
expected
aggregationand different formats basedon their needsand circumstances.
Effective MCS require providing information in various forms of aggregations to enable
better
develop
to
understanding of the
alternatives
and
a
more
consider
managers
performance of their business units as well as the performance of the whole organisation.
Moreover, aggregated information enables managers to process larger quantities of
information, by condensing information into a format that can be processedquickly and thus,
increase the overall amount of information that can be processed within a given time with

2000).
Abernethy
(Bouwens
information
and
overload
reducedrisk of
The literature on the relationshipbetweenaggregationand environmentaluncertainty(see
Section4.3) indicatesthat organisationsoperatingin uncertainenvironmentsrequire greater
Thus,
it
is
in
information
to
uncertainty.
and
managing
assist
planning
processing
amountsof
in
information
to
tend
these
a more aggregated manner
present
organisations
suggestedthat
than those operating in more stable environments.
The relationship between strategy and aggregation has not been examined. However, Simons
(1987) investigated the relationship between strategy and the extent to which control reports
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are tailored to departmentalcircumstancesand the level of detail in control reports (break
down by operatingunits, tasks,or activities). Simonsarguedthat prospectorstend to design
their control systemsto accommodatelocal needs.However,Simons'argumentregardingthis
relationshipseemsto focus on whethercontrol systemsare centralisedor decentralised,thus
providingus with little informationregardingthe actualrelationshipbetweenaggregationand
businessstrategy.Basedon the aboveargumentsand the anticipatedbelief that prospectors
tend to operatein an environmentthat is subjectto greateruncertaintythan defenders,the
following hypothesesare formulated:
Aure2ation

of information:

H6,: PEU has a positive effect on the extent of aggregation of information.

H6b:Differentiationstrategyhasa positiveeffect on the extentof aggregationof information.
H6,: Low-coststrategyhasa negativeeffect on the extentof aggregationof information.
5.7.1.6 PEU, strategy and timeliness of information
The third dimension described in section 5.6 deals with when to present the information. This
dimension has been dealt with in the control literature as speed and frequency of reporting
(Chenhall and Morris, 1986; Simons, 1987). The literature reviewed earlier in Chapter 4
suggestedthat this dimension is directly related to environmental uncertainty (Gordon and
Miller, 1976; Chenhall and Morris, 1986). Timely information has the potential to reduce
uncertainty and enable managers to be responsive to threats and opportunities in the market
before it is too late. Thus, effective MCS must provide managers with timely and frequent
infon-nation, so that managersare able to respond before it is too late.

With regard to strategy, Porter (1980) and Simons (1987) studied the relationship between
Porter
(i.
frequency
timeliness
of
e.
reporting).
suggested
of
sub-dimension
one
strategy and
that efficiency-seeking strategies of low cost leadership require frequent and detailed control

reports. Conversely,Simons (1987) found that that prospectorsprovide control reports to
frequently
defenders.
Assuming
in
that
than
prospectors
operate
an
more
managers
it
defenders,
is
to
than
that
can be arguedthat they
subject
greater
uncertainty
environment
is
for
information
in
have
that
provided
relevant
need
a more timely and
greater
a
will
frequentmanner.Thus, it can be concludedthat timelinessof information is relatedto both
in
higher
is
performance
expected
and
organisationsthat consider
uncertaintyand strategy,
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this relationshipwhen designing their control systems.From this argumentthe following
hypotheses
areformulated:
Timelinessof information:
H7.:PEUhasa positiveeffecton timeliness
of information.
H7b:Differentiation
strategyhasa positiveeffectontimeliness
of information.
H7c:Low-coststrategyhasa negativeeffecton timeliness
of information.
5.7.1.7 Organisational structure and MCS attributes
This sub-section deals with the expected direct effect or relationship between organisation
structure and MCS attributes, depicted in the researchmodel (Figure 5.1) by the pathway PQ
design
The
to
the
of
organisational
structure
relevance
of managementaccounting systems
3j.
in general and control systems in particular has long been recognised in MC contingency
theory literature. According to Waterhouse and Tiessen (1978) the essential argument in
contingency theory is that organisational structure depends on firm context, further the
effectiveness of certain organisational and managerial process including managementcontrol
Dent
(2002)
More
on
recently,
argues that
contingent
organisational
structure.
systems are
different organisational structures give rise to differing planning and control requirements,
factor
in
important
22)
Chenhall
(2003,
"structure
understanding
p.
contends
remains
an
while
MCS design".

However, despite the importance of organisational structure to the design of MCS, the
relationship between organisational structure and MCS design is still not validated or
understood mainly because very few empirical contingency studies have investigated the
MCS
(Chenhall
2003,
design
between
the
of
structure
organisational
and
p.20).
relationship
In addition, there is unresolved debate in the literature (discussed in Sub-section 4.2.2)
regarding the relationship between structure and MCS design. Different authors have
considered accounting controls and structures as complementary mechanisms to each other
(e.g., Otley, 1980), as substitutes or dependent on each other (e.g., Waterhouse and Tiessen,
1978) or as independent of each other (Gordon and Miller, 1976).

Consistent with organisational contingency theory arguments, an appropriately structured
be
by
information
from
to
the
complemented
will
need
managementaccounting
organisation
Thus,
levels
by
focusing
higher
to
of
organisation
effectiveness.
on control
produce
systems
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requirements of alternative organisation structures, it would be possible to suggest possible
relationships between organisation structure and the effective design of MCS.
Centralisation of decision making and formalisation of activities are considered as two major
dimensions of organisational structure which have implications for the design of MCS. For
instance, formalisation or activity structuring facilitates control by reducing the variability of
behaviour and in turn, increasing its predictability. In contrast, centralisation facilitates
for
decision
influence
direct
by
the
non-programmable events
making
process
over
control
(Flamholtz et al., 1985). To recall from the discussion in Chapter 3, organisational structure
is mainly concerned with two opposing requirements, differentiation and integration
(Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967). Differentiation is concerned with grouping jobs, activities, or
integration
involves
divisions,
into
while
subunits
or
major organisational
processes
coordinating and controlling the separatesub-unit activities so that they collectively aim to
attain the overall goals of the firm. The mechanisms to achieve structural differentiation
involve decentralising authority, while integration or coordination can be achieved through a
including
formal
standard policies and procedures and accounting
mechanisms
number of
(1967)
Lorsch's
2003).
Lawrence
(Chenhall,
main arguments and
and
control systems
findings reviewed in Chapter 3, suggest that environmental uncertainty imposes on the
organisation a seemingly conflicting

levels
demands
to
the
with
regards
set of
of

differentiation and integration. The need for differentiated, creative and flexible responsesto
PEU implies a degree of organisational differentiation and decentralisation. Also, the need to
integration
high
degree
organisational
and coof
respond rapidly and predictably requires a
ordination.

In other words, the organisationmust be creativein respondingto uncertaintiesby having
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to
delegation
ensurethat the
control
while
maintaining
authority
of
more
by
to
employing sophisticated
uncertainties
environmental
organisationrespondseffectively
integrative devicesand controls. Thus, accordingto Lawrenceand Lorsch (1967), highly
differentiated and decentralisedorganisationsrequire in addition to standardisedand
formalised proceduresother formal integrative devisessuch as the use of sophisticated
In
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contrast,
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controlling.
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Thus,it canbe concludedfrom the abovearguments,andconsistentwith Amigoni (1978)and
Mintzberg (1979), that the more differentiatedand decentralisedthe organisationstructure,
the tighter the style of control, the more relevant,detailedand aggregatedthe information
systems,and the higher proceduralrigidity and formality (Mintzberg, 1979;Amigoni, 1978).
This is slightly different from the commonlyheld belief amongstmany contingencytheory
that organicstructures(decentralised
and lessformalisedstructures)requireloose
researchers
control systemsrather than tight control systems,while mechanisticstructures(centralised
and formalisedstructures)require tight control systems(Bums and Stalker, 1961; Gordon
andNarayanan,1984;Miller, 1988).
The limited empirical studies that attempted mainly to explore the relationship between
insights
limited
MCS
about the possible
and
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structure
very
organisational
1975;
Waterhouse,
Merchant,
(e.
Khandwalla,
1972;
Bruns
that
and
may
exist
g.
relationships
1981; Gordon and Narayanan, 1984; Chenhall and Morris, 1986; Chia, 1995). These studies
suggest that in large decentralised organisations, greater participation in setting budgetary
targets, higher importance on meeting budgetary targets and greater budgetary usage are
for
fewer
financial
held
In
accountable
organisations
managers
are
centralised
expected.
flexibility.
According
budgets
less
limiting
their
they
to
perceive
as
useful
and
and
variables
Waterhouse and Tiessen (1978), control within decentralised organisations is more complex.
Direct controls, which rely on specified procedures, are not feasible due to high
environmental uncertainty and non-routine technology. Thus, organisations rely on more
foster
Also,
there was
to
co-ordination.
uncertainty
control
systems
reduce
and
accounting
some evidence relating the interaction of decentralisation and broad scope, integrated,
aggregated and timely inforination received from MCS to managerial performance (Chia,
1995; Chenhall, 2003). Gordon and Narayanan (1984) found that broad scope and future
However,
for
information
to
controlling
after
structures.
organic
was related
oriented
found.
was
relationship
significant
variable,
no
environmental uncertainty

Given the limited evidenceprovidedby earlierempiricalresearch,the anticipatedrelationship
betweenstructural dimensionsof centralisationand formalisation and MCS attributesare
hypothesis:
Does
than
organisational
question
research
research
rather
posedas a general
MCS
design?
This
direct
be
have
research
question
on
general
can
effect
suba
structure
divided into sevenquestionsrelatingto eachdimensionof MCS investigatedin this research:
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RQI: Do the structuraldimensionsof a) centralisationand b) formalisation have a direct effect on
budgetary control system practices?
RQ2: Do the structural dimensions of a) centralisation and b) formalisation have a direct effect on

budgetarycontrol systemusage?
RQ3:Do the structuraldimensionsof a) centralisationandb) formalisationhavea direct effect on cost
control systemusage?
RQ4: Do the structural dimensions of a) centralisation and b) formalisation have a direct effect on

broadscopeof information?
RQ5: Do the structuraldimensionsof a) centralisationand b) formalisationhave a direct effect on
managerialperformanceevaluationandrewards?

RQ6:Do the structuraldimensions
of a) centralisation
andb) formalisationhavea directeffecton
aggregationof infonnation?
RQ7: Do the structuraldimensionsof a) centralisationand b) formalisationhave a direct effect on
timelinessof information?
5.7.2 Direct relationships between PEU, strategy and organisational structure
The previous section has considered the direct effects of contextual variables of PEU,
businessstrategy and organisational structure on MCS dimensions. This section discussesthe
hypothesesrelating to the anticipated relationships or linkages depicted in the researchmodel
between PEU and structure (pathway P3i 1). strategy and structure (pathway P3i 2j) and
between PEU and strategy (pathway P2i1). These pathways are relevant to testing the indirect
effects of PEU and strategy on MCS acting through organisational structure. For instance, if
both PEU and business strategy can be linked to the structural dimensions of centralisation
and formalisation, and structural dimensions can be linked to MCS attributes MCS attributes,
then the indirect effects of these variables on MCS acting through organisational structure
can be assessed.

5.7.2.1 PEU and structure (pathway P3j1)
It was pointed out in Chapter 3 that the main argument of structural contingency theory posits
that variation in organisational structure is a consequenceof, or dependent on, variations in
in
Chapter
3,
high
from
discussion
To
the
environmental
recall
uncertainty.
environmental
development
type
the
structure that emphasises
of
organic
encourages
uncertainty
decentralisation of decision-making and low degree of formality for effective organisations.
In contrast, where there is low environmental uncertainty a mechanistic structure, with its
high degree of formality and centralised decision-making, is more appropriate (Bums and
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Stalker,1961;Gordonand Narayanan,1984;Miller, 1988).Generally,the commonbelief or
for
this relationship suggeststhat organisations facing uncertain
advanced
rationale
environmentswill tend to designdecentralisedstructuresin order to be more effective and
flexible in responding to unpredictableenvironmentalchanges.In addition, under high
environmentaluncertainty,proceduresaredifficult to specifyand documentandthus it is not
possible to control behaviour in terms of adherenceto these procedures and rules
(Waterhouseand Teissen,1978).Basedon this argumentthe following specific hypothesis
will be testedin this research:
Hs: PEU hasa negativeeffect on the structuraldimensionsof (i) centralisation,and (ii) formalisation.
5.7.2.2 Strategy and structure (pathway P3j21)
Strategic managementresearcherssuggestthat an optimal strategy-structure match will result
in higher performance (Miles and Snow, 1978; Porter, 1980; Miller, 1988). To recall from
section 4.5.1, defensive and efficiency seeking strategies,i. e. defender/cost leader strategies,
Thus
deal
in
they require
their
of
stability
environment.
a
great
generally perceive
inexpensive
forms
of co-ordination and control such as standardisation
and
uncomplicated
and scheduling of activities, and more formal, bureaucratic and centralised structures.
Strategiesthat deal with greater uncertainty and innovation, i. e. prospector and differentiation
facilitate
looser,
decentralised
to
rapid response to
organic
and
structure
strategy, require
environmental change and to encourage innovation. Flamholtz et al. (1985) argue that in
entrepreneurial organisation (i. e. proactive, innovative and risk-taking organisations), the
structure ought to be characterised by decentralisation rather than centralisation, loosely
defined rules rather than tight rule definition and minimal rules and standard operation
be
If
there
will
than
not,
an obvious
extensive rules and procedures.
procedures rather
incongruity or misfit between strategy and organisational structure. From this, the following
two hypothesesare suggested:
H9,: Differentiationstrategyhasa negativeeffect on the structuraldimensionsof (i) centralisationand
(ii) formalisation.
H9b: Low-cost strategy has a positive effect on the structural dimensions of (i) centralisation and (ii)

formalisation.
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5.7.2.3 PEU and business strategy (pathway P2i1)
It has been pointed in Chapter 4, Section 4.5 that organisations pursuing a differentiation or
prospector strategy have broad product lines and engage in product innovation and
development. Thus, it is considered more appropriate and useful in environments that are
unpredictable and subject to much change in customers' preferences, products and practices.
Without innovation and new product development firms operating in uncertain environments
would lose market share and become less profitable (Miles and Snow, 1978; Porter, 1980;
Miller, 1988). Cost leadership/defender strategy, in contrast, focuses on being the low cost
producer of a narrow product range and keeps the essentially undifferentiated product
offerings relatively stable over time. This implies that little product and market development
is undertaken. Thus, uncertain environments (unpredictable and subject to much change)
create severe diseconomies for firms trying to pursue cost leadership strategy. From this
argument, the following two hypothesesare suggested:

H10.:PEU hasa positiveeffect on differentiationstrategy.
H10b:PEU hasa negativeeffect on low-coststrategy.
5.7.3 MCS design and organisational effectiveness
This sub-section deals with the hypothesis relating to the third research objective concerned
in
fit
included
implications
the research model on
the
all
of
among
variables
with
organisational effectiveness. It was pointed in Section 5.4 that the relationship between MCS
and organisational effectiveness is problematic and there is no clear theory or empirical
evidence to validate that unidirectional relationship between MCS and organisational
in
Chapter
3,
Sub-section
der
Stede,
2000,
614).
It
(Van
out
p.
pointed
was
also
effectiveness
3.4.2 that the systems approach of fit emphasisesthe need to examine patterns of consistency
In
the context of
dimensions
and
performance.
of organisational context, structure
among
MCS, this would mean that it is the appropriate coalignment or fit among PEU, business
(further
details
influence
MCS
that
performance
on this
attributes
will
strategy, structure and
Section
in
Chapter
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8.5).
is
Thus,
the
the
procedure
given
analysis
statistical
approach and
dimension
in
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that
this
to
any
one
assumes
or variable
research
adopted
systems approach
by itself is insufficient for achieving organisational effectiveness. Based on this argument, the
following hypothesis is formulated:
H11:The internalconsistency,coalignmentor fit amongMCS attributes,PEU, strategyandstructure
hasa positiveeffect on organisationaleffectiveness.
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5.8 Summary
Based on the literature reviewed in Chapters 3 and 4, the limitations and gaps of earlier MC
contingency studies have been discussedand summarisedas follows:
1. Insufficient attention given to organisational effectiveness (Sub-section 5.2.1);
2. Excessive focus on bivariate models (Sub-section 5.2.2);
3. Lack of consistency in measuring MCS attributes (Sub-section 5.2.3);
4. Lack of methodological rigour in instrument validation and model testing (Sub-section
5.2.4).

A detailed discussion of the research model (Section 5.4) including the conceptual definitions
of the variables incorporated in the model have been also introduced in this chapter. The

illustration and discussionsforwardedfor explaining the researchmodel indicated that the
currentresearchextendsearlierstudiesandachievesthe following researchobjectives:
1. To examinethe direct relationshipsbetweenthe threecontextual/contingentvariablesof.
a) environmental uncertainty b) business strategy, and c) organisational structure and
various attributes of MCS simultaneously;
2. To examine the indirect relationships between the two contextual variables of. a) business

strategy,and b) environmentaluncertainty,acting through organisationalstructure,on
various attributes of MCS; and

3. To examinewhether a fit or coallignmentbetweenthe contextualvariablesand MCS
attributes is associatedwith greater organisational effectiveness.

A thoroughdiscussionof the conceptualdefinition of MCS and the attributesselectedin this
in
Section
has
been
design
5.6.
MCS
given
to
comprehensive
view
of
a
provide
research
Finally, the anticipatedrelationshipsbetweenthe contextual variables and MCS as were
depictedin the researchmodel and the theoreticalargumentsfor the researchquestionsand
hypothesesthat will be investigatedin this researchwerediscussedin Section5.7.
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CHAPTER 6

The Research Methodology

6.1 Introduction
According to Hussey and Hussey (1997) research methodology is more than simply the
methods by which data are collected. It refers to the overall approach to the researchprocess
that involves theoretical development, data collection and analysis. The aim of this chapter is
to describe the research methodology that has been applied for undertaking this research and
to explain the stages undertaken and the methods employed by the researcher to collect the
data. More specifically, this chapter is structured as follows: it starts with an overview of the
research paradigm and methodology, followed by a detailed discussion of the research
population, sample and sampling procedure. It then provides a detailed description of the data
collection method and stagesincluding questionnaire construction and pre-testing, features of
the covering letter, the respondents, survey administration and response profile. Finally the
chapter ends with non-responsebias tests and the justification for the statistical methods used
for achieving the research objectives. The operationalisation of the research constructs and
their validity-reliability assessmentsare reserved for Chapter 7.

6.2 Research methodology and paradigm
There are different types of research methodology available for researchersto conduct their
studies (e.g., survey, case study, and experiment). The choice of any particular methodology
dependson the research paradigm or philosophy (i. e. the view or approach) that a researcher
follows to conduct his research (Cresswell, 1994). The two main research paradigms or,
is
in
knowledge
is
developed
the
which
and
research
conducted in
way
about
philosophies
social sciencesin general and managementaccounting literature in particular are "positivism"
and "phenomenology". These two research paradigms are sometimes described in the
literature by different terms. However, Hussey and Hussey (1997) pointed out that the terms
that relate to each paradigm tend not to be interchangeable and have arisen as a result of
6.1
different
Table
of
authors.
summarises some of the more common
preferences
personal
terms used in literature.
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Table 6.1 Alternative terms for the main research paradigms
Positivistic paradigm
Phenomenological paradigm

Quantitative

Qualitative

Objectivist

Subjectivist

Scientific

Humanistic

Experimentalist

Interpretivist

Traditionalist

Postpositivist

Empiricist

Naturalistic

Source:Adaptedfrom HusseyandHussey(1997,p.47) andCresswell(1994,p.4).

According to Perry (1998) the differencesbetweenthe positivistic and phenomenological
research paradigms can be viewed in terms of the two major approaches to theory
development, deductive theory testing and inductive theory building. The deductive approach
represents the positivistic

paradigm and the inductive

approach represents the

phenomenological paradigm.

The positivistic paradigm seeks to deduce or identify a testable hypothesis about the

relationshipbetweentwo or morevariablesfrom a theory,which is thentestedempirically by
gatheringdataon the relevantvariablesand then applyingstatisticalteststo the datain order
to identify significant relationships.The findings may either confirm the theory or result in
the modification of the theory in the light of the findings (Saunders,Lewis and Thornhill,
2000; Hussey and Hussey, 1997). The emphasis is on a highly structured methodology to
facilitate replication and verification of the revised theory by other researchers. Also
quantifiable data is obtained from a large sample to generalise the findings and to conduct
statistical analysis (Saunderset al., 2000). According to Ryan, Scapensand Theobald (1992),
contingency theory research which attempt to deten-nine general relationships that are
illustration
large
good
of the positivistic
provides
number
of
organisations
replicated across
paradigm. Thus, cross sectional studies employing a survey methodology are often used in
this paradigm.

In contrast, the phenomenological paradigm arose as a result of criticisms of the positivistic
paradigm. Critics argued that the positivistic paradigm made causesand effect links between
variables without consideration of the way in which humans interpreted their social world.
Thus, the starting point for phenomenological paradigm according to Ryan et al. (1992), is
the belief that social practices, such as management accounting practices, are not ratural
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phenomena.Instead they are socially constructedand emerge as a result of the social
practices of organisational participants.

The importance attached by positivism to producing generalisations was criticised on the
basesthat business situations are complex and unique to each organisation. Thus, looking for
universal law and generalisation across organisations is not realistic and not of crucial
importance (Saunders et al., 2000). With the phenomenological paradigm, the context in
which a phenompnon, such as management accounting practices is taking place is more
important. Therefore, in contrast to the positivistic paradigm, the phenomenological paradigm
requires a holistic orientation in which a phenomena is studied in its wider organisational,
social and political context over time. Studies that fall under this paradigm often require a
longitudinal case study research methodology that employs a variety of methods to collect
data from small sample of organisations in order to develop detailed and different views of
phenomena. Table 6.2 surnmarises the distinguishing features between the positivistic and
(1997)
Hussey
Hussey
point out that the
philosophies.
and
paradigms
or
phenomenological
two paradigms shown in Table 6.2 must be viewed as two extremes of a continuum, and that

The
is
better
the
than
choice of either
two
these
other.
paradigms considered
none of
paradigmis determinedpartly by the current knowledgeof the topic and researchproblem
under investigation.
Table 6.2 Distinguishing features of the main research paradigms
Phenomenological paradigm
Positivistic paradigm
Tends to produce quantitative data

Tends to produce qualitative data

Uses large samples
Concerned with hypothesis testing

Usessmall samples
Concernedwith generatingtheories

Data is highly specific and precise

Datais rich andsubj ective

Generalisesfrom sampleto population

Generalisesfrom one contextto another

Source:HusseyandHussey(1997).
Given the research objectives and the fact that prior MC contingency research (though still
limited and disparate) has provided a fairly good priori indication of the important
is
'positivistic
factors,
the
considered as the most suitable approach
paradigm'
contingency
for conducting the present research.Also becauseof the desire for greater generalisability and

based
data
from
large
on
survey
methodology,
collected
sectional
a
cross
validity,
external
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numberof organisationsjust onceand over a short period of time, is adoptedfor this study.
Thejustification behindchoosingthis researchmethodologyis fourfold:
1. For practical considerations including the time savings arising from adopting a crosssectional survey methodology and the effort and resources required in comparison with
longitudinal and case study methodologies (Cresswell, 1994). Moreover, the difficulties
associatedwith gaining accessto UK manufacturing companies, particularly for oversees
researchers, has initiated the preference for a survey methodology over case study or
experimental methodologies.
2. In surveys, it is possible to generalise the research findings relating to management
control systems design to the whole population rather than few organisations or contexts

(HusseyandHussey,1997;Saunderset al., 2000;de Vaus,2001).
3. Unlike casestudies,surveysallow the collection of a large amountof data from a large
2000).
This
in
highly
(Saunders
provides more
economical
way
et
al.,
a
population
different
types
that
the
strategies and situations
of
control
suits
specific
evidence about

(ChenhallandLangfield-Smith,1998).
4. Conducting multivariate analysis, as in this research, requires a fairly large number of
(Pennings,
1987).
be
by
methodology
adopting
a
survey
can
reached
organisations, which
According to Saunders et al. (2000), two critical stages are required that need special
first,
the selection of research sample that
a
survey
methodology:
attention when conducting
is representative of the population from which it is drawn; second, choosing the appropriate
discussed
data.
for
These
two
the
next.
are
critical
stages
collecting
method

6.3 Researchpopulation and sampleboundaries
Oppenheirn (1992) states that the term population is defined as all those individuals,
into
The
is
fall
this
the
of
population
category
concern.
research
of
who
cases
or
companies
defined as all medium and large manufacturing companies in the UK. The justifications for

follows:
this
organisations
are
as
of
category
selecting
1. Only medium and large organisations are considered in the population of this study, while
less
for
is
firms,
The
than
this
that
small
employing
are
excluded.
reason
small companies
200 employees, are expected not to rely on sophisticated and well designed MCS or to
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employa cleararticulatedbusinessstrategy.Instead,thesefirms arelikely to rely moreon
informal systems and strategies.This criterion was also used in earlier strategic
managementand MC contingencystudies(e.g., Miller, 1987; Chong and Chong, 1997;
Sim andTeoh, 1997;Gosselin,1997;ChoongandGrover,2000).
2. This research is mainly concerned with studying the effect of business strategy,
environment and structure on the effective design of MCS at the organisational level (i. e.
at the level of self-contained divisions, stand-alone subsidiaries and organisations) rather
than at the functional or departmentallevel. To recall from our discussion in section 4.2.1,
the variables under investigation in this researchcan best be studied at the organisational
level rather than at the departmental or functional level. This is not to imply that studies at
the.departmental level are not important, but it is the organisational level of analysis that
has been employed by major contingency studies (e.g. Bums and Stalker, 1961; Porter,
1980; Miles and Snow, 1978; Miller, 1988; Simons, 1987).

3. Consistent with the recommendationsto control for certain variables like industry
findings
for
the
to
technology
of empirical
size
greater
validity
segments,
and/or
ensure
research,it was decided to include only companiesoperating in the manufacturing
industry. Therefore companiesin non-manufacturingindustry are excluded from the
is
based
behind
decision
The
this
on the argumentthat
rationale
sample population.
manufacturingcompaniesmay design their MCSs differently than non-manufacturing
industries(Fisher, 1995;Drury, 2000).Thus,moving from one industry sectorto another
may cause problems in terms of comparability among measuresof MCS and its
is
fully
developed
it
MCS
Moreover,
theory
the
still
not
contingency
of
as
may
correlates.
be wiser to conductdifferent studiesin different industry sectorsbeforea comprehensive
by
is
finally
This
Snow
is
the
approach
suggested
with
consistent
prepared.
samplingplan
industry
based
Thus,
(1980).
the
Hambriak
on
manufacturing
sampling
only
ensures
and
business
in
homogeneity
the
type
of
operationsand provides comparabilitywith
some
focused
industry
has
(e.g.,
MC
that
manufacturing
mainly
on
research
contingency
earlier
Miles andSnow, 1978;Porter,1980;Simons,1987).
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6.4 Research sample and sampling frame
Having defined the research population, and the criteria to be used to select a representative
sample, it was necessary to identify the sampling frame or the appropriate list of the
population from which the sample could be drawn. According to de Vaus (1993), the ability
to establish a representative sample dependson the availability of a complete and accuratelist
of the population. Thus, based on the criteria set for selecting the companies and the need to
target a single respondent in each company for achieving an adequate response rate an
appropriate databasewas required. The criteria for selection were accuracy and the provision
of complete information for each company relating to size, industry sector, the names of the
directors and theirjob titles.

Initially, three different databaseswere available for the researcherto set the sampling frame.
These were the Times 1000, FAME and CIMA databases.The Times 1000 databaseincludes
information on largest 1000 UK manufacturing and non-manufacturing companies. However,
after excluding non-manufacturing companies, only 296 manufacturing companies remained
large
frame.
for
large
The
as
well
medium
as
of
a
number
need
as potential sampling
companies and the expected low responserate commonly found in mail surveys resulted in
the exclusion of this database.
The second database was FAME. This database was updated in 2001 and contained
information on the latest number of employees, sales turnover, industry segment and names
in
UK.
Based
136
the
thousand
on the criteria
companies
operating
and addressesof over
established earlier for selecting the sampling frame, the FAME database consisted of about
4800 companies operating in the manufacturing industry with 200 or more employees.
Unfortunately, this databasedid not include the job titles of the directors of each company.
The third databaseconsidered was the CIMA database.It consisted of names of more than
18,000 CIMA members specifying their job-titles, their companies' name and addressand the
size of each company. Ile

limitations were that information relating to the size of some

broad
(i.
20
110,000
too
the
e.
employees,
size
category
used
was
and
companies was missing
10,000+). Much effort was made to shorten the CIMA databaseto fit the criteria. Initially the
list was shortened to 5700 names operating in manufacturing companies with over 200
list
2300
Deleting
than
this
to
the
also
more
once
shortened
companies
entered
employees.
financial
directors
finance
their
the
controllers,
or
of
and
addresses
names
companies with
managementaccountants.
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ComparingFAME and CIMA databases
it wasdecidedto useFAME databasefor settingthe
researchsamplingframe and selectinga randomsamplebecauseit was more comprehensive
and covereda larger numberof mediumand large manufacturingcompanies.Therefore,the
samplingframe was basedon the FAME database.It consistedof 4888 mediumand large
manufacturingcompaniesoperatingin the UK. Additionally the decisionto obtaindatafrom
directors of finance, financial controllers or equivalent senior managementaccountants
resultedin the needto use CIMA databaseas a complementarylist for providing additional
informationon the selectedsample.'
Having chosenthe samplingframeit wasnecessaryto determinethe samplesizeandto select
a random sample.According to de Vaus (2001) determiningthe sample size dependson
funds,time and the plannedmethodof analyses.Moreover,de Vaus (2001) suggeststhat the
larger the sample size the more it can be subdivided so that meaningful sub-group
comparison(e.g. betweendifferent businessstrategiesandtheir MCSs) canbe made.Bearing
this in mind, and given that the researchobjectivesrequirea large amountof datato facilitate
conductingadvancedstatisticaltechniques,a randomsampleof 1000companiesoperatingin
variousmanufacturingsectorswith their sizerangingfrom 200 to over 10,000employeeswas
selectedfrom the population.This large samplewas also selectedto provide cautionagainst
the risk of obtaining a low responserate, which is commonin mail surveys.For instance,
Saunderset al. (2000) examinedthe responseratesof recentbusinesssurveysand found that
ratesaslow as 15-20percentarecommonin mail surveys.
6.5 Data colIection method

Two main methods of data collection are commonly used within survey methodology, mail

data
de
Vaus
(2001)
interviews.
According
the
to
any
choice
of
particular
questionnairesand
collection methodwill dependon manyfactorsincluding the size of the sample,the extentto
which they are clustered in one place or are widely scattered,the time and resourcesavailable
data
the
of
collected.
complexity
and
and
sensitivity

1The rationalefor this decisionwill be discussedlater in this chapter,Section6.8.
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Given the objectivesof this study, which require a potentially large sampleof a targeted
population in geographicallydispersedlocations,mail questionnaireswere chosenas the
methodof datacollection for the following reasons:
1. Unlike interviews,mail questionnaires
to collect datafrom a largeand
enableresearchers
dispersedrandom sampleof population at a relatively low cost and high speed.This
reducesthe time pressuresandcostconstraintscommonlyfacing PhD researchers.
2. Unlike interviews, mail questionnairesplace less pressure on respondentsfor an
immediateresponseand provide themwith a feeling of anonymity. This enablesthemto
participate in the study and expresstheir points of view more freely and away from
interviewer'sexpectations(Gosselin,1997).
6.6 Questionnaire construction and pre-testing
According to Dillman (1978, p. 119) the mail questionnaire more than any other data
collection method requires careful construction becauseit is under the respondents' complete
control. Unlike other data collection methods, questionnairesprovide the researcherwith only
one chance to collect the data. It is difficult and time consuming to return to the respondents
to collect additional information once they have completed and returned the questionnaire.
Thus, to ensure that the relevant questions are asked prior to data collection, considerable
time and effort was devoted towards the construction and pre-testing of the questionnaire
used in this research. Several drafts and a thorough evaluation and pre-testing were carried
out prior to determining the final version of the questionnaire. The questionnaire employed in
this study consisted of eight pages (A4 sized) including the front and back covers. It
contained 86 items categorised under six main sections. The first five sections covered the
research variables MCS, ' business strategy, external environment,

structure, and

organisational effectiveness. The last section provided additional data regarding respondents'
characteristics and their interest in receiving a copy of research findings. A copy of the
questionnaire is shown in Appendix A.

According to de Vaus (1993) the construction of a "good questionnaire" involves thinking
ahead about research problem and what the concepts mean and how they should be
operationalised. In addition, it is necessaryto decide on which question format to use (open
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or closedended)and questionnairelayout. The following is more detaileddescriptionof the
different stagesof questionnaireconstructionandpretesting.
6.6.1 Questiontypes and formats
Two typesof questionsare availablefor constructingthe questionnaire,the open-endedand
close-endedtypes (de Vaus, 1993).An open endedquestionis one for which respondents
formulate their own answers,while close-endedquestion is one in which a number of
alternative answersare provided for respondentsto choosefrom. According to de Vaus
(1993) there is no right or wrong approachand the choice of open or closed questions
depends on respondent motivation to participate, method of administration, type of
it is
respondents
mail questionnaires
and type of questioncontent.In long andcomprehensive
recommendedthat closed-endedquestionsare usedsincethey can be quickly answeredand
easily coded, and to restrict the use of open questionsto a minimum (de Vaus, 1993;
Mangione,1995).
In this research,the main type of questionused in constructingthe questionnairewas the
(please
in
form
"others
few
In
type.
the
of
specify)"
closed-ended
addition, a
openquestions
or "anything else" were usedin questionsA15, A20, and at the end of the questionnaireto
give respondentsthe opportunity to expresstheir views on specific questionsor to add
in order
additionalinsightsor comments.Also openquestionswereusedin questions131-134
to obtain specific and short answersaboutthe businessunit size and type of operations.This
is consistentwith Mangione(1995)recommendationto useopenquestionsin circumstances
where questionsrequire short and specific answersor the list of all possibleanswersis so
largethat is impracticalto put a checkbox responsefor eachone.
Due to the comprehensiveness
of the questionnaire,andthe complexityof researchvariables,
three types of closed questionswere used in the questionnaire.These include category
According
Saunders
to
and
scale
questions.
questions
et al. (2000)
questions,ranking
fit
designed
that
answer
respondent's
can
only one category.
so
each
are
questions
category
These questionsare useful when collecting data about behaviouror attributes (i.e., about
respondents',or their organisations',practicesor characteristics).This type of questionswas
in
first
in
The
in
two
the
sections.
was
section B (Part 3) where the
questionnaire
used
respondentswere given three statementsand askedto selectthe one that representedtheir
in
last
The
the
type.
second
section(questionsFl, F7 and F8) which were
was
organisations'
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concerned with respondents' location in the organisation structure, approval to arrange a
meeting and request for research results respectively. The second type of question used is the
ranking type. A ranking question asks the respondentto place items in rank order in order to
determine their importance to the respondent. This type of questions was used only in
question A27 where respondents were asked to rank non-financial performance measuresin
order of importance to their organisations.
The main type of closed questions used in this questionnaire was scale or rating questions.
Rating questions include a list of alternatives that range from not much of a particular
attribute to a great deal of that same attribute (Mangione, 1995). Rating scales are often used
in terms of a Likert scale in which respondentsindicate how strongly they agree or disagree
with a statementor series of statementsby ticking a box or number. According to Hussey and
Hussey (1997) rating scale questions have the advantage of listing different statements that
do not require much space and are quicker for respondentsto complete and for researchersto
code. This type of questions was used throughout this questionnaire to measure the main
research variables including business strategy, environment, structure, effectiveness, and
included
for
dimensions.
Positive
MCS
the rating
the
were
and negative statements
most of
questions (e.g. questions Al, A7 and A8) to ensure that the respondentsread each statement
carefully and thought about which number to tick (consistent with Saunders et al., 2001
differential
Another
the
semantic
scale
scale,
variation of rating
question,
recommendation).
was also used in section A (part 5) to describe managerial evaluation and rewards practices in
respondents' business units. This form of scales involves selecting two words or phrases to
represent two ends of a continuum and respondentsare asked to mark their choices usually on
a seven-point scale.

Finally, although the length of scalesis a debatableissue, seven-pointscaleswere used
throughoutthe questionnairebasedon the argumentthat more points on a scaleprovide an
1999).
for
(Roberts,
itemised
In
measurement
sensitivity
of
greater
addition,
opportunity
is
in
being defined were used (where possible)
the
scale
category
scales where each
throughoutthe questionnaire.This is consistentwith Emory and Cooper(1991)argumentthat
iternised scales provide more information and help respondentsto develop and hold the same
frame of reference as they complete the questionnaire.
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6.6.2 Questionnairelayout and flow
Two potential problems often encounteredmail surveysare low responserate and nonresponsebias. In order to maximisethe probability of responsesand minimise non-response
bias Dillman's (1978) "total design method for surveys" was mainly considered for
constructing the questionnaire. This approach considers understanding respondent's
behaviour and the reasonsfor it as the key issue for constructingeffective surveys and
maximising response rates. According to Dillman (1978) constructing effective mail
questionnairesincludesnot only the questionsbut also other critical aspectssuch as general
appearance,clear instructions and ordering the questions.Leaving any of theseattributes
unattendedwill make the overall designof the questionnaireless appealing. For instance,
Dillman (1978,p. 120)arguesthat "the respondent's
first exposureto the look and feel of the
questionnaireprovidesthe first of severalcritical teststhat the questionnairemustpass."
The eight-page questionnaire was printed as a booklet, which consisted of two A3 sheets of
paper, folded in the middle and stapled to form a booklet. Printing questionnaires on both
sides of the page as in booklets requires less paper and makes them appear shorter and more
professional, which would motivate respondents to participate (Dillman, 1978). The front
page or cover creates respondents' first impression. It was therefore reserved for material
that would stimulate interest in the research. It contained the logo and name of Huddersfield
University placed at the top of the cover, followed by the study title and a summary of the
main messagein the covering letter with instructions for completing the questionnaire. A
return address was also included in the front cover to enable respondents to return the
questionnaire in case it was separated from the covering letter and return envelope. In
addition, the name, job title and address of the respondent was printed at the top right-hand
facilitate
front
the administration process of the questionnaire and the
to
the
page
side of
follow up procedures. Although respondents' anonymity was not assured,the confidentiality
in
including
information
their
the front
was
assured
names
and
organisations
respondents'
of
page, the last page and in the covering letter.

Another important issue in questionnairedesign is the flow or order of questionsin the
is
flow
A
questionnaire
with
good
easier to use, motivates respondents and
questionnaire.
helps them to remember and provide accurate information (Mangione, 1995). Consistent with
the guidance suggested by Dillman (1978, pp. 123-127) and Saunders et al. (2001, pp.300301), the flow of the questionnaire was basedon the following two principles:
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First, the most relevant questions to the survey purpose and of interest to the respondents(i. e.
financial directors) were placed at the beginning of the questionnaire (i. e. questions about
MCS), while less relevant questions (i. e. personal questions) were placed at the end. This
contradicts the general belief to begin with easy questions (e.g. age, sex, and number of
employees) in order to "break the ice" with respondents. It was considered that the wellarticulated covering letter (to be discussedlater) and the general instructions in the front page
of questionnaire served as an "icebreaker". In addition, the importance of the topic and
respondent'sopinion to its development was communicated in the covering letter in order to

establish respondents'willingness to participate. Thus, starting the questionnairewith
personal or less relevant questions to the topic is likely to jeopardise respondents' initial
enthusiasmto participate (Dillman, 1978).

Second,questionsthat are sinýdlarin content were grouped under five major topics or
sections.For instanceall questionsrelatedto MCS were groupedtogetherunder SectionA
whereas questions relating to organisationaltype and strategy, environment, structure,
effectivenessandrespondent'spersonalattributesweregroupedunderSectionsB, C, D andE
respectively.In addition, within each section (where applicable) similar questionswere
ordered under different sub-titles. For instance,in section A, questionsrelating to each
control sub-system or dimension (e.g. budgeting, costing, performance measures,
presentationof information) weregroupedtogether.Groupingquestionsinto sub-topicshelps
respondentskeep a frame of referenceas they answerthe questionsand encouragesthem to
providewell thoughtout answers(Dillman, 1978;Mangione,1995).
Another important element of constructingquestionnaires,which also has an effect on
instructions.
is
Accordingto Mangione(1995,p.74)
the
clarity
of
responserates,
It is not surprisingto find that forms that havecomplicatedor confusingor wrong instructions
createfrustrationto respondentsand that the result of this frustrationis a failure to return the
questionnaire.

Thus, in orderto haveclear instructionsthe purposeof eachsectionin the questionnairewas
stated in a bold upper-cascletters at the beginning of each section. In addition, precise
instructionsfor eachsectionor sub-sectionwere printed in boldfaceitalic lettersin order to
distinguish betweeninstructions and questionsor statements(de Vaus, 1993). For scale
questions,fully itemised scalesin boxing format and printed in boldface letters were also
usedto provideclearerinstructions.
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6.6.3 Questionnaire pre-testing procedures
Although a considerableeffort was madeto producea well-designedquestionnaire,it was
essentialto pilot or test the questionnairebeforedistributing it. Pre-testingthe questionnaire
prior to datacollection is vitally importantto ensurethat the final versioncontainsquestions
that are specific, clearly understandableand capableof being answeredby respondents
(Chisnall, 2001; Saunderset al., 2001). Moreoverpre-testingwas essentialto identify any
constructiondefects,to establishfacevalidity of the questionnaireandto improveformat and
scales(Dillman, 1978;Saunderset al., 2001).
According to Remenyi, Williams, Money and Swartz (1998, p.151) pre-testing can be
informal involving consultingcolleagues,expertsor peopleof diverseopinions.Alternatively
it can be formal involving a pilot study which replicatesthe main survey, but on a small
scale. Three groups of people were consultedfor testing and refining the questionnaire
including colleagues,experts or academicsand practitioners or people representingthe
targetedrespondents.Each of thesegroupshas provided different insights and comments,
is
in
improving
This
helped
the
also consistent with the
questionnaire.
which
different
in
from
include
fields
to
the
perspectives
with
and
people
various
recommendations
pre-testingstageto obtain different insights and ideas (Dillman, 1978; Oppenhiem,1992;
Mangione,1995;HuuseyandHussey,1997).
The first stageof pre-testingstartedwith distributing the first draft of the questionnaireto
Huddersfield
in
University
PhDs
their
at
various
subjects
colleagues
undertaking
eight
Business School. The feedback obtained from this group resulted in very minor changes
relating to the wording of questions and instructions. Also the majority commented on the

clearpresentationandlayout of the questionnaire.
The secondstageof pre-testingwas conductedwith four academicprofessorsin different
including
Huddersfield
theory
and
management
accounting,
organisation
at
subjects
University Business School. Useful comments were received from this group including
For
instance,
for
to
the
some
wording
and
scales
of
questions.
changes
one
suggestions
professor commented on the wording and layout of questions relating to the "presentation of
information" dimension in section A (Part 6) suggesting rewriting them to'save some space
in
This
the third version of the questionnaire.
the
was
considered
questionnaire.
and shorten
Another professor commented on the scales used for questions A41 and A42 and suggested
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usingmultiple choicequestionformat sinceseven-pointscales'seemedto stretchthingsa bit.'
However,it was decidedto retain the seven-pointscalefor thesequestionsto preservethe
consistencyof scalesusedthroughoutthe questionnaireand the comparabilitywith previous
researchthat usedthe samequestionformat (e.g. Simons,1987;Sim and Toeh, 1997).Other
comments were merely related to stylistic issues. In general, the comments indicated that
there were not any significant problems with the questionnaire and that it was consistent with
the objectives of the research.

The third stage of pre-testing involved a meeting with a finance director of a large
manufacturing company operating in the UK. The aim of this meeting was to obtain feedback
from persons similar to the respondents in the targeted sample. Consistent with Margione
(1995, pp.24-25) recommendations for conducting this stage of pre-testing, the aim of the
study was explained at the beginning of the meeting. The meeting sought to obtain feedback
on unclear instructions, ambiguous wording, confusing questions, the time required to
complete the questionnaire and the ability of respondents to answer the different aspects
targeted in the questionnaire. The questionnaire was completed by the finance director during
the meeting. This was followed by a thorough discussion of its contents and on the subject of
managementcontrol in general. Significant benefits and comments were obtained from this
meeting indicating that no significant changeswere required. The following are some of the
comments made during the meeting, which lasted for approximately two hours:

1. The high interest in the subject of survey and its importance to manufacturing companies.
2. Finance directors and controllers should have sufficient knowledge for answering all the
questions in the survey. This provided some assurancesregarding the appropriatenessof
respondentsto answer this survey.

3. The questions were clear and understandableand the layout and structure of the
questionnairewasexcellent.
4. The questionnairetook 35 minutesto completebut the respondentindicatedthat it would
has been possible to complete it in less time if no interruptions had occurred.This
suggeststhat the lengthof questionnaireis suitable.
At the end of meetingthe finance director askedfor a copy of the results. In addition, he
of anotherthreefinancedirectorswho were able to participate
providednamesandaddresses
in the pilot testingstage. A questionnairewassentto eachone of them with a coveringletter
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askingthemto commenton its content.Two questionnaires
were returnedcompletedwith no
comments,which suggeststhat the questionnaire was satisfactory.
In addition, before and throughout all of the above pre-testing stages, the questionnaire was
also subject to thorough discussions and revisions between the researcher and his director of
studies to ensure that the final version was adequate.According to Dillman (1978, p. 158) "it
is desirable to complete the pre-testing process with a small scale survey in which all the
proceduresto be followed in the actual survey are used." However, as discussed earlier, the
questionnaire was subject to different pre-testing stages and revisions prior to reaching its
final state. Thus, it was decided that the questionnaire in its present state was suitable for the
main survey and that an additional pilot survey would not provide any significant
improvements. This is also consistent with Dillman (1978, p. 158) argument that "if the other
little
done
have
been
very
additional
provides
adequately, a pre-test survey probably
pre-tests
insights into questionnaire defects."

6.7 Featuresof the covering letter
In most mail surveys, respondents receive questionnaires without prior notifications. Thus,
the covering letter accompanying the questionnaire establishes the initial and perhaps the
Consequently,
link
between
the
the
respondents.
and
researcher
only communication
appearanceand message contained in the covering letter will have an effect on convincing
(Dillman,
in
the
to
the
rate
on
response
and
participate
survey
respondents
and motivating
1978; de Vaus, 1993; Saunders et al., 2001). Consistent with the recommendations mainly

1970,
Erdos
Morgan,
(1978,
165-172)
(e.
in
Dillman
and
p.102;de
g.
pp.
and
others
suggested
Vaus, 1993,pp.116-117;Mangione,1995,pp.63-64; Saunderset al., 2001, pp.303-304),the
following are the main featuresof the coveringletter usedin this research.
The letter was written on a single pageand usedHuddersfieldUniversity official letterhead.
The first paragraphprovided information about the study purposeand its importanceto
letter
begin
It
the
to
considered
was
necessary
with such
respondents'organisations.
information in order to establishin the respondents'mind that the study is importantand to
letter.
The
the
the
to
them
rest
of
second paragraph aimed to give the
read
encourage
in
its
important
impression
the
their
to
that
study
the
was
very
participation
respondents
how
know
let
they were selected. The third paragraph was
them
to
why
and
success and
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devotedmainly to overcomesomeof the fearsheld by many respondentsthat their answers
wouldbe usedfor purposesotherthanresearchpurposes.Respondents
wereassuredthat their
answerswould only be usedfor academicpurposes.In addition, the completeconfidentiality
of information provided by respondentsincluding their namesand their organisations'was
front
last
It
in
in
third
the
the
and
pages.
questionnaire's
assured
paragraphand wasreiterated
for
by
be
in
the
third
that
the
available
respondents
was also stated
paragraph
results will
ticking a box in the last pageof the questionnaire.Sucha statementwas given to encourage
letter
last
The
the
to
the
cover
reof
paragraph
complete
questionnaire.
respondents
emphasisedthe importanceof respondents'participation and provided a statementasking
them to return the questionnairewithin a specific date and that a postage-paidaddressed
envelopewas attached.Finally, the covering letter was personallyaddressedto a specific
Erdos
According
high
in
to
to
and Morgan
responserate.
person eachorganisation obtain a
(1970) addressingthe respondentsby namewill alwayslook more personalthan the "Dear
Sir" salutationand will generallyincreasethe probability of their participationin the study.A
copy of thecoveringletter is shownin AppendixB.
6.8 The respondents
In the face of time and cost constraints the single informant approach was considered because
it allows for a large number of organisations to be surveyed. Although the CEO is generally
is
in
individual
the
most qualified to provide valid responses
who
an
organisation
as
viewed
to questions (Conant, Mokwa and Varadarajan, 1990) senior management accountants, such
for
key
informants
in
finance
directors
this
a number of
as
study
controllers,
were
used
or
as

reasons:
1. Financedirectorsor controllersare responsiblefor designingMCS in their organisations
information
be
likely
to
to
and
useful
regarding
accurate
therefore
able provide
and are
the designof MCS (ChenhallandLangfield-Smith,1998).
2. Pre-tests,particularly the meetingwith the financedirectorrevealedthat financedirectors
in
both
business
level
MCS
design.
strategy
and
an
active
role
often
play
controllers
or
Hence they were viewed as the appropriate respondentsto be targeted for the study.
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6.9 Survey administration and responseprofile
The main or initial survey consisted of 1000 questionnaires and was mailed on March 12,
2002. Each participant was sent a questionnaire together with a cover letter and a prepaid
self-addressedenvelope for the questionnaire to be returned. Within about four weeks of
mailing the main survey, 230 responses had been received. This included 196 useable
questionnairesand 34 returned either not completed or completed by respondentsoperating in
non-manufacturing companies. A reminder letter was sent to those who had not respondedto
the main survey on April 9,2002, about four weeks after mailing the main survey. A copy of
the reminder letter is shown in Appendix C. As a result of the reminder letter another 101
responseswere received including 78 usable questionnaires and 23 unusable questionnaires,
raising the total usable responsesto 274 and the final responserate to 28%. For a field survey
involving a complex questionnaire, such as in this study, a responserate of about 20-22% is
usually considered very good (Saunderset al., 2001). Thus, it was decided that the response
rate reached was adequate for conducting statistical analyses and that further reminders were
not considered necessary.The composition of the survey responsesis shown in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3 Survey responseproflle
Main Survey

Follow-up

Total

Usable Response

196

78

274

Non-existent/ Unreachable

I1

Ineligible/ non-manufacturing

10

4

14

Refusals/ Decline participation

13

19

32

230

101

331

Total response rate

23%

10%

33%

Usable response rate2

20%

8%

28%

Total

11

(Total numberof questionnairesmailedout: 1000questionnaires).

From the commentsreceived from participants,it was noted that two factors might have
high
level
in
First,
this
the
to
them
of current interestin the
survey.
participate
encouraged
from
importance
This
their
the
topic.
many
comments
on
was
evident
of the research
research
To quotesomeof thesecomments,onefinancial directorstatedthat:
topic to their businesses.

2 Response
rate= total numberof response/ total numberin sample- (unreachable+ ineligible).
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I think this is a very importantareaas I believeaccountantsas managementcontrollershave
vital role in helping manufacturingin the UK.

Another statedthat:
This research is of major interest. Pleasefeel free to contact me should you require any further
information. You would be very welcome to visit our factory and view our manufacturing
process.

In a similar vein, responsesto question F5 showed that over 30% of respondents (86 firms)
expressed their willingness to be involved further in this research. In addition, the
interested
be
in
indicate
to
F6
they
to
would
not
whether or
respondentswere asked question
indicated
(78%)
findings.
A
150
that they
total
the
respondents
of
receive a copy of
research
were interested in receiving a copy of the findings. A copy of the preliminary statistical
findings was e-mailed to each one of them with a short note of thanks.

Second, the clarity of questions and the "professional look" of the questionnaire and the cover
letter as evident from the respondents' many comments. For instance, to quote some of these
comments, "challenging questions. Better than most surveys", "good, well explained and easy
to complete", "above than averagequestionnaire", "very good questionnaire".
From the comments received from the non-participants, it was noted that the main reasonsfor
not completing the questionnaire were the unyielding workload and companies' policy not to

participatein surveysfor confidentialityreasons.
6.9.1 Characteristics of responding firms
Table 6.4 shows the characteristics of responding firms with regard to their manufacturing
from
6.4
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food
drinks,
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and
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manufacturing
of
cover a wide range
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industrial machinery, chemicals and pharmaceuticals, electronics, motor vehicles and
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Table 6.4 Key characteristics of the respondingfinns
1. Manufacturing activity/industry

Frequency

Percent

Food, drinks & tobacco products

38

13.9

Industrial and commercial machinery

15

5.5

Chemicals and pharmaceutical products

33

12.0

Domestic products including furniture and electrical pulps

19

6.9

Electrical and electronics including IT products

36

13.1

Motor vehicles, shipbuilding, & motorcycles

9

3.3

Engineering products including automotive parts & engines

33

12.0

Steel and fabricated metal including medical devices

19

6.9

Paper, stationery, cartoons and boxes

17

6.2

Aerospace and defence equipment

13

4.7

Other products including glass, bricks, toys...

39

14.2

Not respondedto

3

1.1

274

100

Frequency

Percent

200-600

184

67.1

601-1000

42

15.4

1001-2000

26

9.5

2001-4000
More than4000

10

3.6

6

2.2

Not responded

6

2.2

274

100

Frequency

Percent

Lessthan 20 Million pounds

41

15

20 to lessthan40

72

26.3

40 to lessthan60

41

15

60 to lessthan 100

49

17.9

100to 500

52

19

More than500

8

2.9

Not responded

6

2.2

274

100

Total

2. Size/Numberof Employees(Mean= 743 employees)

Total
3. Size/Annual Sales(Mean

115million pounds)

Total
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6.9.2 Characteristics of responding executives
The perceptions of respondents and the quality of their responsesto the questionnaire can be
affected by their functional responsibilities, work location and experience. It was important to
ensure that respondents were senior executives who could be considered sufficiently
experiencedand knowledgeable about businessenvironments, strategies, structure and MCSs
in their firms. Table 6.5 shows the characteristics of respondentswith regard to their job title,
location at the organisational level, years in current position and working experience.
Table 6.5 Key characteristics of respondingexecutives
Frequency Percentage

1. Respondents'job titles
Directorof Finance

69

25.2

FinanceManager

28

10.2

Financialcontroller
Budgetarycontrol manager,Managementaccounting
manager/seniormanagementaccountant
GeneralManager/Manufacturingdirector

77

28.1

23

8.4

20

7.3

Managementaccountant

24

8.8

Other,including financial analyst,reportingaccountant

33

12

Total

274

100

Frequency

Percent

Groupheadoffice

54

19.7

Divisional headoffice

48

17.5

SBU/operatingunit
Other

147

53.6

24

8.8

1
274

.4
100

Frequency

Percent

Lessthan 2 years

52

19.0

2 to lessthan5 years

120

43.8

5 to lessthan 10years

62

22.6

10to lessthan 15years

27

9.8

15yearsandmore

12

4.4

Not respondedto

1

0.4

274

100

2. Location at Organisational level

Not respondedto
Total
3. Experiencein current position (Mean 4.83 years)

Total
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(Continued: Table 6.5 Key characteristics of respondingexecutives)
4. Working experience (Mean = 20.87 years)

Frequency

Percent

3 years to less than 10 years

29

10.6

10 to less than 15

51

18.6

15 to less than 20

47

17.2

20 to less than 25

47

17.2

25 years and more

99

36.0

Not respondedto

1

Total

274

.4
100

It can be noted from the characteristicslisted in Table 6.5 that the respondentsoccupied
senior positions in their firms and over 70% were located at the operatingunits/SBUsor
divisional level. In addition, they were highly experiencedin their professionwith a mean
number of years of working experience of over 20 years, and in their current positions of over
4 years. This provides sufficient evidence that the respondents were more than adequately

knowledgeableabout their firms and able to provide reliable responsesto the questionnaire
items.

Nevertheless, to ensure that respondents who completed the questionnaire possessed an
adequate knowledge about the research constructs, a screening question, developed by
Conant, Mokwa and Varadarajan (1990), was included in the questionnaire. This question
(176)focussed on the degree of confidence the respondent had toward answering all the
questions included in the survey. Over 97% of respondentswho completed the questionnaire
indicated high confidence level in their answers.

6.10 Check for non-responsebias
In order to generalisethe surveyfindings it was very importantto identify whetherthe data
obtainedfrom the respondentswas truly representativeof the targetedsamplepopulation.
The generalisabilityof the survey findings is impaired if respondents'characteristicsare
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such additional data are not easily attainable.In addition, the respondentsin this study
happenedto be more at the divisional or SBU or operating unit (over 70%) and published
data are also not easily or readily obtainable for all units.
Thus, non-response bias is assessedby comparing the characteristics of early respondents
with those of late respondents. According to Kervin (1992, p.448) this method assumesthat
respondentswho return their questionnaire late are more like refusals compared with those
who return them early. This method is probably more valid when the researcher has used
reminders or follow-up letters. In other words, it is assumed that those firms that responded
after the reminder letter would not have responded had the reminder not have been sent.
Therefore, comparing early respondents (main/initial

survey respondents) with late

respondents(i. e. respondents after the reminder letter) can assessthe extent of non-response
bias. Non-response bias exists when there is a significant difference between the two groups
of respondents.
Chi-square and Mann-Whitney U statistical tests were used to determine whether there was a
significant difference between the two groups of respondents(early and late respondents) in
respect of the characteristics of industry type, number of employees and annual sales. The
results of these tests are reported in Tables 6.6 and 6.7. The results show no significant

differencesbetweenthe 'early' and 'late' respondentsregardingindustry type, number of
employeesand annual sales.The results thereforesuggestthat non-responsebias does not
boundary
be
findings
the
that
the
this
within
of the
can
generalised
apply and
of
survey
researchsample.
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Table 6.6 Chi-square test comparing industry type in early and late respondents
Type of Industry * early and late respondents Crosstabulation
early and lat

resDondents
Respondents

Early
Type of
Industry

Food, confectionery,
drinks and Tobacco
products
Industrial and commercial
machenery Including
cranes, lifts,

Count

chemicals and
pharmaceutical

Count
products

12

38

27.3

10.7

38.0

14

1

15

10.8

4.2

15.0

24

9

33

23.7

9.3

33.0

11

8

19

13.7

5.3

19.0

27

9

36

25.9

10.1

36.0

7

2

9

6.5

2.5

9.0

21

12

33

23.7

9.3

33.0

15

4

19

13.7

5.3

19.0

16

1

17

12.2

4.8

17.0

27

12

39

28.1

10.9

39.0

7

6

13

Expected Count

9.4

3.6

13.0

Count

195

76

271

Expected Count
Count
Expected Count

Expected Count
Count

Electricals & Electronics
including IT&diagnostic

Count

Motor Vehicles,

Count

and

Expected Count
Expected Count
Expected Count

Engineering products
Including automotive

Count

Fabricated metal & steel
products Including

Count

Paper and stationery,
cartoons, boxes

Count

Others including toy,
glass & bricks

Count

Aerospace

and defence

equ pments
Total

Expected Count
Expected Count
Expected Count
Expected Count
Count

Expected Count

76.0

19 50

Chi-Square Tests

Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio
Unear-by-Unear
Association
N of Valid Cases

Total

26

Domestic Products
including furniture

shipbuildind

after remider
letter

Value
13.806a
15.787

10
10

Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
182
.
106
.

1

810

df

058
.
271

4 cells (18.2%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count Is 2.52.
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.

1

271.0

Table 6.7 Mann-Whitney test comparing sizein early and late respondents
Ranks
early and late
, Early respondg-nts
Sizelnumberof
employees
Respondentsafter
remider letter
Total
Size/annualsales
Early respondents
Respondentsafter
remider letter
Total
1

N
193

Mean Rank
133.34

Sum of Ranks
25735.50

75

137.47

10310.50

268
189

129.14

24407.00

74

139.31

10309.00

263

Test Statistice
Size/number
Size/annual
of employees
sales
Mann-Whitney U
7014.500
6452.000
Wilcoxon W
25735.500
24407.000
Z
-.976
-.392
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
695
329
.
.
a. Grouping Variable: early and late respondents

6.11 Statistical method used for data analysis
The cornerstone for conducting scientific research adopting the positivist paradigm (the
predominant MC contingency paradigm) rests on developing sound theoretical models
followed by the rigorous testing of proposed theories (Garver and Mentzer, 1999). In a
similar vein, Inner and Larcker (2001, p.397) reviewed existing empirical research in
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error occursbecauseof the inherentdifficulties in accuratelymeasuringabstractconstructs.
In contrast, systematic error can be due to contaminating/confounding factors (e.g., nonhypothesisedconstructs or constructs that are not included in the research model) or response
biases.

Recent papers in leading management accounting journals have called for greater
methodological rigour in instrument validation and model testing in managementaccounting
research (e.g., Hartmann and Moers, 1999; Shields and shields, 1998; Ittner and Larcker,
2001; Smith and Langfield-Smith, 2002; Chenhall, 2003). More specifically, these papers
have emphasisedthe need for making greater use of structural equation modeling (SEM) in
management accounting research in order to control for measurement error and to provide
In
relations.
addition
tests
structural
simultaneous
of measurement validity, reliability and
these papershave argued for the potential of SEM to improve theory development and testing
since it requires researchers to explicitly specify measurement relationships as well as
structural relationships.
SEM is "a very general linear statistical model that can be used to evaluate most research
hypothesesof interest to social scientists" (Hoyle, 1995, p-5). It has become one of the most
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6.11.1 Advantages of SEM over other multivariate statistical techniques
SEM has been found to be a powerful multivariate statistical technique that functions better
than other multivariate techniques such as multiple regression, path analysis and factor
analysis (Chau, 1997; Hair et al., 1998; Cheng, 2001; Mackenzie, 2001; Smith and LangfieldSmith, 2002). The advantagesof SEM over other multivariate statistical techniques include:
1. SEM enables researchersto adopt a more holistic approach and test complex theoretical
models. It examines a series of dependencerelationships simultaneously so that one
dependent variable may be an independent variable in other dependence relationships.

The capacityto treat a single variableas both a dependentand an independentvariable
lies at the heartof the indirect effect,which is oneof the objectivesof this research.
2. SEM can control for measurementerror in latent variables4 and also provide greater
rigour regardingtesting for measurementreliability and validity. Further discussionof
this point will be providedin the next chapterwhendealingwith the measurement
model.
6.11.2Structural equation modeling approach: An overview
SEM is a model-basedapproach to multivariate data analysis that includes both a
model specifies
measurement
model and a structuralmodel (Hoyle, 1995).The measurement
relationshipsbetweenthe observedmeasuresand latent variablesor constructs(Medskeret
al., 1994). The measurementmodel contains information about how constructs are
Confirmatory
1998,
178).
factor
in
(Maruyama,
p.
operationalisedand measured eachstudy
analysis (CFA) is utilised in the measurementmodel to establish the loading of each
measuredvariable on the latent variable and to establishthe reliability and validity of the
construct.The structural model involves the evaluationof the hypothesisedrelationships
betweenthe constructs.A regressionequationin the context of SEM is called a structural
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and factor analytic approaches(Maruyama,1998),and allows for simultaneousanalysisof
the measurement
and structuralmodels.
SEM is usuallyaccompaniedby somekind of path diagramthat providesa representationof
the researchmodel. It is standardconventionto use different symbols for constructinga
completepath diagram for SEM (Byrne, 1994; MacCallum, 1995). Squaresor rectangles
representobservedor measuredvariablesand circles or ellipses representlatent variables.
Singleheadedarrowsrepresentdirectionaleffects(regressioncoefficients)betweenvariables
and double-headed
arrowsdepict non-directionalrelationships(correlation)amongvariables.
However, it must be noted that directional arrows in path diagramsdo not indicate that
directionalityor causalityhas beenestablished.Instead,they are usedto depict relationsin
the structural equation model (Hoyle, 1995). In addition, all endogenousvariables have
arrowslabelledwith Es andDs. Es representmeasurement
error relatedto observedvariables
andDs aredisturbancesor residualsandrepresentthat part of the endogenousvariablethat is
not accountedfor by the linear influenceof other variablesin the model. Theseerror terms
can be viewed as consistingpartly of randomerror and partly of systematicerror that is not
explained,but could theoreticallybe explainedby variablesor effects not included in the
model.
SEM analysis involves several procedures including: a) specification of the proposed model
to be estimated (i. e., specify a pattern of directional and non-directional relationships among
the variables of interest), b) identification, (c) estimation, (d) evaluation of the model fit, and
(e) model modification as needed (Hoyle, 1995, pp. 1-9 provides an extensive discussions of
these procedures). Statistical identification refers to the ability of the proposed model to
is
is
"whether
It
there
a unique set of parameters
concerned with:
generateunique estimates.
be
identifiable
is
data"
15).
A
(Byrne,
1994,
to
the
said
and hence its
p.
model
consistent with
parametersestimable if the number of free parametersto be estimated is less than or equal to
the number of data points (observed variables or indicators). In this situation the model is
considered to be over identified or just identified respectively.

Various estimation techniques are available in SEM including maximum likelihood (ML),
weighted least square (WLS), generalised least square (GLS) and asymptotically distribution
free (ADF). These estimation methods vary in effectiveness as sample size and model
is
ML
Generally,
the most commonly used approach in SEM. It is
complexity varies.
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efficient and unbiased when the assumption of multivariate normality is met (Hair et al.,
1998). In addition, extensive researchhas also found ML to be quite robust to the violation of
normality (Chou and Bentler, 1995, p.38). According to Hoyle and Panter (1995, p. 163):
A growing body of research indicates that ML performs reasonably well under a variety of
less than optimal analytic conditions (e.g., small sample size, excessive kurtosis).

Several indices and methods are available for researchersto evaluate the model goodness-offit in SEM (Medsker et al., 1994, pp.440-447 and Chau, 1997, pp.316-318 provide a
comprehensive review of various fit indices). It is recommended that multiple fit indices or
measuresbe used since there is no single index or measure considered to be adequate or
sufficient for model fit evaluation (Hair et al., 1998; Chau, 1997). Table 6.8 lists various
measuresof model fit provided by EQS and their recommended values as suggestedin the
literature. Poor goodness-of-model-fit require model modification. The goodness of fit
measuresapplicable to this researchare discussedin section 7.3 in the next chapter.
Table 6.8 Recommended values of goodness-of-rit measures.
Goodness-of-fit

Measure

Recommended

Chi-square

Value

p ý:. 05

Goodness-of-fit index (GFI)

ý! .90

Adjusted Goodness-of-fit index (AGFI)

ý: 80
.

Normed Fit Index (NFI)

ý..90

Non-Normed Fit Index (NNFI)

ý:. 90

Comparative Fit Index (CFI)

21-1.90

Root Mean SquareResidual (RMSR)

<. 10

(Source:Adaptedfrom Chau, 1997,p.318)

Model modification involves adjusting a specified and estimatedmodel by either freeing
parametersthat formerly were fixed or fixing parametersthat formerly were free. According
to Hoyle (1995,p.8):
The basesfor modification typically is an inspectionof parameterestimates,an evaluationof
someform of the residualmatrix, or in the spirit of stepwiseregression,the useof statistical
searchesfor adjustmentsthat will resultin morefavourableindicatorsof fit.

Modification indices are used to help determine possible sources of the lack of fit. Using
these indices can help improve the model in terms of lowering the chi-square statistic, thus
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achievinga bettermodel fit (Chau 1997,p.318). In the EQS program,the Wald and LM tests
can be used to evaluate chi-square change as a result of re-specifying one or many
parameters.

6.12 Summary

The stepsundertaken by the researcherto conduct this researchand collect the empirical data
have been explained in this chapter. First, the differences between research paradigms and
for
justification
for
discussed
the
the approach
and
researcherswere
methodologies available
employed in this research was given. The positivistic paradigm employing a cross sectional
survey methodology was considered as the most appropriate approach for conducting this
researchand achieving its objectives.

The sampling frame and data collection method and procedures have also been discussed in
detail in this chapter. The sampling frame was based on FAME database and consisted of
4888 medium and large manufacturing companies operating in the UK. The CIMA database
was also utilised for providing additional information on the selected sample concerning
names and job-titles of respondents. A random sample of 1000 companies, operating in
various manufacturing activities was chosen. The mail questionnaire method was selected as
the most appropriate data collection method since it enabled researchers to collect a large
amount of data from a diverse and scatteredpopulation.
To maximise the response rate and minimise non-response bias, Dillman's (1978) "Total
design method for surveys" was used as a basis for constructing the questionnaire. The
before
drafts
thorough
and
pre-testing
evaluation
to
and a
several
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determining the final version. A total of 274 usable questionnaires were received,
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differences were found, suggesting the absenceof non-responsebias.
Finally, the chapter concluded with a brief description of the structural modelling procedures
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CHAPTER 7

Measurement Model and Validity-Reliability

Assessment

7.1 Introduction

It was indicated in the previous chapter that the questionnaire was designed to collect
data on different theoretical constructs identified earlier in the research model. These
constructs (see Figure 5.1) include businessstrategy, environment, structure, MCS and
organisational effectiveness. Operationalisation' and measurement of these abstract
conceptsin a meaningful way is critical to achievethe researchobjectives and ensurethe
validity of the results derived. However, as emphasised in the previous chapter,
measuring abstract constructs in a meaningful way is sometimes problematic and often
involves measurement error which impacts on the strength of association between
constructs and the conclusions regarding the relationships investigated (Ryan, Scapens
and Theobald, 1992, p.88). Accordingly, Abernethy, Chua, Luckett and Selto (1999, p.8),
among others, emphasise the need for measuring theoretical constructs correctly and
establishing construct validity in order to reduce measurement error and increase
confidence in research findings. To meet this requirement, the measurement model
in
is
in
(SEM)
this research to provide a
structural
utilised
analysis
equation model
rigorous assessmentof measurementreliability and validity and to control measurement
error. The purpose of the measurementmodel analysis is to show how well the observed
indicators measure the latent variable2 under investigation (Garver and Mentzer, 1999,
for
been
has
Once
the measurementmodel,
36).
achieved
an acceptablegoodness-of-fit
p.
and construct validity and reliability demonstrated,the structural model which relates the
implied
by
hypotheses
by
the model will
the
to
and
constructs one another as expressed
be evaluated.

Operationalisation involves defining and clarifying abstractconceptsand translating them into specific,
observablemeasures(de Vaus, 2001).
2 The terms latent variable, construct, concept and factor will be used interchangeably in this chapter.
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Ibus, the purpose of this chapter is to provide a detailed discussion of the measurement
model and procedures undertaken to control for measurement error and establish
construct validity and reliability. The structural model analysis and hypothesestesting is
presentedin Chapter 8.
7.2 Measurement model validity-reliability

assessmentprocedures

The measurementmodel in SEM specifies the measures(indicators) for each construct
and assessesthe validity and reliability of the constructs for estimating the structural
model. Construct validity is broadly defined as the extent to which the construct is
successfullyoperationalisedin the research(Abernethy et al., 1999, p.8). In other words,
validity is concernedwith the degreeto which the measuresor set of measurescorrectly
capture the theoretical concept it intends to measure(Hair et al., 1998, p.90). Specifying
and validating the measurementmodel involves a hierarchy of stagesand procedures,all
of which must be satisfied to properly specify the measurementmodel and achieve
construct validity (Hair et al., 1998, p. 117; Garver and Mentzer, 1999, p.34). These
stages include assessing content validity, unidimensionality, reliability, convergent
validity and discriminate validity. A detailed discussion of these stages and the
proceduresfor assessingthem is provided in the following paragraphs.
Content vaIidity, refers to "the degree that the construct is representedby items that
cover the domain of meaning for the construct" and is considered as an important first
34).
1999,
Assessing the
Mentzer,
for
(Graver
p.
and
assessingconstruct validity
step
knowledge
is
and
requires
of the
subjective/judgmental
content validity of a construct
theoretical nature of the construct. According to Cooper and Schindler (1998, p. 168)
content validity can be approached through a careful operationalisation of abstract
how
judge
to
through
well the selectedmeasures
using a panel of persons
concepts,and
or scalesrepresentthe underlying concepts.To meet the content validity requirementsin
this research, an extensive literature review was undertaken to define and clarify the
theoretical construct and identify the measuresor scalesthat capture the constructs under
investigation. The scales used were mainly adopted or adapted from existing relevant
studies (where available) to enhance their validity and reliability, and for reasons of
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practicality and comparability with other research. A detailed discussion of the
operationalisationof researchconstructs is provided in the next section. In addition, the
questionnaireitems were critically examinedand pre-testedby several doctoral students,
academicexperts and a senior financial director to provide face validity3. Once content
validity is satisfied, the next step in demonstrating construct validity is to assess
statistically the unidimensionality and reliability of the selected scales or measures
(Graver and Mentzer, 1999, p.35).
Unidimensionality is considered as the first step in assessingstatistically the construct
validity, and refers to "the degreeto which items representone and only one underlying
latent variable" (Graver and Mentzer, 1999, p.35, emphasis in original). According to
Hair et al. (1998, p.599) when researchersuse multiple item scales of a construct, it is
imperative to assessthe unidimentionality of the construct and the possibility of multiple
sub-dimensionsthat can be representedin a secondorder factor analysis. Thus, the test of
unidimensionalitYrequires that each construct should consist of items loading highly on a
single factor. According to Hair et al. (1998, p. 117) assessingthe unidimensionality and
the appropriateness of the selected measures can best be approached with either
exploratory factor analysis (EFA) or confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). Recent
developments and research suggest that CFA is a more rigorous and precise test of
unidimensionality as compared to EFA (Garver and Mentzer, 1999, p.40). Goodnessof
measurementmodel fit using SEM is the criterion for assessingunidimensionality in
SEM.

Moreover, it has been recommendedthat EFA provides a useful first step in anticipating
the measurementmodel in CFA (Maruyama, 1998, p. 138; Hair el al., 1998, p.96). Thus,
both factor analysis techniques will be utilised in this research.First, exploratory factor
analysis (EFA) is utilised to identify the pattern of relationships between measured
variables or indicators and the construct or factor. Then CFA will be utilised to refine or
confirm the unidimensionality of measurementinstruments.

3 Face validity is the minimum assessmentfor construct validity and indicates that the measureapparently
reflects the content of the construct in question (Bryman and Cramer, 1999, p.68).
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Reliability is another contributor to validity and must be satisfied prior to achieving the
more demanding requirements of validity (i. e. convergent and discriminant validity).
Reliability relates to the degreeto which the measuresprovide consistent results if used
in different studies or contexts (Cooper and Schindler, 1998, p. 171). Reliability is
concernedwith estimatesof the degreeto which a scale is free from measurementerror
(Cooper and Schindler, 1998, p. 171). Different forms of reliability exist including testretest, internal consistency and parallel form reliability. However, the most commonly
used form of reliability is internal consistency assessedby Cronbach's alpha. Thus,
Cronbach's alpha will be used in this researchto assessthe reliability of the scales.
Once the measurementmodel (each measurementinstrument or scale) is assessedto be
unidimensional, and reliable, the more demandingrequirement of construct validity (i. e.,
convergent validity and discriminate validity) can be rigorously tested statistically using
CFA in SEM. According to Garver and Mentzer (1999, p.43) "for a latent construct to
possessconstruct validity, it must first be unidimentional and reliable."
Convergent validity is the extent to which the items intended to measure a latent
variable or factor converge together (Garver and Mentzer, 1999, p.35). In other words,
convergent validity assessesthe degree to which the measuresof each construct are
correlated (Hair et al., 1998, p. 119). Discriminant validity relates to the extent to which
the measuresor indicators representinga construct discriminate that construct from other
items representingother constructs.Thus, it representsthe degree to which the measure
of a construct does not correlate well with the measuresof other constructs (Chau, 1997,
p.313). The overall fit of the measurementmodel and the magnitude, direction and
significance of the estimatedparametersbetween the latent variables and their indicators
provide explicit assessmentof unidimensionality, convergentand discriminant validity of
the measurementinstrument for eachconstruct or latent variable.
To summarise, the measurementmodel analysis procedures involve ensuring that the
measurement instruments or scales used to measure the latent variables meet the
requirements of 1) conforming to their conceptual definitions (i. e., content validity
established); 2) exhibiting unidimensionality; 3) meeting the necessary level of
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reliability; and 4) demonstrating construct validity (i. e., convergent and discriminant
validity). The final stage is to incorporate the measurementmodel in the next stage of
SEM (i. e., evaluating the structural model).
There are two approachesfor incorporating the measurementmodel in SEM (Ruyter and
Wetzels, 1999, p.65). The first is to use a latent variable model with all indicators in
evaluating the structural model and testing the hypothesised relations between the
constructs. The second is to use an aggregatepartial model where composite measure
scalesare constructed for each construct. According to Ruyter and Wetzels (1999, p.65)
this latter approach yields the same results as latent variable model and is useful when
one wishes to account for measurementerror and/or the number of items is relatively
large. In addition, Ruyter and Wetzels (1999, p.65) cited Bagozzi and Heatherton (1994),
Buaumgartnerand Homburg (1996), and Bentler and Chou (1987) assertionthat:
A latent variable model with multiple indicators might not be very helpful, since model
complexity in terms of the number of constructs and/or indicators might prevent the
researcherfrom finding a model fitting to the data.
Taking
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Figure 7.1 summarises the stages described in this section and recommended in the
literature (Hair et al., 1998, p. 117; Garver and Mentzer, 1999, pp.34-35; Ruyter and
Wetzels, 1999, p.65) for constructing measurementscales and establishing construct
validity and reliability. A detailed discussion of the results of the measurementmodel
analysis and the validity of the constructsthat are used in this researchis presentedin the
next section.

I
Stage 1

Stage 2

I Assessmeasuresunidimensionality
(exploratory factor analysis &
confirmatory factor analyses)

I

Assessthe construct reliability
(Chronbach's alpha reliability
measures)

I

Assessthe construct validity
(convergent and discriminant)
(confirmatory factor analysis)

Stage 3

Stage 4

Demonstratecontent validity
(Define the theoretical concept and
select measurementinstrument)

Less complex Models/large sample size

Complex Models/small sample

Use Intent variable model with an
indicators in estimating the
structural model

Construct composite scale for each
construct and incorporate error
variance within structural model

Figure 7.1 Stages for constructing and validating the measurement model.
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7.3 Measurement model analysis and validity of research constructs
In the current researchthere are a number of abstract concepts included in the research
model (Figure 5.1), which had to be properly operationalisedto ensure that the measures
used accurately represent their underlying concepts. To meet this objective, the
proceduresand stagesrecommendedin the literature and summarised in Figure 7.1 will
be followed. The detailed discussion of the operationalisation and validation of each of
the research constructs shown in Figure 5.1 (i. e., perceived environmental uncertainty,
businessstrategy,organisationalstructure,the sevenattributes of MCS and organisational
effectiveness)is presentedin the following sub-sections.
7.3.1 Perceived environmental uncertainty (XI)
The organisational theory literature stressesthe importance of uncertainty as a critical
variable to which firms must adapt in order to perform better. Environmental uncertainty
involves the rate of change in the environment that occurs unexpectedly. Examples
include unpredictable shifts in the economy, rapidly changing technology, and
unexpected changes in customers' demand, competitors' actions or sources of supply
(Miles and Snow, 1978; Mintzberg, 1979). Uncertainty is considered to be a function of
managerial perceptions and can vary across firms facing apparently the same
environments.Several instruments to measureperceived environmental uncertainty have
beenusedin MC contingency studies.
Miles and Snow's (1978) instrument focusedon the degreeof predictability of the rate of
7-point
Likert
(ranging
6
factors
for
by
24
scale
a
on
rated
measured
questions
change
from highly predictable to highly unpredictable). These factors included suppliers'
for
demand
existing and new products, the
actions, competitors' actions, customer
financial/ capital market (interest rate, credit availability), government regulations, laws
and policies, and labour union actions.

GordonandNarayanan(1984)usedanotherinstrumentadaptedfrom Khandwalla(1972;
1977). A 7-point likert scale was used to measureseven items relating to the
perceptionaboutthe predictabilityand stability of variousaspectsof their
respondents'
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organisation'sindustrial, economic, competitive and customer environment. Chong and
Chong (1997) and Sim and Teoh (1997) have also used this instrument.
Govindarajan (1984) also developed an instrument similar to Miles and Snow's (1978)
but consisting of only eight questions.Respondentswere askedto indicate on a five-point
likert scale,ranging from highly predictable to highly unpredictable, the predictability of
the rate of changeof various factors within the context of their businessunits. The factors
were manufacturing technology, competitors' actions, market demand, product
attributes/design,raw material availability, raw material price, government regulation and
labour union actions. This scalehas also beenused in other MC contingency studies(e.g.,
Gul and Chia, 1994; Gul, 1991).
This research opted to measure perceived environmental uncertainty (PEU) with an
adaptation of Govindarajan's (1984) instrument becauseof its brevity and simplicity. A
seven-point Likert scale, ranging from highly predictable to highly unpredictable rate of
instrument
in
five-point
the
the
than
original
order to
change, was used rather
scale of
maintain consistent scales throughout the questionnaire. In addition, raw material
availability and raw material price were combined to form one item since they are closely
related to each other. Table 7.1 illustrates the seven items used in the questionnaire to
measurethe PEU construct.
Table 7.1 Measures of PEU construct
Construct

No. * and description of measures used

Perceived environmental

CI Predictability of changein manufacturing technology

uncertainty (PEU)

C2 Predictabilityof changein competitorsactions
C3 Predictabilityof changein customers'demandandtaste
C4 Predictabilityof changein productattributes/design
C5 Predictabilityof changein raw materialavailability
C6 Predictabilityof changein labourunionactions
C7 Predictabilityof changein governmentregulations

* Denotesquestionnaireitems displayed in Appendix A.
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organisation's industrial, economic, competitive and customer environment. Chong and
Chong (1997) and Sim and Teoh (1997) have also usedthis instrument.
Govindarajan (1984) also developed an instrument similar to Miles and Snow's (1978)
but consisting of only eight questions.Respondentswere askedto indicate on a five-point
Likert scale,ranging from highly predictable to highly unpredictable,the predictability of
the rate of changeof various factors within the context of their businessunits. The factors
were manufacturing technology, competitors' actions, market demand, product
attributes/design,raw material availability, raw material price, government regulation and
labour union actions. This scalehas also beenusedin other MC contingency studies(e.g.,
Gul and Chia, 1994; Gul, 1991).
This research opted to measure perceived environmental uncertainty (PEU) with an
adaptation of Govindarajan's (1984) instrument becauseof its brevity and simplicity. A
seven-point Likert scale, ranging from highly predictable to highly unpredictable rate of
change, was used rather than the five-point scale of the original instrument in order to
maintain consistent scales throughout the questionnaire. In addition, raw material
availability and raw material price were combined to form one item since they are closely
related to each other. Table 7.1 illustrates the seven items used in the questionnaire to
measurethe PEU construct.
Table 7.1 Measures of PEU construct
No. * and description of measures used

Construct
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CI Predictability of changein manufacturing technology

C2 Predictabilityof changein competitorsactions
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C4 Predictabilityof changein productattributes/design
C5 Predictabilityof changein raw materialavailability
C6 Predictabilityof changein labourunionactions
C7 Predictabilityof changein governmentregulations

* Denotesquestionnaireitems displayed in Appendix A.
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To assessconstruct unidimensionality, the measuresrelating to PEU were initially factor
4
factor
analysedusing principal component
analysis implemented in the SPSSstatistical
package. The results presentedin Table 7.2 indicate that two factors, rather than one
factor as conceptualised for PEU, emerged from this analysis. 'Mese two factors were
labelled as "operational oriented PEU" (OPEPEU) and "regulatory oriented PELF'
(REGPEU). All the factor loadings were greaterthan 0.40, ranging from 0.59 to 0.80, and
the total cumulative variance explained by these two factors was 55 percent supporting
the multidimensional structure of PEU. The Bartlett test of sphericity (321, P<0.001)
indicated
(0.697)
factorability
PEU
for
Kaiser's
of
adequacy
and
measureof sampling
that conducting the exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was appropriate and within the
99).
1998,
levels
for
(Hair
this
p.
acceptable
conducting
analysis
et al.,

Table 7.2 Exploratory factor analysis for PEU construct
Items and measures description

Operational-PEU

Regulatory- PEU

712
.
674
.
790
.
782
.

Cl. Manufacturing technology
C2 Competitors' actions
C3 Customers' demand and taste
C4 Product attributes

590
.
808
.
761
.

C5 Raw material availability
C6 Labour union actions
C7 Government regulations
Extraction Method: Principal component analysis.
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization.
a.Rotation converged in 4 iterations.

In addition, the internal consistency reliability coefficient measures(Cronbach's alpha)
for OPEPEU and REGPEU were 0.73 and 0.56 respectively, thus, indicating acceptable

4 Four commonlyused decisionrules for conductingexploratoryfactor analysiswere followed in this
for
1998,
100-112):
The
(Hair
value
eachfactorto be one;considering
minimum
eigen
pp.
et al.,
research
the samplesize,factor loadingof .40 for eachitem wasconsideredasthe thresholdfor retainingitems.
71is ensuresgreaterconfidencein the findingsthanthe minimumfactorloadingof .30; obliquerotation
factors
to
theoretical
that
the
there
are
no
grounds
assume
areuncorrelatedasimposedin
since
used
was
orthogonalrotation;andfinally, singleitem and/orunreliablefactorsarediscardedsincereWningthemis
neitherappropriatenor parsimonious(Nunnally,1978).
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levels of reliability using Nunnally's (1978) criteria whereby measuresgreater than 0.50
are assumedto fall within the acceptablelevels of reliability (Sharma,2002, p. l.16).
The multidimensional structure of PEU proposedin this analysis is inconsistent with the
commonly held belief in managementaccounting researchthat PEU is a unidimensional
construct (Sharma, 2002, p. 115). Thus, to further confirm and validate the findings that
emerged from EFA, the measurementmodel of PEU was evaluated by confirmatory
factor analysis (CFA) using EQS 5.7 software (Bentler, 1995). The measurementmodel
relatesthe observedvariables or measuresto their latent variable or construct. A range of
fit measuresfor evaluating the measurementmodel fit are used in this researchto rule out
measuring biases inherent in each measure (Hoyle, 1995). Table 7.3 lists various
measuresof model fit used in this researchand their recommendedvalues as suggestedin
the literature.

Table 7.3 Goodness-of-flt measures used in this study
Recommended Value

Goodness-of-fit Measure

P ý: 0.05

Chi-square
Goodness-of-fit index (GFI)

2t 0.90

Adjusted goodness-of-fit index (AGFI)

ý: 0.80

Non-normed fit index (NNFI)

ý:0.90

Comparative fit index (CFI)

ý-0.90

Root mean squareof approximation (RMSEA)

<0.10

(Source: Adapted from Chau, 1997, p.318)

Figure 7.2 depicts the measurementmodel of PEU construct and provides a summary of
the model fit measuresobserved for the model. As shown in Figure 7.2, all measuresof
fit surpassedthe acceptable levels (Chi-square 11.15, P=0.13;

CH 0.98; AGFI 0.96;

GFI 99; NNFI 97; RMSEA 0.05). In addition, the entire specified path loading were
significant and strong (ranging from 0.50 to 0.84, t-values 3.27-6-67; P< .001). These
results indicate that the measurement model uniquely represents PEU as a
its
The
demonstrates
construct
validity.
construct
and
model goodness
multidimensional
of fit was reachedafter deleting item C5 'raw material availability' for cross loading on
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both dimensions of PEU. This is consistentwith the recommendationsto delete measures
or indicators from the measurementmodel that have low internal consistencyor measure
more than one construct (Cheng, 2001, p. 653). The Cronbach alpha reliability measures
0.55
for
item
for
OPEPEU
deletion
C5
(0.73
the
and
of
acceptable
even
after
remained
REGPEU). Therefore, PEU is representedin this study with two dimensions, OPEPEU
measuredby four items (Cl-C4) and REGPEU measuredby two items (C6-C7).

0.57
`,,
OppPEU,

- Cl PEU ,'

O'N

Model goodnessof Fit:
Chi-Square 11.15, P=0.13;
CH 0.98; AGFI 0.96; GFI 0.99;
RMSEA 0.05; NNFI 0.97.

0.84"

C6PEU

Figure 7.2 Confirmatory factor analysis for PEU (two-factor model)

7.3.2 Business strategy
Business strategy (or competitive strategy) refers to how a businessunit competesin its
(Porter,
1980).
As
its
to
competitors
to
market achieve a competitive advantagerelative
defined in the strategy literature, a defender, harvest or cost leadership strategy focuses
implies
little
This
that
being
low
product
the
cost producer of a narrow product range.
on
build
differentiation
In
development
is
or
prospector,
a
contrast,
undertaken.
and market
innovative
first-to-market
focuses
being
of
products or
with a variety
on
strategy
by
being
It
that
customers
as
to
perceived
are
or
services
services. strives create products
brand
image,
innovation,
features,
product
unique as a result of pursuing superior product
1980).
1978;
Porter,
Snow,
(Miles
and
etc.
Two main approachesfor measuring strategieshave been used in MC empirical studies.
The first is the self-typing or paragraph approach developed by Snow and Hrebiniak
(1980) to measure Miles and Snow's (1978) strategic types of prospector, defender,
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analyser and reactor. It requires the respondentsto read a short unlabeled paragraph
description of the four strategic types and select the paragraphwhich best describestheir
organisation. This measurement instrument has been widely used and validated in
strategic managementand MC contingency research(James and Hatten, 1995, Simons,
1987,Sim and Teoh, 1997; Chong and Chong, 1997; Collins et al., 1997).
The secondapproach for measuringstrategieswas developed by Govindarajan (1988) to
measurePorter's (1980) differentiation and low cost strategies.It requires respondentsto
in
including
different
leading
their
to
those
areas
competitors
position
products relative
of
development,
and
product
on
research
product-selling price, percent of sales spent
quality, brand image, and product features. A seven-point Likert scale was used with
"
The
"significantly
from
below
"significantly
to
above
average.
values ranging
average"
scoresfor theseitems were summedto form a combined scale.The responseset was split
low
high
indicated
differentiation
that
this
and
strategy
values
a
values on
variable
so
indicated low-cost strategy. This measurementinstrument was used in different MC
contingency studies (e.g., Govindarajanand Fisher, 1990; Bruggeman and Van der Stede,
1993;Nilson and Rapp, 1999).
The choice of a suitable scale to measure strategy has presented a difficult problem.
There is no "ideal" way to operationalisethis construct. Recent literature on strategy and
MCS design have attributed the contradictory findings of contingency studies on strategy
in
in
these studies
to
the
strategy
used
of
measures
problems
and managementcontrol
(Langfield-Smith, 1997; Kald et al., 2000; Ittner and Larcker, 2001). For instance, Ittner
and Larcker (2001, p.363) argue that:
Most studies measurethis construct using a simple continuum between firms following a
Given
innovation
following
the
strategy.
oriented
growth
those
or
an
strategy
and
cost
is
unlikely to capture many
single
measure
strategy,
a
nature
of
multidimensional
relevant strategic distinctions.

Thus, ideally, differentiation and cost leadership strategies should be measured as
does
differentiation
low
imply
because
dimensions
not
score
on
necessarily
a
separate
high cost leadership.
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Hence, given the multidimensional nature of strategy it was decided to recognise cost
leadership and differentiation strategies as separate dimensions of business strategy.
Items measuring the two dimensions of strategy were adapted from Govindarajan's
(1988) instrument. Using a sevenpoint Likert scale ranging from considerably lower to
considerably higher, respondentswere asked to position their business units, relative to
their leading competitors in six dimension related to their businessstrategies.Table 7.4
illustrates the six items used in the questionnaire to measure the two dimensions of
strategy. The first two items (135and 136)measurelow cost strategy, and the last four
(B7-B 10) measuredifferentiation strategy.Reversescoresfor items (135-136)
were used to
measurelow cost strategy (so that considerablyhigher becomes I and considerably lower
becomes 7) as used in Lee and Miller (1993). This is different from Govindarajan's
(1988) scale that measuresthe strategy of each company along a continuum where high
scoresindicated differentiation and low scoresindicated low cost strategies.
Table 7.4 Measures of business strategy construct
Construct

No. * and description of measures used

Low cost strategy

B5 Low product selling price (R)
B6 Low manufacturing costs (R)

Differentiation strategy

B7 High researchand developmentexpenditure
B8 High product quality
B9 High brand image
B 10 High product features

Denotesquestionnaireitems displayed in Appendix 6.1
(R) Denotesreversedcoded.

The results of EFA presentedin Table 7.5 confirmed the multidimensionality of business
from
business
for
factors
Two
this analysis
strategy
emerged
as
conceptualised
strategy.
factors
These
business
59
two
of
strategy.
were labelled
percent of variability
explaining
as hypothesised "differentiation strategy" (DIFSTR) and "cost leader strategy"
(COSTSTR). All loadings were greater than 0.40, ranging from 0.50 to 0.93. The Bartlett
test of sphericity (313, P<0.001)

and Kaiser's measure of sampling adequacy (0.70)

indicated that EFA was appropriate and within acceptablelevels (Hair el al., 1998, p.99).
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In addition, the Cronbach's alpha for DIFSTR and COSTSTR were 0.66 and 0.54
respectively, indicating acceptablelevels of reliability (Nunnaly 1978).
Table 7.5 Exploratory factor analysis for businessstrategy construct a
Items and measures description

Differentiation

Cost strategy

B5 Products' selling price

641
.

B6 manufacturingcosts

933
.

B7 Researchand developmentexpenditure

506
.
664
.
839
.
786
.

B8 Product quality
B9 Brand image
B 10 Productsfeatures
Extraction Method: Principal component analysis.
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalisation.
a.Rotation converged in 5 iterations.

To further confirm the multidimensionality of business strategy and assessconstruct
validity, two factor CFA using structural equation modelling was conducted using EQS
5.7 (Bentler 1995). The results presentedin Figure 7.3 indicated that the measurement
model goodnessof fit was excellent (Chi-square 15.18, P=0.09;

CH 0.98; RMSEA

0.05; AGE 0.96; GFI 0.98; NNFI 0.97). In addition, all the specified path loadings were
significant and strong (ranging from 0.29 to 1.00, t-values 4.05-6.45; P< .00 1).

'85 PRICE,

Model
Fit:
of
goodness
.
Chi-Square 15.18, P=0.09;
4__E3_6_C_O_ST7.
CFI 0.98; AGFA 0.96; GFI 0.98
'
RMSEA 0.05; NNFI 0.97;

9ýtSTR,.ý

F

0.20

E37 R&D
B8 QUALITYý
B9 IMAG

0.07'
"ý_61_0 -FETUR-1

Figure 7.3 Confirmatory factor analysis for business strategy (two-Factor Model)
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These results suggest that the measurementmodel uniquely represents the business
strategy construct and demonstrate its multidimensionality and construct validity.
Therefore, businessstrategy is representedin this study as two separatedimensions, low
cost strategy (measuredby two items, B5 and 136)and differentiation strategy (measured
by four items, B7, B8, B9 and B10). Summated scales will be used for the two
dimensions of business strategy and incorporated into the structural model evaluation
with the measurementerror estimation as specified earlier in this chapter.
7.3.3 Organisational structure
Following the argumentdevelopedin Chapter5, two dimensionsof organisation structure
are considered in this study, namely centralisation or concentration of authority and
formalisation or structuring of activities. Centralisation relates to the extent to which
decisions are made at relatively high levels in the organisation. It also relates to the
distribution of power (decision making authority) in the organisation. In contrast,
formalisation refers to the extent that the rules governing behaviour are precisely and
explicitly formulated, and to the extent that roles and procedures are detailed.
Standardisationis also related to formalisation, which is defined as the extent to which
rules and procedures cover all circumstancesand apply invariably. Numerous ways to
capturethesestructural dimensionsappearin organisationtheory literature.
This study opted to capture the two dimensions of organisational structure with nine
items adopted from Ramamurthy (1990). Centralisation measuresconsisted of six items
to capture the locus of decision making responsibility for several managerial decisions
relating to capital budgeting, new product introduction, pricing policies of major product
lines, penetration into new markets, major changesor new manufacturing processesand
personnel policies. Formalisation measuresconsisted of three items that focused on
measuring the extent of operating procedure documentation and degree of adherenceto
documented rules and procedures were used to capture this construct. A seven-point
Likert scale ranging from "Strongly disagree" to "Strongly agree" was used to measure
respondents'perceptions.Table 7.6 illustrates the nine items used in the questionnaireto
captureorganisationalstructure dimensions.
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Table 7.6 Measures of organisational structure
Construct

No. * and description of measures used

Centralisation

DI Locus of decision making for new product introduction
D2 Locus of decision making for capital budgeting decisions
D3 Locus of decision making for pricing policies
D4 Locus of decision making for penetration into new markets
D5 Locus of decision making for new manufacturing processes
D6 Locus of decision making for personnel policy decisions.

Formalisation

D7 The extent of formal documentationof rules and procedures
D8 The extent of reliance on operating rules and procedures
D9 The extent of toleranceto violation of documentedprocedures

Denotesquestionnaireitems displayed in Appendix 6.1.

The results of EFA presented in Table 7.7 confirm the multidimensionality of
organisational structure. Two factors as conceptualised for organisational structure
emerged from this analysis explaining 58 percent of the variability of organisational
structure. These two factors were labelled as "centralisation" (CENTRA)
"formalisation" (FORMAL).

Table 7.7 Exploratory factor analysisfor organisationalstructure construct '
Centralisation

Items and measures description

Formalisation

671
.
725
.
760
.
777
.

DI New products introduction decisions
D2 Capital budgeting decisions
D3 Pricing policies decisions
D4 Penetrationinto new markets decisions

732
.
576
.

D5 New manufacturing processesdecisions
D6 Personnelpolicies decisions
D7 Documentation of rules and procedures
D8 Reliance on operating rules and procedures
D9 Tolerance to violation of procedures
Extraction Method: Principal component analysis.
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalisation.
a Rotation converged in 4 iterations.
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815
.
850
.
868
.

and

All items loaded highly on their hypothesiseddimensions and were greater than 0.40,
ranging from 0.57 to 0.86. The Bartlett test of sphericity (730, P<0.001) and Kaiser's
measureof sampling adequacy (0.763) indicated that EFA was appropriate and within
acceptablelevels (Hair et al., 1998, p.99). In addition, the Cronbach'salpha for CENTR
and FORMAL were 0.80 and 0.81 respectively, indicating good levels of reliability for
both factors.

The results of the CFA presentedin Figure 7.4 indicated that the measurementmodel
goodnessof fit was excellent (Chi-square21.71, P=0.30; CH 0.99; AGE 96; GFI 98;
RMESA 0.02; NNFI 99). The model goodnessof fit was reached after deleting the
centralisation item D6 "personnel policies decisions" for cross loading on both
dimensions (Cronbach alpha for CENTRA became 0.79). All remaining items loaded
significantly and strongly on their specified factors or latent variables (ranging from 0.54
to 0.85, t-values 6.97-9.98; P <. 001). These results suggestthat the measurementmodel
uniquely represents organisational structure dimensions and confirm the construct
multidimensionality and validity. Therefore, organisation structure is representedin this
study as two separatedimensions, centralisation (measuredby six items, DI-D6) and
formalisation (measuredby three items, D7-D9).

DI CENTRA]

ý77

;
sOýioý
n

Model goodness
of Fit:
Chi-Square21.71, P=0.30;
CH 0.99;AGFI 0.96;GFI 0.98;
RMSEA0.02;NNFI 0.99.

D3 CEN

D7FORMALI
(Fýcrm-a
.f,is,a,tiIon

08 FORMAL

Figure 7.4 Confirmatory factor analysis for organisational structure (two-factor model)
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7.3.4 Management control system attributes
To recall from the argumentspresentedin Chapter 5, the MC literature lacks a coherent
and validated measurementof MCS. Basedon the argument presentedearlier in Chapter
5 (Section 5.6) the seven dimensions of MCS listed in Figure 5.1 and considered under
the three categories of selection, presentation and timeliness are discussed in the
following sub-sections.
7.3.4.1 Budgetary control practices
Different attributes of budgetarypracticeshave been studied in relevant MC contingency
literature. These include the tightness of budgetary practices, the importance attachedto
meeting budgetary targets, the extent of budgetary revisions and change and the level of
participation in setting budgetary targets. Different measures have been used in the
literature to operationalise these attributes. For instance, Amigoni (1978) studied
budgetarycontrol practices under the tightnessof budgetary practices attribute. Amigoni
arguesthat budgetary control can be defined as tight when:
"

Targetsare imposed and managersmust consider them firm commitments;

"

There is low participation in setting budgetarytargets,and

"

Performanceevaluation is oriented to meeting budgetarytargets.

Simons (1987), defines tight budgetary practices as the extent to which meeting tight
budget targets is emphasised. Bruggeman and Van der Stede (1993) measured tight
budgetary control as the extent of toleration of unfavourable deviation from budget
targets,with no revisions of budget targetsduring the year.
On the other hand, Merchant (1981) operationalisedthe importance of meeting budgetary
targetsas:
"

The extent to which budget variancesrequire written explanations;

"

The reaction of superiorsto budget variance; and

"

The extent to which budgetsare linked to extrinsic rewards.

Anthony and Govindarajan (2001) consideredbudget revisions, and written explanation
for variancesas good measuresfor the importanceof meeting budgets.
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It can be noted from the above discussion that the measuresof budgetary practices used
in earlier studies are interrelated and can be subsumedunder the general classification of
the tightness of budgetary control systems.Thus, in this study, the tightness of control
practices or systems involves mainly two dimensions. These include, budget revisions
and change captured by questions Al, A2 and A3, and importance attached to meeting
budgetary targets captured by questionsA4, A5, A6, and A7 and A8. Another question
(A9) relates to the difficulty of budget targets,used by Simons (1987), was also included
in the questionnaireto measurebudgetarypractices.
Using a sevcn-point Likert scale, ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree,
respondentswere asked to indicate the extent to which they perceived nine items relating
to budgetary practices were used in their organisations.The higher the score the tighter
the perceived budgetary control practices.Table 7.8 illustrates the nine items used in the
questionnaireto capturebudgetarycontrol practices.
Table 7.8 Measures of budgetary control practices

Construct

No.* and descriptionof measuresused

Budgetaryrevision and change AI Thefrequencyof changingbudgetarytargets(R)
A2 The formalityof changingbudgetarytarget
Importance attachedto
budgetarytargets

A3 Theextentto whichbudgetrevisionsarenot allowed
A4 Theimportanceattachedto meetingbudgetarytargets
A5 Theextentto which variancesneedwritten explanation
A6 Theextentof participationin settingthebudgets
A7 Theextentof relianceon budgetsasa controltool (R)
A8 Theextentof toleranceof budgetvariances(R).
A9 Theextentof difficulty of budgetarytargets

* Denotesquestionnaire items displayed in Appendix 6.1.
(R) Denotesreversedcoded.

Item A9, the extent of difficulty of budgetary targets, was excluded prior to conducting
EFA becauseof its insignificant correlation with all other measuresof the scale. This is
items
do
drop
that
to
the
any
not correlate significantly
recommendation
with
consistent
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with any other item in the scale prior to conducting EFA5 (Field 2000). The results of
EFA representedin Table 7.8 show the emergenceof four factors for budgetary control
practices.Based on the criteria establishedearlier in this chapter for conducting EFA, it
was decided to exclude factors 3 and 4 from further analysis. Factor 3 (items A7-A8) was
excluded becauseits Cronbach's alpha reliability measurewas 0.38, thus being below the
acceptablelevel suggestedin Nunnally (1978) for exploratory research.Factor 4 was also
excluded becauseit has a single item loading (item A6) after dropping item A2 because
of its high loading on two factors (factors 2 and 4).

Table 7.9 Exploratory factor analysisfor budgetarypracticesconstruct
Measures of organisational structure

Factor 1

AI Frequencyof budgetary change

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

928
.

A2 Formality of budgetary change

443
.

A3 Extent of budgetary revision

427
-.

881
.

A4 Importance of meeting targets

774
.
810
.

A5 Variances require written explanation
A6 Participation in setting budgets

898
.
802
.
769
.

A7 Reliance on budgets for control
A8 Tolerance of budget variances
Extraction Method: Principal component analysis.
Rotation Method: Obfimin with Kaiser Normalisation.
a.Rotation converged in 8 iterations.

The two factors

that were retained
of budgetary

percent of the variability
revision"

(BUDREV)

and "budgetary

for further

analysis

(factors

I and 2) explain

control practices, and were labelled
importance"

(BUDIMP).

All

as "budgetary

items loaded highly

from
0.77
0.92.
The
Bartlett
0.40,
Factors
to
than
their
ranging
and were greater
on
sphericity

(284, P<0.001)

that EFA was appropriate
Cronbach's

and Kaiser's measure of sampling
and within

alpha for BUDREV

acceptable levels of reliability

42

test of

adequacy (0.54) indicated

acceptable levels (Hair et al 1998, p. 99). Also the

and BUDIMP

were 0.80 and 0.56 respectively,

indicating

for both factors.

The correlation matrix for budgetary control practices measuresis not presentedhere for the sake of
practicality and easeof presentation.
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To validate the results of EFA and assessthe construct validity for BUDREV and
BUDIMP, the measurementmodel in confirmatory factor analysis was conducted.Figure
7.5 depicts the measurementmodel of budgetarypracticesand provides a summary of the
model fit measuresobserved for the model. As shown in Figure 7.5, all measuresof fit
surpassedthe acceptablelevels (Chi-square4.3, P. = 0.11; CH 0.99; AGE 96; GFI 0.99;
NNFI 0.99; RMSEA 0.06). In addition, all the specified path loadings were significant
and strong (ranging from 0.51 to 1.00; t-values 2.16 to 15.02). These results indicate that
the measurementmodel uniquely representsbudgetary practices as a multidimensional
construct represented by multiple dimensions or facets, BUDREV and BUDIMP.
Therefore, budgetary practices is representedin this study as two separatedimensions,
BUDREV (measuredby two items, Al and A3) and BUDIMP (measuredby two items,
A4 and A5).

Al Change
BUDREV,
A3 Revision

Model goodnessof Fit:
Chi-Square 4.3 1. P=0.11;
CH 0.99; AGFI 0.96; GFI 0.99
RMSEA 0.06; NNFI 0.97.

A4 lnlportaý
A5 VarExp'l

Figure 7.5 Confirmatory factor analysis for budgetary control practices (two-factor model)

7.3.4.2 Budgetary usage
It was indicated earlier in Chapter 5 that budgets can be used for different purposes
including planning and forecasting annual operations, co-ordinating activities,
communicating plans, motivating managers, evaluating performance and controlling
be
diagnostically
in
Chapter
budgets
5
It
that
can
used
out
was
also
pointed
or
activities.
interactively (Simons 1990). Diagnostic usageof budgetsrelates to the traditional usage
of budgets for motivating and evaluating managers and monitoring and controlling
activities. In contrast, interactive usageof budgets relates to using budgets actively as a
tool for planning, coordinating and communicating strategic priorities and plans
(Abernethy and Brownell 1999, p. 191). Respondentswere asked, on a sevenpoint Likert
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scale ranging from "not used at all" to "used to a very high extent," to rate the extent to
which budgets were used for each of six purposesin their organisations. This question
was adaptedfrom Collins et al. (1997) to measurebudgetary usage.Table 7.10 illustrates
the six items used in the questionnaireto capturebudgetarycontrol practices.
Table 7.10 Measures of budgetary usage construct

Construct

No.* and descriptionof measuresused

Interactive usage of budgets

AlO The extent of using budgetsfor planning purposes

AII Theextentof usingbudgetsfor coordinatingactivities
A 13Theextentof usingbudgetsfor communicatingplans
Diagnostic usage of budgets

A 14 The extent of using budgetsfor motivating managers
A 15 The extent of using budgetsfor controlling and monitoring
A 16 The extent of using budgetsfor evaluating performance

Denotesquestionnaire items dispIayed in Appendix 6.1.

The results of the EFA are consistent with Simons' (1990) classification of diagnostic
and interactive budget system use discussedearlier. The results presentedin Table 7.11
indicated that two factors as conceptualisedfor budgetary usageemerged,explaining 64
percent of variability of budgetary usage construct. These two factors were labelled as
"interactive budgetary usage" (INTBUD) and "diagnostic budgetary usage" (DIAGBUD).
Table 7.11 Exploratory factor analysis for budgetary usage construct a
Interactive usage
AlO Usageof budgetsfor planning
AII Usageof budgetsco-ordinating activities
A 12 Usageof budgetsfor communicating plans
A 13 Usageof budgets for motivating employees
A 14 Usageof budgetsfor controlling behaviour
A 15 Usageof budgetsfor performanceevaluation
Extraction Method: Principal component analysis.
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalisation.
a'Rotation converged in 7 iterations.
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Diagnostic usage

873
.
847
.
679
.
711
.
557
.
913
.

All items loaded highly on their hypothesiseddimensions and were greater than 0.40,
ranging from 0.55 to 0.91. The Bartlett test of sphericity (338, P<0.001) and Kaiser's
measureof sampling adequacy (0.721) indicated that EFA was appropriate and within
acceptablelevels (Hair et al 1998, p.99). In addition, the Cronbach'salpha for INTBUD
and DIAGBUD were 0.76 and 0.64 respectively, indicating good levels of reliability for
both factors.

The results of the CFA presentedin Figure 7.6 confirmed the EFA results and indicated
that the measurementmodel goodnessof fit was acceptable(Chi-square 11.73, P=0.07;
CH 0.98; AGE 93; GFI 98; NNFI 94; RMSEA 0.07). In addition, all items loaded
significantly and strongly on their specified factors or latent variables (ranging from 0.55
to 0.87, P <. 01). These results suggestthat the measurementmodel uniquely represents
budgetary usage and confirm the measurementscales unidimentionalitY and validity for
both dimensions INTBUD and DIAGBUD. Therefore, budgetary usageis representedin
this study as two separatedimensions,INTBUD (measuredby three items, AlO-A12) and
DIAGBUD (measuredby three items, A13-A15).

A10 Planningl
All Coordinai]t
87'
.

0.72'

DLAGBQIý;ý,,

Figure 7.6 Confirmatory

_44

Model goodness
of Fit:
Chi-square11.73,P=0.07;
CH 0.98;AGFI 0.93;GFI 0.98
RMSEA0.07;NNFI 0.94.

A13 MOCIVaflon

A14 Controllinq
65'
.
0.57'

factor analysis for budgetary usage (two-factor

model)

7.3.4.3 Cost control systems

To measurethe extentto which costcontroltechniquesareused,respondents
wereasked,
four
indicate
the
to
to
extent
cost control techniqueswere
scale,
which
on a seven-point
business
in
their
units. The four techniques were use of cost centres, standard
used
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costing, activity-based costing and target costing. This question was adapted from
Simons (1987) and Chenhall and Langfield-Smith (1998). Table 7.12 illustrates the four
items used in the questionnaireto measurecost control systems.
Table 7.12 Measures of cost control systems

Construct

No.* and descriptionof measuresused

Cost control systems

A 16 The extent of using cost centresfor controlling costs

A 17The extentof usingstandardcostingfor controllingcosts
A 18 The extent of using activity-based cost management
A 19 The extent of using target costing for controlling costs
* Denotesquestionnaire items displayed in Appendix 6.1.

The results of EFA presentedin Table 7.13, show the emergenceof two factors for cost
control systems, explaining 67 percent of total variance. The first two items A16-AI7
loaded on one factor, which was labelled as "traditional cost systems" (TRACOST) and
items A18-AI9 loaded on another factor which was labelled as "emergent cost systems"
(EMECOST). All loadings for both factors were greater than 0.40, ranging from 0.81 to
0.83. The Bartlett test of sphericity (71.56, P<0.001) and Kaiser's measureof sampling
adequacy(0.52) indicated that EFA was appropriateand within acceptablelevels (Hair et
al., 1998, p.99). In addition, the Cronbach'salpha for TRACOST and EMECOST were
0.51 and 0.49 respectively, approaching the minimal levels of acceptablereliability (i. e.,
0.50-0.60) for exploratory researchsuggestedin Nunnally (1978).
Table 7.13 Exploratory factor analysis for cost control systems 0

Traditionalcostsystems

Emergentcostsystems

830
.
819
.

A 16Costcentres
A 17Standardcosting

817
.
813
.

A 18 Activity basedcost management
A 19 Target costing
Extraction Method: Principal component analysis.
Rotation Method: Obfimin with Kaiser Normalisation.
L Rotation converged in 5 iterations.
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Taking into consideration that Cronbach's alpha is sensitive to the number of items, and
that alpha provides conservativeresults for scaleswith few items, it was decided to retain
both factors for further analysis. This is consistent with Hair et al. (1998, p. 118)
implication that as Cronbach's alpha has a positive relationship with the number of items
in the scale, researchers could place less stringent reliability values for scales with
relatively few items.
in
Figure
7.7 evidenced that the measurement model
CFA
of
presented
results
0.03;
RMSEA
AGFI
98;
27;
CH
1;
1.23,
fit
(Chi-square
P
was
excellent
goodnessof
.
.
GFI 1; NNFI 98). In addition, all laodings were strong and significant (ranging from 0.49
.
Ile

to 0.73; t-values 2.73 to 2.83; P <. 01). Thus, in this study, cost control is representedas a
EMECOST.
dimensions,
TRACOST
two
and
multidimensional construct with

Model goodnessof Fit:
Chi-Square 1.23, P=0.27
CH 1; GFI 1; AGFI 0.98
RMSEA 0.03; NNFI 0.98

40'ýý

TRACOST

,

(E

Figure 7.7 Confirmatory factor analysis for cost control system (two-factor model)
7.3.4.4 Scopeof information
Scope of information is a multidimensional construct, which includes three dimensions:
focus (internal or external); quantification (financial or non-financial); and time horizon
(historical or future-oriented). The three dimensions have been studied in MC
Narayanan,
1984;
Gordon
Simons,
individually
(e.
and
g.,
either
contingency research
1987) or were subsumed under a single unidimensional construct as broad scope
information (Chenhall and Morris, 1986; Chia, 1995; Bouwens and Abernethy, 2000).
For instance,Chenhall and Morris (1986) classified scopeof information as narrow scope
linked
is
information
Narrow
to traditional accounting
broad
scope
scope.
and
information that is intemally focused, financial and historically based information. In
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contrast,broad scope information is externally focused, non-financial and future-oriented
information.

'Ibis study is concernedwith the broad scopedimension that refers to the extent that nonfinancial measures,external and future accounting information are incorporated in MCS
reports. Chenhall and Morris' (1986) measurementinstrument has been commonly used
in MC contingency researchto capture the three dimensions of broad scope information.
This instrument measuresscope of information along a continuum where high scores
indicate broad scope and low scores indicate narrow scope. For instance, if data were
classified as broad, it would have a relative high degree of non-financial, external, and
future information (compared with narrow scope consisting of financial, internal and
historical information).

This study also opted to measurescope of information in absolute terms rather than the
relative way used in Chenhall and Morris (1986). In other words the extent of
incorporating non-financial, external and future information in MCS reports is not
relative to or dependent on the level of financial, internal or historical information
incorporatedin thesereports. Thus, the three dimensionsof broad scopeinformation (i. e.,
non-financial, external and future information) are measuredwith 5 questions (A21-A25)
adaptedfrom Miller and Freisen (1982), Chenhall and Morris (1986), and Simons (1987).
The first two questions (A21 and A22) were used in Miller and Freisen (1982) and
Simons (1987) to measure environmental scanning and forecasting information.
Questions (A23-A25) aimed to capture three types of non-financial performance
measuresrelating to efficiency, customer and innovation measures.Respondentswere
"a
from
"not
Likert
to
at
all"
considerableextent",
scale,
ranging
askedon a seven point
to indicate the extent to which thesefive types of information were incorporated in MCS
illustrates
in
business
Table
7.14
the questions used in the
their
units.
reports
questionnaireto measurethe dimensionsof broad scopeinformation.
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Table 7.14 Measures of scope of information dimensions
Dimension

No. * and description of measures used

External focused information

A21 The extent of data included in MCS reports related to
opportunities and threatsin the external environment.

Time horizon information

A22 The extent of data incorporated in MCS reports related
to forecasting and predicting future events.

Non-financial measures

A23 The extent to which non-financial efficiency measures

areincorporatedin MCS periodicreports.
A24 The extent to which non-financial customer measures

areincorporatedin MCS reports.
A25 The extent to which innovation and learning measures
are incorporatedin MCS reports.
itemsdisplayedin Appendix6.1.
Denotesquestionnaire

Two factors emergedfrom the EFA, as presentedin Table 7.15, explaining 58 percent of
total variance. These two factors were labelled as "environmental scanning and
forecasting" (ENVSCAN) and "non-financial measures" (NFM). Consistent with the
criteria establishedearlier for conducting EFA, item A25 was dropped becauseof its high
loading on two factors.
Table 7.15 Exploratory factor analysis for Scope of Information construct
ENVSCAN
A21 Data on opportunities and threats in the environment
A22 forecasting and future data

NFM

923
.
915
.

A23 Non-financial efficiency measures

885
.
897
.

A24 Non-financial customer measures

A25 Non-financialinnovationandlearningmeasures

419
.

456
.

Method:Principalcomponent
Extraction
analysis.
Rotation
Method:ObliminwithKaiserNormalisation.
a.Rotationconverged
in 7 iterations.
All other items loaded highly on their factors and were greater than 0.40, ranging from
0.88 to 0.92. The Bartlett test of sphericity (730, P<0.001)

and Kaiser's measureof

sampling adequacy (0.763) indicated that EFA was appropriate and within acceptable
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levels (Hair et al., 1998, p.99). In addition, the Cronbach's alpha for ENVSCAN and
NFM were 0.82 and 0.75 respectively, indicating good levels of reliability for both
factors.

To validate the results of EFA and assessENVSCAN and NFM construct validity CIA
utilised in SEM was conducted. The results presented in Figure 7.8 show that all
goodnessof fit measuressurpassedthe acceptablelevels for model goodnessof fit (Chisquare0.606, P=0.43; CH 1; AGE 99; GFI 1; NNFI 1.007; RMSEA 0.00). In addition,
all the specified path loadings were significant and strong (ranging from 0.77 to 0.85, P<
001). Theseresults suggestthat the measurementmodel uniquely representsthe scopeof
.
information construct as a multidimensional construct represented by multiple
dimensions or facets, ENVSCAN and NFM. Therefore, scope of information is
representedin this study as two separatedimensions, ENVSCAN (measured by two
items, A21-A22) and NFM (measuredby two items, A23-A24).

0.83

ENVS,
CAN
,

A21 Ext

Modeleoodnessof Fit:
Chi-Square0.606,P=0.43
CH

1;GFI 1;AGFI0.99
RMSEA0.00;NNFI1.007

ý
0.8

A23 EM

Figure 7.8 Confirmatory factor analysisfor scopeof Information (two-factor model)
7.3.4.5 Managerial evaluation and rewards systems
This researchis concerned with three attributes of managerial evaluation and rewards
system: benchmarking for comparison, bonus determination criteria and performance
evaluation criteria. Benchmarking for comparisonrefers to the basis against which actual
managerial performance is compared to internal standards(e.g., budgets and historical
standards)versusexternal standards(such as competitors' performance).
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Bonus detennination refers to the extent to which bonuses are detern-ýnedby using
objective strict criteria (such as percentage of operating profit) or by discretionary
subjective criteria by managers' superiors. Performanceevaluation refers to the extent to
which managerial bonuses was determined by short-term performance criteria (such as
salesvolume, profits, meeting budget targets) or by long term performance criteria (such
as market development, market share,customersatisfaction).
Ibree questions were used to measure managerial evaluation and rewards system
attributes in a relative way. The first question (A28) deals with benchmarking for
comparison of managerial performance. Respondentswere asked, using a seven point
semantic scale, to determine the degree of emphasis given to external standards(e.g.,
competitors' performance) relative to internal standards (budgets or previous year
performance) when evaluating managerial performance.This question was derived from
Anthony and Govindarajan (2001) and was not testedempirically prior to this study.

The secondquestion (A29) focuseson the criteria used for bonus determination.
Respondentswere asked to indicate the extent to which bonus remunerationis
determinedby subjectivecriteria (basedon superiorjudgementor discretion)compared
to obj ectivecriteria(strict formulasuchaspercentage
of operatingprofits).A sevenpoint
semanticdifferential scale ranging from exclusiveemphasison objective criteria to
exclusiveemphasisto subjectivecriteria, with the middle point indicating the "same
emphasisis given to both criteria". A similar question was used in Gupta and
Govindarajan(1985)andSimons(1987).
The third question (A30) measures the relative emphasis that is given to long-term
measurescompared to short-term measureswhen evaluating managerial performance.A
seven-point scale ranging from "exclusive emphasison short term criteria" to "exclusive
indicating,
long-term
"same
the
criteria"
with
point
on
middle
emphasis is
emphasis
Anthony
from
derived
both
This
to
and Govindarajan (2001)
question
was
criteria".
given
and was used in Govindarajan and Gupta (1985). Table 7.16 illustrates the three
questions used to capture managerial evaluation and rewards system three dimensions
and will be incorporated in the structural model as single dimensions.
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Table 7.16 Measures of managerial evaluation and rewards system dimensions
Construct

No. * and description of measures used

Benchmark for comparison

A28 The relative emphasisthat is given to external standards
comparedto internal standardsfor comparing
managerialperformance.

Bonus determination criteria

A29 The relative emphasis that is given to discretionary
criteria compared to objective criteria for determining
managerialbonus remuneration.

Managerial performance

A30 The relative emphasis that is given to long-term

evaluation criteria

measures compared to short-term measures when
evaluating managerialperformance

* Denotesquestionnaire
itemsdisplayedin Appendix6.1.

7.3.4.6 Aggregation of information
Aggregation of information relates to the form of information presented to senior
in
MC
is
how
information
(i.
reports). Chenhall
combined
or
classified
management e.,
and Morris (1986) developed the measuresof this construct, which were then used by
several researchersin MC contingency studies (e.g., Bouwens and Abernethy, 2000;
Moores and Yuen, 2001). According to Chenhall and Morris (1986), MCS may present
information in various forms of aggregation ranging from basic unprocesseddata to a
variety of aggregationsaround periods of time (e.g., monthly/quarterly/ annually), areas
of interests (e.g., responsibility centres or functional areas) or classified in formats
consistentwith formal decision making and analytical models (e.g., sensitivity analysis).
In a similar vein, An-dgoni (1978) describedthis feature of MCS as the degreeof detail of
less
be
detailed,
in
Amigoni
that
or
can
more
systems
asserts
control
systems.
control
information
is
in
(aggregation)
to
collected and
which
of
clusters
number
relation
classified. The degreeof details or aggregationis high if data are classified with reference
to products,organisationalunits (or functions) variablesetc.
This research opted to measure aggregation with an adaptation of the Chenhall and
Morris' (1986) instrument. Respondentswere asked,on a scale ranging from I= strongly
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disagreeto 7= strongly agree, to rate the extent to which MC information presentedto
senior managementin their business units is aggregatedaround six areas. Table 7.17
illustrates the items in the questionnaire that were used to capture the degree of
aggregationand details of MCS reports.
Table 7.17 Measures of aggregation of Information construct

Construct

No.* and descriptionof measures

Aggregationof information

in accordance
A31 Theextentto which datais aggregated
with
decision and analytical models.
A32 The extent to which data is aggregatedin accordancewith
fixed and variable costs.
A33 The extent to which data is aggregatedin accordancewith

controllableanduncontrollablevariances
A34 The extent to which data is aggregatedin accordancewith
different functional areas(responsibility centres)
A35 The extent to which data is aggregatedin accordancewith
areasof interest (market trends, competitors' performance)
A36 The extent to which data is aggregatedin accordancewith
different time periods (weakly/monthly/quarterly etc.)
itemsdisplayedin Appendix6.1.
Denotesquestionnaire

The results of the EFA presentedin Table 7.18 confirm the unidimensionality of this
construct.All items loaded on one factor as expected,and were greater than 0.40, ranging
from 0.48 to 0.68. The Bartlett test of sphericity (201, P<0.001) and Kaiser's measureof
sampling adequacy (0.73) indicated that EFA was appropriate and within acceptable
levels (Hair et al., 1998, p.99). In addition, the Cronbach'salpha reliability measurefor
0.67
indicating
information
(AGGINF)
an acceptablelevel
construct
was
of
aggregation
of reliability.
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Table 7.18 Exploratory factor analysis for aggregation of information construct '
Aggregation
A31 Aggregated in accordancewith decision and analytical models.
A32 Aggregated in accordancewith fixed and variable costs.
A33 Aggregatedin accordancewith controllable/uncontrollable variances
A34 Aggregated in accordancewith different functional areas
A35 Aggregated in accordancewith areasof interest
A36 Aggregated in accordancewith different time periods

658
.
660
.
688
.
488
.
604
.
585
.

ExtractionMethod:Principalcomponentanalysis.
'LOnecomponentextracted.

The results of the CIA

presented in Figure 7.9, also confirmed the EFA results and

demonstrated the construct validity.

The measurement model goodness of fit was

excellent (Chi-square 11.38, P. 18; CH 0.98; RMSEA 0.04; AGFI 0.96; GF1 0.99; NNFI
0.97). In addition, all items loaded significantly and strongly on their specified factor or
latent variable (ranging from 0.37 to 0.66, P<

01). These results indicate that the
.

its
demonstrates
AGGINF
unidimentionality
and
measurement model uniquely represents
and construct validity.

Therefore, Aggregation of information

is represented in this study as one dimension,

measured by six items (A31-A36). A summated scale for AGGINF as explained earlier

will be incorporated in the structural model.

-A3IDecMo
0.48

A32 F-Wosl]

0.01.

37'

Modelgoodnessof Fit:

Chi-Square 11.38, P=0.18;
CFI 0.98; GFI 0.99; AGFI I
RMSEA 0.04; NNFI 0.97

A34 Function

0.38*

"*

0.44'

A35 Area/

Figure 7.9 Confirmatory factor analysis for aggregation of Information (one-factor model)
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7.3.4.7 Timeliness of information
Timeliness of information relates to two sub-dimensions:the speedof reporting (i. e., the
provision of information on request), and the frequency of reporting systematically
collected information (how often control reports are provided to senior management).
Timeliness is high when information is provided frequently (i. e., on a daily or weekly
basis) and when there is no or little delay between the occurrence of an event and
reporting it to managers. Various MC contingency studies (e.g., Gul and Chia, 1994;
Chong and Chong, 1997; Bouwens and Abernethy, 2000) have measuredthis construct
using the instrument developedby Chenhall and Morris (1986).
Ibis study therefore opted to use the Chenhall and Morris' (1986) instrument with
adaptationto measuretimeliness of information construct. Respondentswere asked,on a
scaleranging from I= strongly disagreeto 7= strongly agree,to rate the extent to which
they agreedor disagreedwith four statementsrelated to speedand frequency of reporting
MC information to senior managementin their businessunits. Table 7.19 illustrates the
four items used in the questionnaireto capturethis construct.
Table 7.19 Measures of timeliness of information

Construct

No.* and descriptionof measuresused

Speedof reporting

A38 Theextentto whichrelevantdatais availableuponrequest
A39 Theextentto which datais availableto managers"on line"
A40 The extentof delayin reportingthe occurrenceof an event

Frequencyof reporting

A41 The frequencyof reportingMC reportsto seniormanagers

* Denotesquestionnaire
itemsdisplayedin Appendix6.1.

The results of the EFA presented in Table 7.20 indicate the emergenceof one factor
four
items
loading
The
54
total
the
of
all
were greater
variance.
percent of
explaining
than the threshold value of 0.40, ranging from 0.55 to 0.79. The Bartlett test of sphericity
(201, P<0.001) and Kaiser's measureof sampling adequacy(0.738) indicated that EFA

1998,
levels
(Hair
acceptable
et
al.,
p.99). In addition,the
was appropriateand within
Cronbach'salphareliability measurefor TIMINF was0.72 indicatingan acceptablelevel
of internalconsistency.
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Table 7.20 Exploratory factor analysis for timeliness of information construct a
Timeliness
A38 Information available upon request(immediate reporting)
A39 Information available "on-line"
A40 Speedof reporting
A41 Frequencyof reporting

796
.
784
.
780
.
557
.

ExtractionMethod:Principalcomponentanalysis.
a.Onecomponentextracted.

The results of the CIA presentedin Figure 7.10, also confirmed the EFA results and
validated TIMINF construct. The measurementmodel goodnessof fit was excellent (Chisquare0.49, P=0.78; CH 1; AGFI 0.99; GFI 1; NNFI 1.02; RMSEA 0.00). In addition,
all items loaded significantly and strongly on their specified factor or latent variable
(ranging from 0.39 to 0.72, P <. 01). These results suggestthat all four items, A38-A41,
represent TIMINF and that construct unidimentionality, reliability and validity are
satisfied. Therefore, timeliness of information is represented in this study as one
dimension, and a summated scale for TIMINF will be incorporated in the structural
model.

A38 Immed at,

0.72

Model modness of Fit:

Chi-Square0.49,P=0.78;
CH 1; GFI 1; AGFI 0.99;
RMSEA0.00;NNFI 1.02.

ines

0.39,

Figure 7.10 Confirmatory factor analysis for timeliness of information (one-factor model)

7.3.5 Organisational effectiveness
To recall from the argument developed in Chapter 5, the measurementof organisational
effectiveness or performance is problematic. Effectiveness can be measured through
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objective data or subjective means. Objective performance indicators such as profits or
ROI are of limited value in the context of this researchfor several reasons.First, it is not
possible to use the same set of criteria to evaluate every organisation, since different
businessstrategiesimply quite different goals. Second,no objective measurescan capture
someof the factors critical to the successof certain strategies.For example, R&D is a key
success factor for strategies with an innovative direction (i. e., differentiation or
prospectors). Thus, the measurement of organisational effectiveness is based on
subjective and multidimensional (financial and non-financial) measures rather than a

narrowobjectivemeasure.
The approach suggestedby Govindarajan (1984) to measureeffectiveness was used in
this research. This approach has been used in several MC contingency studies (e.g.,
Chong and Chong, 1997; Govindarajan and Fisher, 1990; Govindarajan, 1988; Chenhall
and Langfield-Smith, 1998). A two stagerating system was employed. First, respondents
important,
important
from
to
the
vitally
seven-point
scales,
ranging
not
rated along
importance of eight performance6 measuresto their organisations. These included cash
market share, return on investment, new product development, market
development, cost reduction, researchand development, and personnel development. A
flow,

dividing
by
for
is
importance
the item
then
calculated
weighting
percentage
each
scale
Second,
for
by
importance
total
the
respondentswere
each
company.
of
all
scores
score
askedto score, again on a seven-point scale,ranging from poor to outstanding, how they
perceived their organisations actually performed along each of these eight performance
dimensions. Organisational effectivenesswas then calculated for each respondentas the
sum of the products of the importance weighting and actual performance.
Due to the nature of this scale (the use of a two stagerating scale and the multiplicity of
discussed
in
it
to
the
same
procedures
conduct
earlier
was
not
possible
used)
measures
this chapter to assessreliability and validity of this construct. However, to provide some
assuranceof the reliability and validity of this construct, validity was assessedas a
(1992,
Oppenheim
According
to
p. 160) this method of
correlation coefficient.
6 Govindarajan's (1984) original instrument used a rive-point scale. However, a seven-POintscale was used
in the presentresearchto be consistent with the measurementscalesused in the questionnaire.
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establishingvalidity entails correlating the scoreswith other measuresof the construct at
the sametime. This method is called concurrent validity. High and significant correlation
betweenthe two measuresindicates validity is present.Thus an additional item (E9) was
included in the questionnaire for this purpose. Respondentswere asked to indicate the
overall performance of their business units compared to their competitors over the last
three years. The correlation coefficient evidenced that this item correlated highly and
significantly with the calculated performance score (r = 0.715, P< .01; 2-tailed). Thus
the sum of products of importance weighting and actual performance can be assumedto
be reliable and valid and are therefore incorporatedin the structural model.
7.4 Summary

This chapter has shown the procedures undertaken and the stages employed by the
researcherto operationalse,refine and validate the researchconstructs that were included
in the researchmodel presentedin Chapter 5 (Figure 5.1). The researchconstructs under
investigation were environmental uncertainty, businessstrategy, organisational structure,
MCS's seven attributes (i. e., budgetary practices and usage,cost control systems,scope,
managerial evaluation and rewards, aggregation and timeliness) and organisational
effectiveness.

The measurement
modelanalysisin SEM wasconductedwith EQSversion5.7 statistical
softwarepackage.Both exploratoryand confirmatoryfactor analyseswere utilised to
anticipateandevaluatethe measurement
modelfor eachof the researchconstructs.Each
constructunderinvestigationwas modelledas a separatemeasurement
model and was
assessedseparatelyfor dimensionality,reliability and validity. The constructsof
managerialevaluationand rewardsand organisationaleffectivenesswere not assessed
owingto their single-itemnature.
The results of the measurementmodels analyses showed that all measuresof overall
model goodness of fit well exceeded the recommended cut off points, thus lending
sufficient support to deen-ýingthe measurementmodels an acceptable representationof
the hypothesised constructs. In addition, all observed variables or measuresthat have
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significant loadings on their specified constructs were retained. Also, the Cronbach's
alpha reliability measuresfor research constructs were all within the acceptable levels
recommendedin the literature (Nunnally, 1978). Thus, the results of measurementmodel
analysis demonstrated that the refined scales or measuresobtained from this analysis
provide a satisfactory representation of the constructs under investigation and can be
incorporatedwith confidence into the structural model analysis. Finally, the results of this
analysis have also demonstratedthat all of the research constructs, except aggregation
and timeliness of information were in fact of multidimensional nature with multiple subdimensionsor factors. Table 7.21 summarisesthe results obtained from the measurement
model analysis including the constructs' sub-dimensions, measures, sources and
reliability measures.
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Table 7.21 Summary

of constructs, measures, sources & Cronbach a Scores
Perceived Environmental

Uncertainty

(XI)

(Govindarajan, 1984)
Items
C1
C2
C3
C4
Items
C5*
C6
C7

PEU-Operational oriented ((x = 0.73)
Predictabilityof changein manufacturingtechnology
Predictabilityof changein competitors'actions
Predictabilityof changein customers'demandandtaste
Predictabilityof changein productattributes/design
PEU-Regulatory oriented (a = 0.55)
Predictabilityof changein raw materialavailability
Predictabilityof changein labourunionactions
Predictabilityof changein governmentregulations
Business Strategy (X2j)
(Govindarajan, 1988; Lee and Miller, 1993)

Items

Low-cost strategy (a = 0.54)

B5

Product selling price (R)

B6

Manufacturing costs (R)

Items

Differentiation Strategy (a = 0.66)

B7

Researchand development expenditure

B8

Product quality

B9

Brand image

BIO

Product features
Organisational

Structure

( Ramamurthy, 1990)

Items

Centralisation(a = 0.79)

DI

Locus of decision making for new product introduction

D2

Locus of decision making for capital budgeting decisions

D3

Locus of decision making for pricing policies

D4

Locus of decision making for penetration into new markets

D5

Locus of decision making for new manufacturing processes

D6*

Locus of decision making for personnel policy decisions.

Items

Formalisation(a=0.81)

D7

The extent of formal documentation of rules and procedures

D8

The extent of reliance on operating rules and procedures

D9

The extent of tolerance to violation of documentedprocedures

* Item removed from scale; R, reverse coded.
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(X31)

Continued: Table 7.20 Summary of construct measures, sources & Cronbach ccScores

Management Control System attributes (X4j)
X4113udgetary
control systempractices
(developed from various sources)
Items

Budgetary

Al.

The frequency of changing budgetary targets (R)

A2*

The formality

A3

The extent to which budget revisions are not allowed

Items

Importance of budgetary targets (a = 0.56)

A4

The importance attachedto meeting budgetary targets

A5

The extent to which variances need written explanation

A6*

The extent of participation in setting the budgets

A7*

The extent of reliance on budgets as a control tool (R)

A8*

The extent of tolerance of budget variances(R)

A9*

The extent of difficulty of budgetary targets

Revision and Change (a = 0.80)

of changing budgetary target

X42 Budgetary

Control System usage

(Simons, 1990; Collins et al., 1997)

Items

Interactive usageof budget (a = 0.76)

AlO
All

Usageof budgetfor planningpurposes
Usageof budgetfor co-ordinatingactivities

A12

Usageof budgetfor communicatingplans

Items

Diagnosticusageof budget (cc= 0.64)
Usageof budgetfor motivatingmanagers

A14
A15
A16

Usageof budgetfor controllingandmonitoring
Usageof budgetfor evaluatingmanagerialperformance
X43Cost Control Systems
(Simons1987;ChenhallandLangfield-Smith1998)

Items
A16

Traditional cost control systems(a = 0.51)
Useof costcentresfor controllingcosts

A17

Useof standardcostingfor controllingcosts

Items

Emergentcost control systems(cc= 0.49)
Useof Activity-basedcostmanagementfor costcontrol
Useof targetcostingfor costcontrol

A18
A19

* Item removedfrom scale;R, reversecoded.

740

Continued: Table 7.20 Summary of construct measures, sources & Cronbach a Scores
X44Scope of Information
(Chenhall and Morris 1986)
Items

Environmental scanning and forecasting (cc= 0.82)

A21

Control reports incorporate data on opportunities and threats in the external environment

A22

Control reports incorporate forecasting and prediction data on future events
Non-financial performance measures (cc= 0.75)

A23

Control reports incorporate non-financial efficiency performance measures

A24

Control reports incorporate non-financial customer measures

A25*

Control reports incorporate non-financial innovation and learning measures.
X45 Managerial

evaluation and rewards system

Govindarajan and Gupta, 1985,; Simons, 1987; Anthony and Govindarajan, 2001)
Item

Benchmark for comparison (a = N/A)

A28

Managerial performance evaluation is basedon external standardsrelative to internal standards

Item

Bonus determination criteria (a = N/A)

A29

Bonus determination is basedon subjective criteria relative to objective criteria

Item

Performance evaluation criteria (a = N/A)

A30

Managerial performance evaluation is basedon short-term measuresrelative to long-term measures

X46Aggregation of information (cc= 0.67)
Items
A31

(ChenhallandMorris, 1986)
in accordance
Datais aggregated
with decisionandanalyticalmodels

A34

in accordance
Datais aggregated
with fixed andvariablecost
in accordance
Datais aggregated
with controllableanduncontrollablevariances
in accordance
Datais aggregated
with functionalareas

A34

in accordance
Datais aggregated
with areasof interests

A35

in accordance
Datais aggregated
with differenttime periods

A32
A33

Items

X47Timeliness of information (a = 0.72)
(ChenhallandMorris, 1986)

A39

Datais availableuponrequest(Immediatereporting)
Datais availableon-line

A40

Thereis Little or no delayin reportingthe occurance
of an event(speedof reporting)

A41

(frequencyof reporting)
Controlinformationis frequentlyreportedto managers

A38

X5 Organisational effectiveness (cc= N/A)
(Govindarajan1984)
Dueto the natureandlengthof the scaleusedto measurethis construct,the measures
arenot
presentedin this table.Readersmayreferbackto section7.3.5for thesemeasures.
Item removedfrom scale;R, reversecoded.
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CHAPTER 8

Structural Model Analysis and Findings

8.1 Introduction

It has been shown in the previous chapter that all researchconstructs have passedthe
reliability-validity assessmentcriteria and can be incorporated with confidence into the
structural model for testing the structural relationships between the research constructs
discussedin Chapter 5. This chapter aims to evaluatethe structural model and presentthe
findings relating to hypotheses tests. It comprises five sections. Section 8.2 provides
descriptive statistics and preliminary analysis of research constructs including
distribution, outliers, missing values, multicollinearity and singularity. Section 8.3
describesthe proceduresfor testing the structural model in SEM and Sections 8.4 and 8.5
8.4
findings
Section
the
the
presents
analysis.
relating
results of structural model
present
to direct and indirect links between researchconstructsand MCS attributes. The findings
relating to the effect of congruence (fit) between the contextual factors and MCS
attributes on organisational effectiveness,thus taking a multivariate systemsapproachof
fit recommended in the literature, are presented in Section 8.5. Finally, the chapter
summaryis presentedin Section 8.6.
8.2 Descriptive statistics and data screening

Table 8.1 provides the descriptive statistics for the variables required for testing the
hypothesesdeveloped in Chapter 5. The descriptive statistics table includes the mean
(measureof central tendency), standard deviation (measure of spread of distribution),
for
to
screen
any unrealistic
maximum
values,
which
were
reviewed
and
minimum
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values. The values of skewnessand kurtosis' (measuresof distribution) for each variable
are also reported in Table 8.1 in order to check variables for assumptionsof normality. In
general a skewness/kurtosisvalue greater than one indicates a distribution that differs
significantly from a normal symmetric distribution (Hair et al., 1998, p.37).
Table 8.1 Descriptive statistics for research constructs
MAX

Skewness

Kurtosis

1.25

6.5

0.731

0.337

1.075

1

7

0.528

0.163

4.830

0.798

2.5

6.75

-0.040

-0.304

Low-cost Strategy (COSSTR)

3.605

0.895

1

6.5

0.124

0.135

Centralisation (CENTRA)

5.484

1.032

2

7

-0.867

0.444

Formalisation (FORMAL)

4.631

1.206

1

7

-0.450

-0.345

Budgetary Revision (BUDREV)

4.876

1.842

1

7

-0.557

-1.035

Budgetary Importance BUDIMP)

5.402

1.189

1

7

-0.998

0.930

Interactive Budgetary Usage (INTBUD)

5.462

1.006

1.67

7

-0.778

0.521

Diagnostic Budgetary Usage (DIABUD)

5.267

0.919

2

7

-0.783

0.626

Traditional Costing (TRADCOST)

5.782

1.133

2

7

-1.138

1.094

Emergent Costing (EMECOST)

2.781

1.370

1

7

0.532

-0.292

Environment Scanning (ENVSCA)

4.103

1.492

1

7

-0.171

-0.644

Non-Financial Measures(NFM)

5.334

1.204

1

7

-0.760

0.684

Benchmark for Comparison (BENCH)

2.453

1.093

1

7

1.450

2.507

Bonus Determination (BONDET)

2.581

1.557

1

7

1.098

0.333

PerformanceEvaluation (PERFEV)

2.024

1.064

1

6

1.659

3.387

Aggregation (AGGINT)

4.723

0.919

2.17

6.67

-0.430

0.001

Timeliness (TIMINF)

4.434

1.083

1.75

7

-0.154

-0.557

Organisational Effectiveness (EFFECT)

5.076

0.860

2.06

7

-0.355

0.170

Construct

Mean

STD DEV

PEU-Operation (OPEPEU)

3.126

0.977

PEU-Rcgulation (REGPEU)

3.167

Differentiation Strategy (DIFSTR)

MIN

Skewnessand kurtosis measure the symmetry and peakednessof a distribution when compared with a
normal distribution. A positively skewed distribution has relatively few large values and tails off to the
few
has
distribution
relatively
a
negatively
skewed
small values and tails off to the left. A
and
right,
positive kurtosis value indicates a relatively peakeddistribution and a negative value indicate a relatively
flat distribution (Hair el al., 1998, pp.37-38).
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According to Hair et al. (1998, p. 601) SEM, similar to other multivariate analyses
techniques,is sensitive to substantial departure from multivariate normality or a strong
kurtosis or skewnessin data. A substantial lack of multivariate normality may affect the
validity of the findings and could result in an inflated Chi-squarestatistic, which indicates
poor model fit. Data non-normality can also create upward bias in the standard error
values required for determining coefficient significance. According to Byrne (1994, p.79)
"when variables demonstrate significant non-zero univariate kurtosis, it is certain that
they will not be multivariately normally distributed." Skewness and kurtosis values
falling
indicate
to
+1
values
an
acceptable
range
while
out side
-1
the range of -1 to +1 indicate a substantial departure from normal distribution which
require taking remedial actions prior to evaluating the structural model (Hair et al., 1998,
within the range of

pp.37-38; Poff, 2001, p.68).
Reviewing the descriptive statistics presented in Table 8.1 shows that skewness and
kurtosis values for all variables fall within the acceptablerange except for five variables
(BUDREV, TRADCOST, BENCH, BONDET, PERFEV) which were out of the
from
3.387).
1.035
The effect
(skewness
kurtosis
to
ranging
and
values
acceptablerange
of these skewed/kurtotic variables may be sufficient for distribution to be multivariately
non-normal, therefore violating the underlying assumption of normality associatedwith
SEM analysis (Byme, 1994, p.79). One of two remedial approachesis recommendedfor
Finch
(West,
in
these
the
variables
and Curran,
of
addressing
problem
non-normality
1995,p.56; Byrne, 1995,p. 147; Hu and Bentler, 1995,p.76):
1. Use an estimation method that assumesunderlying non-normal distribution of the
data (asymptotic distribution-free estimation method, ADF). However, this method is
adequateonly for very large samples(say over 1000).
2. Use an estimation method that assumesan underlying normal distribution (maximum
likelihood method, but base evaluation of model fit on a test statistic that has been
corrected to take non-normality into account. This latter action has been
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recommended as the best and most appropriate especially for sample sizes in the
range of 200 to 500, as in this research.
Thus, this study opted to use maximum likelihood estimation method for evaluating the
structural model with scaled chi-square for testing the model fit, and robust standard
errors for testing the significance of estimated parameters.One of the main features of
EQS 5.7 computer programme, used in this researchfor conducting SEM analysis, is its
ability to provide users with an option to request robust statistics with most selected
estimation methods. According to Byme (1994, p.27) "the availability of these robust
statistics is an extremely valuable feature that is unique to the EQS programme."

In addition,the EQSprogrammeis uniquein its ability to identify multivariateoutliersor
influentialcasesthat havethe greatestcontributionto multivariatekurtosis.Typically all
measured
variableswill be consideredtogetherin theseanalyses(Westet al., 1995,p.56).
In eachrun, EQSautomaticallydetectsthe five casesthat contributemostto multivariate
kurtosis.An outlier caseis identifiedbasedon theestimatepresentedfor onecaserelative
to thosefor the otherfour cases.If onecasehasextremelylargeestimatesrelativeto other
four casesit maybejudgedto be an outlier,andeligiblefor deletion.However,according
to Byme (1995,p.146),thereis no absolutevalueupon which to makethis judgement,
In
is
five
it
is
this researcha very
these
that
actually
an
outlier.
cases
and
possible noneof
few caseswereregardedas outliersandthusweredeleted.Deletionof thesecasesmade
the normalchi-squareand adjustedchi-squarevery closeto eachother.Detailsof these
analysesareprovidedlaterin this chapterwhenevaluatingthe structuralmodel.
Finally, EQS has no featurefor handlingor manipulatingmissingdata found in other
similar programmessuch as AMOS. Missing data can have a profound effect on
its
be
in
input
data
to
the estimationprocess(Hair
the
matrix
ability
used
and
calculating
et al., 1998,p.603). Thus, all casesmust be completeand haveno missingelementsto
run EQS.Although the numberof missingdatain this researchis very minor and only
data
have
few
variables,
missing
wassolvedwith a meansubstitution
cases
missing
very
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method as recommended by Hair et al. (1998, p.63). This method is widely used and
considers the mean value of all valid responses for a variable as the best single
replacementvalue (Hair et al., 1998, p. 54). In addition, twelve caseswere found to have
complete missing variables (all items measuring a variable were missing). Thus, it was
deemedappropriate to delete thesecasesfrom further analysis since it was not possible to
impute their values from other variables or use variable mean substitution. 71bis is
delete
603)
(1998,
Hair
to
those casesthat
p.
recommendations
et al's.
consistent with
have complete missing items for one or more variables especially when the missing data
is small and the sample is sufficiently large to allow for the deletion of the caseswith
complete missing data.
The data was also screenedfor multicollinearity2 by examining the bi-variate correlations
of variables (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2001, p.392). Extremely highly correlated variables
Correlations
cause
singularity.
variables
of
are multicollinear, and perfectly correlated
0.90 or higher are considered to be indicators of multicollinearity, and correlations
613).
Examining
1998,
(Hair
indicative
0.80
the
p.
al.,
et
of
problems
are
exceeding
bivariate
highest
the
that
the
correlation
constructs
shows
research
correlations among
was 0.351 indicating that multicollinearity does not exist. In addition, to checking for
if
detects
5.7
EQS
singularity between
programme automatically
multicollinearity,
Tbus,
by
is
analysis.
and
aborting
error
message
generating
present
variables
in
data.
Having
be
did
the
to
present
screened
and
not
appear
singularity
multicollinearity
the data for distribution, outliers, missing values, multicollinearity and singularity, it was
deemedappropriateto proceedwith testing the structural model.

8.3 Structural model analysis procedures
The structural model in SEM tests the hypothesised relationships among variables
is
bivariate
The
to
test
the
this
whether
analysis
of
multivariate
purpose
simultaneously.
2 Multicollinearity is the "extent to which a variable can be explained by the other variables in the analysis.
As multicollinearity increases,it complicates the interpretation of the variate as its more difficult to
1998,
interrelationships"
(Hair
to
their
the
single
variable.
owing
et
al.,
effect
of
any
p.2).
ascertain
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relationship continues to be significant in the presenceof other intervening variables.
Thus the structural model analysis is powerful in testing the direct and indirect effects
between variables. According to Maruyama (1998, p. 196) and Schumacker and Lomax
(1996, p. 142) evaluating the structural model involves testing of the model goodness-offit, and assessingthe significance of parameterestimates(path coefficients).

8.3.1 Evaluating the structural model goodness-of-fit
Goodness-of-fit relates to how similar the hypothesisedmodel is to the observeddata, and
must be assessedprior to testing the hypothesisedpaths in the model. According to Hair
et al. (1998, p.613):
Beforeevaluating
the structuralmodeltheresearcher
theoverallfit of the
mustassess
modelin orderto ensurethatit is anadequate
representation
of theentiresetof causal
relationships.
Once an acceptablegoodness-of-fit is obtained, the estimatesof the structural parameters
can then be considered valid and used for hypotheses testing. SEM is preferred to
traditional path analysis for providing overall indices of how well a structural model fits
the data. According to Magner, Welker and Campbell (1996, p.48) this information is
important, however, becausea poorly fitting model still could find strong and significant
relationships between constructs, and thus cannot be trusted for providing reliable and
valid estimates.'Mus, similar to the proceduresfollowed for assessingthe measurement
model goodness-offit discussedearlier in Chapter 7, several fit indices will be used for
assessingthe structural model goodness-offit including Chi-square,CFI, NNFI, RMSEA,
GFI and AGFI.

8.3.2 Evaluating the significance of parameters estimates
Evaluating the estimated coefficients in SEM can be approached by different means.
According to Hair et al. (1998, p.613) the most obvious examination of structural model
involves the significance of estimated coefficients. The significance of parameter
estimates in SEM is the basis for accepting or rejecting the proposed relationships
between variables (Hair et al., 1998, p.640), and can be determined by judging the
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calculated t-value for each coefficient (Maruyama, 1998, p-196). According to Hair et al.
(1998, p.613) the selection of a critical t-value dependson the theoretical justification for
the proposed relationships. For example if the direction of the relationship (positive or
negative) is hypothesized, then a one-tailed test of significance can be employed.
However, if the direction of relationship is not hypothesized, then a two-tailed
significance test must be used. The difference betweenthe two significance tests is in the
critical t-values used to assesssignificance. For example, for the 0.05 significance level,
the critical t-value is 1.645 for a one tailed-test and 1.96 for a two-tailed test, while for the
01 significance level, the critical values are 1.96 and 2.576 for a one-tailed and two.
tailed testsrespectively.

Another aspectof evaluating an estimatedrelationship is the assessmentof the actual size
of the parameter. In SEM, standardisedcoefficients (called beta weights in regression)
estimate how much effect each variable has (Cohen, 2001, p.24). Coefficients close to
zero have little, if any, substantive effect, while an increase in standardisedcoefficient
value correspondsto increasedimportance.According to Hoyle (1995) using standardised
coefficients enablesresearchersto make infori-nal comparisonsof parametersthroughout
the model and determine which independentvariable has greater effect on the dependent
variable. Thus, standardised coefficients in SEM correspond to effect-size estimates,
which are common adjuncts to standard statistical information from mean comparison
proceduressuch as t-test and ANOVA.
SEM can also determine the magnitude and significance of the indirect effects between
variables. Each indirect effect is the product of the path coefficients that provide the
Cohen
(2001,
According
directly
between
to
two
that
p.24)
are
related.
variables
pathway
is
0.10
0.05
conservative
reflective of substantive
or
a
more
of
a path coefficient
significance. The sum of the direct and indirect effects representsthe total meaningful
SEM
In
on
another.
addition,
provides the coefficient of
of
one
variable
effect
2)
for each structural equation, similar to that found in multiple
(R
determination
regression. R2 determines the predictive power of the entire structural equation, and
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representsthe variance accountedfor or explained in the dependentconstruct. The higher
the value of R2 the more accurate and meaningful the interpretation of the parameter
estimates(Cohen, 2001, p.24).

8.3.3 Sample size and model complexity
Sample size plays an important role in the estimation and interpretation of SEM results.
SEM requires a fairly large sample for a valid and reliable analysis. The critical question
is how large a sample is neededfor SEM to provide valid and reliable results. According
to Hair et al. (1998, p.604) the model size and its complexity play a crucial role in
determining the minimum sample size required for conducting SEM. As the number of
parameters(hypotheses)to estimate in structural model increases,the minimum sample
size required for conducting SEM increases (Hair et al., 1998, p.604; Sharma, 2002,
p. 117). Hair et al. (1998, p.604) recommended a minimum ratio of at least five
respondentsfor each estimatedparameter,with a ratio of 10 respondentsper parameteras
most appropriatefor obtaining a valid and reliable solution.

Due to the complexity of the current researchmodel in terms of the number of variables
and parametersto be estimated, and due to the limitations of sample size, it was not
possible to test the full researchmodel with all MCS attributes, as depicted in Figure 5.1,
in one structural model. Thus the structural model analysis will be approachedin two
stages.First, structural model analysis will be conducted to test the direct and indirect
effects of PEU, business strategy and organisational structure on each of the seven
dimensionsof MCS (i. e., budgetarypractices,budgetaryusage,cost control, broad scope,
information).
The
timeliness
of
and
aggregation
managerial evaluation and rewards,
fit
between
the contextual
tests
the
of
congruence
or
effect
of
analysis
second stage
first
Thus
MCS
the
effectiveness.
attributes
on
organisational
stage of
and
variables
analysisattempts to achieve the first two researchobjectives, discussedearlier in chapter
5, which relates to investigating the direct and indirect effects of the contextual variables
on MCS design. The secondstagedeals with the third researchobjective concernedwith
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investigating the effect of fit or congruencebetweenthe contextual variables and MCS on
organisationaleffectiveness.

To sum up before presenting the results of structural model analysis,it is worth reminding
the reader that covariance matrices are used for all analysis and all tests are performed
with EQS version 5.7 (Bentler, 1995). Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) procedure
is used for parameter estimatessince it is consideredas the most appropriate estimation
proceduregiven the sample size (Hair et al., 1998,p.605). To overcome the limitations of
MLE with respect to multivariate non-normality, robust measures for standard errors
required for calculating t-values are used when data indicate the possibility of
multivariate non-normality in each model. The complexity of the model in ten-ns of
number of indicators and constructs resulted in the adoption of the summated scales
approach. Nevertheless, the measurement errors were controlled by fixing the error
variance for each summatedscale to (1-reliability coefficient) times scale variance as was
discussed earlier in Chapter 7. The outputs from the analysis are the goodness-of-fit
indexes, standardizedregressioncoefficients (betas),t-statistics and R2. The significance
of the paths was tested using t-statistic, with beta estimates considered significantly
different from zero when t>1.645

(P < 0.05), t>1.96

(P < 0.01) for directional

hypothesis, while for non-directional hypothesis (i. e., researchquestions) beta estimates
consideredsignificantly different from zero when t>1.96 (P < 0.05), t >2.576 (P< 0.01).
8.4 Structural model analyses results/direct and indirect links with MCS

8.4.1 Structural model of budgetary control practices
The first structural model analysis aimed to test the direct and indirect effects of PEU,
business strategy and structure simultaneously on the two dimensions of budgetary
control practices (i. e., item I of MCS attributes in Figure 5.1). The two dimensions are
budgetary importance (BUDIMP) and budgetary revision (BUDREV). One case was
identified as a multivariate outlier, thus was deleted. The results of SEM analysis are
reportedin Table 8.2.
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Table 8.2 Structural model results for budgetary control practices
Hypothesised relationship

Predicted

Direct effect

direction

coefficient

t-value

Indirect effect

t-value

coefficient

Total effect
coefficient

Budgetary Importance
)
PEU-Operations(1-11.

-0.115

-1.066

)
PEU-Regulations(1-11.

-0.046

-0.334

Differentiation Strategy (Hlb)

Low-cost Strategy(Hjj

-0.068
+

Centralisation(RQI. )
Formalisation (RQlb)

-0.030
0.096
0.259**

-0.006
0.026

-0.159
0.452

-0.121

-0.400

0.092*

1.774

-0.020
0.024

-0.185
0.947

0.033

0.815

0.003

N/A

N/A

0.096

2.723

N/A

N/A

0.259

Budgetary Revision'
-1.993

0.019

0.596

-0.163

-0.123

-1.066

-0.004

-0.069

-0.127

-0.114

-0.793

-0.001

-0.017

-0.115

-0.212

-1.539

-0.006

-0.330

-0.218

-0.831

N/A

N/A

-0.071

0.652

N/A

N/A

0.022

0.739

-0.088

PEU-Operations(HI. )

- 0.182**

PEU-Regulations(Hjj
Differentiation Strategy (Hlb)
Low-cost Strategy (Hic

+

Centralisation (RQI. )

-0.071
0.052

Formalisation (RQlb)

0.052

Centralisation
PEU-Opcrations (Hg. )

-0.110

PEU-Regulations (Hg. )

0.243**

2.076

-0.051

-1.132

0.192

Differentiation Strategy (119.)

0.210

1.480

N/A

N/A

0.210

0.138

0.977

N/A

N/A

0.138

PEU-Operations (Hgb)

0.002

0.022

0.045

1.440

0.047

PEU-Regulations (Hgb)

0.037

0.339

-0.078*

-1.761

Differentiation Strategy (Hq.)

0.276**

2.075

N/A

N/A

0.276

+

0.078

0.587

N/A

N/A

0.078

+

0.210**

2.211

NIA

NIA

0.210

+

0.314**
-

-2.835

N/A

N/A

-0.314

-1.549
0.916

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

-0.161
0.110

Low-cost Strategy (119.)

+

-1.154

Formalisation

Low-cost Strategy (Hqb)
Differentiation

-0.041

Strategy

PEU-Operation(Hio.)
PEU-Regulation(Hio.)
Low-cost Strategy
PEU-0peration (Hlob)

-0.161
0.110

PEU-Regulation(Hiob)

- For Lhasfactor, a low scoreandicawsgreala budgetaryrewum and chmrModel Fit Siatistics:Chi4quare 1.25.P-0.26. CH . 1; NFI - 1; NNFI - O.M. GFI ý 1. AGFI - 0.96; RMSEA - 0.03.
P<0.05 ** P -c0.01 (ane4siled); *P<0.05.

*0P<0.01

(fwo4aile4
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8.4.1.1The structural model goodness-of-fit
As shown in Table 8.2, all goodness-of-fit measureswell exceedthe recommendedcutoff values (Chi-square 1.25, P=0.26; CH = 1; NFI = 1; NNFI = 0.89; GFI = 1; AGFI =
0.96; RMSEA = 0.03). Therefore, the hypothesisedmodel fits the data well and the
standardisedestimates of the structural parameters(betas) can be used for hypothesis
testing. In addition, examining the coefficient of determination (R2) values on the
endogenousvariables indicates that the predictive power of the structural equationmodel
is adequate.The structural model explained 9% of the variance in budgetaryimportance
(BUDIMP), 9% of the variance in low budgetary revision (BUDREV), 11% of the
variance in differentiation strategy (DEFSTR), 3% of the variance in cost strategy
(COSTSTR), 6% of the variance in centralisation(CENTRA) and 5% of the variancein
formalisation (FORMAL).

8.4.1.2The significance of parameters estimates(HI, RQ1, H8-Hio)
As shown in Table 8.2, the structural model analysis for budgetary control practices
(BUDIMP and BUDREV) 3 revealed the following results about the effect of PEU,
businessstrategyand structuresimultaneouslyon the tightnessof budgetarypractices:
1. PEU -4 Budgetary practices (HI. )
Both dimensions of perceived environmental uncertainty, OPEPEU and REGPEU were
found to have negative direct effects on BUDIMP

and BUDREV.

This finding is

consistent with the hypothesised direction of effect and supports the arguments presented
for HI. that budgets in uncertain environments are likely to be less appropriate for control
and performance evaluation because they are subject to continuous revisions and
alterations during the year. The magnitude or importance of the direct effect of PEU on
BUDREV was also found to be substantial for both dimensions OPEPEU and REGPEU
(standardised coefficient = -0.182 and -0.123 respectively), while the magnitude of their
effect on BUDIMP was substantial only for OPEPEU (path coefficient = -0.115 and 0.046 respectively). However, the significance of this effect was only found for OPEPEU
3Table 8.1 provides the key for abbreviationsof research
constructsusedthroughoutthis chapter.
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on BUDREV (t = -1.993, P<0.01 one-tailed).Thus, HI. was fully acceptedfor OPEPEU
and BUDREV, and partially acceptedfor the direction of effect of OPEPEU on BUDIMP
and for the direction of effect of REGPEU on both dimensions of budgetary practices
(BUDREV and BUDIMP). With regards to the indirect effect, no substantial or
significant indirect effects were found, indicating that PEU has no indirect effect on
BUDREV or BUDIMP through structural dimensionsor through businessstrategy.'I'lie
absenceof finding significant indirect effects is probably attributable to the insignificant
relationshipsbetweenPEU dimensionsand structure(HO as will be discussedlater.
2. Businessstrategy -4 Budgetary practices (H1b-HIJ
Both differentiation (DEFSTR)and low-cost (COSTSTR) businessstrategieswere found
to havenegativedirect effects on BUDIMP and BUDREV. This finding is consistentwith
the hypothesisednegative direction of effect for DEFSTR (Hlb), but contradicts the
hypothesisedpositive direction of effect for COSTSTR (HIJ. The magnitude and
significanceof effects for DIFSTR and COSTSTRon BUDIMP were negativebut neither
substantialnor significant (path coefficient = -0.063, t= -0.400 and -0.030, t= -0.185
respectively).On the other hand, the magnitudeof effect of DIFSTR and COSTSTR on
BUDREV was substantialbut also statistically not significant (path coefficient =
-0.114, t
= -0.793 and -0.212, t= -1.593 respectively).These findings seem to imply that both
businessstrategiesdo not have a direct effect on budgetary practices. Thus Hlb was
partially acceptedwith regardto the direction of effect of DIFSTR on budgetarypractices,
while HI, was fully rejected.
However, an interesting positive and significant indirect effect was found between
DIFSTR and BUDIMP (path coefficient = 0.092, t=1.774). Sharma(2002, p. 120) cited
Bartol (1983) and Mia and Clarke (1999) assertionthat a path coefficient of 0.06 and
greater is considered substantive in a path analysis. Ibis significant indirect positive
effect is probably attributable to the significant positive relationship between DEFSTR
and formalisation (FORMAL) which in turns has a positive direct and significant effect
on BUDIMP (RQI) as will be discussednext in points 3 and 4. Thus, structuraldimension
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of formalisation seemsto mediate the relationship betweenDIFSTR and BUDIMP. This
indirect and positive effect demonstratesthat DIFSTR is substantially and positively
related to BUDIMP despite not displaying a significant direct path. This probably
contradicts the widely held view that DEFSTRis best achieved in organisations that
minimise formal controls (Govindarajan, 1988; Dent, 1990). In addition, these results
provide some explanations to Simons' (1987) contradictory findings that prospectors
emphasisebudgetsto a greaterextent than defenderby providing evidenceon the process
by which this effect takes place. In order to explain these findings, it is imperative to
understandhow budgetsare used in theseorganisations.Further elaborationon this point
will be given in the next sectionwhen dealingwith budgetaryusage.

3. Structure -ý Budgetary practices (RQ, )
The results of the structural model analysis (see Table 8.2) revealed that the structural
dimension of centmlisation (CENTRA) has no substantialor significant effect on both
dimensionsof budgetary practices, BUDIMP and BUDREV (path coefficients = 0.096
and -0.071, t=0.947
and -0.831 respectively). However, the results reveal that
formalisation (FORMAL) has a substantialand significant positive effect on BUDIMP
(path coefficient = 0.259, t=2.723,

P<0.01,

two-tailed) and a very weak and non-

significant effect on BUDREV (path coefficient = 0.052, t=0.652). These results
indicate that the more formalised and standardisedthe structure the more emphasisis
placed on achieving budgetary targets and providing written explanation for variances.
Ibis is consistentwith the argumentsthat organisationalstructureand budgetarycontrol
complement rather than substitute each other. Further explanation of this significant
relationship will be given in the next section after testing the structural model of
budgetaryusage.No indirect effect betweenstructuraldimensionand budgetarypractices
was hypothesisedor testedin the model.
4. Other paths In the model (Hs, Hq and Hio)
Other interesting and significant paths were found from PEU dimensions to DIFSTR,
from DIFSTR to FORMAL and from REGPEU to CENTRAL. Interestingly, the results
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in Table8.2 indicate that the two dimensionsof PEU have significant but different effects
on businessstrategy.For instance,OPEPEU has a significant positive effect on DIFS`IR
(as hypothesised)while REGPEU has a significant negative effect on DEFSTR (path
coefficient = 0.210, t=2.211, P< 0.01; -0.314, t= -2.83, P< 0.01 respectively). With
regard to low-cost strategy, OPERPEU has a negative (as hypothesised)substantial but
not statistically significant effect on COSTSTRwhile REGPEU has a substantialpositive
but not significant effect on COSTSTR (path coefficient = -0.161, and 0.110, t-values=1.549 and 0.916 respectively). Interpretationof theseresult could be that innovation and
differentiation are best achieved in unregulated industries, where government and
institutional interventions and regulations are minimal in order to enable these
organisationsto expand and enter new marketsfreely. In addition, there are good reasons
to believe that REGPEU constitutesa major hindranceto growth and innovation in these
organisations (Nicoletti, 2000, p. 1). Whereas the positive effect of REGPEU on
COSTSTR is consistent with Collins et al. (1997) argument that well "protected
(regulated) industry" is more appropriate for defenders (COSTSTR). The effect of
OPEPEU on COSTSTR was not significant at the 0.05 significance level but was
significant at the 0.10 significance level which is commonly used in strategic
managementliterature (Miller, 1988).
Another interesting finding is the significant positive effect of DIFSTR on FORMAL
(path coefficient = 0.276, t=2.075, P< 0.01), and its substantive positive, but nonsignificant, effect on CENTRA (path coefficient = 0.210, t=1.148). These findings
contradict the commonly held believe that innovation and differentiation strategies
require looser organic and decentralised structures to facilitate rapid responsesto
environmental changesand to encourageinnovation. However, these findings are not
without precedencein the literature (see for example Simons, 1987; Van der Stede,
2000). An interpretation of these findings could be that one way to hedge against
implementing
in
is
differentiation
through
strategy
environmental uncertainty
more
integrative mechanismssuch as formalisation, standardisationand accounting control
systems (Van der Stede, 2000, p.36). In addition, Mintzberg (1979) argues that
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organisations;prefer to centralise their decision making to the extent possible in order to
rapidly counteruncertaintiesin their environments.
No significant relationship was found between OPEPEU and organisational structure.
This finding seemsto confirm the argumentsin strategicmanagementliterature that PEU
and organisationalstructure are both more related to businessstrategythan to eachother
(Miller, 1988).

8.4.2 Structural model analysis of budgetary usage(112,RQ2)
The secondstructural model analysisaimed to test the direct and indirect effects of PEU,
businessstrategyand structuresimultaneouslyon the two dimensionsof budgetaryusage,
interactive budgetaryusage(UTMUD) and diagnosticbudgetaryusage(DIAGBUD). No
caseswere identified as outliers contributing to multivariate kurtosis. The results of SEM
analysisare reportedin Table 8.3.
Table 8.3 provides the model goodness-of-fit measuresand the standardisedparameter
estimates(betas) for the direct, indirect and total effects of PEU, businessstrategyand
structural dimensions on budgetary usage (HMUD

and DIAGBUD).

Parameter

estimatesrelating to the paths linking PEU, businessstrategyand structure together are
not reportedin Table 8.3 since they have beenreportedearlier in Table 8.2.
8.4.2.1The structural model of budgetary usagegoodness-of-fit
As shown in table 8.3, the overall goodness-of-fitof the structural model for budgetary
usageis good. All goodness-of-fitmeasureswell exceedthe recommendedcut-off values
CH = 1; NFI = 1; NNFI = 0.93; GFI = 1; AGFI = 0.96;
RMSEA = 0.03). Therefore, the hypothesised model fits the data well and the
standardisedestimatesof the structuralparameters(betas)can be used for testing H2 and
RQ2. Examining the coefficient of determination (R2) values for RqTBUD (usage of
(Chi-square1.25, P=0.26;

budgetfor planning, co-ordination and communication)and DIAGBUD (usageof budget
for motivation, controlling and performanceevaluation)indicate that the predictive power
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of the structural equation model is adequate.The structural model explained 18% of the
variance in interactive usageof budgets ITMUD

and 5% of the variance in diagnostic

usageof budgetsDIAGBUD.
Table 8.3 Structural model results for Budgetary Usage
Hypothesised relationship

Interactive

Predicted

Direct effect

direction

coefficient

t-value

Indirect effect

t-value

coefricient

Total effect
coefficient

Usage

PEU-0perations

0.021

0.503

(H2..)

+

PEU-Regulations (H2j

+

0.353**

2.849

-0.059

-0.925

0.294

Differentiation Strategy (H2b)

+

0.240*

1.669

0.049

1.367

0.289

0.244*

1.683

0.013

0.464

0.257

-0.143

N/A

N/A

-0.013

2.275

N/A

N/A

0.189

-1.949

0.010

0.349

Low-cost Strategy (H2,)
Centralisation (RQ2. )

-0.627

-0.060

-0.013

Fonnalisation (RQ2b)

0.189*

-0.039

Diagnostic Usage
PEU-Operations (H2, )

- 0.198*

PEU-Regulations (112.)

0.037

0.284

-0.019

-0.395

0.018

Differentiation Strategy (1-12b)

0.064

0.399

0.027

0.767

0.091

0.057

0.373

0.007

0.342

0.064

N/A

N/A

-0-008

N/A

N/A

0.102

Low-cost Strategy (H2,,)

+

Centralisation (R(jj
Formalisation (RQ2b)

-0.080

-0.008
0.102

1.143

-0.189

6, CH - 1; NF1 1; NNF1. 0.93, Gn - 1; AGH - 0.96. RMSEA . 0.03.
(ofw4ailed): * P<0.05, ** PcO. 01 (tvm4ailea

Model Fit Sta6sfiu; CW-6quam1.25.P-U
*P<0.05

**P<0.01

8.4.2.2 The significance of parameters estimates (H2 and RQ2)
SEM analysis revealed the following results (see Table 8.3) about the effect of PEU,
business strategy and structure simultaneously on budgetary usage dimensions (UMUD

and DIAGBUD):
1. PEU -+ Budgetary usage (H2. )

With respect to the effect of PEU dimensions(OPEPEU and REGPEU) on budgetary
usage,it was hypothesisedthat PEU will have a positive direct effect on UMUD and a
negativedirect effect on DIAGBUD. The resultsof SEM (seetable 8.3) indicate that the
effect of PEU dimensionson ITSTMUDwas substantialand significant only for REGPEU
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(path coefficients = 0.353, t=2.849). Thus, hypothesisH2awas supported only for the
effect of REGPEU on RMUD.

The opposite was found regarding the effect of PEU
dimensions on DIAGBUD. Only OPEPEU was found to have a substantial and
significant negative effect on DIAGBUD (path coefficients = -0.198, t= -1.949). Thus,
H2. was supportedonly for the effect of OPEPEUon DIAGBUD.
Theseresults indicate that uncertainty in the generalregulatory environment of the entire
industry was the main determinant for using the budget interactively. This seems to
indicate that uncertainty in the regulatory environment, as perceived by manufacturing
companiesin the UK, encouragesorganisationsto use budgets for short-term planning
and forecasting, co-ordination and communication in order to increase organisational
adaptivenessand responsivenessto environmental uncertainties. On the other hand,
uncertainty in operations and task envirom-nent(e.g., customer's demand, competitors
actions) makes it difficult for organisationsto determine targets that can serve as valid
standardsfor performanceevaluation, thus, forcing organisationsto place less emphasis
on budget for controlling and performanceevaluation purposes.This is consistentwith
Chenhall and Morris' (1986) argumentthat under high unpredictability, budgetsbecome
ineffective control devices as initial standardsbecomeoutdated and less relevant. 'Me
results are also consistent with the common belief that when the environment becomes
less predictable, then financial measures become less appropriate for control and
performance evaluation purposes (Sharma, 2002; Govindarajan, 1984; Gordon and
Narayanan,1984). Finally, the results in Table 8.3 also indicate that PEU dimensions
have no substantial or significant indirect effect on budgetary usage acting through
organisationstructureor businessstrategy.
2. Business strategy -+ Budgetary usage (H2b, H2c)
It was hypothesised that differentiation strategy (DEFSTR) will have a positive effect on
RMUD

and a negative effect on DIAGBUD

(COSTSTR) will

WMUD(Hu).

(1-12b),whereas low-cost

have a positive effect on DIGBUD

strategy

and a negative effect on

The results of structural analysis, see Table 8.3, indicate that both
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DIFSTR and COSTSTR have a substantial and significant positive effect on EVMUD
(path coefficients = 0.240 and 0.244, t-values = 1.669 and 1.683 respectively). However,
no substantial or significant effects were found between DEFSTR and COSTSTR on
DIAGBUD (path coefficients = 0.064 and 0.057, t-values = 0.399 and 0.373
respectively).Thus, both hypothesesH2band H2cwere partially supported.Theseresults
indicate that the interactive usage of budgets is desirable for all business strategiesin
order to reduce uncertainty and foster co-ordination. In addition, lack of substantial or
significant effect for both businessstrategieson diagnostic budgetary usagecontradicts
the long held belief that using budgets for evaluation and control purposes is more
appropriate for businessespursuing low-cost strategiesthan for differentiation strategy.
However, theseresults are consistentwith the findings presentedearlier in Section8.4.1.2
that loose budgetarypracticeswith frequent budgetaryrevisions are more appropriatefor
all businessstrategiesadopted.Moreover, theseresults shedthe light on the findings that
DEFSTRplace higher importance on budgets,but as a tool for planning, forecastingand
co-ordination more than for controlling and performance evaluation. This interactive
usageof budgetswould be to inspire organisationallearning and the generationprocessof
new ideas and strategies(Simons, 1995).Thus, it is important to meet the budget targets
not for evaluating and punishing poor performing managers,but in order to understand
why variances occur, what corrective actions need to be taken in responseto these
variances.In this setting, the budgetingsystemadvocatesorganisationallearning. Similar
findings in the literature were found in Abernethy and Brownell (1999, p. 194) study
which concluded that strategic change (measured along the defender/prospector
continuum) and performanceis more positive when the style of budget use is interactive
comparedto when its diagnostic.
Finally, the results also show no substantialor significant indirect effects for business
strategies on budgetary usage acting through organisation structure, indicating that
businessstrategyhas no substantialindirect effect on budgetaryusage.However the total
effect of both businessstrategieson budgetaryusagedimensionsshow that DIFSTR had
more "large" coefficients than COSTSTR (0.289 and 0.091 for DIFSTR; 257 and 0.064
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for COSTSTR). Ibus, theseresults are consistentwith Simons (1987, p.370) and Collins
et al. (1997, p.682) findings that defenders,comparedto prospectors,'appear to use their
budgetarycontrol systemsless intensively'.
3. Structure -+ Budgetary usage (RQ2)
The results of the structural model analysis (see Table 8.3) revealed that the structural
dimension of centralisation (CENTRA) has no substantial or significant effect on both
dimensionsof budgetaryusage,E*4TBUDand DIAGBUD (path coefficients = -0.013 and
However,
formaIisation
(FORMAL)
has
t=
respectively).
and
a
-0.008,
-0.143
-0.080
substantial and significant positive effect on RMUD
2.227, P<0.05,

(path coefficients = 0.189, t=

two-tailed) and substantial but non-significant positive effect on

DIAGBUD (path coefficient = 0.102, t=1.143 respectively).
These results are consistent with our earlier findings on budgetary practices.To recall,
earlier findings revealed that centralisationhas no significant effect on both dimensions
of tightnessof budgetarypractices,while formalisation has a substantialand significant
effect only on budgetary importance. Tbus, combining the results of both structural
modelsindicatesthat the effect of structuraldimensionson budgetarypracticesand usage
arisesonly from formalisation. Formalisedorganisationsseemto place more importance
on budgets and use them interactively to reduce uncertainties in their business
environment and signal any changesthat may distracts their operations. On the other
hand, the lack of finding significant effect for centralisationon budgetarypracticesand
usagedimensions is consistent with the line of argument,presentedearlier in Section
5.7.8, that control in centralisedorganisationsis lesscomplex and there is lessrelianceon
accountingcontrols (Waterhouseand Tiessen, 1978; Flamholz et al., 1985). Moreover,
Waterhouseand Tiessen(1978) arguethat in centralisedorganisations,managersare held
accountablefor fewer financial variablesand perceivebudgetsas less useful and limiting
their flexibility.
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8.43 Structural model analysis of cost control systems(H3, RQ3)

Thethird structuralmodelanalysisaimedto testthedirectandindirecteffectsof business
strategyand structuresimultaneouslyon the two dimensionsof cost control systems,
traditional cost systems(TRACOST) and emergentcost systems(EMECOST).No
linkageswere hypothesisedin this model betweenPEU dimensionsand cost control
systemsand no caseswere identifiedas outlierseligible for deletion.Model parameter
estimateswerebasedon MLE estimationwith scaledchi-squarefor testingthemodelfit,
as were
and robuststandarderrorsfor testingthe significanceof estimatedparameters
No difference
discussed
earlierin section8.2 in orderto meetthe normalityassumption.
was found betweenthe normal and robustestimationmeasures.The resultsof SEM
analysisarereportedin Table8.4.
Table 8.4 Structural model results for cost control systems
Hypothesised relationship

Indirect effect

t-value

Total effect

Predicted

Direct effect

direction

coefficient

Differentiation Strategy (1-13.
)

+

0.231

1.548

0.063'

1.656

0.294

LA)w-cost Strategy (H3b)

+

0.209

1.367

0.019

0.600

0.228

Centralisation (RQ3, )

0.030

0.311

N/A

N/A

0.030

Formalisation (RQ3b)

0.228*

2.010

N/A

N/A

0.228

Traditional

t-value

coefficient

coefficient

cost systems

Emergent cost systems
Differentiation Strategy (H3.)

+

0.256

1.621

0.009

Low-cost Strategy (H3b)

+

0.120

0.716

-0.015

Centralisation (RQ3. )

-0.247*

-2.315

Formalisation (RQ3b)

0.151

1.505

Modd Fit Statisdcr. A2 4.24. Pa0.12: S-A2 4.17. P-0.12, CFI - 0.957; R-M
OP-cO.05 OOP<0.01(one-mdW); #p<0.05.

**Pco.

0.189

0.265

-0.348

0.105

N/A

N/A

-0.247

N/A

NIA

0.151

- 0.957. NFI - 1; OR - 1. AGFI - 0.94; RMSEA - 0.06.

ol(two4ailedý

8.4.3.1The structural model goodness-of-rit
The model goodness-of-fit measuresreported in Table 8.4 indicate that the overall
goodness-of-fitof the structural model of cost control usageis good. All measureswell
exceedthe recommendedcut-off values(Chi-square4.24, P=0.12; S-chi-square4.17, P
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0.12;
CH = 0.957; R-CFI = 0.957; NFI = 1; GFI = 1; AGFI = 0.94; RMSEA = 0.06).
=
Thus, the hypothcsised.model fits the data well and the standardiscdestimatesof the
structural parameters (betas) can be used for testing H3 and RQ3. Examining the
2)
determination
(R
coefficient of
values for TRACOST (usage of cost centrcs and
standard costing for controlling costs) and EMECOST (usage of target costing and
activity-basedcosting) indicate that the predictive power of the structural equationmodel
is adequate.Ilie structural model explained 11% of the variancein TRACOST and 13%
of the variancein EMECOST.
8.4.3.2The significance of parameters estimates(H3 and RQ3)
The results of structural model analysis for cost control usage (TRACOST and
EMECOST) revealedthe following findings:
1. Businessstrategy -+ Cost control usage(113.and H3b)
It was hypothesisedthat both differentiation strategy(DIFSTR) and low-cost strategywill
have a positive effect on cost control usage (1-13,and H30- The results of structural
analysis,seeTable 8.4, indicate that both DEFSTRand COSTSTR have a substantialbut
not significant positive effect on TRACOST (path coefficients = 0.231 and 0.209, tvalues= 1.548and 1.367respectively)and on EMECOST (path coefficients = 0.256 and
0.120, t-values = 1.621and 0.716 respectively).Thus, both hypothesesH3, and 113bwere
not supported.However, examining the magnitudesand directions of these coefficients
indicate that both strategieshave a positive and substantialimpact on both cost control
dimensions.This is consistentwith Chenhall and Langfield-Smith (1998, p.256) finding
that emergentcost control techniquessuch as activity-basedtechnequesand traditional
cost techniquescan be effective in combination and redressthe shortcomings of each
other. In addition, these results indicate that DEFSTRplaces higher emphasison both
dimensionsof cost control techniquesrelative to COSTSTR.Theseresults are consistent
with Simons (1987) findings that prospectorsemphasisecost control to a higher extent
than defenders. Also these results provide additional insights into the relationship
betweenbusinessstrategiesand cost control systems.Theseresultsprovide some support
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to suggestthat DEFSTRcmphasisesEMECOST techneques(i. e., ABC and target costing)
to a higher extent relative to TRACOST techneques(i. e., cost centres and standard
costing), whereasCOSTSIR emphasiseTRACOST technequesto a higher extent relative
to EMECOST techneques.No further discussionon this point will be given sinceit is out
of this researchscope.
With regard to indirect effect, the results (see Table 8.4) indicate that DEFSTRhas a
substantial indirect effect only on TRACOST acting through formalisation (path
coefficient --0.063, t=1.656, P<0.05, one-tailed).This may provide some explanationto
Simons(1987) findings that prospectorshavepositive relationship with cost control.
2. Structure --ý cost control usage(RQ2)
The results of the structural model presentedin Table 8.4 indicate that the structural
dimensionsof centralisation (CENTRA) and formalisation (FORMAL) have significant
effect on cost control techniques usage.These results revealed that CENTRA has no
substantialor significant effect on TRADCOST (path coefficient = 0.030, t=0.311) but
has a substantial and significant negative effect on EMECOST (path coefficients =0.247, t=

two-tailed). Whereas formalisation (FORMAL) has a
substantialand significant positive effect on TRADCOST (path coefficient = 0.228, t=
P<0.05,
-2.315,

2.210, P<0.05,

two-tailed) and a substantial but non-significant positive effect on

EMECOST (path coefficient = 0.151, t=1.505).
These results suggest that in
decentralisedas opposedto centralisedorganisations,sophisticatedcost control systems
suchas ABC and target costing are more appropriatethan traditional costing systems.On
the other hand, in organisationswith formalised and standardisedactivities traditional
cost control systemsare appropriate.
8.4.4 Structural model analysis of scopeof information (H4 and RQ4)
The fourth structural model analysisaimed to test the direct and indirect effects of PEU,
business strategy and structure simultaneously on the two dimensions of scope of
information, environmental scanning and forecasting (ENVSCAN) and non-financial
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performancemeasures(NFM). One casewas identified as an outlier eligible for deletion,
thus was deleted.The results of SEM analysisare presentedin Table 8.5.
Table 8.5 Structural model results for scope of information
Hypothesised relationship

Predicted

Direct effect

direction

coefricient

t-value

Indirect effect

t-value

coefricient

Total effect
coefricient

Scanning and Forecasting
PEU-Operations (H4. )

+

-0.076

PEU-Reguladons(H4.)

+

. 0.219*

Differentiation Strategy (114b)

+

0.442**

2.899

Low-cost Su-ategy (H4j

+

0.358'

2.464

Centralisation (RQ4. )

-0.328**

Formalisation (RQ4b)

0.108

-0.816

1.828

-3.707
1.357

0.069

0.167*
-

1.142

-0.007

-2.000

0.052

-0.649

0.404

-0.037

-0.695

0.321

N/A

N/A

-0.328

N/A

N/A

0.108

0.016

0.482
-0.539
1.626

-0.112
0.049

-0.039

Non-rinancial measures
PEU-Operations(]H[4,
)

+

PEU-Regulations(H4,)
DifferentiationStrategy(H4b)

+

-0.128
0.076

-1.361
0.642

+

0.120

0.817

-0.028
0.063*

+

0.098

0.671

0.021

0.707

0.115

Centralisation(RQ4.)

0.041

0.467

NIA

NIA

0.041

Formalisation(RQ4b)

0.195

2.373

N/A

N/A

0.195

Low-cost Strategy(H4j

0.183

Model Fit Studbfics.Clu-s4um 1.2S.Pa0 26; S-Chi-squm 1.071. P-0.30, CFI - 1; NFI - 1. GFI - 1; AGFI - 0.96, k MSEA - 0.03.
.
*P<0.05 **PýcO. 01(ano4aded); *PcO. 05. ##P-cO. 01(t-04ailed)-

8.4.4.1The structural model goodness-of-rit
As shown in Table 8.5, all goodness-of-fitmeasureswell exceedthe recommendedcutoff values (Chi-square 1.25, P_-0.26;ScaledChi-square1.071,P=0.30; CH = 1; R-CFI
hypothesised
Thus,
fits
0.03).
RMSEA
0.96;
the
1;
GFI
1;
AGFI
NFI
1;
model
=
=
=
=
=
the data well and the standardisedestimatesof the structural parameters(betas) can be
Examining
RQ4.
the coefficient of
for
114
hypotheses
question
testing
and research
used
determination (112)values for the two dimensions of scope, ENVSCAN and NFM,
indicates that the predictive power of the structural equation model is adequate.The
7%
in
ENVSCAN
22%
and
of the variance
the
variance
of
structural model explained
NFM.
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8.4.4.2 The significance of parameter estimates
SEM analysis revealed the following results about the direct and indirect effects of PEU,
business strategy and structure simultaneously on scope of information two dimensions
(ENVSCAN and NFM):

1. PEU --> Scope of information (H4a)
With respect to the effect of PEU dimensions of OPEPEU and REGPEU on scope of
information two dimensions (ENVSCAN and NFM), it was hypothesisedthat PEU will
have a positive direct effect on both dimensions of scope (H4,)- Surprisingly, the results
of SEM (see Table 8.5) showed inverse and mixed results regarding the direct and
indirect effects of OPEPEU and REGPEU on both dimensions of scope. 'Me results
revealed that OPEPEU has a negative and non-significant direct effects on both
ENVSCAN and NFM (path coefficients = -0.076 and -0.128, t-values = -0.816 and - 1.361
respectively), while REGPEU has a positive and significant direct effect on ENVSCAN
(path coefficients = 0.219, t=1.828, P<0.05) and a positive but non-significant direct
effect on NFM (path coefficients = 0.067, t =0.642). Thus, H4. was partially supportedfor
the effect of REGPEU on ENVSCAN. The negative and lack of significant effect of
OPEPEU on scopeof information dimensions is not consistent with ChenhaIl and Morris
(1986, p.30) findings that managementcontrol systemswith a "broad scope" were most
by
in
in
firms
characterised
uncertainty.
an
environment
which acted
supportive
Examining the indirect and total effects of PEU dimensions on ENVSCAN revealedthat
REGPEU has a substantial and significant, but inverse, indirect effect on ENVSCAN
(path coefficient =-0.167,

t=2.000,

P< 0.01). This significant and inverse effect is

between
REGPEU
and the structural
to
the
relationship
positive
significant
attributable
dimension CENTRA (discussed earlier) which in turn has a substantial significant
is
by
direct
Thus,
ENVSCAN.
the indirect
the
offset
effect
positive
on
negative effect
inverse
has
This
ENVSCAN.
in
REGPEU
the
effect
resulted
on
of
effect
negative
reduction of the total effect of REGPEU on ENVSCAN to a non-significant or substantial
effect (path coefficient = 0.052). These results contradict the argument presentedearlier
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in Section 5.7.4 that uncertain environments require adaptive organisations and scanning

measures.
Interpretation of this contradictory result is not an easytask, taking into considerationthat
the earlier studies have confirmed the positive relationship between scope of information
and PEU (e.g., Gordon and Narayanan, 1984, Chenhall and Morris, 1986; Chong and
Chong, 1997). However, one could argue that organisations facing high uncertainties in
their environment would rely on informal mechanisms or systems for scanning and
forecasting their environments and would de-emphasiseformal systems such as MCS.
The overall conclusion from these results indicate that PEU dimensions do not have
information,
both
dimensions
and would rely on other
of
scope
of
significant effect on
informal and non-financial measuresto scantheir environments.

2. Business strategy -+ Scope of information (HO and H4,,)
It was hypothesisedthat DIFSTR strategy would have a positive direct effect on scopeof
information dimensions (H4b) and COSTSTR would have a negative effect on scope of
information (H4,,.
). The results of structural model analysisrevealedthat both DIFSTR and
COSTSTR have very substantial and significant positive effects on ENVSCAN (path
2.464
However,
2.899
0.358,
0.442
the
t-values
respectively).
and
and
coefficients =
=
COSTSTR
for
both
DEFSTR
and
on NFM (path
results revealed no significant effect
coefficients = 0.120 and 0.098, t-values = 0.817 and 0.671 respectively). Thus, the results
partially supported hypothesesH4band 114,(but in the inverse direction) with regard to
the effect of both strategieson ENVSCAN but failed to support the hypothesisedeffect of
business strategieson NFM. Consistent with the arguments presentedearlier in section
5.7.3, these results provide some support to suggestthat the ENVSCAN is important for
both business strategies and that differentiation strategy compared to low-cost strategy
for
for
intensively
the
threats and
MCS
environment
and
searching
scanning
more
use
is
NFM
lack
hand,
On
the
on
effect
not consistent
the
of
significant
other
opportunities.
display
to
balanced
that
organisations
the
require
card
approach
would
several
score
with
However,
different
these results seem to
under
perspectives.
measures
non-financial
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provide some support for Anthony and Govindrajan's (2001) argument that not all nonfinancial measuresare applicable to all strategies.Only those non-financial measuresthat
reflect key success factors or key performance indicators that will determine the
successfulimplementation of businessstrategiesmust be included in MCS reports. Thus,
reporting only the critical non-financial performance measures is essential to give
reinforcing rather than conflicting signals to managers.
With regard to the indirect effects of business strategies on scope dimensions acting
through organisational structure, the results (see Table 8.4) indicate that DEFSTRhas a
substantial indirect effect only on NFM acting through formalisation (path coefficient
0.063, t=1.626, P<0.05, one-tailed).

3. Organisation structure -+ Scope of information (RQ4)
The results of SEM presented in Table 8.4 revealed significant findings regarding the
(CENTRA)
formalisation
dimensions
the
and
centralisation
of
structural
effect of
(FORMAL) on scope of information dimensions. These results revealed that CENTRA
has a very substantial and significant negative effect on ENVSCAN (path coefficient =0.328, t=3.707,

P<0.01,

two-tailed), and non-significant effect on NFM (path

found
be
factor
Whereas
FORMAL
in the
0.041,
to
the
t=0.467).
was
only
coefficients =
NFM
(path
has
on
that
significant
positive
effect
coefficient =
and
a substantial
model
0.195, t=2.273, P<0.05, two-tailed), however, the effect of FORMAL on ENVSCAN
was found to be non-significant (path coefficient = 0.108, t=1.357).

These results

indicate that decentralised,as opposedto centralised,organisationsrequire more complex
MCS to scanthe environment and foster co-ordination, thus providing support to the slim
decentralisation
broad
interaction
in
literature
the
to
and
of
scope
the
relating
evidence
information to improve managerial decision making and hence,performance.In addition,
theseresults indicate that formalised and structuredorganisationsmust be complemented
in
deal
to
with negative effects of
order
measures
performance
non-financial
with
formalisation. This is consistent with Agarwal (1999, p.363) argument that using nonfinancial perfori-nancemeasuresis expectedto reducethe negative effect of formalisation
by increasing managers' flexibility to do what they deem appropriate to meet the
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specified goals, and in turn, increase their felt responsibilities and organisational
commitment.

8.4.5 Structural model analysis of managerial evaluation and rewards (Hs and RQ5)
The fifth structural model analysis aimed to test the direct and indirect effects of business
PEU, business strategy and structure simultaneously on the three dimensions of
managerial performance evaluation and rewards systems: bonus determination
(BONDET); benchmark for comparison (BENCH); and managerial performance
evaluation criteria (PERFEV). To recall from our earlier discussion in section 8.2, these
dimensions were highly kurtotic and skewed, thus violating the normality assumptionfor
SEM. Thus, parameter estimates for this structural model will be based on MLE
estimation with scaled chi-square for testing the model fit, and robust standarderrors for
testing the significance of estimatedparametersas were discussedearlier in section 8.2 in
order to meet the normality assumption.Two cases(2 and 79) were identified as outliers
contributing to multivariate kurtosis so were deleted from this analysis. No significant
differences were found between the normal and robust estimation measures.The results
of SEM analysisare reported in Table 8.6.

8.4.5.1 The structural model goodness-of-rit
The model goodness-of-fit measures reported in Table 8.6 indicate that the overall
goodness-of-fit of managerial performance evaluation and rewards system structural
model is good. All measureswell exceed the recommendedcut-off values (Chi-square
0.967, P =0.325; Scaled chi-square0.825, P=0.0.36; CFl = 1; Robust-CFI = 1; NFI = 1;
GFI = 1; AGFI = 0.96; RMSEA = 0.03). Thus, the hypothesisedmodel fits the data well
be
for
(betas)
testing
the
can
used
the
structural
parameters
of
standardisedestimates
and
H5. and RQ5a-b.Examining the coefficient of determination (W) values for managerial
_j
evaluation and rewards dimensions indicate that the predictive power of the structural
5%
The
is
of the variance in
explained
structural
model
adequate.
equation model
BONDET, 15% of the variance in BENCH, and 7% of the variancein PERFVA.
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Table 8.6 Structural model results for performance evaluation and rewards system
Hypothesised relationship

Predicted

Direct effect

direction

coefficient

+

0.051

0.524

-0.010

-0.320

0.041

+

-0.045

-0.445

0.007

0.152

-0.047

t-value

Indirect effect

t-value

coerricient

Total effect
coefficient

Bonus determination'
PEU-Operations

(115. )

PEU-Regulations

(1-15.)

0.061

0.415

-0.049

-1.134

0.017

LA)w-cost Strategy (H-j

0.039

0.253

-0.012

-0.374

0.026

Centralisation

0.048

0.649

N/A

N/A

0.048

N/A

N/A

Differentiation Strategy (1-15b)

+

(RQ5a)

Formalisation (RQ5b)
Benchmark

-

0.204"

-2.453

2

comparison

PEU-Operations

(1-15d)

+

0.064

0.679

PEU-Reguladons

(H5d)

+

0.202*

1.797

+

0.314**

2.149

0.409**

2.524

Differentiation
Low-cost

Strategy
Strategy

(H,, )

(1-15f)

Centralisation

(RQ5.

Formalisation

(RQ5b)

Performance

Low-cost

Strategy
(RQ5,

Formalisation

(RQ5a)

-0.825

-0.028

-0.737

-0.024

-0.802

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0.030

1.074

0.063
0.144
0.286
0.382

-0.136
-0.001

3

(H5h)

(1-15)

Centralisation

-0.022

-0.058

-0.010

-0.001

(1-15d
Strategy

-0.001

-1.444

-0.136

(1-15. )

PEU-Regulations
Differentiation

)

evaluation

PEU-Operations

-0.204

)

-ModeeMitSta-tistics. Chi4quarc_A7

+

0.008

0.091

+

0.261**

2.000

+

0.048

0.361
-0.359

-0.047
-0.101

-1.212
0.469

0.038

.

0.044

-0.978

-0.011

-0.324

-0.014

-0.603

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

0.038
0.217
0.038
-0.061
-0.101
0.038

P--0.32; S-Chi-square. 828 P--0.36; CFI 1; CFI 1; NFI 0.99; GFI 1; AGFI 0.96; RMSEA 0-,03-

Notes:

2.

High scorefor bonusdeterminationdenotessubjective(non-formula)criteria while low scoredenotesobjectiveformulacriteria.
High scorefor benchmarkcomparisondenotesusageof externalstandardswhile low scoredenotesinternalstandards.

3.

High scorefor performanceevaluationdenoteslong-termnon-financialcriteria while low scoredenotesshort-termcriteria.

1.

*P<0.05 ** P<0.01 (one-tailed);4P<0.05, #*P<0.01

(two-tailed).

8.4.3.2 The significance of parameter estimates
The results of structural model analysis for managerial evaluation and rewards system
dimensions(BONDET, BENCH, and PERFEV) revealedthe following findings:
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1. PEU -+ Managerial evaluation and rewards (H5., 115dand H5g)
With respect to the effect of PEU dimensions on managerial performance evaluation and
rewards systemthree dimensions (BONDET, BENCH and PERFEV), it was hypothesised
that PEU will have a positive direct effect on all three dimensions (H5., H5dand H5.). The
results (see Table 8.6) revealed that OPEPEU has positive (as hypothesised)but neither
substantial nor significant direct effects on all three dimensions, BONDET, BENCH and
PERFEV (path coefficients = 0.051,0.064 and 0.008, t-values = 0.524,0.679 and 0.091
respectively). With regard to REGPEU, the results revealed that REGPEU has a
substantial and significant positive effects on BENCH and PERFEVA (path coefficients
= 0.202 and 0.261, t-values = 1.797, P<0.05 and 2.000, P<0.0 1 respectively). However,
the effect of REGPEU on BONDET was neither substantialnor significant and was in the
opposite direction (path coefficients = -0.054, t= -0.415). Thus, hypothesis H5. relating
to BONDET was not supported for both dimensions of PEU, while hypothesesH5dand
H5. relating BENCH and PERFEV were supported only for REGPEU. These results
indicate that that under conditions of high uncertainty, long-term non-financial and
external criteria for evaluating managerial performanceare appropriate. In addition, lack
of finding significant relation with BONDET may be due to employing other nonfinancial managerial rewards in these organisations such as promotions to higher
managerialpositions.

2. Business strategy -4 Managerial evaluation and rewards (HA,
It was hypothesised that differentiation
BONDET (1-15b),BENCHM

H5e.f and H5h-1)

strategy (DEFSTR) will have a positive effect on

(H5. ) and on PERFEV (1-150-In contrast, low-cost strategy

(COSTSTR) will have a negative effect on all three dimensions of managerial evaluation
The
in
H5f
1-15).
(H5c,
analysis
presented
of
structural
and
results
systems
and rewards
Table 8.6 show that both DEFSTR and COSTSTR have a very substantial and significant
positive effect on BENCHM

(path coefficients = 0.314 and 0.406, t-values = 2.149 and

2.524 respectively, P< 0.01). However, their effects on BONDET

(path coefficients =

0.062 and 0.039, t-values = 0.415 and 0.253 respectively) and their effects on PERFEV
(path coefficients = 0.048 and -0.047, t-values = 0.361 and -0.359 respectively) were
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neither substantial nor significant. Thus, the results did not provide any substantial
evidence to support H5b, and H5h-iwith regard to the effect for both businessstrategieson
BONDET and PERFEV. However, the results supported hypothesesH5. with regard to
the effect of DEFSTR on BENCHM and H5f with regard to the significance of effect of
COSTSTR on BENCHM (but not for the hypothesisednegative direction of this effect).
The significant positive relationship between both businessstrategiesand benchmarking
is consistent with

Chenhall and Langfield-Smith (1998, p.257) argument that

benchmarking encouragesbest practices and assistsin successfully developing business
strategies. In addition, the significant results between business strategies and BENCH
provides support for the argumentput forward by Bromwich (1990, p.28) that:
fromthefactoryfloor to allowit also
Thereis a needto release
management
accounting
Sucha reorientation
to aid directlyin meetingthesemarketchallenges.
wouldpermit
accounting
additionallyto focuson the firm valueaddedrelativeto its
management
competitors.
The results in Table 8.6 also show no substantial or significant indirect effects for
business strategies on any of performance evaluation and rewards dimensions acting
through organisational structure dimensions.

3. Organisation structure -ý Managerial evaluation and rewards (RQS,.
-b)
The results presented in Table 8.6 revealed that structural dimension of centralisation
(CENTRA) has no significant or substantial effect on BONDET (path coefficients =
but has substantial, although not significant, negative effects on
0.048, t=0.649)
BENCHM and on PERFEV (path coefficients = -0.136 and -0.101, t-values = -1.444 and
indicate
formalisation
(FORMAL),
With
the
to
that
results
regard
respectively).
-1.212
FORMAL is the only factor in the model that has a substantial and significant negative
effect on BONDET (path coefficient = -0.204, t= -2.453, P<0.05 two-tailed). Thus,
formalised and structured organisations emphasiseobjective and strict formula-based
indicate
FORMAL
In
that
has a
determination.
for
bonus
the
addition,
results
plan
however,
PERFEV,
BENCHM
a
on
neither effect is,
and
positive
on
effect
negativeeffect
0.038,
(path
t-values = -0.010 and
and
coefficients
substantial
significant nor
= -0.001
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0.469). These results seem to be consistent with the earlier results that control in
centralised.organisations is less complex and relies less on MCS, whereas formalised
organisations place more emphasis on formal control systems for co-ordinating various
sub-units' activities.

8.4.6 Structural model analysis of aggregation of information (H6 and RQ6)
The sixth structural model analysis aimed to test the direct and indirect effects of PEU,
businessstrategy and structure simultaneously on the level of aggregationof information
(AGGREG) presented to senior managers through MCS. No cases were identified as
ouliers contributing to multivariate kurtosis and no significant differences were found
between the normal and robust estimation measures.Table 8.7 presents the results of
SEM analysis.
Table 8.7 Structural model results for aggregation of information
Hypothesisedrelationship

Predicted Directeffect
direction
coefflcient

t-value

Indirect effect
coefficient

t-value

Total effect
coefficient

Aggregation
PEU-Operations (H6.)

+

0.013

0.124

0.034

0.829

0.047

PEU-Regulations (H6j

+

0.104

0.833

+

0.185

1.180

-1.021
0.643

0.046

DifferentiationStrategy(H6b)

-0.059
0.026

0.211

0.206

1.380

0.001

0.033

0.207

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

-0.119
0.182

Low-cost Strategy (H&)
Centralisation (RQ6,)
Formalisation (RQ6b)

-0.119
0.182*

-1.303
2.095

Chi-square
1.08,P 0.29;CH = 1;NFI- 0.99;GH = 1;AGF1- 0.97;RMSEA- 0.02.
ModelFit Statistics:
** P<0.05 0* P<0.01(one-tailed);
*P<0.05 ,#*P<0.01 (two-tailed).

8.4.6.1 The structural model goodness-of-rit
The model goodness-of-fit measures,seeTable 8.7, indicate that the overall goodness-offit of managerial performance evaluation and rewards system structural model is good.
All measureswell exceed the recommendedcut-off values (Chi-square 1.088, P=0.29;
CH = 1; NFI = 0.99; GFI = 1; AGFI = 0.97; and RMSEA = 0.02). Thus, the hypothesised
model fits the data well and the standardisedestimatesof the structural parameters(betas)
Examining
RQ6.
H6,,,
for
be
the
the coefficient of
testing
and
research
question
can used
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determination (R2) values for AGGREG indicate that the predictive power of the
structural equation model is adequate.The structural model explained 9% of the variance
in AGGREG.

8.4.6.2 The significance of parameter estimates
SEM analysis revealed the following results (see Table 8.7) about the effect of PEU,
business strategy and structure simultaneously on aggregation of information
(AGGREG):

1. PEU -+ Aggregation of information (H6.)
With respect to the effect of PEU dimensions (OPEPEU and REGPEU) on AGGREG, it
was hypothesised that PEU will have a positive direct effect on AGGREG (116a)-The
results of SEM indicate that the effect of OPEPEU on AGGREG was neither substantial
nor significant (path coefficient = 0.013, t=0.124),

while the effect of REGPEU on

AGGREG was substantial but still statistically not significant (path coefficient = 0.101, t
= 0.833). Thus, hypothesis H6a was not supported. These results indicate that PEU
dimensions have no significant effect on the level of aggregation of MCS information,
thus providing support to Chenhall and Morris (1986) findings.

Moreover

the results show no substantial or significant

indirect

effect

for PEU

dimensions on AGGREG. This is not consistent with Chenhall and Morris (1986) finding
that PEU effect on AGGREG is mediated by structural dimension of decentralisation. The
lack of finding significant

indirect effect for PEU dimensions and AGGREG

can be

attributed to the lack of substantial or significant effect between structural dimensions (as
will be discussed later) and AGGREG and/or between PEU dimensions and structural
dimensions as was discussed earlier in Section 8.4.1. Thus, the findings suggest that the
total effect (see Table 8.7) of PEU on the level of aggregation of information in MCS is
positive but not substantial.
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2. Business strategy -+ Aggregation of information (116.and H6b)
It was hypothesisedthat differentiation strategy (DIIFSTR) will have a positive effect on
AGGREG (116b)while low-cost strategy (COSTSTR) will have a negative effect on
AGREG (146J. The results of structural analysis indicated that both DIFSTR and
COSTSTR have substantial but non-significant positive effect on AGGREG (path
coefficients = 0.185 and 0.206, t-values = 1.180 and 1.380 respectively). Thus, both
hypotheses H6b and H6c were not supported. In addition, the results identified no
substantial or significant indirect effect between both strategies and AGGREG acting
through organisational structure. Although the results indicate a substantial positive total
effect for both strategieson AGGERG (path coefficient = 0.211 and 0.207), the lack of
statistical significance regarding theseeffects leadsto the rejection of H6band H6c.To the
best of the researcher's knowledge, no earlier study has tested empirically this
relationship, thus it is hard to comparethesefindings with others.

3. Structure --->Aggregation (RQ6a-b)
The results of the structural model analysis (see Table 8.7) revealed that the structural
dimension of centralisation (CENTRA) has a substantial but not significant negative
effect on AGGREG (path coefficient = -0.119 t=-1.380). Formalisation (FORMAL) has
been found to have the only substantial and significant positive effect on AGGREG (path
coefficient = 0.182, t=2.095, P<0.05, two-tailed). These results are consistent with the
less
is
less
in
that
complex
and
relies
centralised
control
organisations
on
earlier results
MCS, whereasformalised organisationsplace more emphasison formal control systems
for co-ordinating various sub-units activities. Also theseresults are in line with Chenhall
and Morris'

(1986) argument that in centralised as opposed to decentralised

impose
direct
control on various activities, and are
who
organisations,senior managers
little
for
have
business
time
familiar
their
analysis.
the
of
overall operations
with
more
Thus, their decisions tend to be intuitive and would rely less on forinal control systems.
Accordingly, MCS information presentedis much less aggregated.
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8.4.7 Structural model analysis of timeliness of information (H7 and RQ7)
The seventhstructural model analysis aimed to test the direct and indirect effects of PEU,
business strategy and structure simultaneously on timeliness of information MMLIN)
presented to senior managers through MCS. Two cases were identified as outliers
contributing to multivariate kurtosis so were deleted. In addition, no significant
differences were found between the normal and robust estimation measures.The results
of SEM analysis are reported in Table 8.8.

8.4.7.1 The structural model goodness-of-fit
The model goodness-of-fit measures presented in Table 8.8 indicate that the overall
goodness-of-fit of timeliness of information structural model is good. All measureswell
exceedthe recommendedcut-off values (Chi-square0.96, P=0.32; CH = 1; NFI = 0.99;
GFI = 1; AGF1 = 0.97; and RMSEA = 0).
Table 8.8 Structural model results for timeliness of information
Hypothesised relationship

Predicted

Direct effect

direction

coefficient

t-value

Indirect effect

t-value

coefficient

Total effect
coefricient

Timeliness of information

PEU-Operations (H7.)

+

PEU-Regulations

+

-0.079
0.272**

-0.779
2.087

+

0.4050*

2.506

Low-cost Strategy (H7b)

0.335**

2.127

Centralisation (RQ7.)

-0.161
0.162

-1.700
1.863

(H7. )

Differentiation Strategy (H7b)

Formalisation (RQ7b)

0.046

0.823

-0.117
0.011

1.513
.
0.251

-0.012
N/A

-0.309
N/A

N/A

N/A

Model Fit Statistics: Chi-square 0.96, P--0.32; CFI = 1; NFI = 0.99; GFI = 1; AGF I-0.97;
P<0.05

** P<0.01

(one-tailed);

#P<0.05,

*#P<0.01

-0.033
0.154
0.416
0.323
-0.161
0.162

RMSE A-0.

(two-tailed).

Thus, the hypothesised model fits the data well and the standardisedestimates of the
structural parameters(betas) can be used for testing H7,,, and the researchquestion RQ72)
determination
(R
Examining the coefficient of
values for TIMLIN indicates that the
is
The
the
structural model
adequate.
structural
equation
model
of
predictive power
explained 19% of the variance in TIMLIN.
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8.4.7.2 The significance of parameter estimates (H7 and RQ7)
SEM analysis revealed the following results (see Table 8.8) about the effect of PEU,
business strategy and structure simultaneously on timeliness of information MMR*-)
presentedin MCS reports:

1. PEU -+ timeliness of information (H7.)
With respect to the effect of PEU dimensions (OPEPEU and REGPEU) on TIMLIN, it
was hypothesised that PEU will have a positive direct effect on TIMLIN (H7,)- The
results indicated that OPEPEU effect on TIMLIN is neither substantial nor significant and
in the opposite direction (path coefficient = -0.079, t= -0.775). However, the effect of
REGPEU on TIMLIN was found as hypothesised substantial and significant (path
coefficient = 0.272, t=2.087,

P<0.01).

Thus, hypothesis H7. was supported for

REGPEU but not for OPEPEU. These results suggest that the higher uncertainty
perceived in the operations and task environment the more difficult it is to provide
information for managersin a timely manner. This contradicts the common held belief
that the higher the uncertainty the more it is required to provide information on changing
trends in the environment in a timely and frequent manner to enable decision makers to
react rapidly before they becomeproblematic (Gordon, and Miller, 1976; Amigoni, 1978;
Chenhall and Morris, 1986; Sharma, 2002). Moreover, the results show no significant
indirect effect for PEU dimensions on TIMLIN. The lack of significant findings for the
indirect effect for PEU dimensions and TIMLIN can be attributed to the lack of
significant effect between structural dimensions (as will be discussedlater) and TIMLIN
dimensions
dimensions
between
PEU
and
structural
the
as were
to
weak relationship
and
discussedearlier in Section 8.4.1. Thus, it can be concluded from these results that the
total effect (see Table 8.7) of PEU on the level of TIMLIN of information in MCS is
for
REGPEU.
only
positive and significant

2. Business strategy -4 timeliness of information (H7band H7')
It was hypothesisedthat differentiation strategy (DEFSTR)will have a positive effect on
TIMLIN (H7b) while low-cost strategy (COSTSTR) will have a negative effect on
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TIMUN

(H7J. The results presented in Table 8.8 indicated that both DEFSTR and
COSTSTR have very substantial and significant positive effects on TIMLIN (path
coefficients = 0.405 and 0.335, t-values = 2.506 and 2.127, P<0.01 respectively). Thus,
hypothesis 117bwas fully supported while H7cwas partially supported for the significant
effect of COSTSTR on TIMLJN but not for the hypothesisednegative effect. Moreover,
the results provide some support for Simons (1987) findings that increasedfrequency of
reporting was more positively related to prospectorsthan defenders.

With regards to indirect effects of business strategieson TIMLIN, the results show no
substantial or significant indirect effect for both strategies on TIMLIN acting through
organisationalstructure.

3. Structure -+ Timeliness of information (RQ7)
The results of the structural model analysis presented in Table 8.8 revealed that the
structural dimensions of centralisation (CENTRA) and formalisation (FORMAL) have
substantial but not significant effect on TIMLIN (path coefficients = -0.161 and 162, tvalues = -1.700 and 1.863). These results suggestthat organisationalstructure dimensions
have no significant effect on TIMLIN.
A summary of all the results of the structural model analysis presentedin this section
(Section 8.4), with a detailed discussionof the major findings will be given in Chapter 9.
8.5 Structural model analyses results/coalignment effect on effectiveness

The secondstage of analysis aims to achieve the third objective of this study concerned
internal
(also
investigating
termed
the
consistency,
coalignment
of
effect
with
business
fit)
between
PEU.
more
popularly,
strategy,
contingency, congruency or
dimensions
MCS
on organisational effectiveness and
and
structure
organisational.
performance.
Earlier MCS studies (although they are not many) that have considered organisational
effectiveness in their models have often investigated effectiveness using interaction or
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moderation approach to fit (Venkatraman, 1989 provide a comprehensive review of
different fit classifications used in the literature). Under this approach effectiveness is
investigated in combination with the interaction effect between MCS dimensions and
contextual factors using multiple regression analysis (e.g., Chia, 1995). The mediation
approachto fit using path analysis was also used in MC contingency studies (e.g., Chong
and Chong, 1997) to investigate the effect of fit between scope of information, business
strategy and PEU on organisational effectiveness.Under the mediation approach to fit,
MCS attributes are treated as intervening or mediating variables between the independent
or antecedent variables (i. e., PEU, business strategy or structure) and organisational
effectiveness (the consequent or dependent variable). In this case they assume a direct
link or path between MCS and effectiveness, and between antecedents and MCS
indicates
in
5.7.9
However,
that there is
the
section
earlier
argument presented
attributes.
no clear evidence or theory provided by these studies to validate the unidirectional
Thus,
MCS
between
the current research
effectiveness.
and
organisational
relationships
investigates the effect on organisational effectiveness using a multivariate systems
approach of fit, advocated in contingency theory literature (Van de Ven and Drazin,
1985). The systems approach emphasisesthe need to adopt multivariate analysis to
examine patterns of consistency among dimensions of organisational context, structure
it
is
MCS,
In
that
the appropriate
this
the
mean
of
would
context
and performance.
coalignment of PEU, business strategy, structure and MCS attributes that will influence
is
insufficient
for
dimension
it
Thus,
that
one
achieving
any
assumes
performance.
organisational effectiveness, which requires consistent attention to all four dimensions
(Vankatraman, 1989, p-435).
For such a theoretical position, Venkatraman (1989, p.435) argues that fit must be
it
is
latent
and
most appropriately captured as the pattern
constructs
all
specified among
identifies
Venkatraman
In
second-order confirmatory
this
perspective,
of covariation.
factor analysis, in SEM, as the most appropriate analysis technique for testing internal
Venkatraman
(1990,
According
to
constructs.
multiple
among
covariation
consistency
limited
like
linear
24)
the
use given that they
are
of
regression
analysis
models
general
p.
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miss the concept of internal consistency or the logical linkage among the various
independent variables. Thus, covariation among PEU, business strategy, structure and
MCS dimensions is specified as reflecting a consistent organisational design which in
turn has an effect on organisational effectiveness.The coalignment among PEU, business
strategies,structural dimensions and MCS attributes is specified as a higher order latent
construct or factor (labelled as coalignment), the meaning of which is derived through
directly operationalised first order factors. Thus, internal consistency is formally
representedin this analysis, labelled as coalignment, and its effect on organisational
performance or effectiveness can directly be assessedby estimating the path linking
coalignment to organisational effectiveness. This approach provides a deductive
mechanismto separatethe existence of coalignment from its effect on external criterion
variable, namely performanceor effectiveness(Venkatraman 1990; 1989).

The analysis proceduresfor conducting this analysis require evaluating model goodnessin
described
the earlier section. The
as
of-fit and significance of parameter estimates
statistical significance of first order factors (PEU, strategy, structure and MCS
dimensions) loading on the second order latent factor (coalignment) indicates that first
order factors are internally consistent and contribute to the latent construct of
coalignment. The magnitude and significance of path coefficient between coalignment
and organisational effectiveness give the effect of this fit or coalignment on
organisationaleffectiveness,thus achieving the researchobjective.
Finally, Differentiation (DIFSTR) and low-cost (COSTSTR) business strategies are
in
in
than
in
this
combined
rather
two
analysis
one model. This
evaluated
separatemodels
MCS
design
between
be
differences
two
these
to
strategies
and
the
enables
significant
highlighted. 'Ibis is consistent with Porter (1980; 1985) assertion that organisations
following both strategiesare subject to being "stuck in the middle", thus it is expected
that organisations will be either low cost leaders or differentiators but not both. This is
also consistent with Chenhall and Langfield-Smith (1998) study which adopted the
business
fit
two
the
to
evaluated
strategies
analysis
and
using
cluster
systemsapproach
separately.
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8.5.1 Coalignment model analysis of budgetary control practices
The first SEM analysis aims to investigate the impact of coalignment or fit between the
contextual factors and budgetary control practiceson organisational effectiveness.Figure
8.1 representstwo coalignment models for budgetary control practices (Model A and
Model B).
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Figure 8.1 Coalignment model of budgetary control system practices
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0 72
2

D10
048

Fit is specified as "coalignment", an unobservableor latent construct, whose meaning is
derived through the first order factors, namely OPEPEU, REGPEU, CENTRA,
FORMAL, DIFSTR (COSTSTR in Model B) and budgetary control practices of
BUDIMP and BUDREV.
The results shown in Figure 8.1 indicated that all goodness-of-fit measureswell exceeded
the recommendedcut-off values for both models. Therefore, the hypothesisedmodels fit
the data well and the standardised path estimates which represents the impact of
coalignment on organisational effectiveness provide a direct test of the effect of
coalignment on organisational effectiveness. The loadings of first order factors
(OPEPEU, REGPEU, DIFSTR, CENTRA, FORMAL, BUDREV and BUDIMP) on the
second-orderfactor (coalignment), as shown in model A, indicated that only DIFSTR and
FORMAL have significant loading (represented with * symbol) with their t-values
exceeding the critical ratio of 1.96 (path coeffecients = 0.50 and 0.38; t-values 3.94 and
3.50 respectively). It is thus DIFSTR and FORMAL (as opposedto OPEPEU, REGPEU,
CENTRA, BUDREV and BUDIMP) that contribute to coalignment in this model. A
highly significant path coefficient between coalignment and organisational effectiveness
(Path coefficient 0.79; t-value 5.12, P<0.001) confirms the positive impact of
coalignment on organisational effectiveness (EFFECT). In addition, the coalignmcnt or
internal consistency between DIFSTR and FORMAL explains 62% of the variance in
EFFECT (R-square--0.62)in this model.
The results of Model B indicated that COSTSTR, FORMAL and BUDIMP have
0.24;
0.43,0.45
(path
t-values
loading
and
coefficients
=
=
coalignment
on
significant
3.265,4.265 and 2.102 respectively) which in turn has strong significant impact on
EFFEC (path coeffiecent = 0.69, t =.8.47, P<0.001). In this case,the internal consistency
between COSTSRA, FORMAL and BUDIMP explains 46% of variance in EFFECT
(R2=0.46).
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In view of these results, it seems that the internal consistency between differentiation
strategy and formalisation and between cost strategy, formalisation and BUDIMP would
result in higher organisational effectiveness and perfort-nance.Thus, the importance
attachedto achieving budgetary targets (BUDIMP) seemsto contribute to organisational
effectiveness in organisations following a low-cost strategy with formalised structures,
whereas, in the case of differentiation strategy, both dimensions of budgetary control
practices (BUDIMP and BUDREV) seem not to contribute to the coalignment construct
and henceto organisational effectiveness.

8.5.2 Coalignment model of budgetary usage
The second SEM analysis aims to investigate the impact of coalignment between the
contextual factors and budgetary usage on organisational effectiveness. Figure 8.2
representsthe results of coalignment models for budgetary usage (Models A and B).
These results indicate that all goodness-of-fit measureswell exceededthe recommended
fit
data
hypothesised
the
Therefore,
for
both
well and
the
models
models.
cut-of values
The
direct
test
the
effectiveness.
organisational
on
of
effect of coalignment
provide a
results presentedin Model A indicated that INTBUD, DIFSTR, FORMAL and CENTRA
(although its loading is very weak compared to others) have significant loading on
4.534,4.318,4.312
0.18;
0.43,0.44,0.39
(path
t-values
and
=
coefficients =
coalignment
OPEPEU,
REGPEU
factors
(as
is
It
1.993
to
these
thus
and
opposed
respectively).
and
DIAGBUD) that contribute to coalignment in this model. In addition, the highly
significant path coefficient between coalignment and organisational effectiveness (path
impact
P<0.001)
the
6.659,
0.78,
positive
confirms
of
t-value
coeficient =
=
in
61%
the
organisational
variance
of
coalignment, as this construct explains
effectiveness(R2= 0.6 1).
The results of Model B also indicated that INTBUD, COSTSTR, FORMAI, CENTRA
In
to
the
REGPEU
addition, the
construct.
coalignment
are the main contributors
and
internal
between
impact
consistency
or
of
coalignment
the
significant
results confirm
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these factors on EFFECT (path coefficient = 0.72; t=5.995,
52% of EFFECT variance (R 2=0.52).

P<0.001),

which explains

FIT indices: X2=23.10, P=O. 14:
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Figure 8.2 Coalignment model of budgetary usage

In view of all these results it could be argued that the interactive usage of budgets (as
in
budgets)
both
diagnostic
to
coalignment
to
contributes
of
consistently
usage
opposed
models, which in turn result in higher organisationaleffectiveness.
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8.5.3 Coalignment model of cost control systems
The third SEM analysis aims to investigate the impact of coalignment

between the

contextual factors and cost control systems on organisational effectiveness. Figure 8.3
represents the results of coalignment models for cost control systems (Models A and B).
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Figure 8.3 Coalignment model of cost control systems
As shown in Model A, the loading of DIFSTR, FORMAL, TRACOST and EMECOST
0.54,0.45,0.33
0.37;
(path
is
t-values =
and
coefficients
=
on coalignment significant
4.834,4.416,2.818 and 3.102 respectively). Thus, it is DIFSTR, FORMAL, TRACOST
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and EMECOST (as opposed to OPEPEU, REGPEU, and CENTRA) that contribute to
coalignment in this model. In addition, the results of Model A show a highly significant
path coefficient between coalignment and organisationaleffectiveness(path coeffecient =
0.65; t-value = 6.108, P<0.001) which confirms the positive impact of coalignment, as
this construct explains 42% of the variance in organisationaleffectiveness(R2=0 42).
.
The results of Model B indicated the COSTSTR, FORMAI, CENTRA, TRACOST and
EMECOST are the main significant contributors to the coalignment construct (path
coefficient = 0.37,0.50,0.20,0.33

and 0.30; t-values = 2.401,3.964,2.058,2.620

and

2.240 respectively). Also a very substantial and significant path coefficient between
coalignment and EFFECT (path coefficient = 0.63; t=4.628,

P<0.001)

was found

confirining the positive impact of the internal consistency or coallignment on
organisationaleffectiveness,and explaining 40% of its variance (R2=0.40).

In view of all these results it could be argued that cost control systems consistently
contribute to coalignment in both models, which in turn result in higher organisational
effectiveness. Another interesting finding relating to the magnitude of loading for
TRACOST and EMECOST on coallignment construct in both models indicate that
EMECOST compared to TRACOST has a higher loading in case of differentiation
strategy,while TRACOST has a higher loading in caseof cost strategy.
8.5.4 Coalignment model of Scope of information
The fourth SEM analysis aims to investigate the impact of coalignment between the
dimensions
information
broad
factors
of environmental scanning
scope
contextual
and
and forecasting (ENVSCAN) and non-financial performance measures (NFM) on
organisational effectiveness (EFFECT). Figure 8.4 representsthe results of coalignment
The
A
B).
(Models
information
for
goodness-of-fit measuresshown
and
models
scope of
in Figure 8.4 indicate that both models are acceptableand can be used for providing
reliable parameterestimatesas they all well exceededtheir recommendedcut-off values.
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Figure 8.4 Coalignment model of scope of information
The results of Model A indicate that DIFSTR, FORMAL and both dimensions of scope
NFM and ENVSCAN have significant loading on coalignment (path coefficients = 0.53,
0.42,0.23 and 0.32; t-values = 4.916,4.495,2.400 and 3.462 respectively). In addition,
the results of Model A show a highly significant path coefficient between coalignment
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and organisational effectiveness (path coefficient = 0.70, t-value = 6.329, P<0.001). This
confirms the positive impact of coalignment, as this construct explains 49 % of the
2=0
in
49). Thus, the internal consistencybetween
(R
variance organisational effectiveness
.
DIFSTR, FORMAL, NFM and ENVSCAN seemto have a positive impact on EFFECT.
The results of Model B show that COSTSTR, FORMAL, CENTRA, and both dimensions
of scope of information, NFM and ENVSCAN are the main contributors to the
coalignment construct (path coefficients = 0.41,0.45,0.20,0.27 and 0.31; t-values =
3.030,4.095,2.030,2.666 and 3.239 respectively).Also a very substantial and significant
path connecting coalignment to EFFECT (path coefficient = 0.68; t-value = 5.380,
P<0.001) was found confirming the impact of coalignment on EFFECT and explaining
46% of EFFECT variance (R2=0 46). Thus, the internal consistencybetween COSTSTR,
.
FORMAL, CENTRA, NFM and ENVSCAN has a positive impact on EFFECT.

In view of all these results it could be argued that broad scope information consistently
contributes to coalignment in both models, which in turn result in higher organisational
effectiveness.In addition, the results in both models indicate that although both business
strategies emphasise broad scope information for scanning and forecasting their
environments.

8.5.5 CoaIignment model of managerial evaluation and reward system
The fifth SEM analysis aims to investigate the impact of coalignment between the
dimensions
factors
system
reward
and
of
contextual
and managerial evaluation
for
(BENCHM)
benchmark
(PERFEV),
comparison
and
performance evaluation criteria
bonus determination criteria (BONDET) on organisationaleffectiveness(EFFECT).
Figure 8.5 representsthe results of coalignment models for managerial evaluation and
reward system(Models A and B).
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Figure 8.5 Coalignment model of performance evaluation and rewards system

The results of Model A indicated that only DIFSTR and FORMAL

have significant

loading on coalignment (path coefficients = 0.47 and 0.40; t-values = 4.037 and 3.757
highly
Model
A
In
the
significant path
of
show
a
results
addition,
respectively).
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coefficient between coalignment and organisationaleffectiveness(path coefficient = 0.76,
t-value = 5.796, P<0.001), which confirms the positive impact of coalignment, as this
2=0
57%
in
(R
57). With
construct explains
of the variance organisational effectiveness
.
regard to managerial valuation and rewards dimensions the results show a negative
substantial but not significant loading for BONDET on coalignment (path coefficient =0.17; t-value =
loading
PERFEV
BENCHM
the
while
of
and
was neither
-1.585)
substantialnor significant.

On the other hand, the results of Model B show that COSTSTR, FORMAI,

and

BONDET are the main contributors to the coalignment construct (path coefficients =
0.44,0.44,
in
2.645,3.407
has
t-values
turn
which
respectively)
and
=
a
-0.22;
-1.995
very substantial and significant impact on EFFECT (path coefficient = 0.70; t-value =
3.899, P<0.001). These results confirm the positive impact of coalignment on EFFECT as
it explains 49% of the variance of EFFECT (R2=049). Thus, the internal consistency
.
between cost strategy, formalisation and reliance on objective criteria (formula-based) as
opposed to subjective criteria would have a positive impact on organisational
effectiveness.

In view of all these results it could be argued that both COSTSTR and DIFSTR (but to a
lesser extent) tend to rely more on objective criteria as opposedto subjective criteria for
determining managerial bonuses. In addition, internal consistency between low-cost
strategy, formalisation and the use of objective criteria for determining managerial
bonusescontributes to higher organisationaleffectiveness.

8.5.6 Coalignment model of aggregation of information
The sixth SEM analysis aims to investigate the impact of coalignment between the
contextual factors and aggregationof information on organisational effectiveness. Figure
8.6 representsthe results of coalignment models for budgetaryusage(Models A and B).
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Figure 8.6 Coalignment model of aggregation of information

These results indicate that all goodness-of-fit measureswell exceededthe recommended
fit
data
hypothesised
Therefore,
the
for
both
the
models
very well
models.
cut-off values
and provide a direct test for the impact of coalignment on organisationaleffectiveness.
The results of Model A show that DIFSTR, FORMAL

and AGGREG

are the main

latent
0.49,0.40
0.29;
(path
tto
the
construct
and
coefficients
coalignment
=
contributors
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values = 4.409,4.183 and 2.886 respectively). In addition, the path coefficient between
coalignment and organisational effectivenessis highly significant (path coefficient = 0.78,
t-value = 5.779, P<0.001), which confirms the positive impact of coalignment, as this
latent construct explains 60% of the variance in organisationaleffectiveness(R2= 0.60).
The results of Model B show that COSTSTR, FORMAL, and AGGREG have significant
loading on coalignment (path coefficients = 0.40,0.42 and 0.32; t-values = 2.886,3.486
and 3.017 respectively) which in turn has a very substantial and significant impact on
EFFECT (path coefficient = 0.73; t-value = 4.425, P<0.001). These results confirm the
%
EFFECT
54
it
EFFECT
impact
of
variance
as
explains
on
positive
of coalignment
(R2=0.54).

In view of these results it can be argued that internal consistency between business

in
higher
information
formalisation
result
would
of
strategies,
and aggregation
organisationaleffectivenessand performance.
8.5.7 Coalignment model of timeliness of information
The seventhand last SEM analysis aims to investigatethe impact of coalignment between
the contextual factors and timeliness of information on organisational effectiveness.
Figure 8.7 representsthe results of coalignment models for budgetary usage (Models A
both
indicate
fit
in
8.7,
that
As
Figure
B).
the
models A
measures
goodness-of
and
shown
impact
for
be
testing
the
data
fit
of coalignment on
B
used
the
and can
and excellently
organisationaleffectivenesswith confidence.
The results of Model A show that the first order factors of DIFSTR, FORMAL and
TIMINF have substantial and significant loading on the second-order latent factor of
4.718
4.685,4.340
0.46;
0.48,0.39
t-values
and
(path
and
=
coefficients =
coalignment
is
EFFECT
between
In
very substantial
the
coalignment
and
path
respectively). addition,
0.78;
P<0.001),
6.765,
thus, confirming the
(path
t-value
coefficient =
=
and significant
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positive impact of internal consistency or coalignment between DIFSTR, FORMAL
AGGREG on EFFECT, as it explains 61 % of EFFECT variance (R 2=0.61).

and

FIT indices: X2=1 1.07, P=0.52;
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Figure 8.7 Coalignment model of timeliness of information

With regard to Model B, the results indicate that COSTSTR, FORMAL and TIMINF (as
loading
CENTRA)
have
REGPEU
on coalignment
OPEPEU,
to
significant
and
opposed
(path coefficients = 0.39,0.37 and 0.44; t-values = 2.978,3.762 and 4.247 respectively).
In addition, the results show a very substantial and significant path between coalignment
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and EFFECT (path coefficient = 0.81; t-value = 5.528, P<0.001), thus confirming the
positive impact of coalignment between COSTSTR, FORMAL and TIMINF on EFFECT,
which explain 66% of its variance (R2=0.66).
In view of these results, it can be argued that internally consistent, concurrent
efforts by
medium and large manufacturing firms to enhancetheir strategic orientation, formalise
their structures and provide managerswith relevant information in a timely and frequent
manner (without delay) would result in higher growth and profits.
8.6 Summary

Ibis chapter has presented the procedures and findings of structural model analysis
related to testing the relationships betweenresearchconstructsrepresentedin the research
model (Figure 5.1) and discussedin Chapter 5. The data were first screenedto check for
data input errors, distribution, missing values, outliers, multicollinearity and singularity.
Out of the 274 cases, 12 cases were deleted from the analysis for having complete
missing measuresfor one or more variables. The remaining 262 caseswere found to be
appropriate and used for the analysis.
The structural model analysis was performed with EQS version 5.7 using maximum
likelihood estimation procedure. Similar to the procedures followed for assessingthe
measurementmodel goodness-of-fit discussedin Chapter 7, several measuresof fit were
used to ensurethat the structural model adequatelyrepresentthe entire set of relationships
between the variables in the model.

The complexity of the researchmodel in terms of number of variables and parametersto
be estimated and the lin-dtationsof sample size have led to adopting the summatedscale
approach.Nevertheless,measurementerrors were controlled by fixing the error variance
for each summatedscale to (1-reliabilty coefficient) times scale variance. In addition, due
to the complexity of the model, the analysis was conductedin two stages.The first stage
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of analysis focused on achieving the first two researchobjectives (i. e., investigating the
direct and indirect relationships between the contextual variables and MCS attributes).
Seven structural model analyseswere conducted under this stage to investigate the direct
and indirect effects of PEU dimensions, business strategy dimensions and structural
dimensions simultaneously on each attribute of MCS sevengeneralattributes.

The second stage of analysis was concerned with achieving the third researchobjective
related to investigation of the implication of fit betweenPEU, businessstrategy, structure
and MCS attributes on organisational effectiveness.Also seven separatestructural model
analyseswere performed for each one of the sevenattributes of MCS. A summary of the
major findings that has emerged from these two stagesof analysis and implications for
theory and practice are discussednext in Chapter 9.
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CHAIqER 9

Conclusionsand Implications

9.1 Introduction

In an attempt to provide a better understandingof MCS design,this study has utilised the
contingency theory approach to investigate the contingent relationships between
environmentaluncertainty,businessstrategy,organisationalstructureand variousattributesof
MCS simultaneously.In addition, this study has investigatedthe implications of fit or
coalignment between these contextual variables and MCS attributes on organisational
effectiveness,thus adopting a systemsapproachto fit recommendedin the contingency
literature.

This study is one of the first to incorporatethe contextualvariablesof environment,strategy
MCS
design.
The
in
investigate
on
their
simultaneously
and structure one model and
effect
benefit of examining the impact of these contextualvariablessimultaneously,rather than
individually as has been the casein most previousMC contingencyresearch,is that these
contextual variables tend to be related. Consequently,when looked at individually, the
design
difficult
MCS
between
to
are
and
variables
relationships
particular contextual
interpret. These relationships could reflect a causal connection between a particular
be
they
MCS
could
spuriousand merely
contextual variable and
attribute, or alternatively,
insights
Thus,
additional
and
reflect mutual relationshipswith other contextualvariables.
together.
by
be
these
variables
contextual
greaterconfidencecan gained considering
This studybuilds on the works of Simons(1987)andChenhalland Morris (1986)in termsof
developing a wider and comprehensiveview of MCS design. SevenMCS attributeshave
been investigatedin this study including tightnessof budgetarycontrol systempractices,
budgetarycontrol systemusage,cost control systems,broad scopeinformation, managerial
information.
timeliness
of
aggregation
and
evaluationandrewardssystem,
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In Chapter 1 it was pointed out that the major objectives of the research were to examine:
1. The direct relationships between the three contextual/contingent variables of.- a) business
.
strategy, b) environmental uncertainty, and c) organisational structure and various
attributes of MCS simultaneously;
2. The indirect relationship between the two contextual variables of: a) business strategy,
and b) environmental uncertainty, acting through organisational structure, on various

attributesof MCS; and
Whether a fit or coallignment betweenthe contextualvariablesand MCS attributes is
associated
with greaterorganisationaleffectiveness.
To achieve the research objectives, a cross-sectional survey employing a questionnaire
method was adopted targeting 1000 medium and large manufacturing organisations in the
UK. The data was collected from 274 organisations; but after data screening, the sample size
retained for data analysis was 262. For purposes of analysis, the research utilised SEM
multivariate statistical technique enabled by EQS 5.7 version software (Bentler, 1995). SEM
is unique in its ability to test construct validity, control measurementerror and investigate the
structural relations simultaneously, thus providing greater confidence in the findings of this
study compared to other multivariate statistical techniques. This represents an advance on
previous MC contingency research.

SEM analysis was approached in two stages. The measurement model analysis was first
performed

utilising

exploratory

and confirmatory

factor

analysis

to

check

the

unidimensionality and validity of the measuresused to capture the research constructs. The
in
Chapter
7 and
from
that
the
were
presented
analysis
results
emerged
measurementmodel
summarised in Table 7.21. These results confirmed the multidimensionality, rather than the
unidimensionality of most of the constructs incorporated in the research model. Only the
timeliness and aggregation of information attributes of the MCS were found to be of
unidimensional nature.

The secondstageof SEM analysisinvolved the structuralmodel analysisto test the structural
relations and achieve the research objectives. It was pointed out in Chapter 8 that due to the
in
two
the
the
approached
structural model analysis was
complexity of
research model,
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stages. The first stage of analysis aimed at achieving the first two research objectives relating
to investigating the direct and indirect contingent relationships between the contextual
variables and MCS attributes. The second stage aimed at achieving the third research
objective relating to investigating the implications of fit between the contextual variables and
MCS attributes on organisational effectiveness. A summary of the major findings emerging
from these two stages of the structural model analysis is discussed next in this chapter. This
chapter also discusses the implications of these findings for theory and practice, research
limitations and avenuesfor further researchas arising from this study.

9.2 Summary of major researchfindings
Ibis section consists of three sub-sections. Sub-section 9.2.1 discussesthe major findings that
have emerged from the first stage of structural model analysis, which are relevant to
achieving the first two research objectives. Sub-section 9.2.2 presents the major findings that
have emerged from the second stage of structural model analysis relevant to achieving the
third research objective. The implications of research findings to theory and practice are
presented in Sub-section 9.2.3.

9.2.1 Direct/indirect

relationship between the contextual variables and MCS attributes

Table 9.1 summarises the results relating to PEU direct and indirect effect on MCS attributes.
These results suggest that different PEU dimensions have different effects on MCS design.
More importantly, these results explain earlier results by illustrating the differential effects of
PEU dimensions on MCS design. The results summarised in Table 9.1 show that PEUoperations has negative and significant effects on MCS attributes of low budgetary revision
high
indicate
diagnostic
These
budgets.
that
managers
perceive
when
and
results
usage of
uncertainty in their operations environment (i. e., competitors' actions, customers' preferences
and demand, technological changes, product attributes) they tend to update and change their
budgetary targets more frequently in order to enhancetheir adaptiveness and responsiveness
to the environmental uncertainty. Thus, in this situation, it is difficult to use budgets for
frequent
behaviour
targets
to
are
subject
since
performance evaluation and controlling
change. These results are consistent with the arguments of earlier studies (Gordon and Miller,
1976; Waterhouse and Tiessen, 1978; Amigoni, 1978; Anthony and Govindarajan, 2001;
Sharma, 2002) that under high PEU, more frequent revisions of budgets and less reliance on
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the budgets for control and performance evaluation purposes are expected. Furthermore, as
Sharma (2002) point out, evaluating performance via budgets in highly uncertain conditions
may be met with explanations that budget variances or shortfalls are due to unpredictable and
uncontrollable factors.

Table 9.1 Summarv of PEU effects on MCS attributes
PEU-operations
Ind.
Exp.
Dir.
1. Budgetary control practices
Low budgetary revision
+ ns
Budgetary importance
ns
- ns

2. Budeetarycontrol usam
Interactivebudgetaryusage
Diagnosticbudgetaryusage
3. Scopeof information
Scanning& forecastinginformation
Non-financialperformancemeasures
4. Managerialevaluation& rewards
Subjectivebonusdetermination
Benchmarkingfor comparison
Long-term,non-financialmeasures
5. Aggregationof infonnation
6. Timeliness of infonnation

+

PEU-reeulafions
Exp.
Dir.
Ind.
- ns
- ns

- ns
+ ns

+

ns

+ ns
+ ns

+

+ **
+ ns

- ns
- ns

+
+

ns
ns

+ ns
+ ns

+
+

*
+ ns

ns

+
+
+

+ ns
+ ns
+ ns

- ns
- ns
+ ns

+
+
+

- ns
+
+**

+ ns
ns
ns

+

+ ns

+ ns

+

+ ns

ns

-ns

+ ns

++

**

-ns

Exp. = Expected;Dir. = Direct effect; Ind. = Indirect effect; ** P<0.01; *P<0.05; ns. = Not significant.

The results summarised in Table 9.1 also indicated non-significant relationships between
PEU-operations and MCS attributes of scope, performance evaluation and rewards,
aggregation and timeliness of information. Hence, contrary to the expectations, the nonMCS
PEU-operations
these
between
and
is
imply
that there no relationship
significant results
(Gordon
and
studies
These
with
earlier
consistent
are
not
attributes.
results
non-significant
have
1995)
Chia,
Gul
that
Chia,
1991;
1986,
Narayanan, 1984; Chenhall and Morris,
and
MCS
PEU
between
direct
attributes such as scope and
and
reported a significant
relationship
Amigoni's
However,
with
information
dimensions.
these
consistent
are
results
timeliness of
(1978) argument that MCSs are systemsof order designed and implemented with reference to
further
Amigoni
certain assumptions about organisational circumstances and environment.
difficult
for
it
becomes
the
if
to
change,
that
continuous
these
subject
argues
assumptions are
formal MCSs to adapt accordingly and provide relevant information in a timely manner. 7bis
is also consistent with the argument that firms with increasingly uncertain environments may
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use informal rather than formal information and control systems for searching the external
environment and controlling activities (Kren and Liao, 1988; Emmanuel, Otley and Merchant,
1990; Moores and Yuen, 2001; Sharma, 2002).

With regards to the effect of the second dimension of PEU, the results in Table 9.1 indicate
that PEU-regulations has a significant positive effect on MCS attributes of interactive
budgetary usage, scanning and forecasting, benchmarking and long-term, non-financial
criteria for evaluating managerial performance and timeliness of information. These results
suggest that when managers perceive high uncertainty in their general industry environment
(e.g., unpredictable change in governmental regulations and actions) they tend to use their
budgets interactively for short-term planning, co-ordination and communication purposes to
enhance their awarenessand responsivenessto environmental uncertainties. Moreover, when
managers perceive high uncertainty in their general industry environment, they tend to use
broad scope information on a more timely basis for scanning and monitoring any sudden
changes in the environment before they become increasingly difficult to manage. Managers
also'tend to use external (i. e., benchmarking with competitors performance) and long-term
non-financial

last
budgets
internal
(i.
than
or
year
e.,
performance measures more

performance) and short-term financial measures for evaluating managerial performance.
Thus, these results generally support earlier research findings (Gordon and Miller, 1976;
Amigoni, 1978; Gordon and Narayanan, 1984; Chenhall and Morris, 1986; Sharma, 2002).
With regard to the indirect effect of PEU on MCS attributes, the results surnmarised in Table

9.1 also indicate that only one significant indirect effect was found betweenPEU-regulation
inverse
direction
in
but
forecasting
the
information
dimension
and scopeof
of scanningand
be
to
indirect
the
inverse
direct
This
attributable
the
may
effect
and
of
significant
effect.
dimension
between
REGPEU
the
structural
and
significant positive relationship
centralisation,which in turns has a substantialsignificant negativeeffect on scanningand
forecasting.The absenceof othersignificantindirect effectsis probablyattributablein general
to the insignificant relationshipsbetweenPEU dimensionsand structure'.Thus, the resultsin
Table 9.1 generallyindicate that organisationalstructurehas no mediating effect on PEUMCS relationship.
While PEU-regulationhad a significantpositiverelationshipwith centralisation,centralisationdid not have
any other relevantsignificantrelationshipwith MCS besidesscanningandforecasting.
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Table 9.2 summarises the results relating to the direct and indirect effects of business strategy
on MCS attributes. These results indicate that both differentiation and low-cost strategies
were significantly associated with interactive usage of budgets, scanning, benchmarking and
timeliness of information. These results indicate that these MCS attributes are deemed
important in low-cost strategies as well as in differentiation strategies to enable organisations
to enhance learning and awareness of opportunities and threats in their competitive
environment in a timely manner that would assist in developing strategies.Thus, the results of
this study are not consistent with the common held belief in the contingency literature that
different strategies require different MCS tools. However, they are consistent with Simons
(1990,1991, and 1995) argument that the reliance on accounting forms of control will not
necessarily diminish in importance in different strategic circumstances, but that the emphasis
or use may be different. They are also consistent with Amigoni's (1978) argument that
different MCSs can be used for different purposes and therefore can be used in any company
differently.

Table 9.2 Summarv of businessstrateev effects on MCS attributes
Differentiation
Exp.
Dir.
1. Budgetga

stratea-Y
Ind.

Low-cost strateav
Dir.
Ind.
Exp.

control Practices

Low Budgetary Revision
Budgetary Importance

- ns
- ns

- ns
+*+-

+-

ns
ns

- ns
+ ns

+

+*
+ ns

+ ns
+ ns

+
+

+*
+ ns

+ ns
+ ns

3. Cost control systems
Traditional cost systems
Emergent cost systems

+
+

+ ns
+ ns

+
+ ns

+
+

+ ns
+ ns

+ ns
- ns

4. Scope of information
Environment scanning & forecasting
Non-financial performance measures

+
+

+
+ ns

ns
+

+
+

+
+ ns

- ns
+ ns

5. ManaRerial evaluation & rewards
Subjective bonus determination
Benchmarking for comparison
Long-term, non-financial measures

+
+
+

+ ns
+**
+ ns

- ns
- ns
- ns

-

+ ns
+ **
- ns

- ns
- ns
- ns

6. Aggregation of information

+

+ ns

+ ns

-

+ ns

+ ns

7. Timeliness of information

+

+ **

+ ns

-

+ **

- ns

2. Budaetarv control usaze
Interactive budgetary usage
Diagnostic budgetary usage

Exp. = Expected; Dir. = Direct effect; Ind. = Indirect effect; ns. = Not significant, *P<0.05;
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** P<0.0 1

The significant results summarised in Table 9.2 suggest that the interactive usage of budgets
is desirable for both business strategiesin order to reduce uncertainty and foster co-ordination
and learning. This is consistent with Simons (1995) assertion that the interactive usage of
budgets would inspire organisational learning and generate new ideas and strategies. This is
also consistent with Abernethy and Brownell (1999, p. 194) study which concluded that
strategic change (measured along the defender/prospector continuum) and performance is
More positive when the style of budget use is interactive compared to when it is diagnostic. In
addition, the significant direct Positive relationship between both business strategies,
environmental scanning and benchmarking is consistent with Chenhall and Langfield-Smith's
(1998, p.257) argument that benchmarking encourages best practices and assist in
successfully developing business strategies. This is also consistent with the argument put
forward by Bromwich (1990, p.28) that:
There is a need to release management accounting from the factory floor to allow it also to aid
directly in meeting these market challenges. Such a reorientation would permit management
accounting additionally to focus on the firm's value added relative to its competitors.

The results of this study also indicate that differentiation and low-cost business strategies
emphasise and use MCS but to a different extent. For instance, the results generally indicate
that organisations employing a low-cost strategy emphasiseMCS to a lesser extent than those
in
is
finding
This
the
differentiation
the
arguments
employing
consistent with
strategy2.
literature (e.g., Amigoni 1978; Simons 1987) that organisations that produce and sell one or
few independent products (as in low-cost leaders or defenders) appear to use their control
systems less intensively than those operating in many different markets with several products
(as in differentiators or prospectors).

Contrary to the expectations,the resultsin Table 9.2 show no significant direct associations
between businessstrategiesand budgetarypractices,cost control systems,non-financial
These
information.
determination,
bonus
results
and aggregationof
performancemeasures,
budgetary
belief
held
tight
long
that
do
therefore not provide any evidenceto support the
determination
bonus
for
determining
the
practices,cost control and
use of objectivecriteria
for
differentiation
low-cost
than
for
businesses
strategies
are more appropriate
pursuing
8.4
2 This is evidentfrom the magnitudesof the standardised
8,
Section
Chapter
in
which
coefficientspresented
than
MCS
for
low-cost
are
smaller
indicate
attributes
and
strategy
that
the
standardisedcoefficients
generally
thosefor differentiationstrategyandMCS attributes.
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strategy (Miles and Snow, 1978; Porter, 1980). In addition, the lack of finding a significant
relationship between business strategy and non-financial performance measures is not
consistent with the balanced scorecard approach that would require organisations to display
several non-financial measures under different perspectives in order to implement their
business strategies. However, these results seem to
provide some support to Anthony and
Govindrajan (2001) argument that not all non-financial
measures are applicable to all
strategies. Only those non-financial measures that reflect key success factors or key
performance indicators that will determine the successful implementation of business
strategies must be included in MCS reports. Thus, reporting only the critical non-financial
performance measures is essential to give reinforcing rather than conflicting signals to
managers. Thus, lack of finding significant results between business strategy and nonfinancial performance measures may be attributed to the measures used in this research to
capture the non-financial performance measures construct where both internal efficiency
measures and customers measureswere aggregatedin one scale.

However, the results in Table 9.2 indicate that differentiation strategy is indirectly associated
with importance of meeting budgetary targets, traditional cost control systems and the use of
non-financial performance measuresthrough the structural dimension of formalisation. Thus,
formalisation seems to mediate the relationship between differentiation strategy and these
MCS attributes. These results are consistent with Baines and Langfield-Smith (2003) findings
that differentiation strategy and the use of non-financial performance measuresare indirectly
rather than directly associated through organisational structure. These indirect relationships
also provide some support and explanations to Simons (1987) contradictory findings that
prospectors place higher importance on achieving budgetary targets and emphasise cost
control systems to a greater extent than defenders by providing evidence by which this
process takes place. The results of this study suggest that differentiators place higher
importance on meeting budgetary targets not for evaluating and punishing poor performing
managers, but in order to understand why variances occur, what corrective actions need to be
taken in responseto these variances. In this setting, the budgeting system is used interactively
to advocate organisational learning.
I
Finally, with regard to organisational structure, Table 9.3 surnmarises the results relating to
its direct effect on MCS attributes. These results indicate that different dimensions of
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organisational structure have different effects on MCS design. These results are consistent
with

earlier MC contingency studies that have reported that control in centralised

organisations is less complex and relies less on MCS, whereas,formalised organisations place
more emphasis on formal control systems for co-ordinating various sub-units activities
(Gordon and Miller, 1976; Waterhouse and Tiessen, 1978; Amigoni, 1978). For instance, the
results in Table 9.3 indicate that the structural dimension of centralisation has significant
negative effects on the use of emergent cost control systems(activity-based and target costing
systems) and the broad scope dimension of scanning and forecasting information. Table 9.3
also indicates that this structural dimension has a non-significant effect on the other attributes
of MCS investigated in this study. These results are in line with Chenhall and Morris'(1986)
arguments that in centralised as opposed to decentralised organisations, senior managers who
impose direct control on various activities, and are more familiar with the overall operations
of their business, have little time for analysis. Thus, their decisions tend to be intuitive and
would rely less on formal managementcontrol and cost control systems.

Table 9.3 Summarv of oreanisational structure effects on MCS attributes
Centralisation
Direct effect
Expected
I. Budgetaly control practices
Low budgetary revision
Budgetary importance

2. Bu
-aetarycontrol usaize
Interactive budgetaryusage
Diagnostic budgetaryusage
3. Cost control systems
Traditional cost systems
Emergentcost systems
4. Scoveof information
Environmentscanning& forecasting
Non-financial performancemeasures
5. Managerialevaluation& rewards
Subjective bonusdetermination
Benchmarkingfor comparison
LongIterm, non-financialmeasures
6. Aguegation of information

Formalisation
Direct effect
Expected

N/A
N/A

- ns
+ ns

N/A
N/A

+ ns
+ **

N/A
N/A

- ns
- ns

NIA
NIA

+*
+ ns

NIA
N/A

+ ns

N/A
NIA

+
+ ns
+ ns
+

N/A
N/A

+ ns

NIA
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

+ ns
- ns
- ns

N/A
N/A
N/A

ns
+ ns

N/A

- ns

NIA

+*

N/A
ns
**
P<0.01
*P<0.05;
N/A = Not hypothesised/research
Not
significant;
ns.=
question;
7. Timelinessof information

N/A
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+ ns

This is also consistentwith the literature (e.g., Khandwalla, 1972; Bruns and Waterhouse,
1975) that states that centralisation (formal authority) permits management to co-ordinate and
control various organisational

activities, thus placing less reliance on MCS compared with

decentralised organisation.

The results in Table 9.3 also indicate that the structural dimension of formalisation
significant

has a

positive effect on MCS attributes of budgetary importance, interactive budgetary

usage, non-financial

performance measures, and aggregation of information

and a significant

negative effect on using subjective criteria for bonus determination. These significant results
suggest that formalised
them

interactively

organisations seems to place more importance on budgets and use

rather

than diagnostically

to reduce uncertainties

in their

business

and signal any changes that may distracts their operations. In addition, these

environment

results also suggest that formalisation

must be complemented with non-financial

performance

measures in order to deal with its negative effects. This is consistent with Agarwal
p. 363) argument that using non-financial
negative effect of formalisation
appropriate

is
expected to reduce the
measures
performance

by increasing managers' flexibility

to do what they deem

to meet the specified goals, and in turn, increase their felt responsibilities

organisational

(1999,

and

commitment.

9.2.2 Implications of MCS fit on organisational effectiveness
Unlike previousMC contingencyresearchthat assumeda unidirectionaldirect link between
MCS and organisationaleffectiveness,this study employedthe systemsapproachof fit to
achieve the third researchobjective concernedwith examining the patternsof consistency
among dimensionsof PEU, strategy,structureand MCS and organisationaleffectiveness.
77hus,consistentwith the systemsapproachof fit, this studyassumesthat any one dimension
is insufficient for achieving organisationaleffectivenessand that organisationsthat pay
business
PEU,
between
internal
strategy,structureand
consistency
consistentattentionto the
MCS attributeswill be more effective. Higher or second-orderfactor analysisin SEM was
1990).
(1989
Venkatraman
by
and
performed to test the systemsapproachas recommended
Ile'results of this analysiswere presentedin Chapter8, Section8.5 and the major findings
are summarisedin the following paragraphs.
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The results from this analysis indicate that attaching higher importance to achieving
budgetary targets and using objective formula-based criteria for bonus detennination
contribute to organisational effectiveness in organisations that formalise their activities and
adopt a low-cost strategy rather than differentiation strategy (see Sub-sections 8.5.1 and 8.5.5
respectively). These results are consistent with the findings of earlier contingency studies
(Miles and Snow, 1978; Porter, 1980; Govidarajan and Gupta, 1985; Govindarajan, 1988).

The results also indicate that MCS attributes of interactive budgetary usage, cost control
systems, broad scope information, aggregation and timeliness of information contribute to
organisational effectiveness in organisations that formalise their structures and employ a lowand 8.5.7
cost or differentiation strategy (see Sub-sections 8.5.2,8.5.3,8.5.4,8.5.6
,
respectively). These results confirm some of the findings that have emerged from the first
stage of analysis discussed earlier and provide additional insights regarding the use of cost
control systems and non-financial performance measures. Consistent with Chenhall and
Langfield-Smith (1998), the results suggest that both dimensions of cost control systems
(traditional and emergent or advanced systems such as activity-based and target costing
techniques) can be effective when used in combination thus redressing the shortcomings of
each other. In addition, the findings that non-financial performance measures contribute to
line
the
both
business
of argument that
with
effectiveness with
strategies are consistent
for
is
financial
required
all
complementing
with non-financial performance measures
organisations

to

achieve organisational effectiveness (Tricker

and Boland,

1982;

Govindarajan and Gupta, 1985). Not adopting a systems approach to fit in this study would
have resulted in concluding that using non-financial measuresand cost control systems are
first
in
the
stage of
insignificant
results obtained
not related to business strategy based on the
discussed
next.
findings
are
theory
The
implications
to
practice
and
the
analysis.
of
research

9.23 Implications of researchfindings for future research
The findings of this study raise several important implications for MC contingency
this
study
the
of
From
results
of
view,
point
a
methodological
researchersand practitioners.
indicated that PEU, businessstrategy,structureandMCS constructsaremultidimensionaland
therefore associatedwith each other in varying degrees.Thus, researchersstudying these
but
items
they
should
also
scale
of
analysis
constructsshould not simply conducta reliability
demonstratethroughfactor analysisthat the itemsload on onedimensionprior to aggregating
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the items into a single scale. Various aspects of these abstract constructs may be more
important under different economic and industrial contexts. Sharma (2002) argued that
researchers are required to develop and refine constructs used in their studies prior to
conducting their analysis. This is considered imperative in order to unravel some of the
contradictory results found in MC contingency studies. The present study supports and
provides further evidence for this argument.

For instance,the resultsthat emergedfrom the measurement
model analysisconductedin this
study (discussedin Chapter 7) indicated that PEU is a multidimensional rather than a
unidimensional construct, even though the latter has been widely used in earlier MC
contingencystudies.Each dimensionof PEU was found to have different relationshipswith
other constructsincorporatedin the researchmodel. For example,PEU-operationswas found
to havea significant positive relationshipwith differentiationstrategy(as were hypothesised)
but an inverse relationship was observed between PEU-regulationsand differentiation
strategy.In addition,PEU dimensionswerefound to havedifferent effectson MCS attributes.
Thus, if this study aggregatedthe items of PEU in one scalewithout verifying the construct
validity and unidimensionalitythroughfactor analysis,the resulting scalewould havepassed
the reliability assessmenttest. However, only weak relationshipsbetween PEU, business
strategyandMCS attributeswould havebeenreported.
Also given the multidimensionalnatureof businessstrategy(Miles and Snow, 1978;Porter,
1980), this study has considered business strategy as a multidimensional construct consisting
of two separatedimensions that emerged from the measurementmodel analysis representing
differentiation strategy and low-cost strategy. This is different from previous MC contingency
high
scores
have
where
continuum
typically measured strategy along a simple
studies that
indicated a differentiation or prospector strategy and low scores indicated a low cost or
defender strategy (e.g., Govindarajan, 1988; Govindarajan, 1990; Van der Stede, 2000;
Abernethy and Brownell, 1999; Chong and Chong; 1997). Although, this simple continuum is
a useful indicator of business strategy, it misses the multidimensional nature of strategic
lowhigh
imply
does
on
because
differentiation
score
low
a
not necessarily
choices
a
score on
business
have
strategy
that
MC
Thus,
measured
studies
cost strategy.
contingency
earlier
business
dimension
strategy
investigating
of
one
along a continuum were mainly
(differentiation) rather than multiple dimensions (differentiation and low-cost strategy), thus,
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providing little evidence on the differential effects of business strategy on MCS design. Thus,
future MC contingency researchers considering the multidimensional nature of business
strategy and other constructs incorporated in their models would provide clearer results that
would enhanceunderstanding of effective MCS design
Moreover, organisational structure was also examined in this study as a multidimensional
construct consisting of two structural dimensions, centralisation and formalisation. Each
structural dimension was found to have different relationships with other constructs in the
research model. For instance, whereas centralisation was negatively associated with MCS
attributes of emergent cost control systems and scanning and forecasting, formalisation was
positively associated with most MCS attributes investigated in this study. In addition, these
structural dimensions were not significantly

correlated with

each other. Thus, the

operationalisation of the organic and mechanistic continuum through centralisation and
formalisation in this study, as were used in other MC contingency studies (e.g., Gordon and
Narayanan, 1984) is inadequate as these structural dimensions do not act as a proxy for
organic

and mechanistic organisations. Thus, future MC

researchers incorporating

organisational structure in their models must consider the multidimensional nature of this
construct and the differential effects of different structural dimensions on MCS design.

This study also calls for increased scientific rigor in MC contingency research by
implementing SEM for assessing constructs unidimensionality and validity. The study
provides researchers with detailed procedures for testing construct validity and control
measurement error that should provide a greater level of confidence in respect of future
research. It also provides some guidance for future researchersregarding the evaluation and
implementation of SEM. Also the study provides future MC researchers with broader
in
further
that
develop
their
so
MCS
studies
they
conceptualisation of
use
and
can
which

broader view of MCS designcanbe achieved.
This study also raisesanotherimportantimplication relating to the different approaches
of fit
fit,
has
the
This
of
in
MC
approaches
multiple
used
study
conceptualised
contingencystudies.
bivariate approachand the systemsapproachto fit. This is consistentwith Van de Ven and
Drazin (1985, pp. 358-359) recommendation that:
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Studies should be designed to permit comparative evaluation of as many forms of fit as
possible... and examining multiple approaches to fit in contingency studies and relating the
findings to unique sample characteristics can greatly aid the development of mid-range
theories.

Specifically, the use of multiple approachesto fit in this study has yielded useful insights and
complementary results that could not have been derived if sole reliance was placed on either
one of the approaches. As noted earlier, the results were not consistent across the two
approaches. The results of the bivariate approach discussed in subsection 9.2.1 did not find
significant relationships between business strategy and several MCS attributes including the
importance of meeting budgetary targets, cost control systems, non-financial performance
measures, bonus determination and aggregation of information. In contrast, the findings
derived from the systems approach discussed in sub-section 9.2.2 supported these
associations. Tbus, sole reliance on the bivariate analysis might have led to the incorrect
conclusion that business strategy has no association with these variables. In addition, the
bivariate approach detected that PEU dimensions have significant effects on business strategy
and on other MCS attributes discussed earlier in sub-section 9.2.1. Such results could not
have been reached from a sole reliance on the systems approach. Thus, the bivariate and
systems approachesshould be used in a complementary manner in future research to enhance
knowledge on MCS design. Also, the inconsistent and different results derived from the two
approaches to fit shed some light on the seemingly contradictory results obtained from earlier
MC contingency studies. Comparing the findings of the different MC contingency studies that
have adopted different approachesto fit results in contradictory findings. Thus, some of the
confusion in MC contingency findings may be attributable to not acknowledging the different
approaches to fit employed in these studies.
Finally, this study has some useful practical implications not only for those responsible for
MCS design, but also for senior managers in medium and large UK manufacturing
increased
MCS
design
for
It
the
of
with
an
companies. provides senior managersresponsible
for
be
factors
key
that
considered
must
understanding of organisational processes and
designing effective MCS. In view of the results of this study, it can be suggested that
internally consistent, concurrent efforts by medium and large manufacturing firms to enhance
MC
formalise
with
relevant
their structures and provide managers
their strategic orientation,
information in a timely manner may contribute to higher organisational effectiveness and
,

survival
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9.3 Limitations and further directions for future research
Part of the strength of any research project lies in the recognition of its limitations. As
with
any research, this research is also subject to a number of limitations that warrant further
discussion. These limitations present opportunities for future research. First, the findings of
this study exclusively pertain to medium and large manufacturing organisations operating in
the UK. Drury (2000) discuss that the design and use of MCS may differ by industry type and
organisational size. Thus, the results of this study may not be generalisable to small
manufacturing organisations or to other organisations operating in other industries such as
services or retail. Future research will have to reveal whether the results are generalisable for
small manufacturing organisations or other organisations operating in non-manufacturing
industries. Also becausethe sample of manufacturing companies was drawn from the UK, the
generalisability of the findings of this study over other national settings may not be valid.
nus, future research should attempt to replicate this study in other countries. Also this study
is one of first in MC contingency literature to incorporate PEU, business strategy and the
structural dimensions of centralisation and formalisation in one model and to investigate their
effect simultaneously on MCS design. Thus, it is recognised that the only way to validate the
findings of this study is by a process of replication. This provides another avenue for future
research.

Second, as in any cross sectional surveys, this study has also encountered the common
limitations of such methodology. Despite the advantagesoffered by the SEM method to test
causality between research constructs as implied in the research model, these causal
interpretations must be treated with caution due to the cross-sectional nature of this research.
Thus, it is not possible to draw any firm conclusions about the directions of causality or rule
for
is
It
direction.
in
example
possible
the
out
possibility that causality operates the opposite
that business strategy is antecedent of PEU (Fisher and Govindarajan, 1993; Chong and
Chong, 1997). Smith and Langfield-Sn-dth (2002) point out that causality can only be inferred
in experimental designs, which allow manipulation of variables to produce effects on
dependent variables, or time-series analysis where causesclearly precede effects in time.

Third; although this research has adopted a wider research model than previous contingency
MCS
dimensions
and
by
incorporating
of
studies
multiple contextual variables, multiple
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organisational effectiveness, model misspecification is still a concern'. The level of variance
explained by the contextual variables in this study suggest the presence of other contextual
variables that may have implications for MCS design and contribute to the interpretation of
the findings. Some of the contextual variables that were not incorporated in the research
model for manageability purposes include organisational size, culture and managerial style.
Investigating the implications of these variables and other contextual variables on MCS
design opens important avenues for future research.

Finally, anotherpotential limitation relatesto the fact that this researchhas investigatedonly
formal MCS neglectingother informal control systems.It is well known that informal control
systemscan also play an important role in organisationalcontrol and it seemsplausiblethat
thesesystemshavedifferent roles in firms employingdifferent strategiesand facing different
uncertaintiesin their environments.Thus,it is not possibleto determinethe interrelationships
between such systems and formal MCS and the contextual variables. Addressing this
limitation presentsanotheropportunityfor future research,and would shedsomelight on the
findings of this study particularly thosepertainingto the insignificant relationshipsof PEU
and MCS attributes.
Despite the above limitations, this study is one of the first to examine empirically the
relations betweenPEU, businessstrategy,structureand MCS designsimultaneously,and to
examine their fit or coalignmentimpact on organisationaleffectiveness.Also, this study is
one of the first to utilise structural equation modeling in MC contingency research. It

therefore has addedto the limited body of knowledgein this area and has managedto fill
body
to
the
literature.
This
in
MC
contributes
also
study
some gaps the existing
contingency
MC
future
for
knowledge
by
contingency researchersto
of
providing some guidance
implement SEM methodfor its greatpotentialsfor testingtheories,controlling measurement
error and validating research constructs. It is hoped that this research will motivate
design
MCS
in
in
the
further
of
area
researchersto undertake
rigorous systematicstudies
order to unravelsomeof the complexitiesof this importantareaof research.

3 It should be noted here that SEM (used in this research) "assumes a closed system, namely that the variables
inclusion
its
by
change
In
important
included
in
should
the model. other words, no other variables
that are
are
any of the paths of the model" (Maruyama, 1998, p. 119).
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Appendix A: ResearchQuestionnaire

'F

University of

fllJDDERSFIELD

Management control systems in UK manufacturing companies
(with special emphasison factors influencing their effective design)

OuestionnaireSurvey

Dear participant:
Your responseis extremelyimportantto the successof this studyand will be treatedas "strictly confidential".
The informationshownin the top right handcomerwill be usedonly to identify who hasreturnedthe
Pleaseanswerthe questionnaire
questionnaire.It will not be disclosedto third partiesunderanycircumstances.
from the perspectiveof the businessunit that mostclearly defineswhereyou work (e.g. a headoffice of a
divisionalisedcompany,a division of a divisionalisedcompany,a non-divisionalisedcompany,etc). Also
pleasenotethat we havewritten thesequestionsto be applicableto manytypesof businesses
andnot exactly
apply to your situation.Never the less,pleaseanswerall questionsasbestasyou can.However,if you are
certainthat your responsewould be misleading,pleaseleavethe specificquestionunanswered.Whenyou have
postage-paidenvelope.
completedthe questionnairepleasereturnit in the enclosedaddressed
Thank you very much for your help and co-operation.

ProfessorColin Drury

Mr MA Dahiyat
HuddersfieldUniversity BusinessSchool
Departmentof Accountancyand Finance
Queensgate
Huddersfield
HDI 3DH
E-mail: m.dahiyat@hud.
ac.uk
Tel. 01484473794

Huddersfield University Business School
Department of Accountancy and Finance
Queensgate
Huddersfield
HDI 3DH
E-mail: c.j. drury@hud. ac.uk
Tel. 01484 472840
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SECTION A: ABOUT MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEMS IN YOUR BUSINESS UNIT

Part 1. The statementsin this part relate to the budgetarycontrol practices in your businessunit. Usingthe
scale below,please indicate the extent to which vou ajereeor disagree with the statementsby circling the
appropriatenumber for eachstatement.
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

1

Slightly
disagree

Slightly
agree

Neutral

234

Strongly
Agree

Agree

56

Budgetary practices
Al. Changes to budget targets are made frequently
budget year

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A2. Changes to the budget targets require formal approval

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A3. Budget revisions are allowed only in exceptional circumstances

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A4. Meeting budget targets is of overriding

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A7. Budgets are primarily considered to be a short-term planning tool
rather than a tool for monitoring and controlling behaviour

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A8. Budget variances are tolerated and used for learning and debating
ongoing plans and actions

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A5. Significant

within the annual

importance

variances require written explanations

A6. Senior management normally

sets the budget for lower levels

A9. The targets set within the budgets are extremely difficult
managers to achieve

for

Part 2. Budgets can serve a variety of purposes. Using the scale below, please indicate the extent to which.
budzets are used in your business unit for each of the purposes specified below by circling the appropriate
number.
Not used
At all

Usedto a very high
extent

Usedto a
moderateextent

1234567

Budgetary usage
A10. Planning annual operations

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A 11. Co-ordinating activities of the various parts of businessunit

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A12. Communicating plans to managers

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A 13. Motivating managers to strive to achieve the targets

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A14. A control device to control the activities of the businessunit

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A15. A mechanism forjudging and evaluating managerial performance

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Part 3. Using the preceding scale used for part 2 above, please indicate the extent to which each of the
following cost control practices are used in your business unit.
Cost control
A 16. Use of cost centres for cost control

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A 17. Costcontrolby establishingstandardcostsandanalysingvariances

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A 18. Activity-based cost management

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A 19. Target costing

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A20. Other (please specify)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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Part 4. Using the scale below,please indicate the extent to which each of the following types data
of
are incorporated
within Periodicvlanning or control reportsprovided to middle and senior managersin your businessunit, by circling one
numberfor eachstatement.
Not
At all

To a moderate
extent

To a considerable
extent

14567

Environmental scanning
A21. Externaldataon opportunitiesandthreats(e.g. dataon competitors'actions,
governmentregulations,emergingmarkets,shifts in the economyetc.)
A22. Forecastedexternalnon-financialdata(e.g. forecastsof market-demand,
governmentregulations,competitors'actions,etc.)
Note:Forthepurpose
A22,forecasts
of question
predictions
aredefinedasquantitative
abouteventswheretheinfluenceof thebusiness
unitis limited
Non-financial performance measures
A23. Internal efficiency measures(e.g. Number or percentagemeasuresrelating
to throughputtime, inventory turnover, scrap/reworkrates, frequencyof
late deliveries,etc.)

1234567
1234567

234567

A24. Customermeasures(e.g. Numberor percentagemeasures
relatingto
customercomplaints,customerresponsetimes,salesreturns,late
deliveries,marketsharesetc.)

234567

A25. Innovationandleamingmeasures(e.g. Numberor percentagemeasures
relatingto employeesuggestions,new patents,newproducts,time to the
marketfor newproductsetc.)

234567

A26. Othernon-financialmeasures(pleasespecify)

234567

A27. Pleaserank in order of importancethe measureslisted in questionsA23-A26, by inserting I to the most important,
2 to the next most important etc.
Efficiency measures
-

Customer measures,
__

Innovation measures_

Other

Part 5. The questionsin this part relate to managerialperformanceevaluationand incentivesin your businessunit.
in your business
(In eachof thefollowingscales,
controlpractices
numberwhichbestdescribes
unit)
pleasecircletheappropriate
A28. For the purposeof evaluatingmanagerialperformanee,pleaseindicate the relative emphasisthat is given to
internalstandards (e.g. comparisonwith budgetsorperformanceof thepreviousyear) comparedwith external
standards(e.g. benchmarkingwith competitorsor other divisionswithin the organisation)in your businessunit.
tienctimaric

tor comparison

Exclusive
emphasisis
given to
comparisons
with internal
standards

Significantly
moreemphasisis
given to internal
standards

Slightly
moreemphasisis
given to internal
standards

1

2

3

About the same
emphasisis
given to both
standards

4

Slightly more
Significantly
emphasisis
moreemphasisis
given to external given to external
standards
standards

5

6

Exclusive
emphasisis
given to
comparisons
with external
standards
7

A29. For the purpose of determining the amount of managerM bonuses, please indicate the relative emphasis that is
given to obiective criteria (Le. based on strictform ula criteria such as a% of business operating profit or meeting a
target return on investment) compared with subjective criteria (Le. based on superiorsjudgement or discretion).
Bonus Determination
Significantly
Exclusive
moreemphasisis
emphasisis
given to
given to
oboectivecriteria objectivecriteria

Slightly
moreemphasisis
given to
objectivecriteria

About the sam
emphasi is
given to both
crited
467
Appendix A-3

Slightly more
emphasisis
given to
subjective
cntcria

Significantly
moreemphasisis
given to
subjective
cnteria

Exclusive
emphasisis
given to
subiective
-at-CEL4

A30. With regard to the performancecriteria that are usedto determinemanagerid bonuses,pleaseindicatethe relative
emphasisthat is given to short-term rinancial criteria (e.g. profits, return on equity, return on investmentetc.)
comparedwith long-term non-financial criteria (e.g. product development,market developmen4market shareetc).
Performance
evaluationcriteria
Exclusive
emphasisis
given to shortterm financial
criteria

Significantly
moreemphasis
is given to
short-term
financialcriteria

Slightly more
emphasisis
given to
short-term
financial criteria

About the same
emphasisis
given to
both typesof
criteria

Slightly more
emphasisis
given to longer
term nonfinancial criteria

Significantly
moreemphasis
is given to
longer term nonfinancial criteria

1

2

3

4

5

6

Exclusive emphasis
is given to
Ionizerterm nonfinancialcriteria
7

Part 6. Control information can either bepresentedto senior managers,or can be extractedon-line, in differentformats,
levelsof aggregationand reporWngfrequencies.Using the scalebelow,pleaseindicate the extent to which vou aereeo
disarree with each of the following statemen relating to the presentationand reporting control information to senior
managersin your businessunit (pleasecircle one numberfor eachstatement).
Strongly
disagree
1

Disagree
23

Slightly
disagree

Neutral
456

Slightly
Agree

Presentationof information
A3 1. Informationprovidedin formatsthat enablesseniormanagersto conduct
'what-if-analysis'(i.e. sensitivityanalysis)

Agree

1234567

A32. Informationavailablein formatsthat enableseniormanagersto distinguish
betweenfixed and variablecosts

1234567

A33. Informationin formatsthat enableseniormanagersto distinguishbetween
variancesthat arecontrollableandthosethat areuncontrollableby their
subordinatemanagers

1234567

A34. Informationavailablein formatsto enableseniormanagersto evaluateand
compareperformanceacrossdifferent areasof business(e.g. across
responsibilitycentresthat areheadedby subordinatemanagerswho report
directly to seniormanagers)

1234567

A35. Informationprovidedin formatsto enableseniormanagersto comparetheir
areaof responsibilitywith similar units in the industry(e.g. marketshare,
profits, productattributes,prices,costs,etc.)

1234567

A36. Informationprovidedon fluctuations(trends)in performanceacross
differenttime periods(e.g. weekly,monthly,quarterlyetc.)

1234567

A37. In general,a considerableamountof informationis analysedandavailable
in variousformatsto enableseniormanagersto evaluateandmonitorkey
activitiesof the businessunit

1234567

Timelinessand frequency of reporting
A38. Relevantinformationrequestedby seniormanagersto enablethemto
monitorandcontrol activitiesis availableimmediatelyuponrequest

1234567

A39. Relevantinformationis providedautomatically(on line) to seniormanagers
uponits receiptinto informationsystemsor assoonasprocessingis
completed

1234567

A40. Thereis no delay betweenthe occurrenceof an environmentalevent (e.g.,
shifts in the economy, competitors' actions, market demand,etc.) and
reportingit to seniormanagers

1234567
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Strongly
agree
7

A41. Pleasecircle the appropriatenumber in the scalebelowto indicatehowfrequently managementcontrol reportsare
providedto senior managersin respectto thoseactivitiesthat is under their controL
Very frequently
(e.g. daily)

Frequently
(e.g. monthly)

Infrequently
(e.g. quarterly or
longer )
1234567

A42. Pleasecircletheappropriatenumberin thescalebelowto indicatehowcustomised
aremanagement
controlreports
in your business
thatareprovidedto seniormanagers
unit.
Highly customisedto
meet Individual
requirements

A small element
of customisation

Not customisedstandardised
throughoutthe
organisation
234567

SECTION B: ABOUT YOUR BUSINESSUNIT
general questions help us to categorise your business unit by type and activities. For each
questiot; please efther tick the appropriate box or writeyour answer in the spaceprovided.
Part

1. The following

BL Pleasespecifythe approximatenumberof employees(full-time equivalents)
currentlyemployedin your businessunit

employees

B2. Pleasespecifythe approximateannualsalesturnoverfor your businessunit
for the last financial year

f ----million

B3. Pleaseestimatethe approximateannualaveragepercentage
of salesrevenue
that wasderivedfrom new productsintroducedduring the last 3years

%

B4. In whattype of business/industry
is your companyengaged?
(pleasebespecific:e.g. steelmanufacturing)

Part 2. Thefollowing statementshelp us to developa greater understandingofyour businessunit type. Using the scale
below,pleaseindicatefor eachitem your estimateofthe position ofyour businessunit relative to its leading competitors
in thefollowing areas(pleasecircle one numberfor eachstatement).
Considerably
lower
12

Lower

Slightly
lower
3

About the
same
45

Slightly
higher

Considerably
higher

Higher
67

B5. Productsellingprices

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B6. Manufacturingcosts

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B7. Averageannualpercentageof salesexpenditureon R&D

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B8. Productquality

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B9. Brandimage

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

BIO.Productfeatures

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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Part 3. Thefollowing statementsdescribethree organisationaltypescommonly observedin practice. Pleaseselectone
type (A, B or Q that you believe most closelv describesyour businessunit comparedto others in the industry within
which your unit operates.Pleaseconsider your businessunit as a whole and note that the three types speckriedare
generic and may not exactlyrepresentyour businessunit. None ofthese typesis inherently "good" or "bad".

El Type A:
This type of organisation attempts to locate and maintain a secure niche in a relatively stable product or service
area. The organisation tends to offer a more limited range of products or services than its competitors, and it
tries to protect its domain by offering higher quality, superior service, lower prices, and so forth. Often this type
of organisation is not at the forefront of developments in the industry, but concentrates instead on doing the best
job possible in its market.

EJType B:
This type of organisation typically operates within a broad product-market domain that undergoes periodic
redefinition. The organisation values being "first in" in new product and market areas even if not all these efforts
prove to be highly profitable. The organisation responds rapidly to early signals concerning areas of opportunity,
and these responsesoften lead to a new round of competitive actions.
0
Type C:

This type of organisationattemptsto maintaina stable,limited line of productsor services,while at the same
time tries to moveout quickly to follow a carefully selectedsetof the morepromisingnew developmentsin the
industry.The organisationis seldom"first in" with new productsor services.However,by carefully monitoring
the actionsof major competitorsin areascompatiblewith its stableproduct-marketbase,the organisationcan
frequentlybe "secondin" with a morecost-cfficicntproductor service.

SECTION C: ABOUT YOUR INDUSTRY ENVIRONMENT

The following statementsdescribesome of the factors that are constantly in the process of changing in the external
environment.Using the scale below,for eachfactor, pleasecircle the number that correspondsto the predictability or
unpredictabiUlyof the rate of changewithin your businessunit.

Highly
Predictable

Fairly
predictable

Slightly
predictable

Neutral

Fairly

Slightly
unpredictable

unpredictable

Highly unpredictable
rate of change

rate of change
1234567

CI Manufacturingtechnology

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

C2. Competitors'actions

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

C3. Customers'demand
and taste

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

C4. ProductattributWdesign

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

C5. Raw materialavailability

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

C6. Labourunionactions

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

C7. Governmentregulation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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SECTION D: ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS UNIT INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT.

The statementsin this sectionrelate to the operating internal environmentof your businessunit. Using the scalebelow,
pleasecircle the appropriate responserelating to the extent to which you agree or disagree with each of the following
DI - D6 arenotapplicable
statements.Please
noteif anyof thedecisions
to yourbusiness
specifiedin questions
unitentertheterm'not
nextto thequestion
number.
applicable'
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

1

Slightly
disagree

Slightly
agree

Neutral

234

Strongly
agree

Agree

56

71

D I. New productintroductiondecisionsare madeonly at the highest
level
management

1

D2. Apart from minor investments,capital budgetingdecisionsare
level
usuallymadeonly at the top management
DI Pricingpoliciesaresetonly by top management

1

D4. Decisionsto attemptpenetrationinto new marketsgenerallyare
madeonly by top management
D5. Decisionson major changesto (including new introductionof)
level
manufacturingprocessesare madeonly at the top management
D6. Personnelpolicy decisionsareusuallymadeby top management

1

234567

1

234567

1
12

D7. Rulesandproceduresin your businessunit arevery clearly
documented.

1

D8. Thereis alwaysan extensiverelianceon rulesandproceduresto
meetoperatingemergencies
D9. Violation of the documentedproceduresis not tolerated.

1

34567
234567

1

SECTION E: ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS UNIT PERFORMANCE

For eachof the dimensionslisted below,pleaseindicate (i) how importantyou perceiveeachis in determiningthe success
ofyour businessunit as a whole and (U) how well you perceiveyour businessunit actually performed over the last three
yearsrelativeto your competitors. Using the scalesbelow,pleasecircle the mostappropriateresponsesrespectivelyfor (i)
hnportanceand (ii) performancefor eachof itemsEl to E8.

Vitally

Not
Important

Important

Uncertain

Poor

Average

Outstanding

E I. Cash flow

1

2

3

4

5

67

1

2

3

4

5

67

E2. Market share

1

2

3

4

5

67

1

2

3

4

5

67

E3. Return on investment

1

2

3

4

5

67

1

2

5

6

E4. New product development

1

2

3

4

5

67

1

2

4
4

5

67

E5. Market development

1

2

3

4

5

67

1

2

4

5

67

E6. Cost reduction

1

2

3

4

5

67

1

2

4

5

E7. Research and development

1

2

3

4

5

67

1

2

E8. Personnel development

1

2

3

4

5

67

1

2

4
4

5
5

67
67

E9. Using the right handscaleabove,pleaseindicatethe overall performanceof
your businessunit comparedto your competitorsover the lastthreeyears.
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12

34567

67

-7

SECTION F: QUESTIONS ABOUT YOURSELF

Thefollowing questions are designed to enable us to classify your answers. We reiterate that all information
you provide is strictly CONFIDENTIAL and any information identifying the respondent will not be disclosed
under any circumstances.
Fl. Where are you located in the organisational structure? (Pleasetick one box)
0 at group head office

0 at divisional head office

0 at an operating unit

0 not applicable, no group structure

F2. Pleaseinsertyourjob titlc/position:

----------------- ---------------

F3. How manyyearshaveyou beenin this currentposition?

years

R. Approximately, how many years of working experience do you have?
(includingexperienceprior to joining this businessunit)

----

years

F5. Pleaseindicatethe level of your confidencein respondingto the questionsof this survey(circle one number
in the scale).
Low Conridencelevel

HIghcoarrdeneekrel

1234567

F6. Pleasecheck the label on the front of the questionnaireand ensurethat your correct name,job title and
companynameand addressis shown. Also pleaseprovideus with the following informationwhich will only
be used,in exceptionalcircumstances,to contactyou directly in the eventof a query.
Your E-mail

.......................................

Your telephone number ........................................

F7. Would it bepossiblefor a shortmeetingto be arrangedto discusssomeof the issuesraisedby this questionnaire?
Meeting possible ()

Meeting not possible ()

F8. Pleasetick the box if you want a copy of the aggregatedresults of this study

11

No More Questions.Thank you for your assistancein completingthis questionnaire. We would appreciate
You
in
the
questionnaire.
to
any commentsor suggestionsyou may care make about any subjectmentioned
may usethe spacebelow,or usea separatesheetand return it with the completedquestionnaireor separately

Pleaseusethe enclosedaddressedand prepaidenvelopeto return the questionnaire.

Appendix A-8
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Appendix B: QuestionnaireCovering Letter

University of

TIUDDERSFIELD

Date:

DearMr
We are currently undertaking a researchproject at Huddersfield University Business school, which is also a
in
best
The
to
practices
PhD
dissertation
study
project aims
of the second author.
major part of
in
UK
influence
factors
their
design,
determine
that
effectiveness
the
and
managementcontrol systems
Chartered
by
been
has
the
importance
The
topic
recognised
this
research
of
manufacturing companies.
Institute of Management Accountants, and by recent reports published by the National Statistics Office and
the Confederation of British Industry. These reports revealed that manufacturing profitability in the UK had
fallen to its lowest level in nearly a decade, and emphasisedthe need to implement better management
techniquesand practices, including the effective design of managementcontrol systems in order to gain a
competitive edge in the market place.
Your name and your organisation is one of a small sample chosen to participate in our study. It was
selected randomly from the entire population of UK manufacturing companies published by CIMA. The
successof this study is dependent on obtaining high responserate from all organisations selected for this
study. High responserate would enable us to use the appropriate analytical techniques, and the results will
truly represent the whole manufacturing industry in the UK. Thus your participation by completing the
enclosedquestionnaire is extremely important. We undertake to assureyou that all information provided by
you will be used for academic purposes only and will be treated as "strictly confidential". Your name or
your organisation will not be released under any circumstances, and the results will only be reported in
aggregateform within summarised tabulations. If you desire, we will send you a report of our findings.
Finally, we'd like to reiterate that your participation in this study by completing the enclosed questionnaire
is crucial for the successof this study, for the validity of its results and for the early completion of the
Ph.D. dissertation. Thus, pleasedo not neglect this letter, and complete the questionnaire and return it in the
enclosed addressed, postage-paid envelope as soon as possible. Thanking you for your help and coif
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YoursSincerely,
Professor Colin Drury
ACMA, BA, MBA
Tel: 01484-2299 (direct) 01484 472840 ( secretary)
E-mail: c.j. drury@hud. ac. uk

Mr. M. A. Dahiyat
BA, MBA, Ph.D Candidate
Tel: 01484-473794
E-mail: m. dahiyat@hud. ac. uk
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Appendix C: QuestionnaireReminder Letter

4

University of

flUDDERSFIELD
Date:

Dear

About four weeksago,we sentyou a letterrequestingyour participationin a researchprojectto studybest
practicesin management
control systemsdesign,and the factorsthat influencetheir effectivenessin UK
manufacturing
companies.
We realise that your busy schedule may have delayed your responseto completing the questionnaire that
was enclosed with the letter. However, we are writing to you again because of the significance of your
participation to the successful completion of this study. Also your prompt response will facilitate the
completion of Mr. Dahiyat's PhD dissertation, of which this study is a part.
As mentioned in our earlier letter, we assureyou that any information provided by you will be treated with
utmost confidence, as only aggregate results will be reported. There will be no linking of the individual
responses,or the firm's name, to the published results and we undertake to ensure the confidentiality of all
information received.
Your contribution to the success of this study and the completion of the PhD dissertation is greatly
appreciated.We look forward to receiving your completed questionnaire preferably by the end of April if
possible. If by some chance you did not receive the questionnaire, or misplaced it, please call either of us
and we will gladly send you another one. Alternatively, you can obtain a printed copy from the website
(http://www. hud.ac.uk/schools/hubs/mcssurvey.doc).
Yours Sincerely,

Colin Drury
Professor of accounting and Finance
Tel: 01484-472299 (direct) 01484 472840 ( secretary)
E-mail: cj. drury@hud. ac. uk

Mohamad Dahiyat
PhD Candidate
Tel: 01484473794
E-mail: m.dahiyat@hud.ac.uk
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